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TO 

DESHBANDHU CHITTARANJAN DAS 

President 36th Indian National Congress . Ex - OFFICIO PRESIDENT ALL INDIA CONGRESS COMMITTEE , 

CALCUTTA . 

Sir , 

We beg to submit the following Report in compliance with the resolution passed by the All India Congress Com mittee
at its meeting held in Lucknow in June last . The circumstances which led up to the appointment of our com mittee are
briefly indicated in that resolution . They form a part of “ the situation " which we are called upon to investi gate and
are stated more fully in our Report , 

In consultation with the members of the Working Com mittee present at its meeting held on the 9th June , Hakim Ajmal
Khan , the Acting President of the Congress , appointed a Committee consisting of himself and the following members
: 

Pandit Motilal Nehru , Syt . C. Rajagopalachariar , Dr. M. A. Ansari , Syt . V. J. Patel , Seth Jamnalal Bajaj , 

Seth M. M. H. J. M. Chotani . Hakim Ajmal Khan being the Acting President of the Congress was the ex - officio
Chairman of this Committee . 

Seth Jamnalal.Bajaj could not accept the offer owing to bis preoccupation with the All - India Khaddar Scheme . Mrs.
Sarojini Naidu was asked to take his place , but owing to ill - health she was prevented from doing so . The Chair
man then invited Syt . S. Kasturiranga Iyengar who cordially responded and joined the Committee at Jubbulpore . Seth
Chotani was unable to join in the tour or take part in the meetings of the Committee . 
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Syts . Hasan Mohamed Hayat , Mohamed Abdul Basit and Lalji Mehrotra were appointed Honourary Secretaries of
the Committee and have discharged their duties with de votion and care . But for their willing and untiring help it
would have been impossible to arrange , classify , and ana lyse the mass of evidence adduced before us or to prepare
the elaborate indices appended to the Report . 

We desire to express our sense of obligation to the leading Congressmen of every place visited by us for the valuable
assistance rendered by them and to the numerous workers and volunteers all over India who , one and all , strove not
only to help us in our enquiry but to make us as comfortable as possible . We have special pleasure in placing on
record our grateful remembrance of the warm and hearty reception accorded to us by many thousands of our
countrymen , the Municipal Boards of Jubbulpore , Poona , Bijapur , Erode , Guntur and Bezwada and other public
bodies too numerous to mention . 

To Pandit Motilal Nebru the other members of the Com mittee desire to express their indebtedness for writing the
Report amidst much personal and domestic inconvenience . 

Allahabad . 20th October , 1922 . 

We are , Sir , 

Yours faithfully Ajmal Khan . Motilal Nehru . M. A. Ansari . C. Rajagopalachariar . V. J. Patel . 8. Kasturiranga
Iyengar . 
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INTRODUCTION . 

The following resolution was passed by the All - India The appointment of the Congress Committee after prolonged
dis Committee . 

cussion at its meeting held on the 6th , 7th and 8th June 1922 . 

" This Committee records its satisfaction that although in spite of the sus pension of all aggressive activities by the
Congress Committees repression in a most severe form has been resorted to by the Government in several parts of the
country , the spirit of the Congress workers has not been daunted and the constructive programme laid down by the
Committee is being loyally carried out at great sacrifice in every province . 

“ The Committee has taken note of the widespread feeling that in view of the extremely unfair manner in which the
policy of repression is being carried out by the Government the country should be advised to resort to some form of
civil disobedience to compel the Government to abandon their present policy and to agree to concede the Triple
Demand of the Congress . But the Committee is of opinion that the carrying out of the Constructive Program me will
be the best preparation for even mass civil disobedience while it will also be the most effective means of furthering
the objects of the Con gress . The Committee therefore earnestly appeals to the country to con centrate all its efforts
upon carrying out the Constructive Programme to the fullest extent and to endeavour to complete it within the shortest
period possible . 

" That the further consideration of the question whether civil disobedience in some form or some other measure of a
similar character should be adopted , should be taken up at the next meeting of the Committee to be held at Calcutta on
the 15th of August next . 

“ That in the meantime the President be requested to nominate and autho . rise a few gentlemen to tour round the
country and report on the situation to the next meeting . 

“ Note.— This resolution does not in any way affect the resolution passed at Delhi on the 25th February last . " 2. '
The resolution quoted above embodies the terms of 

reference to us . As we understand those Scope of the enquiry .. 

terms , we are called upon to report on the general situation in the country and place all ' available material before the
All India Committee which may help in the “ further consideration of the question whether civil disobedience in some
form or some other measure of a similar character should be adopted . " The term “ civil dis obedience " appears to
be wide enough to include all forms of 

a 
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non - violent disobedience of law or orders having the force of law . But , however wide the field it may cover , it is ,
in common with all other Congress activities , subject to the restriction that the line of action chosen must not offend
against the principle of Non - co - operation accepted by the Congress , nor come into conflict with the programme
laid down at the Special Session held in Calcutta and the regular Sessions held at Nagpur and Ahmedabad . We take it
that the All India Committee has no power to go behind the resolutions passed at these Sessions and entertain
proposals inconsistent with them . It follows that the civil disobedience or other similar measure , the adoption of
which is to be considered at the next meeting of that Committee , must be confined to some action authorised or
permitted by the Congress reso lutions as they stand , and that the “ situation " which we have to investigate is
intended to have a bearing on such action . That being so , all questions involving a modification of those resolutions
in any particular would , ordinarily , be entirely beyond the scope of an enquiry of the nature we are called upon to
make . Having regard , however , to the fact 

that changes in some items of the non - co 

operation programme were insisted upon in certain responsible quarters long before our Committee was appointed ,
and in view of the further fact that the All India Congress Committee may be advised to make some re commendations
in that behalf to the Congress , we invited and bave since admitted evidence on all points bearing upon the future
progress of the whole movement as will appear from the questions issued ( Appendix I ) and the tabular synopses of
the evidence recorded ( Appendices III - VII ) . This course appear ed to us all the more desirable as it was
calculated to serve the twofold object of collecting valuable general information without extra trouble and expense ,
and of relieving to some extent the tension of public feeling which had been apparent for some time past . We are glad
to be able to state that our expectations in this respect have been realised . In the process of collecting a store of
useful material we have by viva voce examination of witnesses cleared much of 

Nature of evidence taken , 
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the mist that had gathered round the movement . This material will be available when the occasion to deal with it
arises . We have , on all the points , endeavoured so to arrange and classify the evidence as to indicate the general
feeling on any particular subject at a glance . 3. The procedure followed in taking evidence was first 

to call for written answers to the ques The procedure . 

tions published in the press and sup plied to the various Congress Committees , and then to ex amine such witnesses
viva voce as offered themselves . The written answers received in any centre were arranged . in convenient groups
representing distinct sets of opinions , and witnesses belonging to each group were then asked to elect a spokesman
who was examined at length in the presence of other members of his group . After his ex amination was completed ,
each member of the group was allowed full opportunity to state his points of difference , if any , from the spokesman ,
and these points were duly noted , With a view to avoid invidious distinctions we refrained from sending out special
invitations to selected gentlemen asking them to give evidence before us , and considered the general invitation
implied in the publication of the questionaire to be sufficient for all practical purposes . We have shut out no evidence
of any kind offered to us and the opinions col lected are fairly representative of all shades of political thought within
the Congress . 

We received written answers from 459 witnesses of whom 366 were orally examined by us , the remaining 93 not
attend ing . 

4. The viva voce examination was conducted in camera 

for the obvious reason that an enquiry Enquiry in camera . 

of this kind is , in its very nature , of a confidential character . We preserved this character with a view to encourage
the witnesses to speak out their candid opinions without let or hindrance . Some of them , however , have published
their written answers though the fact , that the enquiry was being held in camera and that the represen 
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tatives of the press had been excluded from the very begin ning , was duly notified . On the question being raised at
Poona , the Chairman left it to the discretion of the witnese es to deal with their written answers as they pleased but
ad hered to the decision in regard to the viva voce part of the evidence for the reasons stated . 

> 

5. After the completion of the enquiry certain members 

of the All - India Congress Committee Evidence not printed . 

suggested the printing of the whole evi dence to enable members to have copies in good time before its next meeting .
The proposal was considered by the Committee , but in view mainly of the heavy expenditure involved , the printing
of the voluminous evidence was not undertaken . Careful charts and tables briefly summarising the evidence on each
head of enquiry have , however , been pre pared to form a part of the report . ( See Appendices III - VII ) and
facilities have been provided for the inspection of the complete record at six important centres viz . , Madras , Poona ,
Bombay , Delhi , Allababad and Calcutta . This course was approved by the President of the Congress . 6. The
itinerary of our tour is appended ( See Appendix II ) . 

It will be noticed that in view of the 

original date fixed for the meeting of the All India Committee ( August 15th ) we had to com press our programme
within very narrow time limits . We were compelled to omit Sindh , Ajmere - Merwara and Central India and Bihar
entirely from our programme and could only visit the principal towns in the other Provinces except the U. P. where the
importance of Cawnpore and Allahabad claimed a short stay at each . It was arranged to examine witnesses from the
Provinces originally omitted at such centres on the programme as were convenient to the Pro vinces concerned . The
Ajmere - Merwara and Central India witnesses were accordingly examined at Ahmedabad . The Sind witnesses were
also to be examined at Ahmedabad but they could not attend . All this time it was felt that the date 

. of the next meeting of the All India Committee having been fixed by that Committee itself by formal resolution passed
at 

The tour . 
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Lucknow , it was not competent to the Enquiry Committee to alter it ; but some time after the tour had begun letters
were received from certain members suggesting a postponement of the meeting of the All India Committee on the
ground that the great Hindu festival of Janmashtmi fell on the 16th August ; and from certain other members asking for
more time to consider our report than would be available to them if the original date was adhered to . In view of these
suggestions a circular letter was issued by the Working General Secretary to all the members ; and the replies
received from most pro vinces favoured a postponement . Hakim Ajmal Khan , as the Acting President of the Congress
, accordingly fixed the 15th September for the next meeting of the All India Committee and this enabled us to visit
Patna , and relieve the witnesses from Bibar from undertaking the journey to Calcutta . Time has now been further
extended by Mr. C. R. Das , the President , under circumstances already notified to the members . 

7. We have already stated the procedure followed in the 

examination of witnesses at the places Propaganda . 

visited by us . It is necessary to add that the recording of evidence was not the only work done . We took occasion to
visit several Khaddar manufacturing centres in Southern India and Assam . Our visit to Tezpur ( Assam ) was
specially instructive . We were gratified to find that the ancient cottage industry of the Assam Silk cloth manufacture
which was on the decline had received an impetus by the Congress propaganda . In the course of our tour we have
also freely availed of the opportunities which came to us to address public meetings . These were as a rule attended
by large audiences varying from five to thirty thousand or more . accorded the warmest of welcomes wherever we
went by immense crowds of men and women of all classes and were honoured by the Municipalities of Jubbulpore ,
Poona , Bijapur Erode , Guntur and Bezwada , and numerous influential public bodies who presented addresses to us .
The enthusiasm which prevailed everywhere stood out in marked con 

We were 
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trast to the despondence of some of the witnesses who appear ed before us . We shall deal with the different pbases of
public feeling which presented themselves to us , and the causes to which they have been attributed , in their proper
place but it may be gerierally stated here that we have met no man or woman , in any part of this vast country , who
has not the success of our movement at heart . We are convinced that no amount of repression or oppression can affect
the deep - rooted desire of the people for immediate Swaraj . 8. It has fallen to us to examine the magnificent work of 

the greatest man of the age now resting Gravity of the task , 

behind the walls of the Yeravada prison . The gravity of our task , apparent as it was at the outset , impressed us more
and more strongly as we proceeded with the enquiry . At every step we realized the invaluable guidance afforded by
the general plan so carefully worked out by the masterful genius who till recently directed the campaign in person .
We were naturally reluctant to put it lightly away in his absence from the field of opera tions . Great , however , as is
our respect and admiration for Mahatma Gandhi , we have not allowed it to come in the way of our clear duty . We
bave approached his work with reverence but have examined it with care . We have endea voured to face existing
conditions with an open mind con . trolled only by our upshakeable faith in the high purpose of the great movement .
We have wholly discountenanced open revolt against the general scheme of non - violent Non Co - operation at one
end and utter subservience to the minutest detail at the other . 
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CHAPTER I The Advent of Non - Co - operation . 9 . The year 1919 was remarkable for the happening of 

events destined to leave a lasting impres The Crisis of 1919 . 

sion on the history of India . It began with the appearance of what Mahatma Gandhi called at the time " an
unmistakable symptom of a deep - rooted disease in the governing body ” , popularly known as the Rowlatt Bill . It is
common knowledge how this obnoxious 

was passed into law in the teeth of unanimous Indian opposition in and out of the Council . The same year witnessed
the passing of a Reform Act , or , as the coun try as a whole rightly apprehended it to be , an apology or an eye - wash
for real reform . In that year , also occurred the infamous but never forgettable Punjab artocities . In un . willing
response to a strong and insistent demand for å Royal Commission , only a committee of enquiry presided over by
Lord Hunter was appointed and that by the Government of India whose conduct itself was in issue . While the Gov.
eriment was still marking time a committee of enquiry , with Mahatma Gandhi and other eminent lawyers , was
appointed to enquire into the matter under the auspices of the Congress . The Congress refused to lead evidence
before the Hunter Committee as the Government of the Punjab refused to allow the leaders in prison to appear in
person and tender evidence before the Committee . A step in Non - Co - operation was thus taken . 10. Whilst both the
official and Congress enquiries were 

proceeding , the Amritsar Congress met . The Amritsar Congress . 

Two or three days previous to the assembling of the Congress , on the 24th of December 1919 , a Royal Proclamation
was issued giving His Majesty's assent to the Reform Act and granting a general amnesty to those concerned in the
Punjab “ rebellion " who were not guilty of actual violence . As a result thereof the Ali Brothers and the Punjab
leaders who had been condemned to various 

2 
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terms of punishment were released and their unexpected entry into the Congress Pandal evoked the greatest enthu
siasm . The disclosures of official barbarities made in the evidence given before the Hunter Committee had sent a
thrill of horror throughout the country . On top of this , came the grievous discontent caused by the ludicrously small “
concessions " in the Reform Act . The Congress felt itself insulted at this poor half - hearted measure , but in response
to the earnest appeal of Mahatma Gandhi and the Moderate leaders , resolved for the time being that while the reforms
were , “ inadequate , unsatisfactory and disappointing ” the Congress would work them for what they were worth . 

11. Two months after the Congress concluded its ses Special Congress Sessionssions , the report of the Congress (
Pun called . 

jab ) Enquiry Committee was published ( March 1920 ) . The details disclosed in the roport were received with
indignant borror in the country and the Gov 

: ernment's delay in publishing the Hunter Report roused widespread suspicion . This was confirmed when on 3rd
May 1920 the majority and minority Reports of the Hunter Committee and the unsatisfactory despatches of the Govern
ment of India and the Secretary of State thereon were pub : lished after the Government had shut out the ordinary 

to the subject by passing an Indemnity Act , The All India Congress Committee , after this , lost no time in meeting to
consider the question and decided on summoning a special session of the Congress at Calcutta . 

12. " It has been regarded in India from times immemorial Towards Non - Co - opera 

as the highest duty of the people to re tion . 

fuse to assist a Government that will not listen to their grievances . The inherent right of the subject to compel redress
has in India been generally asserted by voluntarily and peacefully undergoing suffering to the utmost when feeling is
genuine and deeply stirred . It is this ancient practice which in the troublous times of the Partition of Bengal suggested
the idea of withdrawing co - operation from the Government in certain directions . Presiding at the Benares Session
of the Congress in 1905 the late Mr. Gokhale , 

* legal , 
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referring to the influential opinion which had ranged itself against the Partition , uttered the following prophetic words
: 

" If the opinions of even such men are to be brushed aside with contempt , if all Indians are to be treated as po better
than dumb , driven cattle ; if men whom any other country would delight ' to honour are to be thus made to realize the
utter humiliation and helplessness of their position in their own country , then all I can say is : " Good - bye to all
hope of co - operating in any way with the bureaucracy in the interests of the people . I can conceive of bo greater
indictment of British rule than that such a state of things should be possible after a hundred years of tbat rale . " 

Two years later the late Lokamanya Tilak expounded the principle of Non - Co - operation in a remarkable speech and
was followed up by Mr. Gokhale in 1909 who , in moving the resolution regarding Indians in South Africa , at the
Lahore . Congress , thus explained the doctrine of passive résistance ' which is merely one form of Non - Co -
operation : 

“ What is the passive resistance straggle 2. It is essentially defensive in its patare and it fights with moral and
spiritual weapons . A possive resister resists tyrappy by undergoing suffering in bis own person . He pits soul - force
against brute - force ; he pits the divine in map against the bruto in mad ; he 

; pits suffering against oppression , pits conscience against might ; he pits faith against injästice ; right against wrong .
" 

Let those who invoke the blessed memories of Gokhale and Tilak , in and out of season , to run down non - co -
operators ponder over these noble sentiments . While the clear political insight of both these devoted patriots clearly
saw the shadowscast by coming events , it was left to Mahatma Gandhi to expound a practical policy and programme
of Non - Co - operation and to lead the struggle against a Govern ment which had forfeited the confidence of the
people . Time Was now ripe . The denial of justice in the matter of the Panjab atrocities and of the Khilafat bad deeply
stirred the country to the innermost depths of its soul . The seed thrown by Mahatma Gandhi fell on prolific soil and
immediately took root .. 13. The All - India Khilafat Conference held at Delhi in 

November 1919 resolved to withdraw First Khilafat resolution . 

co - operation from Government , under the advice of Mahatma Gandhi , if the Khilafat ques : 

: 
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Allahabad . 

tion was not satisfactorily settled . The resolution was in general terms and stated that in the event of the Khilafat
question not being satisfactorily solved , “ the Mussalmans of India shall progressively withhold all co - operation
from the British Government ' . This decision was re - affirmed by the Calcutta meeting of the Muslim League and by
other confer ences in the country . The Madras Khilafat Conference held on the 17th April , 1920 , further defined the
nature of the progressive scheme of non - co - operation to be ( 1 ) renunciation of honorary posts , titles and
membership of Councils ; ( 2 ) giving up of posts under Government ; ( 3 ) giving up of appointments in the police and
military forces and ( 5 ) refusal to pay taxes . 

14. Although at this stage the movement of non - co Leaders ' Conference at operation was concerned mainly with 

the Khilafat question , Mahatma Gandhi resolved to refer the question to a Conference of leaders of all parties which
met at Allahabad on the 2nd of June , 1920. At this Conference the policy of non - co - opera tion was decided upon
and a committee was appointed consisting of Mahatma Gandhi and some of the Muslim leaders to draw up the
programme . The committee published . the programme in July and it was in this programme that the boycott of
schools and colleges and of law courts first figured . 15. In the meantime the political situation had become 

worse . The attitude of the Government The Calcutta Congress . 

had become clearer in regard to the Punjab , the Khilafat and the Reforms , and the Punjab debate in both Houses of
Parliament had destroyed the last vestige of faith in the Government . It was generally agreed that the time had come
for vigorous action . The Special Congress , which met at Calcutta in September 1920 , was called upon to consider
the programme as well as the policy of Non - Co - ope ration . In the Subjects Committee all Muhammadan mem bers ,
except Mr. Jinnab , voted with the Mahatma , while many prominent non - Muslim Nationalistis supported Mr. 

1 
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Das , who led the opposition to Mahatmaji . It is noteworthy that in the Subjects Committee and , to a lesser extent in
the open Congress , Mahatmaji was met with no inconsider able opposition on the question of this triple boycott . But
the extreme disappointment in the country in the matter of the redress of the Punjab and Khilafat wrongs and the
illusory nature of the Reforms , coupled with the towering personality of Mahatmaji enabled him to carry his pro
gramme through the Congress ( See Appendix IX . A. ) The next three months were almost exclusively devoted to an
intense propaganda to popularise the triple boycott . 16. The Nagpur Congress met in December , 1920 , under 

very favorable conditions . The Council The Nagpur Congress . 

elections bad been held and all Nationa . lists including those who dissented on the boycott of Councils had stood
aloof in obedience to the Calcutta resolution . The question had now passed out of the domain of practical poli tics for
the next three years and all Congressmen were unit ed in opposing the unbending policy of the Government . Boycott
of schools and courts still found sturdy opposition in certain influential quarters but the great bulk of the 14,000 and
odd delegates were firm in their resolve to adhere to the Calcutta resolution which was re - affirmed , revised and re -
cast in a form acceptable to all parties in the Congress . 

Another important resolution passed at Nagpur advised Boycott of H. RH . The the people of India , 

the people of India , in pursuance Duke's visit . 

of the policy of Ņon.Co - operation , to refrain from taking any part in the functions , or festivi . ties in , honour of H.
R , H. the Duke of Connaught during his visit to India . H. R. H. arrived in IŅdia in Jan uary , 1921 , soon after the
Nagpur . Congress . The boy . cott of the Royal Visit was a striking success , and proved . the determination of India ,
manifested by the - complete and spontaneous hartals in each of the towns where the Duke made his entry , to free
herself from her present , position of bondage and humiliation amongst the nations of the world . While the Duke
received the official welcome , in Calcutta and Delhi through deserted streets , Mahatma 

** 
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Gandhi's meetings attracted thousands in other parts of the same towns to listen to the gospel of liberty . The Nagpur
Congress also adopted a new consti 

tution in place of the old . The lead The new constitution . 

ing features of this were 

of this were a change in the terms of the Congress creed , distribution of the Pro vinces on a linguistic basis , re -
organisation of the Congress and its subordinate committees , regulation of the elections and number of delegates , and
the appointment of a Working Committee . This new constitution with the position assigned to the Working Committee
of the All India Congress Com mittee thereunder has , it has been objected , favoured central isation of authority . As
the chief continuously functioning executive body of the Congress , inspired and guided by Mahatmaji , it has
undoubtedly assumed considerable impor tance and taken a large share in directing Congress policy ; but this was
inevitable in the very nature of things . 

17. By the month of March , attention began to concen Men , money , and muni . trate more on the constructive side of 

the movement . The All India Congress Committee met at Bezwada on March 31st and passed resolutions calling upon
the country to concentrate attention on ( 1 ) collecting a crore of rupees , ( 2 ) enlisting a crore of members and ( 3 )
introducing 20 lakhs of charkas into Indian households by the 30th of June , 1921. The country took up the work in
right earnest and the crore was over - subscribed in time though complete success was not achieved in the other two
items which could not receive sufficient attention . 

18. The succeeding months of 1921 were remarkable for Constructive 

the great insistance placed on the cons Congresso 

tructive side of Congress activities and at the meeting of the All India Copgress Committee held at Bombay attention
was specially concentrated upon " attaining the complete boycott of foreign cloth by the 30th September next and
manufacture of Khaddar by stimulating hand spinning and hand - weaving . " Detailed instructions were isstied to
subordinate Congress organisations and all Con gressmen for the suobessful achievement of that object . 

tions . 
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Resolutions were also passed boycotting the forthcoming visit of H. R. H. the Prince of Wales , approving the
picketting of liquor shops , which had already begun , dep loring the mob excesses at Aligarh and Malegaon , and
author rising the . Working Committee to frame ja statement of the Foreign Policy of the Congress to be laid before the
next meeting of the All India Committee for consideration . The most important decision of that meeting directly
relevent to Restricted civil disobedi- ' the present enquiry was contained in the ence sanctioned , 

last paragraph of Resolution No. 4 which ran as follows : 

" The All - India Congress Committee has taken uote of the reasonable desire of workers iv the United Provinces and
other parts to take - op civil disobedi ence io apgwer to the repressive measures of Local Goveroments and has also
taken dote of the fact that the administration in the North West Frontier Provioce has even probibited the entry into that
Province of the members of the Prontier Enquiry Committee appointed by the Central Khilafat Com . mittee to enquire
into iho outrages ' alleged to have been committed by the local officials in Bapnu ; but with a view to ensure greater
stability of non violent atmosphere throughout Iodia and , in order to test the measure of ipflaence attained by the
Congress over the people and further in order to retain on the part of the nation an atmosphere free from ferment
necessary for the proper and swift prosecution of Swadeshi , the All - lodia Congress Committee is of opinion that
civil disobedience should be postponed till after the completion of the programme referred to in the resolation on
Swadeshi , after which the Committee will not hesitate , if necessary , to recommend a course of civil disobedience
even though it might have to be adopted by a Special Session of the Congress ; provided , however , that it is open to
apy Province or place to adopt civil disobedience sabject to the previous approval of the Working Committee
obtained within the constito . tion throagh the Provincial Congress Committee concerned . " 19. The All India
Congress Committee next met at Delhi 

on the 4tb and 5th November after the Inherent right of opinion . 

arrest and imprisonment of the Ali Brothers which violently disturbed the even tenor of Swadeshi and temperance
work enthusiastically taken up by the people in response to the resolution passed at the preceding meeting . The
committee gave its answer by authorizing " every Province on its own responsibility to undertake civil disobedience
including non - payment of taxes in 

1 
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the manner that may be considered the most suitable by the respective Provincial Congress Committees ” subject to
cer tain conditions ; and further emphasised its settled convic : tion that the Ali Brothers were guilty of po offence in
calling upon Government employees to resign their posts by declaring that it is the inherent right of a citizen to
pronounce his opinion upon the advisibility or otherwise of Government servants leaving civil or military service ,
and that it is the inherent right of every citizen to appeal in an open manner to the soldier or the civilian to sever ' his
connection with a Government which had forfeited the confidence and support of the vast majority of the population
of India . " It also approved the resolution of the Working Committee on Foreign Policy . 

The last meeting of the year was held on the 24th Decem ber which elected Hakim Ajmal Khan to act as the President
of the ensuing Congress in place of Syt . C. R. Das , the Presi dent - elect , then an under - trial prisoner . 

20. We have not specially noticed the resolutions of the Centralisation of Volunteer Working Committee as almost in
every 

important matter they were subsequently adopted by the All India Congres Committee . Those having a special
importance of their own are reproduced in App endix XI . The meeting of the Working Committee held in Bombay on
the 22nd and 23rd November was of special in . terest . The Criminal Law Amendment Act had been applied to the
volunteer organisations in Bengal , the U. P. and the Punjab only a few days before , and Resolution No. 5 passed by
the meeting bringing all existing volunteer bodies under one central control was an acceptance of the challenge thrown
out by the Government . Repression thereafter ran amoek . 

In tracing the history of non - co - operation from its incep tion to the Ahmedabad Congress we have touched but
lightly on the attitude of the Government and the general policy of repression inaugurated by it , as the subject , though
an integral part of that history is important enough to deserve special and separate treatment . We shall deal with it in
the next chapter . 

Boards . 
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CHAPTER II . 

ment . 

The Orgy of Repression . 21. It will be seen from the events recorded in Embarrassment of Govern- the preceding
chapter how the mighty 

wave of non - co - operation once started rapidly spread throughout the country , gaining strength and volume as it
rolled on from province to province . The Government were embarrassed at the startling success of the movement
from the very beginning . They appre hended that at such a stage repression might strengthen the movement rather than
check it . They , therefore , began with some pin - prieks such as depriving pensioners of pen sions and landholding
non - co - operators of irrigation water . Isolated prosecutions were also resorted to , but , on the whole , it seemed as
if they had realised that to oppose the movement with force at that stage would be suicidal . 22. Lord Chelmsford had
to be content with pouring 

uneasy ridicule on the movement . It 6. Rally the Moderates . " 

was this attitude which underlay the Government of India Resolution of November 6 , 1920 , which with amazing self
- complacency left the foolish of all foolish schemes ” to die of inanition . Repres sion not being thought advisable at
that stage , strenuous efforts were made to rally the moderates . Lurid pictures were drawn of an India which would
be plunged in anarchy and red ruin if the strong arm of the English were withdrawn . It was declared that Non - Co -
operators were leading the country to 

Bolshevism and Anglo - Indian newspapers published sensational articles on an India being driven to the verge of a
precipice . The Afghan bogey was raised to divide the Hindus from the Mussulmans . Feverish appeals were made to
the Councillors to stand by the Govern ment in the hour of its sorest trial . “ I appeal to you mem bers of this Council "
harangued Sir Harcourt Butler “ to 

66 most 

3 
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assist your Government not only in this Council but actively Sir Harcourt Butler in 

in your constituencies " . His Excellency panic . 

knew that his Council was no better than a Greek Chorus , and that its own support was of no consequence . Hence the
appeal to the Councillors to venture out of the safety of seclusion and face the music outside . But the Councillors
knew the nature of the recep tion in store for them , if they attempted to approach the electors , whose confidence they
were supposed to enjoy , and wisely chose discretion as the better part of valour . This was soon apparent to Sir
Harcourt Butler who now appealed to Commissioners of Divisions to help in rousing the moderates generally in &
remarkable circular letter some choice passages from which are given below : 

“ Non - Co - operation shifts its ground repeatedly according as it meets with success or failure while counter -
moves of a restricted kind are laboaring to overtake the schemes which they have been powerless to anticipate . ” 

6. The moderate element in the country may be organised and led with the express object of defeating the Non - Co -
operation movement . " 

“ If Government officers declare themgelves openly against Non - Co - operation it may be possible to give the
moderate opinion the coherence and initiative which it lacks . " 

Similar exhortations were made by other Provincial Governors . 

23. By January 1921 , it had become quite clear that Government of India ad . 

Moderate opinion , useful as vises Provincial Govern . ments . 

to hoodwink the British public , was of no avail to choke the popular movement . The re sult of the Nagpur Congress
disappointed the Government , which had expected a division in the Congress camp among the Nationalists
themselves . A new policy was therefore outlined in their letter to the Local Governments which was referred to by
Sir William Vincent in his speech in the Assembly on March 23rd . “ For the present , therefore , ” that letter stated , “
the Government of India would prefer to rely on measures such as : 

( 1 ) keeping the closest possible watch on attempte by the non - co - ope rators to spread disaffection among the rural
masses and the labouring classes in the big towns or indastrial centres ; 

3 

it was 
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( 2 ) the initiation and early enactment of remedial legislation wherever , as in the matter of tenancy law in some
provinces , such legislation is required ; 

( 3 ) counter - propaganda , as for example by giving the widest possible publicity to the intention of the Government
to introduce remedial measures ; 

( 4 ) the vigorous prosecution under the ordinary law of all persons who are guilty of making seditious speeches and
of inciting to violence and against whom evidence is available . 

The Government of India have already urged this measure to wbich they attach the utmost importance on Local
Goveroments , and they must again express their regret that so far such prosecutions have been instituted only in a
small number of cases . The Government of India have refrained , for reasons that have been fully explained to Local
Goveruments , from prosecut ing the leaders on the general charge of advocating non - co - operation . But they must
again impress on local Governments that this fact constitutes no reason for refraining from prosecuting others . 

( 5 ) the enforcement in general of respect for law . Cases have come to tbe notice of the Government of India in
which large crowds have been allowed to indulge with impunity in demonstrations of an obviously unlaw ful
character . Iocidents of this kind can not but tend to weaken the respect for law and order amongst the masses of the
people . ” 24. It is no wonder that after this admonition the Local 

Governments all at once indulged in an Orgy of repression . 

orgy of repression . They expounded these instructions to their own district officials in circulars which duly dotted the
i's and crossed the t's in the Govern ment of India circular . The notorious Rainey circular in Bibar may be cited as an
instance . The activities of Non Co - operators were sought to be suppressed at every turn not only by the
proclamation of the Seditious Meetings Act and the Criminal Law Amendment Act , but by a free lawless and
tyrannical use of section 144 and the security sections of the Criminal Procedure Code . 

25. The district officials were , by a modification of the Govt . Servants form 

Government Servants Conduct Rules , Aman Sabhas . 

authorised to take part in political movements and thus enabled to use undue influence to promote what in the United
Provinces are called Aman Sabhas - organisations , membership to which offered the temptation of immunity from
official high - handedness . For 
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a time some of the prominent Moderates took a leading part in the activities of these Sabhas but prominent Liberals
who joined them had subsequently to resign their member ship when they realised the true nature of these organiza
tions . The ridiculous attempt to coerce the people into loving the Government was made , and proved a dismal failure
. We draw special attention to the methods employed by the Sabhas detailed in the U. P. Provincial Report extracts
from which are given in Appendix VIII . The instructions of the Government were blindly followed by the magistracy
who surrendered their judgment to the exigencies of the administration - witness the debate in the Bihar Council on the
order under Section 144 on Babu Rajendra Prasad on the ground , not that the Magistrate was satisfied that there was
a likelihood of a disturbance of public tranquility but , that he acted in pursuance of the Government circular . In
another case under section 107 , a police Sub - Inspector in the course of his evidence confessed that he sent a report
against a Non - Co - operator on information received from a superior officer and the witness had to be given up as
hostile . 

26. There is reason to believe that repression in its severe Britishers and Anglo - In- form was started as much in
response 

to the call for it from England as to the apprehensions of the Government of India . The call for “ firmness " intensified
from day to day and the Emer gency Committee of the Indo - British Association commenc ed an unscrupulous and
violent propaganda against the movement . The Moderate element among the Britishers in India felt that the agitation
in England would have mis chievous consequences on the political situation in this country . But a telegram of caution
to Lord Ampthill , the President of the Emergency Committee , from Sir Frank Carter , only elicited the insulting reply
" Mind your own 

, business . ” The storm brewing in London at last burst over 

” the heads of the Ali Brothers who were arrested in September 

and tried by the Court of Sessions Ali Brothers ' trial . 

at Karachi on a number of charges , the more serious of which vis . , those under sections 

dians call for “ firm ness 
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120 B and 131 ( Criminal conspiracy and abetment of mutiny ) broke down completely but convictions and heavy
sentences were recorded on the minor charges under Section 505 , 109 and 117 ( circulating false statements with
intent to cause mutiny etc ) . This result of the trial , however , did not prevent Sir W. Vincent from influencing the
Legislative Assembly by mentioning a certain letter written by a third party , openly denounced by the Ali Brothers as
a forgery , and never produced at the trial , though in possession of the Government all the time , as evidence of the
Brothers ' compli city in serious offences against the state . That such a statement was allowed to pass unchallenged in
an Assembly having among its members some lawyer's of repute , furnishes another illustration of the utter
irresponsibility of the Coun cillors . 

27. The Ali Brothers were convicted and sentenced The Brothers ' offence re 

on the 1st November . The Congress peated by thousands . 

took their conviction as an affront to freedom of opinion and repeated the Brothers ' offence in the resolutions passed
by its committees and from a thousand platforms . Many thousands took part in this reaffirmation . The Government
was completely non - plussed and not a single prosecution was undertaken but a desper ate attempt was made by a
more rigorous ¡ use of the Sedi tious Meetings Act and the Criminal Law Amendment Act to suppress the Khilafat and
the Congress Volunteer Corps . 

28. H. R. H. the Prince of Wales arrived in India 

on the 17th November . On that day H. R. H. The Prince of Wales , 

happened what Sir W. Vincent has described as a 

a “ despicable thing ” —the memorable All India Hartal which in truth was a remarkable manifesta tion of the
determined will of the nation to condemn the exploitation of the Royal Family for political ends . It was made quite
clear from the very beginning that no insult was meant to H. R. H. No reascnable doubt could possibly be entertained
on that point after the very full state ment made by the All India Committee ( Appendix X - B . ) 
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and the article of Mahatmaji under the heading " Honour the Prince " in the Young India of October 27th , 1921 . But
the bureaucracy would not be turned from the course it had decided upon . The good old rule of the British constitu
tion , that the King was above party politics , was trotted out , in and out of season , by persons who were expected to
know better . Every child in the country knew that the visit of H. R. H. was originally intended to give a start to the
work . ing of the new Reforms which the country had refused to accept ; and that H. R. H. having been prevented by ill
health from accomplishing that object , his revered grand uncle was brought out of his retirement to do so . After this it
was but natural to apprehend that the Prince would be called upon in the course of his visit to give his Royal blessing
to these very highly controversial reforms , an apprehension which subsequent events fully justified . There was ,
above all , the great political effect which the bureaucra cy was calculating to produce by bringing together all India
to welcome the Heir to the Throne at a time when the whole country was seething with discontent . Despite these
patent facts assurance after assurance was given that the visit of H. R. H. was entirely unconnected with politics . 

The country as a whole was opposed to the visit , even Leading Moderate opposed 

Moderates not being in favour of it . the Prince's visit . 

Addressing the Liberal Conference at Bombay Mr. Sastri said : 

Moreover , there was one thing above all wbicb drew the harsh character of this dual Government out and exhibited it
in a most glaring form . That was the visit of the Prince of Wales . He did not thiuk there was any one there who
derired it most enthusiastically . He certainly did not . He counselled against the visit as long as he could , but the
vieit came and what happened when the boycott of that visit was proclaimed by the Non - Co - operators ? The result
was that Government in order to make it a success against this opposition had to use all the arms in their control .
They used all the repressive laws they could think of . The result was that even the Liberal public and the Moderate
party stood out of that co operation with Goveroment in all that went to maintain law and order for whicb they had
previously pledged their word . This had drawn into promi . nent relief the odious feature of dyarchy . He mentioned
this to show that 
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for H R. H. 

tbroogh the action of Government itself tbe bad nature of dyarchy had been brought out to the koowledge of everybody
. " 

29. Many and various were the forms of repression Wanted quiet atmosphere employed to secure a quiet atmosphere 

during the visit of H. R. H. It is impossible to describe them fully without exceeding the limits of a report of this
nature . It was most lawless and cruel in the Punjab , U. P. , Bengal , and Assam . We give in appendix VIII , extracts
from the reports supplied to us by the Congress Committees of these Provinces which will show the nature of the
atrocities committed in the name of law and order . Speaking generally many districts in these provinces have from
time to time been practically denuded of the more active of their Congress and Khilafat workers by wholesale and
indiscriminate arrests and prose cutions under the Criminal Law Amendment Act , and sec tions 107 , 108 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure and section 124 A and 153 A of the Indian Penal Code . The United Provinces had the unique
distinction of having 55 members From Committee room to 

of their Provincial Committee taken in lock - up en bloc . 

one sweep by the Police while engag ed in discussing & resolution on 

resolution on volunteering at an emergent meeting held in Allahabad . The draft resolu- . tion was seized , one by one
every member was asked if he approved of it and on his replying in the affirmative was secured in the police van
waiting downstairs on the road . Those who did not move quickly enough had some gentle pressure applied to them
from behind and the progress of one at least was accelerated by a mild assault . The 55 were tried under the Criminal
Law Amendment Act before a competent court for the offence of drafting and discussing a proposal for the enlistment
of volunteers and each was sentenced to 18 months imprisonment which was either simple or rigorous according as
each individual impressed the Magistrate with his special aptitude for the particular variety of punishment . There
was of course no defence and no appeal , but a special judge subsequently appointed by the Local Government to
examine a certain class of political 
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case appears to have advised that these 55 had committed 

Illegality of convictions no offence . Attempt after attempt made no reason for release 

by the Local Councillors to have this report laid on the table failed and although the Govern ment had finally to admit
that the convictions under the charges framed were illegal , it was not so ill - advised as to allow the 55 picked public
men of the Province to slip through its hands . And so it came about that these men remained in gaol , some being
treated as first class misdemeanants and others as ordinary crimin als . The reason given by the Local Government for
keeping them in duress vile was that these men had not appealed and that if they had , it would have been open to the
appellate court to alter the convictions under some section of the criminal law more applicable to their case ! One of
them , a strong young man , the bread - winner of his family , has since succumbed to an attack of fever in the Lucknow
Jail , the cir cumstances of which were discussed in the press and an open enquiry demanded but was not allowed .
The survivors have now served a little more than half the sentences inflicted , but have so far failed to attract the
notice of the Central Government presided over by the Ex - Lord Chief Justice of England . 

It may be convenient here to refer briefly to some other notable trials , to show how British justice vindicates itself in
India . 

Deshbandhu C. R. Das ' 

30. Deshabandhu Chittaranjan Das the President - elect 

of the Congress was arrested on the protracted trial . 

23rd December 1921 under the Criminal Law Amendment Act , on the eve of his departure for Ahma dabad for issuing
a public appeal calling upon the people to enlist as volunteers . The trial was adjourned from time to time for various
reasons till the 12th February 1922. The accused having declined to plead or make a statement , it became necessary
to prove his signatures on the papers pur porting to be the original manuscripts sent to the presş . 
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. 

Besides some other evidence , the Government expert swore Government expert's per 

on a comparison of that signature with jury . 

admitted signatures that the former were in the hand writing of the person who made the latter . Deshbandhu was
convicted and sentenced to 6 months ' im prisonment after being detained for about two months as an undertrial
prisoner . After his conviction , in a message to his countrymen , he made it quite clear that the signatures found to be
his were really written by other persons named by him . Sometime after the Indian member of the Bengal Executive
Council , an ex - chief Justice of Madras , intimated that the case of Mr. Das was being considered by the Gov.
ernment , but such was the patient care bestowed by the Government that Mr. Das was released after serving the full
sentence before the consideration of his case was completed . 

30 ( a ) . The great Hindu leader of Bengal having been secured in prison a Mohamedan leader of eminence was next
wanted to complete the triumph of repression . The choice fell upon Maulana Abul Kalam Azad , a respected Moham
madan divine , Vice - President of the Central Khilafat Com mittee and an earnest member of the Congress who was
next arrested , convicted under section 124 A of the Penal Code ( Sedition ) and awarded a sentence of imprisonment
which be bas nearly served out . 

31. Lala Lajpat Rai , Ex - President of the Congress was tried under the Seditious Meetings Act for presiding at a Lala
Lajpat Rai convicted , meeting of the Provincial Congress 

Committee . Some correspondence had previously passed between the Magistrate and the Lalaji about the nature of
the meeting and the fact that it was mere ly a committee meeting , not open to the public , was well known to the
Magistrate . Lalaji was however convicted and sentenc ed to a term of imprisonment . The Law Officer of the
Government , who should have been consulted before the prosecution was launched , gave his opinion after the convic
tion that the Seditions Meetings Act did not apply , upon which Lalji was released from the prison but was re -
arrested 

released and re - convicted . 

4 
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the moment he stepped out of the main gate for another offence and in due course convicted and sentenced to a term of
2 years ' imprisonment wbich he is now undergoing : 

31 ( a ) . Babu Bhagwandas a highly respected citizen of Benares and president of the U. P. Provincial Committee was
arrested under the Criminal Amendment Act for issuing and distributing an appeal to the shopkeepers to observe hartal
on the day of the arrival of H. R. H. the Prince of Wales and sentenced to a term of imprisonment . The con viction
was so utterly absurd that an agitation in the press in which Dr. Subramaniya Iyer , Ex - Chief Justice of the Madras
High Court , took part compelled the Goveroment to cancel the unexpired portion of the sentence . 

32. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was convicted under sec Pt . Jawahirlal Nehru in . tions 385 and 505 , Indian Penal
Code , 

tends to picket and gets 18 months . for having declared his intention to picket foreign shops in a public speech and for
asking the audience to help him . Another cbarge under wbich also be was convicted was abetment of extortion based
on the fact that be presided at a committee meeting at which letters were agreed to be sent to certain cloth merchants
calling upon them to pay the fines imposed by the cloth merchants ' own association under their own rules . He was
sentenced to 18 months ' rigorous imprisonment and is now serving his sentence . 

For fuller information about the above cases we refer to the statements of the gentlemen concerned printed in
Appendix XIII . 33. These are well - known cases which have attracted 

public attention on account of the Premium on false evidence . 

importance of the gentlemen concerned . There are other cases , and their number is legion , in which Non - co -
operators have been falsely charged and their convictions secured on the flimsiest evidence . This has no doubt been
considerably facilitated by the attitude of indifference adopted by Non - co - operators at their trials . The knowledge
that they neither defend themselves por 

+ 
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cross - examine witnesses has put & premium on 

a false evidence . The best illustration of this was afforded at the trial of one of the members of this Enquiry
Committee ( Pandit Motilal Nebru ) . To prove his signature in Hindi , probably the first he had made in his life , the
pro secution called a man in rags , to all appearances 8 beggar in the street , whom 

whom the accused had never seen before . 

He swore that the signature was of the accused while holding the paper in his hand upside down for half a second .
This was the only proof of the signature on a volnnteering form and on this evidence the Ex - President and the
General Secretary of the Congress was convicted under the Criminal Law Amend ment Act , and sentenced to six
months ' imprisonment wbich he has fully served out . 

34. The illegalities committed in the course of the Provincial budgets of re 

trials of Non - Co - operators are , how pression , 

ever , nothing compared to the ap palling lawlessness which prevailed outside the courts . It may be broadly stated
that causing injury to the the pers son , property , or reputation of a Non - Co - operator not only ceased to be an
offence but came to be regarded as an act of loyalty to the Government of a specially meritorious character . We have
indicated above the general trend of repression in the country and have given a few important extracts from the reports
of the Punjab , U. P. , Bengal , and Assam Congress Committees in Appendix XIII , showing specific instances of a
grosser kind for which the local administrations have earned a wide notoriety . Bombay , Gujrat , Ajmere - Merwara
and Central India stand at the other end and may be congratulaled op having so far escaped any trouble worth the name
. Central Provinces , Hindustani and Marabati , ) Berar , Maharashtra , Karnatak and Tamil Nadu bave had their share
of repression chiefly in connection with liquor shop picketting . The security sections were freely used in Tamil Nadu
and Andhra Desh . Bibar bas witnessed considerable display of terrorism in the districts of 
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Muzaffarpur and the Santhal Parganas bat has on the whole been quiet . Kerala , comprising the Moplah country ,
stands by itself for the inbuman barbarities committed by a fanatical population on the one hand , and the infuriated
forces of law and order on the other ; while the notorious Malabar train tragedy easily beats the worst popular
excesses committed in any part of India for the callous disregard of human life it has revealed . Utkal and Andhra have
come in for a fair share of severe repression and stand next only to the northern Provinces . 35. Taking the country as
a whole a general summary of 

the various kinds of anti - non - co - opera Its borrid varieties . 

tion activities may be given in a few short sentences . Gandhi caps and Khaddar dress were ana thema to the officials
generally throughout India , and marked out the wearer for all kinds of insults and humiliations as also for false
prosecution . Assaults on volunteers , stripping them of their clothing and ducking them in village tanks in winter
months were some of the innocent practical jokes designed by the police for 

their 

amusement . Confiscation of licenses for arms , forfeiture of jagirs , watans and inams , withholding of water supply
for irriga tion and refusing Takavi advances were some of the milder punishments for those who were not charged
with specific offences . Destruction of Congress and Khilafat offices and records and of national educational
institutions , burning of houses and crops and looting of property were resorted to in the case of the more obstinate
recalcitrants . Several cases of forcible removal of jewellery from the persons of women and of indecent assaults and
outrages committed on them as well as the burning and trampling under foot of religious books and other sacred
objects have also been brought to our notice . The estate of an extra - loyal Zemindar in Utkal has gained a wide
notoriety in that Province for cases of shooting , assaults on women and a novel method of bumiliat ing and insulting
high caste people by sprinkling liquor on them and compelling them to carry night soil on their shoulders . 

own 
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violence . 

36. All this the people have borne with admirable Wonderful spirit of non 

patierice and self - restraint . The spirit 

of non - violence has permeated the masses generally beyond all expectation . We can safely assert that there is no
country in the world where the people , as a whole , would have stood the horrors , described above , with the almost
superhuman self - control shown by the general population of India . It is all very well to shut one's eyes to the due
proportion of things and point to sporadic cases of outbursts of violence here and there in a vast country like this , and
seek to establish a connection between them and non - co - operation by specious reasoning . We leave it to the
unbiassed historian of the future to say whether the responsibility for a few sad occurences is to be thrown on the non
- cooperator or whether he is to be given the sole credit for the general quiet which has pre vailed under maddening
provocation . It may be difficult for the European mind to grasp that the law of suffering is to the Indian the law of his
being . If this is not so , why is it that no serious , violence except that on the part of the Government has occurred in a
large number of places where repression has taken the severest and most unbearable form : Is the Indian the
despicable coward or the weakling who has not the courage or the stength to hit back 1 The answer , clear and
conclusive , is given by the outstanding feature of the situation that it is the martial races of Northern India both in the
Punjab and the United Provinces who , while smarting under brutal treatment , have maintained the most wonderful
self - restraint . The brave Akalis of the Punjab Brave Akalis - an object 

are , at the moment of writing these lines 

giving an object lesson to the world in combining invincible courage with cool self - possession , which will add an
inspiring chapter to the history of their race , already rich in heroic deeds and brilliant acheivements . We refrain from
going into the details of the great struggle which is proceeding under the eyes of an admiring world , as we do not
wish to anticipate the findings of the Guru - ka Bagh Enquiry Committee , appointed by the Working Com 

lesson to the world . 
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37 . 

- 

mittee , now sitting at Amritsar . For the purpose of this report it is enough to refer to the two statements issued to the
press by Mr. C. F. Andrews ( Appendix VIII ) who has seen the brutalities committed on the unresisting Akalis in the
sacred name of law and order with his own eyes , and to leave the reader to apportion bravery and cowardice
between the parties according to merit . 

We have not attempted a detailed description of the visit of H. R. H. the Prince of Wales , but the facts so far as they
bear on this report may briefly be stated here . That splendid thing — the Hartal — followed H. R. H. wherever be
Stage - managed routes for 

went . The bureaucracy left no stone the Royal procession . unturned to comouflage the real feeling of the country by
lining the route taken by H. R. H. with the birelings of talukadars and zemindars , the tenants holding lands under the
Court of Wards , and ignorant villagers deceiv ed into the belief that they were being taken to have the dar , shan of
Mahatma Gandbi ; by offers of free motor drives to the people to have a view of their Shahzada ; in the towns by
exborting and pressing college students and school children through their professors and teachers to assemble at
appointed places ; and generally by utilizing subservient news agencies to publish highly exaggerated and garbled
account of the " warm welcome ” accorded to H. R. H. by the people of India . But " here in India we know " ( as the
Viceroy said in another connection the other day ) what really happened . The Hartals were an unqualified success
everywhere in 

the Indian quarters and bazars ; the Unqualified success Hartals . 

villagers who had come to Mabatmaji releived their disappointment by shouting " Mahatma Gandhi ki jai " when the
Prince passed ; the street urcbins gladly accepted the offer of free motor drives only to run back home immediately
after arrival at the selected spot long before the Prince passed ; college students and school children were
conspicuous by their absence in most places , and at one point on the route of the Royal procession in a certain large
town lighted a bon fire of foreign cloth on the day of H. R. H.'s arrival ; 

of 

see 
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bad . 

the authorities of the Hindu University at Benares who had erected a huge ampbitheatre for a brave show of their
Lukewarm reception at the young hopefuls , were hard put to fill 

Hindu University . up the tastefully decorated structure at the last moment and met with but poor success ; the subser
vient news agencies could ill conceal the determined absten tion of Indians of all classes from the functions arranged
and gave up the impossible attempt at Allahabad which rose to the full height of its injured dignity at the wholesale
arrests of its worthy citizens made immediately before the Prince's visit . But it is said that all this was due to
coercion Complete Hartal at Allaha . 

and intimidation . The pertinent question 

asked by a writer in the London Times who was left in Allahabad to coerce and intimidate , after the numerous arrests
of workers which had already been made ? has not been answered . Can it be that despite the strenuous efforts of the
representatives in India of the " most deter mined " and " hard fibred prople in the world ” the whole country from end
to end throbbed with one impulse as a result of the coercion and intimidation employed by the handful of those who ,
in the words of Lord Reading , “ did not represent the real views of the Indian people " and most of whom were
secured behind prison walls ? If so , the sooner the most determined people in the world withdraw their present
representatives and entrust their good name to the safe keeping of the handful , the better it would be for the future
happiness and progress of both . 

38. H. R. H. The Prince of Wales has come and gone carry . Still the Prince carries ing with him it is gratifying to
learn , the back pleasant memories . 

most pleasant memories of his visit . It has been our unpleasant duty to deal with the sad memo ries left behind in the
trail of the Royal Progress by the action of those who laid its course through troubled seas and tried in vain to lash the
wave into submission . We can only repeat the assurance , so often given by the Congress , that India entertains no ill -
will or disrespect to H. R. H. or þis Royal House , 
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CHAPTER III . The Triumph of Non - Violence . 

39. A consideration of the various activites mentioned in 

the foregoing chapters will show that the Ahmedabad Congress . 

first stage of the Non - co - operation movement had already reached its high water - mark before the Ahmedabad
Congress was held . The principal resolution passed at that memorable session summarises the whole situation which
the Congress had to face , and unequivocally accepts the challenge thrown out by H. E. the Viceroy in his Delhi and
Calcutta speeches . For convenience of reference that resolution is reproduced in Appendix IX.c. We have already
referred to the high spirit in which the workers , assisted by the general public , carried out the directions of the
Working Committee embodied in its resolution passed at Bombay on the 23rd November 1921. They had now the
authority of the whole Congress behind them and strove to keep up the good fight with redoubled courage and
determina tion during January and part of February , with such effect that the forces of repression were all but
overpowered . In Northern India , from the extreme west of the Punjab to the extreme east of Bengal and Assam , the
wholesale arrests of all grades of Congress workers and other repressive measures employed by the Government
failed to shake the resolute determination of the people to stand on their natural rights of free speech and association .
In Calcutta , Allahabad , Lucknow and other places , too numerous to mention in detail , batches of volunteers wearing
their badges and carrying Swaraj banners marched , one after the other , in an endless stream along the public streets
and in front of police stations offer ing themselves for arrest but were mostly allowed to go scotfree . The lock - ups
were full , the gaols were crowded . Repression ceased to keep pace with the great upheavel and 
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dropped its heavy band through sheer satiety . Early in Viceroy " puzzled and 

December H. E. the Viceroy had frank perplexed . " 

ly admitted that he was " puzzled and perplexed " . And now the whole machine began to creak and showed signs of
an impending breakdown . On the 29th January Bardoli took the momentous decision to launch mass civil
disobedience , Mahatma Gandhi des cribed it as “ its ( Bardoli's ) final and irrevocable choice " and sent an
ultimatum to the Viceroy . Expectation ran high . The country was ' all agog to witness the final triumph of soul force
over physical might . But the gods bad willed it otherwise . The crime of Chauri Chaura was perpetuated on the 5th
February 1922 and changed the whole out look . The Working Committee met at Bardoli on the 11th and 

12th February and resolved that mass 

civil disobedience contemplated at Bardoli and elsewhere be suspended , and this suspension be continued till the
atmosphere is so non - violent as to ensure the non - repetition of popular atrocities sueh as at Gorakhpur or
hooliganism such at Bombay and Madras " . All activities " specially designed to court arrest and imprisonment " and
" all volunteer processions , public meetings , merely for the purpose of defiance of the notifications regarding such
meetivgs " were stopped till further instructions and a new programme of constructive work was laid down . 

Lamentable Chauri Chaura 

as 

. 

| 40. It is perfectly true , as explained by Mahatma Gandhi 

at the meeting of the All India Com Bardoli - Delhi resolutions . 

mittee held in Delhi on the 24th and 25th February , thật by this resolution it was not in tended to go back upon the
Nagpur non - co - operation resolution in any way ; but there can be no doubt that the principle and policy laid down
at Abmedabad were com pletely reversed to the great disappointment of an expectant public . The concession made by
the All India Congress Committee to public feeling by empowering Provincial Com . mittees to sanction individual
civil disobedience , if all the 

5 
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conditions laid down by the Congress , and the All India Congress Committee and the Working Committee were
strictly fulfilled , failed to create sufficient enthusiasm to carry on the constructive programme with the earnestness , it
deserved . 

41. Mabatama Gandhi saw this and lost no time in directiug bis inexhaustible energies to disseminate a correot
appreciation of the situation . But in the strength of the Mabatma lay bis weekness in the eyes of the Government . No
living man could bave possibly checked the surging tide of popular excitement at the point it had reached by simply
raising a finger of warping as the Mahatma had done . But this phenomenal hold on the public mind was taken to be a
sign of waning influence and the opportunity was seized to arrest India's greatest son . British statesmanship had gone
bankrupt and the art of Government had deteriorated into special pleading and blind submission to the ontery raised
by the reactionaries in England and the British element in 

the services in India . The Mahatma was Mahatmajee's arrest and conviction . 

tried convicted and lodged in gaol . The thrilling incidents of his short trial are fresh in the public mind and the poble
sentiments be attpred from the dock have sunk deep into the very soul of the people . The Mahatma went smilingly to
prison and the people paid their homage of reverence by observing that exemplary self - re . straint and perfect non -
violence which were so dear to his heart . We need say no more than what he has himself said in the great statement he
made at the trial ( Appendix XIII ) 42. No man other than the Mahatma could lift the wet 

blanket thrown upon most of the work Absence of Mahatmaji . 

t ers by the Bardoli - Delhi resolutions , or effectively divert the course of Congress activities into the channels
marked out by those resolutions . If he had only been given an opportunity to make one of his lightaning tours , through
the country , we have no doubt that the history of the last six months would have been differently written We are ,
however , more , concerned with what is than what 
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might have been . It is as ' unprofitable to inquire what would bave happened if Mahatma Gandhi ' had not been
altested and sent to prison , as it is to discuss the sound ness or otherwise of the decisions taken at Bardoli and Delhi
aböritt which conflicting opinions have been exp 

expres sted before us . The solia fact which cannot be ignored is that the Bardoli - Delhi resolutions and the
subsequent in câtceration ' of Mahatma Gandhi were followed by général depression throughout the country . Whether
that depres . sion justifies the hopes of the moderates and the bure . aucracy is a different matter and will presently be
gone into . 43. We have carefully investigated the causes of this 

apparent set back and have unhesitat Want of adequate faith in some of the workers . 

inglý arrived at the conclusion that it ' was " đúe almost ' entirely to a ' want of adequate faith in the constructive
programme on the part of a large number of workers whose ' business it was to carry it out . In the disappointment of a
sudden check of enthusiasm the great potentialities of that programme were overlooked and it was assumed that there
was no urgency about it apathy of 

as it involved stéady " work extending over years . 

" the worker's was reffected to a dégéée in the general public , būt the faith of the ' latter in the Congress and in the
teach . ings of " Mahatma Gandhi remained unshaken . Witnesses from all parts of the country speaking from direct
local knowledge have testified to the outstanding features crisis through which the country is passing . These are : ( 1 )
the general awakening of the masses to their political rights and privileges ( 2 ) the total loss of faith in the present
system of Government ( 3 ) the belief that it is only through its owa efforts that India can hope to be free ( 4 ) the faith
in the - Congregg as the only organisation ' which can properly direct national effort to gain freedom , and ( 5 ) the
utter fai Unptecedented National lure of repression to cow down the awakening 

people . Our owu personal observation in the course of our tour round the whole country fully : corroborates the
evidenice on these points . We have 
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found the general population permeated with the indo mitable spirit of a great national awakening unprecedented in
the history of the human race for its wide sweep and rapid growth . The great bulk of the people showed complete
lack of confidence in the Government and were found to be firm believers in non - co - operation and all that it stands
for . Re pression , where it had done its worst , had no doubt left behind it a trail of sorrow and suffering but failed to
crush the spirit of the people . 44 . There were , it is true , what may be called variations 

of temperature noticeable from town to Variations of temperature . 

town and province to province , accord ing as the cold wave of repression emanating from the Government was more
or less continuously applied by its local agents with or without the addition of freezing mixtures of their own
invention . But with the exception of an almost invisible margin for Moderates and . Vested Interests , both Indian and
Foreign , the length and breadth of non - co - operation was found to corres pond with the length and breadth of India .
And where the mercury stood low it but needed the warmth of the least But Non - co - operation as 

breath of encourgement to rise to the 

normal attained by the country as & whole . 

This in brief is the net result of the pro gress of Non - co - operation on the one hand and of the countering forces
employed to check it on the other . But strangely enough the evidence of the witnesses recorded by us , fortified as it is
by our own observations , receives addi . tional support from unexpected quarters . 45. The famous White Paper
containing the Govern 

ment of India's “ general appreciation The White Paper . 

of the situation as regards Non - co operation ” was published in March last on the eve of of Mabatma Gandhi's arrest
. In this document , at the end 

of a laboured justification of the policy of the Government is by a thorough misrepresentation of the aims , objects and

methods of the movement , the fact , that non - co - operation has 

alive as before . 
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true nationalism and religious motive power and has spread far and wide , is thus grudgingly admitted . 

" Nevertheless though the impracticalle nature of the demands of Non 00 - operation is realised by sober and sensible
ludians , it has not been possible to ignore the fact that the Non - co - operation movement has to a large extent been
engineered and sustained by nationalist aspiratious and so far as Mobammedans are concerned by religious feelings
which have a strong appeal to those also who have not adopted its programme . " 46. The true state of feeling in 

of feeling in the country has Bad faith and insincerity of been quite evident for sometime past Government dawn on 

to all but those who will not see . Mr. Sustri . Even Mr. Sastri could not fail to discern it during his recent meteoric
flight across the Indian sky . He told his fellow “ Liberals " in the Conference assembled at Bombay in April last that :

" He had nover knowo such profound distrast of Goveroment as existed to - day , such absolute lack of faith in their
sincerity , a rooted tendency to pat aside all their pledges , promises and declarations as of no value whatever . ” A
fortnight later in the course of a post - parandial oration 

at the Viceregal Lodge the same gen “ Chosen vehicles of bene . volent spirit . " 

tleman addressing himself to the brilliant galaxy of officials whom he described as " chosen vehicles of the great
spirit of benevolence that has always ennobled the British Government in its mission in the world ” permitted himself
to say : 

“ We never have seen in the country such a lack of hope and faith in the Government of the day . I say this in all
solemnity . We have nover seen such a total lack of faith by the people as to - day . " 47. Lord Reading ignored the
grave warning uttered by 

his trusted friend and ally and about Viceroy ignores his trusted ally . 

à month after the above sentiment was expressed at his hospitable board tried to convince the members of the
commercial communities who waited on H. E. in deputation that " the Government which is 

6 * representative of India in a greater degree than previous Central Governments is inspiring trust and confidence . ”
The failure of a strong Secretary of State like Mr. Montagu to gauge real Indian feeling notwithstanding personal visits
and inquiries on the spot bas clearly demonstrated the fati . 
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lity of any attempt on the part of British statesmen to gettant the true bearings of Indian problems . As now Under
Secret tary of States , with no special knowledge - of - the - situation , and with the predispositious of Earl Winterton
can only derive sustenance by the careful spoon - feeding he receives from Simla and Delhi . We thus have the noble
Earl delivering himself as follows in the recent Indian debate in the House of Commons : “ The Government of India -
preferred to wait until the - barrobnout of bili 

( Mahatma Gandhi's ) políticat ' faith ' and its total Eart Winterton unburdens himself , 

fsilare to prodoce any constructive resalto bad 

disillusioned his woré iotelligent sópporters , Theo big downfall we accepted by big féldwerd ' 

with comparative colddest , white with the i gubraat iwho had been taught to repeat i big 4 patie addibuat been
expecting the date of bis promised Swaraj and several times - feep it plaszthe bobble of his.sapordatural attributes
was sammarily prieked . " 

48. The generati awakening of a fifth of the human The bubble of Mahatma's race to political consciousness , attended
supernatural attributes .. it is true with & contre - temps now 

' and then , is hereo treated as a “ total failure to produse any constructive results " and while healthy differences of
opinion amonge non - co - operators as to certain items of the programme are suppoged to betokon
adksillasionment'of the more intelligent supporters of Mahatma Gandhi , credit is given for the absence of violent
toutbursts among the masses on the occasion of Mahatma's arrest to the ' sammary " prick ing of the " bubble of his
supernatural attributes . ** What does , in fact , account for the absolute quiet which pre 

vailed after his axrest is the touching Perfect peace dasıta Mar hatmaji's teachings . 

appeal repeated for the thousandth time in the same article in these words . : 

" It is a mattor of no pride or pleasune- : to une bat ove of hantlation they the Government refrain from arresting me for
fear of outbreak of diversal violence and awfal slaoghter that any each oatbronk most involve . It would be a sad
commeotary op my preaching of , and opon the Coogroen and Khilafat pledge of ; ' non - violence , if my incarceration
was to be a signal forza storm a U over the country . ....... vocivo.o.I bobo clierefore that the Congress and the
Khilafat workers with grain every norte auld show that all tbe feare entertained by the Government and their
supporters were totally 

3 

2 
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Weing . I promise that much act of seltwestraint will take me many v milo Lowarda ow triple goal . There abould
thenefore be no Partala , no noidy demonstrations , no processions . I would regard the observance of perfect peace
on my arrest as a mark of bigh hovoar paid to me by my coautry 

map . " 

1 

Mr. Gandhi was either believed to be a saint or he was not . If he was not , there was no bubble to prick . If he was ,
ko Indian could disregard the toucbing appeal contain ed in the above passage even at the cannon's mouth . But the
bureaucracy would have it both ways , and thus the building of the fools ' paradise goes on from day to day . 49. Mr.
Rush brook Williams , the official apologist , in 

describing the general results of non Another official apologist . 

ÇQ - operation in his “ India of 1921-22 " iş reluctantly compelled to admit the existence of a wide spread feeling of
patriotism , though he limits it to the classes only and colours it with the dyes prepared and placed at his disposal by
the Secretariat . The paragraph raps as follows and may be taken as a fair sample of the ostrichlika simplicity of the
official mind , which in the progenoe of undeniable facts seeks refuge in make - beliefs : 

* But when we turn to consider the oampaigu as a whole it would be idle to andart that it woo - lofruotoode . Whother
the resulte obtained are desirable or ondesirable will be demonstrated bogood all possibility of donbt by the mange
passage of time . But that these results are real is no longer open to quemtion Mo. Gandhi's jotodrive movement during
the year 1921 a od 1922 hne differed far and wide among classes previously oblivious to political con sideratioun a
strong negative patriotism bort of race batred of the foreigner . The demo prosperoue ela con both in the town and in
the countryside have became acomad to certain aspects of the existing political situation . On the whole thin mont be
prono needy up to the proseut , the most farmordable achieve wonde of the nomreor operation matement . That it has
certain potentialities for good will be maintained by many , that it wilt immensely increase the dapgery and
difficulties of the next few years can be denied by fer . " 

The akoxe statement shorn of its adjectives and qualify . ing phrases comes nearer the truth than the official statement
made by Earl Winterton in the House of Commons . 

500. Oma par with the forced optimism of the Under Secre The Viceroy again -- oon . 

tange of State is the recent important fident yet despairing 

pa ouncement made by E. E. the 

5 
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Viceroy on the occasion of the opening of the Legislative Assembly . But it will be noticed that the confident tone in
wbich the speech opens is in marked contrast to the counsel of despair which pervades His Excellency's concluding
appeal to the councillors : 

" Here in India we know that they ( the Non - Co - operators ) do not represent the real views of the Indian people ,
bat can yon wonder that they created a deplorable impression opon the British people throughout the Empire not with
standing the devotion and loyalty of the great majority of the people of India . " 

It may pertinently be asked what is the great majority of the people of India composed of if not of the masses ! But in
the very next passage of his speech His Excellency felt called upon to urge his audience to " make an appeal to the
intelligence of the masses and command their sympathy " and added : 

" We must convince them of the sincerity of our parpose , we must make them feel assured that the first motive of all
our actions is their olimato well - being . You must attempt to diffdse that clearer vision with which you have been
gifted . You must help others to share in that wider out look and in those opportovities for material welfare , which
you enjoy . Defensive tactics alone will not enffice , We must lead and guide opwards H. E. rouses councillors 

and onwards . The teek is not easy , it requires 

applicatioo , it calls for patience , but it is one which I am confident that your efforts can bring to & successful issue .
It is a task in which you may rely on the fallest support of my Goverpment and of the Civil Services , who , in the face
of mach misrepresentation and hostility , bave freely and opsparingly co - operat ed to work the reformed constitution
and cortione to labaur for its BACOESB . They are ready to help you and they also look for yoor help . You hear
around you propagauda against the Reforme ; your rights are abgriled by 

misrepresentations ; your privileges and prospects are attacked : your acbievo . ments are belittled ; your aiins are
vilified . " 

51. It is difficult to understand the nature of the devotion Privillages and pros . 

and loyalty of a people whose intelligent pects ” of Councillors . 

sympathy has yet to be gained and who have yet to be assured of the sincerity of those to whom they are devoted and
loyal . And what is more , it is admitted that " the task is not easy , it requires applica tion , it calls for patience . "
Confidence is no doubt 

to . 
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expressed in the efforts of Councillors " to bring the task to a successful issue " but it has to be followed up with an
assurance of the " fullest support of my Govern ' ment and of the Civil Services ” coupled with a significant reference
among other things to their " privileges and pros pects " . The thoroughness with which things are managed by the
Government is simply marvelous . Councillors are earnestly exhorted to " diffuse that clearer vision with which they
are gifted ” with all the resources of the Government and the Civil Services at their back and with an eye to their '
own privileges and prospects , with no other object them to gain an audience and enlist the sympathies of the very
people whose chosen representatives they are ! Strange are the ways of the “ devoted ” and the “ loyal ” —they flock
in their thousands and tens of thousands to Non - co - operation meetings which donot represent their views , at the
call of the town or village crier and leave those , to whom they are devoted and loyal , severely alone until the art of “
gentle persuasion ” is practised by some of the more distinguished Services , chiefly the Police . However that may be
; we take this opportunity of thanking His Excellency for the infor mation that we have succeeded in “ creating a
deplorable impression upon the Birtish people throughout the Empire ” . As for what " here in India we know " , that ,
we fear , is even more deplorable from the point of view of His Excellency . 

52. The recent historical speech of Mr. Lloyd George , The Premier's nod - more 

which has so upset our Moderate friends , eloquent than his words . 

and the very able discourse of H. E. the Viceroy on the effect of ministerial nods on the mean ing of words will be
considered in connection with the qnestion of the entry of Non - co - operators into the Coun . cils to which both
directly apply , but it may be observed bere in passing that these official utterances are symptomatic of that mental
state which is produced by disappointed hope and finds expression in bluster . If Non - co - opera tors have so utterly
failed with the electors , as we are assured they have , where was the necessity of threatening 
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them with dire consequences if they dared to wreck the Re forms . It is only necessary to add that tbese great pro
nouncements have left the Non - Co - operators entirely un rufiiled . 

53. We have so far dealt with the strength of the non - co 

operation movement in the country and Ourfriends , the Moderates . 

in doing so have referred to tbe general effect of the overwhelming evidence given before us , the result of our own
observations , and the more important official statements made from time to time . We have pur . posely refrained from
noticing the attacks made on the movement , from the platform and in the press , by certain leading Moderates as any
attempt in that direction would have landed us in an unprofitable controversy with our own countrymen leading to its
inevitable aftermath of bitterness and chagrin . It may , however , be stated without fear of contradiction that whatever
differences might exist as regards the principles of the movement and their applica tion to the various spheres of
Congress activity no Moderate of any note bas so far denied that the sole credit for the great national awakening we
see today belonged to Non - Co operation . On the contrary the foremost of them have ungrudgingly admitted the great
success we have achieved , coupled though such admissions have invariably been with an expression of disagreement
with the particular items on the programme . 

We give below & quotation from the speech of Sir Chimanlal H. Setalvad at Ahmedabad in May last which may be
taken as a fair representa Sir O. H. Setalyad's tribute 

tion of general Moderate opinion . He to extremists . 

said : 

" I quite acknowledge that the Extremist party did good work op to a point . When they awakened the public to
political consciousness , when they roased their self respect and patriotism they did a great service ......... I also
acknowledge , gentlemen , the other directions in which good work has been done by the non - co - operation party .
They bave done well in arousing the feeling in favour of Swadeshi and in asking people to remove the autoaobability
of the depressed olangor . " 
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54. It is thus established beyond doubt or cavil that the Tremendous force behind 

Indian National Congress has now a Congress . 

tremendous force bebind it which neither oppression nor repression can suppress . Whether non - co - operators are
giving a true or a false lead to the country , whether they have succeeded or failed in carrying out the various items of
the programme , the fact remains that the future Government of this country under the present system is an utter
impossibility except for a time , and that only by the continued use of the severe forms of repression which can but
drive the iron deeper and deeper into the soul of the people . Those who have the eyes to see can read the answer to
the recent threats uttered by the Prime Minister and the Viceroy in the grim determination of the people to continue the
struggle at all cost till they are masters in their own house . 
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CHAPTER IV . 

Successes and Failures . 

55 . We propose in this Chapter to deal briefly with the 

results attained in the various items of Effect on council elections , 

the non - co - operation programme , the successes achieved and the failures sustained . We shall first take the boycott
of Legislative Councils . The Special Session at Calcutta was held on the eve of the first elections and Congress
workers were called upon to con centrate their whole energies ' on making the boycott of the Councils a success . The
call of the Congress was responded to in a manner which astonished the Government and the opposition Press alike .
All nation alists whether they had favoured or opposed the boycott in the Congress loyally stood by it aņd withdrew
their candidatures even though , in some cases , considerable trouble and expense had already been incurred . The
vast majority of voters faithfully followed the lead by abstaining from going to the polls notwithstanding the undue
pressure put upon them by the authorities and some zemindars . . Here is Sir Valentine Chirol's appreciation of one of
the elec tions in a letter to the London " Times " : 

was 

" I drove out to a polling station in an important village , about 15 miles from Allahabad on the road to Partabgarh
........... ......... Wben we reached the big village , almost a small township , of Soraon there still nothivg to show that
this was the red letter day in the history of modern India which was to initiate her people into the great art of self -
governº ment . Only the little Court house , we fonnd , had been swept and garnished for use as a polling station . 

" Ioside , the presiding officer with big assistants sat at his table with his freshly priuted electoral roll in front of him
and the voting papers to be handed to each voter before he passed into the inuer sanctuary in which the ballot boxes a
waited him . Bat from 8 in the morning till past 12 not a single voter had presented himself in the course of the whole
day . " 

56. Official statistics indicated that from 70 to 80 per cent . had abstained from voting for the Provincial Councils ,
while 
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about 80 per cent . had abstained from voting for the Legis lative Assembly , and in spite of the peculiarity and the
narrowness of constitution of the Council of State , 60 per cent . did not go to the polling booth . Ingenious explana
tions were offered by the Moderate and Anglo - Indian press to cover up the complete defeat of the Government and
the non - representative character of the candidates “ elected , " but independent critics who totally disapproved of the
non co - operation policy and deplored the Council boycott , felt compelled to acknowledge the futility of the
elections . Says Colonel Wedgwood M. P : 

16 The elections have been held , but euch elections wore hardly worth holdivg . Vast oombers who would have
voted have taken the easy course and stayed at home . ' Altogether about 24 per cent . of the elec tors have voted ,
more in Madras aud Bengal and fewer in Bombay and the Ceutral Proviuces . Every where the Mabomedan
constituencies have had pitifully few voters , for , to the Mahomedao Non - co - operation is now part of bis religion .
” 

Disgusted that the enlightened public opinion of India , should have boycotted the Reforms , the Colonel added : 

“ The electiods are finished , incompetent self - seekers have bought their seats and all the intelligence and pick ' of
the National party growls outside . " " It is a bad position , " he concluded and any sane Government would have
postponed the elections on the chance of a compromise . " 

Other critics , who were unwilling to admit the failure of the reforms and anxious to make much of the fact that the
Councils were full , admitted that the quality had suffered in view of the boycott . Referring to the new councillors ,
the " Nation 

” ( London ) wrote : “ There may be highly respectable persons among them , wealthy men , men enjoying decorations
but on the whole they are elderly ( sic ) and timid meu who have little driving power , little initiative and no great
popular follow ing . " 

57. Simultaneously with the active propaganda for Effect on Schools and boycott of councils , Mahatma Gandhi
Colleges . 

toured round the country calling upon lawyers to boycott the courts and upon students to give up Government and
aided institutions . The first attack was directed against the M. A. - 0 . College , Aligarh , by Maulanas 
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Mohamed Ali and Shaukat Ali , and later by Mahatma Gandhi . Mr. C. R. Das led the campaign in Bengal as a result
of which thousands of students left Government schools and colleges in Calcutta and the Muffassil . Sir Ashutosh
Mukerji , speaking as Vice - Chancellor of the Calcutta Univer sity testified to the success of the Non - Co - operation
movement amongst the student community of Bengal . Similar pro paganda met with striking success in the Punjab and
the other provinces . A large number of national schools and colleges sprang up all over the country supported by
public contributions and staffed by teachers who were men with burning patriotism and self - reliance and who
worked cheerfully in spite of financial difficulties . While some of the students who had come out of Government
schools joined the National schools and colleges or became Congress workers , the majority was obliged to return
gradually to their old schools owing to the unfortunate paucity of national in stitutions . The boycott of schools and
colleges resulted in adding to the ranks of Congress workers some of the more ardent young men , whose patriotism
and enthusiasm have greatly advanced the cause of the country . 

58 . A good deal has been made of the fact that a large 

number of students who had originally Spirit of N.C.O. imbibed . 

come out of the Government education institutions have gone back ; and it is claimed that the boy cott has failed . It
must be admitted that so far as effort was directed to the weaning of the students from Government schools and
colleges , it has met with poor success but it cannot be doubted that the spirit of non - co - operation has been largely
imbibed by the student population of the coun : try as a whole . This has been demonstrated time after time by the
attitude of the students in regard to various public activities . Non.co - operators have addressed huge public meetings
largely attended by students and have been listen ed to with patience and consideration , while prominent moder ates ,
including some of those who have enjoyed the universal confidence and respect of the student class , have repeatedly 

! 
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failed to obtain a hearing from their erstwhile admirers . We do not for a moment commend this behaviour of the
students towards respected moderates . Mahatma Gandhi and many other prominent workers have condemned it un
sparingly from the platform and in the press but the fact remains that moderate opinions have become intolerable to
young men of the country to such an extent that they forget themselves as Indians and lapse into Western methods of
marking their disapproval . The truth is that if they do not one and all leave their schools and colleges it is because
they have nowhere else to go for any education whatever and not because non - co - operation does not appeal to them
. With them it is a case of choosing the lesser evil which they fully recognize . The moral victory of non - co -
operation is com plete . It has destroyed the prestige of Government institu tions and put the students on their guard
against their evils . 

59. We have already adverted to the inadequacy of National educational 

National educational institutions to meet 

the large demand made on them . The very nature of the struggle precluded the thorough organisa tion of National
colleges and schools , but the enthusiasm of the students and of the teachers kept these institutions going , however
inefficient and inadequate they were . The Bardoli resolutions rightly stopped all active propaganda against
Government educational institutions and directed the vari ous Congress bodies to improve the quality of education and
to better the organisation of national institutions in order to attract students from the Government colleges and schools
. The present conditions of the national institu tions all over the country is far from satisfactory . They are all working
heroically under great disadvantages and disabilities . The teachers receive a bare living wage . The buildings are
mostly rented and are unsuitable . In most cases the syllabus of studies is identical with that of the Government
institutions with the exception of the charkba , the hand - loom and the compulsory learning of Hindi . Almost every
institution visited by us was in financial distress , 

institutions . 
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law courts . 

Notwithstanding only slight changes in the course of studies in these national institutions , the very fact of their being
carried on without Government aid has produced a perceptible change in the character and outlook of the teachers and
pupils . . 

60. What we have said about students , schools and col Lawyers , litigants , and leges applies mutatis mutandis to
lawyers , 

litigants and law courts . If success is to be measured by the number of lawyers and litigants abstaining from resorting
to the courts , it must , as in the case of students , be admitted that this item of the pro gramme has failed . It appears
that between 1,200 and 1,500 lawyers in all suspended practice as a result of non.co - opera tion in the whole country
. This number is insignificant compared to their full strength and it has now been further reduced by some of them
having gone back to practice for private and other reasons . But such of them as have adhered to their resolve to keep
out of the courts have done splendid service to the cause . The fact that practising lawyers in far larger numbers are
whole - heartedly supporting the movement in different ways , specially in the constructive part of the programme and
in liberally contributing to the Tilak Swarajya Fund shows that the profession as a whole has well caught the spirit of
non - co - operation . The action of a number of Bar Associations in passing resolutions condem ning the repressive
policy of the Government in strong and clear terms , of the Calcutta Bar Library in cancelling the dinner to Lord
Reading as a protest against that policy , of the Madras Vakil's Association in entertaining the lawyer members of the
Congress and Khilafat Civil Disobedience Enquiry Committees in the Association Rooms of the High Court building
and giving a firm and dignified answer to the threats of the Chief Justice communicated through the Registrar wlll
always redound to the honour and credit of the profession . At the same time it is true that some lawyers chiefly those
in the front ranks of the bar have expressed their disagreement with the principle and programme of pon - co -
operation and others have actually opposed it , 
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61. While the principle on which the boycott of courts is Lawyers ' place in the 

pro 

based is perfectly sound , we feel con gramme of N. 0. O. 

strained to say that it has been carried to undesirable lengths in practice . There can be no doubt that practising
lawyers who adopt the Congress Creed are fully entitled to 

fully entitled to join all the component parts of the organization and to hold offices to which they may be elected by the
free exercise of the franchise . There is no disqualification placed on them by the Congress , but Mahatma Gandhi
advised them to be content with the part of unseen actors behind the scenes , and this advice was interpreted by the
more enthusiastic committees as placing a ban on practising lawyers ; and some Provinces actually framed rules
disqualifying them from holding any office . This in itself would be strong enough reason for all self - res pecting
practising lawyers to keep outside the Congress against their own inclination , but the unpardonable dis courtesy with
which they came to be generally treated effectually shut them out from all public activity . The movement thus lost the
support of the most efficient body of men by what can only be characterised as an entirely false step . There is no
reason why a wholesale importer of foreign cloth should be freely admitted into all Congress orga nisations and even
to responsible offices under it , whilst respected practising lawyers , known for their special aptitude for public work
, were studiously and sometimes offensively excluded . It is true that some of the foreign cloth importers and Indian
mill owners contributed handsomely to the Tilak Swarajya Fund , but the lawyer class as a whole was never given the
chance to rise to the full height of its well - known open - hearted liberality in support of public movements . We trust
that the All India Committee will pay immediate atten tion to this matter and make the amende honorable to a
deserving class which in the past has furnished the back bone of public life . It should however be clearly understood
that we suggest no change in the boycott of Government educa : tional institutions by students or of courts by lawyers
and litigants as it stands in the Congress resolution . The prin 

7 
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ciple involved in it is , as we have already stated , perfectly sound and must be maintained to keep the ideal before the
publie mind . Mahatma Gandhi bas explained the position very clearly in the following passage in the “ Young India "
: of the 8th December 1921 : 

" We are no longer in the dark . We have the resolt of fifteen months working of the tow method . Rejection of courts ,
schools and conneilg is an integral part of the programme . We may not give op parte heosuse we have not achieved
fall snccess , if we are convinced that in themselves they are desirable . Althongh we have not eacceeded on emptying
the three institutions , we have demolished their prestige . They neither worry nor dazzle 08 . 

That many parents , many lawyers and many law.givers have not responded , shows that we most make a greater
attempt to wear them , not now by arguing bat by the exemplary codact of abstaigers . For me they are the Goveroment
. Just as I may not apply for a paid post because DO Gevéroment servant resiyus , I may not join the ranks of volantary
servants because the latter do not come away . I am convinced that the country has risen because of the absieption
even of the few from associa . tion with these embleins of the existing Government , 

Inadequate response is an eloqaent plea , if you will , for establishing better schools and panchayats , not for
confession of incapacity by retaroing to the flesh pots of Egypt . " 62. The establisment of punchayats was the
necessary 

concomitant of the boycott of courts and Punchayats . 

was taken up in right earnest . From October 1920 to January 1921 a very large number of these . sprang up all over
the country . Many of them worked well , a few proved inefficient . Lacking the necessary sanc tion behind them ,
these National courts could at best work under serious disadvantages but the hand of repression des cended heavily on
them and in many Provinces made a clean sweep of the panchayats with all their paraphernalia . In the United
Provinces a regular hunt for panches was or . ganised by the police and there were scarcely any who were oct given
some experience of the inner working of police stations , the lock - ups and the gaols , The evidence shows that in the
Punjab , Bengal and Behar a number of panchayats are still working more or less satisfactorily ; but on the whole the
attempt to have any proper substitute for the existing courts has undoubtedly failed - thanks to the 
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Titles . 

zeal of the agents of law and order . In some places , the scope and function of panchayats were wholly misunderstood
and a complicated system in close imitation of the procedure obtaining in the British Courts involving appeals ,
reviews of judgment and revision of orders and the appointment of judicial and ministerial staffs was evolved by
some legal genius . Such a system was foredoomed to failure and the wonder is that it worked well for a time . It is
scarcely necessary to point out that the essence of a panchayat lies in the confidence placed in it by the public and not
in elaborate artificialities of procedure . It would be well for Provincial Committees to frame a few simple and
uniform rules for the guidance of subordinate committees with such modifications of the old rules of caste panchayats
as the altered circum stances of the country require . 63. There is no item of the programme which has met 

with so striking a success as the boycott 

of titles . We say so deliberately and with full knowledge of the fact that there have been few renounce ments and that
the periodical “ honours " lists have been as full as ever -- perhaps fuller , owing to the extraordinary in crease in the
eligibles by the addition of those who supported the Government in its campaign of repression . But the honour and
glory of it has departed for ever . Titles have ceased to be paraded in public and semi - public functions outside
Government Houses and official documents and the uncom . fortable bearers of ' honorific ' prefixes to their names
prefer to be referred to as ptain Pandit , Lala , Munshi or Mr. while the man in the street turns away from them the
moment he discovers their abnormality . 64. The whole effort under the head Swadeshi has been 

concentrated on the production and po Swadeshi . 

pularising of Khaddar . It is gratifying to find that in 16 out of 19 Congress Provinces very consider able progress has
been made , though the production is slow and unable to keep pace with the great demand . In Appen dix IIC we have
summarised all the available information 
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and it is unnecessary to go into details here . The Khaddar department has recently been placed under the competent
direction of Seth Jamnalal Bajaj who is devoting his entire energies to it . The result of his endeavours is not before
us and it is premature to offer any suggestions on the system he has inaugurated . There are , however , a few
important points in this connection which require immediate attention . The great demand for Khaddar has tempted
foreign manu facturers and local dealers to introduce a foreign substitute for Khaddar in the Indian markets and the
fraud has been 80 cleverly carried out that it defies detection . The Khaddar depots in the larger towns easily lend
themselves to this fraud as the demand on them is great and the sources of supply are limited . It has also been our
painful experience to find that certain unscrupulous producers of the finer textures in and around Bezwada which had
justly earned the reputation of being the modern Dacca of India have , in their cupidity , allowed the good name of
their district to suffer in public estimation , to the serious detriment of themselves and the more honest members of the
trade . It appears that these profiteers have used foreign and Indian mill - made 

- yarn in great quantities to meet the enormous demand from other Provinces . Not many of the numerous Khaddar
Bhandarş dotting the whole country deal exclusively in the genuine stuff . Indeed it has now become impossible to say
with certainty of any particular piece that it is Shudh Khad dar without elaborate enquiries , the result of the majority
of which is highly unsatisfactory . It is said that there are ex perts who can distinguish the genuine from the spurious
article but it is impossible to refer every purchase to them . We have carefully considered the question and , in our opi
nion , the only way out of the difficulty is to confine all Con gress activities to the encouragement of the cottage
industry and abandon all attempts to supply the requirements of dwellers in towns by opening large stores and depots
and stocking them with cloth of unknown origin . We are not against manufacturing centres under competent
supervision . 
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We were shown one in the village of Uttukuli in the Coimbatore in Tamil Nadu District where every process from the
ginning of cotton to the production of the finished article was carried out under the management of Congress workers
and we are assured that there are many others of a similar nature in various places in Southern India and elsewhere .
We suggest the appointment of a small committee of experts to go into these questions at an early date . It is notworthy
that the boycott of foreign cloth has already made itself felt in Lancashire ( See Appendix XIV . ) 65. It is to be
regretted that the collections for the All 

India Tilak Swarajya Fund have greatly The Tilak Swarjya Fund . 

been hampered by excessive repression and the general depression which followed it . Most of the workers who were
in special charge of this important branch of the work are now in gaol . Numerous Con . gress offices have been
raided by the police and account books , receipt forms and other important papers taken away - not in connection with
any case pending in Court or under police investigation but in a purely lawless manner upon which it is easy to frame
serious indictments if there were some Court to try them . But we have to wait for the con stitution of such Courts and
meanwhile the collections must go on with the help of such workers as the gaols are too full to receive . Another
reason why subscriptions to this fund have not poured in freely from all directions is that no statements of account
showing receipts and expenditure could be pub lished by Committees who were deprived of their records by the
police in the manner stated above . It is but natural for the public to make sure of what is being done with the money
they have already paid before putting their hands into their pockets again . We trust that the public will realise the
difficulties under which Congress work is being carried on and that the workers will try their best to meet the wishes
of the public by making up and publishing such accounts as are possible on the existing data . We have in the course of
our tour drawn the special attention of Committees and workers to the importance of this item of the programme . 
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Á copy of the duly audited statement of accounts show ing the result of Mabatma Gandhi's first big drive is printed as
Appendix Vi for the satisfaction of those who have needlessly allowed their peace of mind to be disturbed by the
apprehension that the crore of Rupees announced on the 1st July , 1921 ' might not have been actually subscribed . The
statement will show that the crore was over - subscribed by Rs . 12,91,407-0-11 .. 66. The work of registering
Congress members has also 

suffered for similar reaso.08 . Provinces Congress membership , 

more or less free from repression have done a little better than those subjected to it in all its severity but , on the
whole , the results are entirely unsatis factory . This was put down either to repression or to the depression caused by
the Bardoli resolutions and in Upper India to both . The work was taken in hand with energy in every Province as we
passed through and we expect has , by now , made fair progress . We expect from the great enthusiasm prevailing in
the whole country that the registers would be full soon after they are opened . 67. The devotion and readiness for
sacrifice demonstrated 

by the Congress volunteers during the 

December January campaign is not likely to be forgotten by the public as well as the authori . ties . We wish we could
say the same of their discipline ; but if they were wanting in it , the fault was not entire ly theirs . It must be
remembered that they had little time between enrolment and arrest to receive any training and that many of tbem were
taken before they could register their names . Experience has , however , shown that greater care is necessary in future
recruitments in eplising the proper men . That some of the so - called volunteers have done no credit to themselves or
to the movement has been clearly established , but with this reservation no un prejudiced person can withhold bis
meed of praise from the brave and earnest men who came forward in response to the call of the country in their
thousands regardless of consequences . Many of them 

Volunteers . 
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are still in gaol , many have returned to their ordinary avoca . tions for want of any particular work to do and many
more are ready for the sacrifice as soon as it is called for . 68. Untouchability is a sore point in Southern India 

and to some extent in parts of Central Untouchability , 

and Western India . With a few notable exceptions , much practical work bas not been done to remove this blot from
the fair name of India . There is , however , a perceptible ebange for the better slowly coming over the country . The
difficulty is that the problem is wrongly mixed up with religious belief . The most gratifying feature of the situation is
that the mental state of antipathy has all but disappeared . There is , therefore , no room for despair . : 69. A vigorous
anti - drink campaign accompanied in a 

large number of cases with picketting Anti - drink compaign . 

of liquor shops was carried on through out the country in 1920 and 1921. The immediate effect was a marked decline
in the consumption of liquor but after the removal of the pickets the pendulum swung back and the evil asserted itself
again in full force . But the movement bas served to focus the attention of all classes of people on the drink evil such
as no previous agitation succeeded in doing . " 70. The Prime Minister of England in the famous speech 

recently delivered by him in the House Inter - communal unity . 

of Commons has thus justified the main tenance of the Indian Civil Service for all time to come : - 

“ There is great variety of races and creeds ju lodia , probably greater vario ty than in the whole of Europe . There are
innumerable divisive forces there , and if Britain withdrew her strong haud nothiog would e080e except divisione ,
strife , conflict , and anarchy . " 

Now the strong hand of Britain is the “ British Civil Service in India . " Remove the cause of " divisions , strife ,
conflict and anarchy " and you take away the sole justification for the continuation of that distinguished service . There
can be no question that inter - communal differences constitute the sole cause of “ divisions , strife , conflict , and
anarchy ?? and that inter - communal unity which means the removal of 
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a 

that cause means also the removal of all justification for the continuance of the Civil Service . It is not necessary to
possess a very high order of intelligence to understand this . 71 . There are men among the members of the Indian 

Civil Service who believe that there is The Civilian mentality . 

an impassable gulf which runs between the different communities , specially between the Hindus and Mohammedans ,
and that they can never unite except for the purpose of overthrowing the British Empire . clearly shown during the
Punjab Martial Law regime . A distinct count of a long charge framed by a responsible member of the Indian Civil
Service , against the accused , was " fraternization " or " abetment of fraternization " of Hindus and Mohammedans
with intent to overthrow the Govern ment by , law established . This fraternization consisted in Hindus and
Mussulmans drinking water out of one and the same cup or tumbler which orthodoxy strictly forbids to Hindus
generally and also to a certain section of Mussalmans . It was not a sort of loving cup passed round to seal a secret
compact between these revellers in pure water but just simp ly a case of quenching thirst or moistening the throat from
time to time during intervals in shouting " Mahatma Gandhi ki Jai " and " Allah - o - Akbar . " But the criminal intent
was 

“ there for they were sinking one of their vital differences in that little cup of water . The accused were convicted and
heavy sentences ranging from transportation for life to im prisonment with hard labour for shorter terms were passed ,
and but for the Royalclemency all these men including the present Minister of Industries in the Panjab Government
would now have been rotting in gaol . The average civilian sees danger in the two communities coming together
unless both sides are known to be thoroughly " loyal " . 

72. There are among Indians certain classes of men in The Indian mischief 

and out of Government Service - no maker . 

country in the world is without such men -who believe that by promoting “ divisions , strife , conflict , and anarchy "
they would either be helping or pleasing the 
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Civil Service and thereby advancing their own interests . These men never fail whenever a suitable opportunity arises
, such for instance as Bakrid , Moharram , or Dasabra , to set one community against the other by false reports or . by
do ing or having something done to kindle the fire of religious fredzy just at the moment when excitement runs high .
No thing is easier than throwing a stone at a tasia procession or introducing a piece of beef in a temple of a slice of
pork - in a mosque on the occasion of some great festival . Some members of the community whose religious feelings
are thus outraged lose their heads and go for the members of the other com munity present on the spot and serious
results follow . There are reprisals and counter - reprisals sometimes lasting for days . - . 73. The great curse of India
is the highly excitable religious 

susceptibility of the people wbich furni The only radical cure . 

shes an easy handle to mischief - makers under the best of conditions . Hindus and Mohammadans bave lived as good
neighbours for ages , they understand each other thoroughly , certainly more thoroughly than an Englishman can ever
hope to understand either ; they know that one community can gain nothing by insulting the re ligion of the other but the
mischief - maker knows the weak points of both and never loses bis opportunity . The only radical care for the disease
is the entire elimination of the mischief - maker but that , in view of the conflict of interests we have pointed out above
, cannot happen unless and until the costly maintenance of the Indian Civil Service ceases to depend upon " divisions ,
strife , conflict and anarchy " ; in other words , unless and until Swarajya is fully established . It is only then that the
mischief - maker will lose his occupa tion and think of some other opening for his activities . Meanwhile all that can
be done is to minimize the chances of his success , which Congress workers both Hindu and Moham madan are trying
to do . 74. The joint efforts of the Congress and the Khilafat 

in combatiug the activities of the mis 

chief makers have succeeded to a very 

Malabar and Multan . 

8 
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considerable extent , but there is undoubtedly room for much greater improvement as evidenced by the deplorable
events in Malabar and tbe more recent regrettable outburst in Multan . " ? We refrain from going into these sad
occurrences in detail as , in the case of Malahar , å separate enquiry is being held by anotber Committee appointed by
the Work ring Committee under the chairmansbip of Mr. Faiz Tyabji Bar - at - Law , an Ex - Judge of the Madras High
Court , and in the case of Multan the occurrence is too recent to admit of a correct analysis of the true facts . But
whatever the origin of these disturbances , they can only be regarded as national calamities and the misdeeds
committed in both places cannot be too strongly condemned . It is re - assuring , however , to find that the leaders of
the two communities in both places are adopting all possible measures to restore barmonious re lations . But for the
echo of Malabar apd Multan occasion . ally beard bere and there the relations between the two com munities in the
rest of the country are satisfactory Not a few attempts of miscbief - makers to stir up trouble have on parious
occasions been successfully frustrated by the timely intervention of Corgress aud Khilafat workers . 
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DEMO 1 Drapat Čivil Disobedience ... 75. In the previous chapters we have passed in rapid 

review the History of Non.co - operation The sitdation , 

from its inception to the present time , the victories it has won and the reverses it has suffered . We have also traced
the course of the Government policy of severe and reckless repression to stifle the movemeut by every means in its
power . It is not easy to determine with approach to exactitude the balance of gains and losses on each side . The
Goveromeut and its supporters claim a 

' decisive victory but wbile proclaiming from house tops that nou - co - operation is dead they look over their
shoulders to make sure that the non - co - operator'is not actually upoa'theth even as they speak . The latter fully
conscious of his strength and confident of ultimate success lays no claim to complete victory . There is no victory for
him till the 

tbe Government of the couutry passes into the hands of the people of the country . 

What then is the trúe position at the present mo ment ? Let us sum up briefly . 76. The Congress worker after holding
his own for two 

f long years against a migbty Govern Position of Congress . 

Viss meut , despite heavy casualties , finds himself suddenly checked at the very moment he , rightly or 

wrongly , believes that he is ready to deliver the final blow , cand is practically told ( for , the best of reasons be it
con ceded ) , to begin again , with no guaraptee that he will not , be similarly checked at the end of the second course
of preparation by some individuals losing their heads in one 

June 19 or more outlying parts of this vast country . A couple of weeks later public feeling asserts itself at the 

, 

meeting of the All India Congress Committee and in response to it the right to regulate individual civil disobedience ,
aggresive and defensive , hitherto vested in Provincial Committees is reg 16mm 
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tored to them . Soon after this Mahatma Gandhi goes to gaol , leaving bebind a strict injunction against demonstra tion
of any kind whatever . That injunction is too sacred to be disregarded but the modification of the Bardoli resolu tion
secured at Delbi provides a wide enough outlet for the pent , up feelings of the people as well as full , opportu nity for
a strenuous prosecution of the constructive pro gramme . That outlet is effectually closed by the Working Committee
almost immediately after Mahatmaji's incarcera tion and the concession grudgingly made at Delhi is prao tically ,
withdrawn by the grave warning to Provincial Com mittees ( dictated no doubt by considerations of the highest 

i 1848 prudence at that particular juncture ) “ against any hasty use of the powers conferred upon them in respect of
individual civil disobedience , whether defensive or aggressive " ( ap pendix XI K ) . The worker whose zeal was
tempered with a love of excitement finds himself ill at ease with what be considers to be the humdrum part of the
work and takes little interest in it . The worker · fired with 

genuine enthusiasm sharpened by the love of the work for its own sake falls an easy prey in the hands of the police
who pick him up wherever he is found carrying 

innocent activities , under one of the convenient sections of the Code of Criminal Procedure or even with out the
trouble of appearing to act under colour of law . The All India Committee again , meets at Lucknow and find * ing it to
be the general sense in the country that a step for " ward should be taken appoints this Enquiry Committee ' to go into
the question and report on the situation after a full investigation . The country now awaits a proper lead from 

als ithe All - India Committee . This is one side of the picture . 

77. The Government mistakes the Bardoli resolution 10 do 

as a sign of weakness and interpreting 

the modification made at Delhi as an index of the waning popularity of Mahatma Gandhi lays vio lent bands upon him
. It is further encouraged by the calm and quiet atmosphere which prevails after the arrest to accelerate the speed as
well as the severity of repression , making it 

on his 

Si pone of to 

$ 

Position of the Governmente 
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almost impossible in many provinces for any constructive work to be peacefully done . Knowing full well that such .
enforced quiet can never secure the contentment of the people , it hopes , after the manner of all alien and despotic
Governments , to keep them under its heel by terrorism , and there is a constant display of the might of the Empire , the
military and the armed police are in evidence everywhere . The members of the Legislatures , who were in the
beginning petted and pampered , having after repeated trials been found sadly wanting in influence over the people are
now relegata ed to the position wbich is theirs under the Reforms and treated with scant courtsey , little short of utter
contempt . When scolded in the council chamber for exercising their undoubteđ rights , ' even under the shadowy
Reforms , " their loyalty to the constitution , so dear to them , suggests a meek submission to further castigation in the
ante - chamber of the Government House as a fitting expiation for their attempt at independence and a prudent move to
secure a fresh - lease of life . The Government based on physical might and incapable of recognising the existence in
the universe of a superior 

' force tries to believe that non - co - operation lies prostratě at its feet . The 

The necessity for permitting its spoilt child , the councillor , occasionally to 

to tread on its toes having thus dis appeared and with it the desirability to spare the rod , it reminds him that his
prospects ' depend on its own good will , euphemistically described as the good will of the Britisha Nation , and
dismisses him with a broad hint that he might do worse than acquiesce in the legislation desired by it . After these
achievements it makes an effort to settle down but feels upeasy at the near approach of the new elections and realizing
that the non - co - operator has the support of the country behind him threatens him with terrible consequences if he
dared to wreck the reforms . Convinced in its heart of hearts that the non - co - operator is not made of the soft
material found in the composition of the obsequious councillor , the Government also awaits the decision of the All -
India Committee for its own purpose 

the forging of new weapons to theet the new situation . This is the other side of the piotyre , 
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78. There is a general demand for some decisive step 

without any defiuite suggestion as to No change for its own sake . 

the direction in which it is to be taken . We fear that such a vague demand is consciously or sub.consciously based on
the single desire to enthuse the worker , who withont.caring to consider the immense poten : tialities of the Bardoli
resolution has allowed his zeal to abate . We may say at once that we are not influenced by any such desire and our
answer to it is to be found in the following words of Mahatma Gandhi : 

is " Some friends argue that in order to continge the struggle the people . : Deed some stimolaot . No person or nation
can ba kopt alive merely opod 

stimulants Wibave had m'ch , too mach , of it lutterly . Aud the antidote now is a depressant . If therefore deprexxion
follows the C - 8sation of all aggresrive activities and people forsake us , it would not only vot binder odr capse bat
help it . Then we shall not bave to shoulder the responsibility 

for a Chavi Chadra . ? Then we ' woght go futward with # ' steady step j ' withont any diger of baving to look back . If
lowever we CAV BDI VIVE the i depression and keep the people with us , we shall have positive proof that so the
people have caugnt the meenage of non - violence and that the perple are 

as capable of doing coveraguive work as they have showo theme Ives capable of doing destructive work . Whatever
the result , the present excite meut most be ubated at any cost " . 

( Young India , March 2nd , 1922. ) ។ The step to be taken must therefore be one called for the actual need of the hour
and not merely to satisfy the desire for a change however general it may be . 

T - 7 ! 79. The evidence given before us shows that there is not 

only a general desire but a pressing need Decisive step needed . 

for some form of civil disobedieuce ito be adopted , without wbich it is difficult to adyance the cops tructive work
and carry on the normal activities of the Congress in the face of the determined opposition set up by the Goverument at
every step . There is a very large number of witnesses who believe in constructive work both on its own merits and as
a means of preparing the people for mass civil disobedience . The majority of these consider the immediate adoption
of defeusive individual civil disobedience in some form on a large - scale to be necessary for thevigorous prosecu 
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tion of the work . Only a few cap tbipk of the copstructive programme as a tbing a part from mass civil disobedience
and quite sufficient in itself for the ultimate attainment of Swa rajya . Fewer still have any hope of the success of the
constructive programme without the adventitious aid of individual civil disobedience , offensive or defensive , from
time to time as occasion arises . Then we have a class of witdesses wbo wbile they fully appreciate the importauce of
constructive work do not believe in it as an essential step eithe towards civil disobedience or the attainment of Swa
rajya , 1 

It will thus be seen that the need for some definite action is clearly established . The only question is what is to be the
nature of that action and which of the various proposals made is the most suitable . 

80. We sball first take mass civil disobedience which is specifically mentioned in the resolution of the All India Com
. mittee passed at Lucknow . The first and the most important general observation to 

be made is tbat if the stringent tests St : ingent test of prepared . 

laid down by the All India Congress Committee in the resolution passed at Delbi on the 4th November 1921 , are to
be applied , no province , district or tahsil in India , except perbaps Bardoli wbich was at one time declared to be
ready , is fit for mass civil dis . obedience . It cannot be said of any district or ,, tabsil that " therein a vast majority of
the population have adopted full Swadeshi or are clothed out of cloth handspiun and hand - woven and believe in and
practise all the other items of non - co - operation " . If the necessity or propriety of this test were not questioned we
should not have felt justified in pursuing this question any further . But we fiud there is a body of opinion specially in
Bengal which , while it attaches due importance to the desirability of fulfilling the conditions laid down , does not
regard them as essential for a resort to civil disobedieoce . Jo view of this we shall refer briefly to the evidence
adduced before user 10. uiii , 7 ; . ? DOIT 

ness 

1 . 

> 

6 
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4781 ! A reference to Appendix VII will show'our general General mass civil disobe . ' classification of witnesses on
this and dience . 

other important points . Of the various forms of civil disobedience referred to above what is known as general mass
civil disobedience including the non payment of taxes has found only four staunch supporters ( Group A ) out of the
366 witnesses we have examined and 93 others who have submitted written opinions only . It is hardly necessary to
examine the grounds on which these four gentlemen think that the country is ripe to embark upon a campaign of such
vast magnitude . The principal factor in determining the readiness of the people at largę to resort to any particular
form of civil disobedience is the readiness of the chief workers who have to bear the whole brunt of directing the
campaign ; and if we can find no more than four persons in all India to shoulder the responsibility we think we 

940 without examining their “ evidence in detail safely ask the country to wait . 

82. We then have two groups of witnesses ( B and C ) General No - Tax Cam 

numbering three and five respectively . paign . 

The first of these advise the immediate láunehing of a general no - tax campaign throughout the country but would not
break any other laws ; and the second advocate the adoption of immediate mass civil disobedience limited to
particular laws and taxes only . What we have just said about the first group of witnesses ap plies with equal , if not
greater force , to the evidence given by these gentlemen and it is unnecessary to notice it further . Of the remaining 447
witnesses 9 ( Group G ) are against mass civil disobedience in any form on principle apart from the readiness or
otherwise of the people to undertake it and the rest with the exception of a few who have offered no evidence on the
point have given it as their considered opinion based on personal knowledge that the country is not yet ready to
embark on general mass civil disobedience at present . Many of these latter class estimate the time requisite for the
neces sary preparation of the district or province which they come from at varying periods from 6 months to 6 years
or more , 
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obedience . 

In view of the recommendation we are going to make on 

the whole subject of civil disobedience Country not ready . 

! we donot feel called upon to enter into these speculations . It is enough to state here that the country is not ready at
present to undertake general mass civil disobedience or a general no - tax compaign in any Province or District . 

83. The question of adopting mass civil disobedience in Limited mass civil dis . reference to a particular law and
order 

or some local or provincial tax e.g. , the Chowkidari tax in Bengal stands on a different footing and cannot be decided
on general considerations . It is obvious that a situation may suddenly develop in a parti cular locality demanding an
immediate resort to civil dis obedience of this nature by persons thoroughly prepared for it . No hard and fast rule can
be laid down for such an emergency and it must in all cases be left to the Provincial Committee to permit such civil
disobedience after fully satisfying itself of the urgency of the case and the readiness of the people concerned to suffer
all the consequences with perfect non - violence . 

84. We next come to individual civil disobedience . The Defepsive in dividual civil weight of evidence
preponderates in 

favour of the type known as " defensive " whicb claims no less than 243 supporters who are ready to make a
beginning at once . Out of these 112 are equally strong in favour of the aggressive form . There are 161 others who
favour both forms but are not quite ready for an immediate resort to either . Lastly there are 9 who are opposed to both
in principle . This short analysis will show that the Delhi resolution of the 24th — 25th February last crystalizes the
general effect of this evidence on the subject and fully meets the wishes of all the witnesses , except the 9 last '
mentioned . In permitting both aggressive and defen sive individual civil disobedience generally in all provinces it
satisfies the general demand for it , and in subjecting it to the previous sanction of the Provincial Committees it brings 

3 

disobedience . 

9 
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those , who are ready to begin at once , into line with those who are not , for it leaves the question of readiness or
other wise to the decision of the Provincial Committee , 

But the Delhi resolution of the 24th - 25th February applies only to individual civil disobedience and cannot in clude
mass civil disobedience , even in the restricted form which as we have pointed out above must also be left to the
discretion of the Provincial Committee . On a review of all the evidence and the circumstances of the country it seems
to us that the best course would be to restore Resolution II passed by the All India Congress Committee at Delhi on the
4th - 5th November which gives Provincial Committees all the powers necessary to determine upon a resort to civil
disobedience of any kind whatever and cancel Resolution I cl . I passed on 24th - 25th February to the extent it
conflicts with the earlier resolution with the reservation that general mass civil disobedience is not permissible . 

85. We wish here to make it perfectly clear that the Working Committee reso 

warning uttered by the ,, Working Com lution explained . mittee on the 17th , 18th March last at Ahmedabad (
Appendix XI . K ) was never intended to res train a Provincial Committee from permitting individual civil
disobedience , aggressive or defensive , if the conditions laid down were fully satisfied . That warning had special
reference to the very critical period of Mahatma Gandhi's arrest and even then was directed against the “ hasty use of
powers . ” Now that the country has successfully emerged from the greatest trial of endurance and self - control it
could be subjected to by remaining thoroughly non - violent at the arrest and imprisonment of the great leader of the
movement , the warning of the Working Committee has spent its force though of course a “ hasty use of powers " is
always to be avoided . 

F 86. Having regard to the determination of the Govern 

ment , as evidenced by the action of its Illegal orders not binding . 

subordinates , to suppress every activity 

، 

1 

f 
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of the non - co - operator , whatever its nature , we are clearly of opinion that the normal work of the Congress should
not be allowed to suffer under any circumstances by reason of any illegal orders that may from time to time be issued .
The point we wish particularly to emphasize is that there is nothing wrong or illegal in the prosecution of the cons
tructive programme as laid down at Bardoli and reaffirmed at Delhi and that any orders designed to interfere with the
carrying out of that programme under the cloak of law can only be characterised as dishonest and can have no binding
force whatever . Disobedience of such orders is not civil dis obedience . 

TC11 

87. It is evident that a law or order to have any binding Can be rightfully disobe 

effect must be legally in force and yed . 

applicable to the given case ; if it is not , there is no sanction behind it and there can be no question of civilly
disobeying what is ipso facto void . 

On the contrary , it would be the legal right of the most law - abid ing citizen in the world to ignore and disregard it
altogether if it interferes with his business or the performance of his duty . For example , the Criminal Law
Amendment Act , Part II can only apply to a district or province if a proper nofiti cation , declaring certain
associations within the district or province to be unlawful , is duly promulgated by com petent authority . Suppose
such notification is not issued or , if issued , is not in accordance with law , there can obvi ously be no offence under
the Act . There are good reasons for holding that the notifications issued by the Bengal and U. P. Governments were
not according to law . Again , take the very much misused Section 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure which is
applicable only to urgent cases of nuis ance or apprehended danger and requires certain legal formalities , the
observance of which is essential . Even when all the formalities are duly complied with it has only temporary effect
within reasonable bounds . It is well known 

that a large percentage of the orders Misuse of S. 144 . 

issued under this Section were wholly 
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without jurisdiction and absolutely void , not a few being actually dishonest . No law has , to use the language of
Mahatma Gandhi , been more “ prostituted to serve the base ends ” of the authorities than this section . We give in
Appendix VIII the judgment of the Judicial Commissioner of Oudh in a typical case of this nature . It is no matter for
surprise that even after and in spite of this judg ment , and in Oudh itself , orders of the nature held to be invalid by the
highest Court in the province continued to be passed and were complied with in the belief that non compliance would
amount to civil disobedience which had not been sanctioned by the Provincial Congress Committee . The general
impression among a large section of workers and Congressmen is that they would be resorting to civil disobedience if
they refused to comply with any order of a magistrate or of the Police , good or bad , and it is this impression which
has hampered Congress work on the one hand and accentuated the demand for the commencement of mass civil
disobedience on the other . The probibited public meetings ” mentioned in the example given in the note appended to
the resolution of the All India Congress Com mittee must be taken to mean such meetings as had been prohibited by a
lawful order passed by competent authority ; otherwise no question of civil disobedience , mass or in dividual ,
aggressive or defensive , could possibly arise . But the omission of this qualification , probably due to the obvious
nature of it , has caused misconception . We desire there fore , to make it perfectly clear that civil disobedience , as
we conceive it , has nothing whatever to do with illegal orders and that it is the indisputable right of every 

citizen to break them at will . At the same time we must not be understood to advocate the breaking of these orders by
all persons and at all times without reference to 

the exigencies of the case . We fully Committees necessary . recognise that it is difficult for those who are not lawyers
to form a correct opinion about the vali dity or otherwise of particular orders , and would therefore advise a reference
to the Provincial Committee before action 

# 

! 

Refrence to 

Provincial 
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is taken by individuals . In all such case the Provincial Committees would do well to indicate the lines on which 

alone action may be taken and further to make it clear i ( whether they are advising civil disobedience or merely non -
observance of an illegal order . It is not the case that all orders under Section 114 are invalid ; if that were 80 ,
Section 144 would be superfluous which it certainly is not . We have thought it necessary to draw attention to tais
point with a view to remove a general misconception and to make it clear that our proposals in regard to civil
disobedience do not apply to illegal and invalid orders which stand on a different footing altogether . 

We trust that when these points are made clear there will be no further difficulty in adopting the right course whenever
the normal activities of the Congress are interfered with . 
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CHAPTER VI . Entry into Legislative Councils . 

* 7 

PART 1 . 

divided . 

Views of Sriyuts Kasturi Ranga Iyengar , M. A. Ansari 

and Rajagopalachariar . 88. Three of our esteemed colleagues have recommend 

ed the removal of Committee equally 

the boycott of Councils from 

from the non - co - operation programme . We regret we cannot agree to this con clusion . After the committee's tour
was concluded , at its sitting at Patna on the 16th August , there was a full con sultation among the members and
resolutions were record ed on the various points at issue , and on this question of entry into Councils all the members
except one recorded their opinion against any change in the existing programme . But on the 7th October , when
the.committee met at Delhi to pass their report to the All India Congress Committee , it transpired that two of the
members had reconsidered their position , and that the committee was equally divided over this question . Hence it
has become necessary for us to record our views separately . We have not had the advantage of perusing the portion
of the report recording the opinion of our esteemed colleagues , which is in the course of pre paration , though they
have explained their main reasons and conclusions orally to us . 89. The proposal of entry into the Councils , in
whatever 

form , involves distinct violation Entry into Councils a re trogresion . 

of the principle of Non - Co - operation and a clear departure from the policy of the Congress which was inaugurated
in the Calcutta Special Session and was re - affirmed at Nagpur and Ahmedabad . The striking success which attended
the carrying out of this part of the 

a 
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: 

ir jis , Non - Co - operation programme throughout the country has already been described in Chapter IV . It is in our
opinion a very unwise policy to abandon this item of the Non - Co - opera tion programme instead of devising suitable
measures to bring about even more striking results in the ensuing elections . The Legislative Councils are the
institutions on which the Government chiefly relies for its strength and prestige . To enter the Councils now would be
a retrogression in the policy of the Congress , and would enable Government to regain its lost prestige . 

“ Not the least encouraging sign of the present situation , " said Sir George Lloyd , the Governor of Bombay , in his
address to his Legislative Council on the 21st September last , " is the fact that in several parts of toe country some of
those political groups who were once adherents of the non - co - operation programme and of the boycott of the
machinery of responsible Government are now , if rumour speaks truly , coming round to a view favourable to the
Councils and bave decided in future to prosecute their political aims through the constitutional machinery expressly
set up for that purpose . This is a distinct step in advance and is itself a valuable testimony to the ever increasing
prestige of the Reformed Councils . " 

On the other hand , the effect of the proposal on the people is well brought out in the evidence of Mr. Santanam (
Secretary , Provincial Congress Committee , Panjab . ) : - 

Hakimji -2 . - Does yonr Committee think it useful to go into the Coun 

1 

cils . 

A -We have not discussed the question in the Committee . " I thiók the 

very discussing of the question will be harmfal to our country and 

to non - co - operation . Q. What is the barm ? A. - The people will begin to think that our movement has failed . And 

this will be a blot on our movement . If we discuss going into the 

Councils , then there is no need of non - co - operation . Pandit Harkaran Nath Misra , Secretary of the Provin . çial
Congress Committee , U. P. is of the same opinion ; 
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Hakimji.- Q.- Do you think goirg iuto ibe Councils will have a very 

bad effect on the public miod P11 ! ... !!!! viisi ) .IT A --Cert ainly . 

: " I 

nimic , 

: II Dr. Pattabhi Sitarammayya ( Andhra ) ' s opinion is seen below : A. - I am covinced that the Government will not
be brought to its 

knees through the Councils . Deadlock will fail . We know what 

weapons Government have . Fanditji - Q. - Yon say that even if the Congress were to pass a resolation 

permitting entry into Councils , public opinion would not sopport it ? A. - They would simply view it as a fall of the
Congress and failure of 

Non - co - operation . Q. - Even if Mahatma Gandhi himself were to put it before them ? 

A. - They would still consider that non - co - operation has failed . 

90. Throughout the country in our tour it was clearly Coantry generally against brought home to us that public opi entry

nion was strongly against any charge in the Congress programme of boycott of Councils . 

of Even in Poona , Nagpur and Akola , Mabarashtra leaders who were in favour of entry into Councils admitted that
their proposal would receive very little support in public meetings . In the evidence which has been adduced before
this Com mittee the witnesses who gave evidence on the subject are classified in the following manner : 

Number of witnesses . Against entry into Councils 

302 Against entry into Councils but for contest ing elections 

1 For entry into Councils only if Fatwa is re voked ... 

3 For entry into Councils if civil disobedience is 

abandoned or not launched for the pre . , sent 

tij . 115 For removal of ban and making entry op tional 

7 

... 

... 

' t 

tú tinit 

For entry into Councils with Congress man ... ' bort 

date . 

23 

" 

till 

Joss 
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* 

itors . 36 

103 

.00 

... 

10 " 

- All Number of witnesses , For entry into Councils with majority only 

18 For entry into Councils even in a minority 

il For entry into Councils for total obstruction 

15 For entry into Councils for responsive cos e operaion 

, " 11.36 1.1 For entry into Councils for utilizing Councils -11.31 as they are For entry into Councils and running
elections 

Die No : by Congress For entry into Councils and running elections by individual effort 

1 For entry into Councils for responsive non co - operation 

3 ..102 . It will be seen that witnesses who are against entry into 

o the Councils form an overwhelming , majority . Taken by provinces , in seventeen the majority of witnesses area
over whelmingly against entry into councils , while only in two , the opposite view is supported by a small majority .
There is no doubt that the country generally , is agaigst entry into the Councils . 33 Side !! 

. 91. With reference to the objection that entry into Councils Negligible , number o for , r , will be a violation of the
policy and prin . total obstruction , 

ciple of non - co - operation , our collea gues maintain that their proposal is not open to that charge , as they would go
into the Councils with the sole object of wrecking the reforms , strictly 

, raling ont all minor benefits . Their proposal is to recommend to 

. the All India Copgress Committee that " the time has come to carry the fight into the councils on lines of strict Non -
co operate to achieve by total obstruction . " This operation , viz ; for the purpose of wrecking the reforms . 

, very proposal was fully discussed at the Special Segsion of the Congress held at Calcutta in September , 1920 and
was rejected , of the witnesses examined by us , who favour 

, entry into councils , only 15 are for total obstruction , the reet would utilise the Councils i vin some way or other . It 
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is needless to emphasise the fact that the proposal of our colleagues stands shorn of support from all but ad extremely
negligible number of Congressmen in the country , and is very different from the position taken up by the leaders like
Messrs . Kelkar , Aney -and others who have been agitating for the removal of the boycott of councils for sometime
past . Dr. Moonje ( Nagpur ) stated that he is not for a policy of total obstruction at once . but would have mandates
from Congress from time to time . He would , yote with the Government for beneficial measures : Mr. S. Kasturi
Ranga lyengar . Q - You said you bave .Do objection to 

, Ministers being appointed from among the non - co - operation party in 

the Councils . Dr. Moonje . A. Not only have I no objeótion , bot I would wish that 

they should be selected from our party . . Di Q. - Bat the Minister is expected to 00 - operate with the Executive
Govern Id 11 - ** ' ment in many respects . of ; " VO A. He may co - operate so long as be obeys the Congress
mandate . 7 Obere 403. is no harm in thato ;, ,. 1.62 Mr. Abbjankar . ( Nagpur ) also would not obstract all measures
of Government but only the harmful ones.it ) 5 . 

Mr. Kelkar ( Poona ) leaves the same impression in ' his answers ! 6 vit +.01 isitos Circle of Avant . Vi -0 Panditti . Q
: -Do you wish to go ifto the Councils to co - operate or doÓ -015 

' 

Q. - Elias " Co - operate ? co " 

10 lei Mr. Kolkar . A. - To non - co - operate in the sense of resisting whenever zli " , 111 : possible . If it is á
beneficial measure I would not oppose it . 20 A. 

Mr. Ram Das " ( Ardbra ) and Mr. Satya of pro - coun - Ocil witnesses , 

murti Madras " is also of the same character : 1 " } = 16. wiss Urso di studij 2 ! 1 7918 ) of Panditji . ' Q. - But the
whole quration and the principal reason for not going 

into the Councils Ys that you will , by entering the Councils , be 10 ) frittering away your énergies on side issdesland
Wittle things , and lose ' W sight of the real objectives : 0 . I 1900,1903 4.1 ... Dor HOVMr . Rangaswami Iyengar : 1
A.Z My own feeling is that by doing these Allt flittla things in the 1Oognoils , we will be very much assisted . To the
Il Congress wopk than other wine , iuino to gain a bio 1991 

OD 

< 

f011 

The evidence of Mr. K. " Rangaswami Tydngar ( Madras ) , 
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ArtC . Rajagopalachariar . - Q : -I am åeking you what you will recom 279 , bend me to do it I stand for a seat in the Council .
Am I to move 

proposals in connection with sabjects such an education and land , revenge ? 

$ $ 49611.067 A. - 10 so far as they are inteqded to carry out the Cougress programme 

and for the removal of injustice . Q .-- If good measures are brought by Government and are opposed on 

account of party or vested interests , shall we strengthen the hands of Government ? 

H.111 " 

. 00 til 15 Á . - We ought to support the Goveroment in preventing the evil . Q. - We should not take up an attitude of total
obstruction ? 

1:10 A - No . !! , 

LITTLE Mc . V. Ram Das's ( Andhra ) opinion is that , 

6 sino " people should not go into the Cogncils for the purpose of creating deadlock . My view is that Congressmen who enter
into the Councils shoald pot defeat the reform scheme bat should work it ...... I will help the Govern ment if they want to pass
any good measure . I will oppose , if they are 

I going to pass abiy bad meagate ... 180 ! huMr . ' Satyamurti : Mr Rajagopalachariar - Q. - I believe you are out for total
obstraction ? 

raction so Mr. Satyamurti-- 4 .-- I shall be for anything which leads us . to Swa , 

Huomat rajya . I do not decide . Q - I wish to know whether anythiyg more can be done by way of pledges 

or mandates ? Gal . 100110 

? ' rr ;. ;; ;; gg ; i ' ; :::: A. I think they degrade humanity . It really promotes bypocricy . I 

am not io fa , our of Congress mandates or pledges ,, from the Coqucil candidates . 

84agi tv , spist , is Mr. Kasturi Ranga Iyengar , -Q . You will take up whatever measure 

you consider necessary in order to attain Swarajya , irrespective of 

the principles of non - co - operation ? Ayes.w3 : : " 1961 29.12 Wolosit : ; YOpi h4nit91 , ihottaji yot 

illon In contrast with these statements , our colleagues hold that “ they would on ne account whatever modify the totality of the
obstruction by any compromise in the shape of res 

. ponsive co - operation or responsive non - co - operation . " 

syst ? 93 .: " Notwithstanding the preponderating opinion of the Chances of majority 

Congressmen to the contrary our col 

leagues hold that a lead - muistibe given to the country in the direction of the entry into Councils . 

1 

Gub 

5 

4 
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We cannot agree with them that it is proper thus to brush asida the opinion of the vast body of Congress workers and
of the country at large . It involves at the very outset a diversion of the public attention and energy from the
coustructive programme to a campaign of con verting the vast body of Congressmen to the new pro gramme . The
strong and overwhelining testimony of Con gressmen is also important to show that if the proposal recommended by
our colleagues is adopted , the chances are remote for obtaining such a majority at the elections as is 

the essential conditions of the success of the scheme . The constitution of seats in the Legislative Council with its
class , communal and special interests readers it absolutely impossible to secure a majority sufficient to create
deadlocks in the manner contemplated . Moreover even if the non - co operators succeed in getting into the Councils
ia large numbers it is highly impracticable to be obtaining Congress mandates with reference to their action in the
Councils and to secure effective discipline . We shonld not forget the words of Lala Lajpat Rai in his speech at the
special Session of the Congress at Calcutta : 

INC 

idget ! 

. 

* Thora in great deal of force ' in what Mahatma Gandhi said that in al tbege Cogucils there wag an insidious poison
which might demoralige 

odt men who go to these Cooncils . There is a great deal of absolate trath Lid this . " I ' know from actual experience
that many of my poble frieudo , 

io whoge patriotism I do not dispate , whose high motives I have no reason to 

question , bave had theit patriotisi and their natioualism poisoned by going to these Copacilo . " , 

The following extracts from the evidence will iķustrate the difficulties referred to above : - 

 یزاب ی

PANDIT HARKARAN NATH MISRA ( U. P. ) valtni : Panditji . - Q. - On principle you are against going into the
Councils . ' 

From the practical point of view , priociple apart , do you thiut that the only conditions opon which pon - co -
operators -- way outer the 

Councils are most difficult if not impossible to be performed ? 4. - Yes . This is it 

 بو ,
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94. A large number of non - co - operators including the most Eminent leaders disquali . eminent leaders , Mabatma
Gandhi , the fied . 

Ali Brothers , Lala Lajpat Rai , Maulana , Abdul Kalam Azad , Mr. Yakub Hasan , Maulana Abdul , Vajeed Sharar , 

Sharar , Pandit Santanam , Mr. Jitendra Lal Banerji , Mr. Shyam Sundar Chakravarty , Mr. George Joseph , Mr.
Jawaharlal Nehru , Mr. Krishna Prasad Sen Gupta , Mr.Purshottamdas Tandon , Dr. Varadarajulu Naidu , Mr.
Shaakerlal Banker and many others of our best men are disqualified under the rules by reason of sentences passed on
them . We are of opinion that so long as the rule is maintained it will be inconsistent with self - respect and dignity for
non.co - operators to think of entering into the Councils . Public opinion in this respect is well reflected in the
following extract from the evidence of Babu Rajendra Prasad : Panditji . - Q. - We have been fighting for the sake of
self - respect . 

- Having regard to the fact that there is disqualification attached to Boine of the workers because they have been
convicted by British Courts ' and sentenced to periods of imprisonment for over six mouths , " 

is it consistent with self - cesp 33t to go into soch Councils , and sood 1.0ooly sach people as are not so disqualified
and to submit to the 

disqualification by sending those who are not disqualified ? Babu Rajendra Prasad . - 4 . It would be cowardice to go
, and I go 

the word for waut of a stronger term . 95. In our opinion entry into the Couggils for the avowed Ooh and N. .C.O .
pria- purpose of obstructiog all measures 

: ciples violated . 

whether good or bad and of wreck , ing the reforms is obnoxious , to , the principle and the spirit of the 

of the movement as concieved by its great leader . When the proposal was discussed in 1920 Mahatma Gandhi
deprecated it 09 the ground that it was not a good and honest policy to get entrance into an institution in order to
wreck it . Further , ' every member is required to take the oath of allegiance which includes a solemn promise " faith
fully to discharge the duty apon which he is about to enter . ” No conscientious person can stand for election with the
avowed object of wrecking the institution and take such an oath , and except by casuistry or mental reservation can 
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feed justified in adopting such a course . Indiscriminate obstruction will be a manifest violation of the oath , and it
should be repellant toi every sincere believer in the basic principles of the non - co - operation movement , which has
hitherto been conducted on a high moral plane . 

1 96. It is needless to state that the powers , reserved Entry into Councils futile . 

by the Government under the Act 

and Rules are sufficient effectively to prevent any deadlocks that may be attempted and to overcome all kinds of
obstruction . They can also make further , rules to meet such contingencies and to prevent the entry of non - co -
operators with the declared object , not of constitutional opposition but of : wrecking the very institu tion . The
Government would have no compunction to ex . ercise its powers in all these respects . It has been expressly declared
at the time of the passing of the Act that the exercise of such powers should not be deemed abnormal . It is con tended
that to force the Government to exercise such powers and to reduce the administration to naked Civil Service rule
would expose the real character of the Government and fur . ther the ends of non - co - operation . We may , however ,
point out that tñe Government can well maintain that they have no other course open to them to meet the extraordinary
situa tion created by us . We should not be understood to say that it is wrong or immoral to wreck ' the reform scheme
or the institution created thereunder . One of the objects of the non - co - operation movement is to attain this very end
; but it should be achieved from outside and by our own efforts and not by the tortuous method proposed . The scheme
' appears to us futile and án ünworthy expedient to be adopted by " our great 

it National Assembly for the attainment of Swaraj . 91 . 

To Where is the need for the non - co - operators to , exert , Failare of diárchy already their energies to enter the
Councils , in proved . 

order to wreck the Reforms when they already stand exploded ? It has been abundantly shown during the last two
years that the diarchical system is a a complete failure and that the bureaucracy is still all - power 

% 
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ful . Men of all shades of political thought are now agreed upon this view . There cannot be a clearer admiesion than
that of Şir Valentine Chirol's recent statement in the 

Times , that the reforms have been largely nullified by the dishonest evasions to which recourse was bad after the 

: repression of the Punjab Troubles of 1919. " 

98. The constructive programme of the Congress has Constructive ' prográrifnei : , received insufficient attention and
me " 

re quires intensive effort , especially on the part of the leaders , to bring up the country to the level of preparedness
for undertaking civil disobedience . A campa . ign of entry into Councils at the present time would have the certain
effect of relegating the constructive programme to the cold shade of neglectan 0:37:24 99 .: We have so far dealt with
only the proposal suggest 

10h 9.9 ed by our colleagues , of entering the Responsive co - operation . 

Couneils with the idea of total obstrue tionis . We have not referved to the proposals of responsive co - operation put
forward by : the majority of those who advocate the removal of the boycott of the Councils . its . We are of opinion
that they are all opposed to the prin 

" ' · ciple of non - co - operation and involve the supposition that the movement has failed in its ' objective . This is a
gross misreading of the situation . On the other band all that we saw 

w during our tout has convinced'us that within the short time it has been in operation 

' the'movement has obtained a firm hold among all classes of people throughout the country , that there is no lack of
enthusiasm or willingness to sacrifice , and " that they were already recovering from the effects of the general
repression and the arrest and incarceration of their beloved and , saintly , qur opinion the requirements of the situation
are that the leaders should earnestly , and vigorously take up the working of the con astructive programme even as
Mahatmaji would bave done if he had been with us , without diverting public attention and energy of Congress
workers " by new proposals or reviving discarded schemes . 
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We feel that schemes of obstruction and deadlocks will in course of time degenerate into ordinary co - operation . The
process of grading off is already indicated in the trend of thought of some of the witnesses who gave evidence in
support of entry into councils . 

We cannot but express our apprehension that if the 

proposals are accepted the Congress will Fatal to national capse . 

become of secondary importance and the électioneering organisations which will be brought into existence will
assume undue importance . This transfer of prestige will be fatal to the national cause . 

. 

Bad blood . 

100. The building up of national solidarity , the con 

servation of resources , and the preven 

tion of strife and discord are tbe need of the hour . Embroilment of the non - co - operators in the elections is sure to
breed strife in their own ranks as well as with other classes of our countrymen . lutercom . munal jealousies , will be
created and fomented , and the bad feelings engendered by the elections are likely to affect prejudicially the more
solid and enduring constructive work wbich awaits the earnest attention of the Congressmen . Whether with the object
of wrecking the Reforms or working them for what they are wortb , the entry of the non - co operators into tbe
Councils is an undesirable step at the present stage of the non - co - operation movement . As the evidence before the
Committee has disclosed , the feeling in the country against it is very strong . The following extract 

, from the evidence of Babu Rajendra Prasad ( Bibar ) repre sents the opinion of the past majority of non - co -
operators : 

. 

Q. With regard to entry into the Councils you state your opinion that Tis it is impossible to farther the constructive
prográmime through the 

S : Councils . Apart from that what would be the effect of a change in 4 , - ; the programme in your opision in that
respect , isapposing we paso but no regolation in the All India Congress Committee allowing entry into 

a 

the Councils . And if that part of the Congress resolation is modified , what would be the effect of such a modification
on the general body of Cougresmen , in your opinion ? 

uivre 
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4 .-- I think it will have demoraliging effect opon the general body . 0. - How ? Please explain , A. - 10 this way . We
have beon preaching against the Coaboils for 

these bearly two years , and now it is not like the cage of soboola where you can keep quiet , but if you want to go into
the councils , we have to preach to that effect , and inconsistenoy in the two posi tions will be so marked and apparent
that it will have a bad effoot on 

tho mashes and also on the general public . Q. - It will bave a bad effect . Do I goderstand you to say we will love 

their confidence ? What bad effects ? A. - That will also be one of the effecta Q - Sapposing we take great pains to
explain to the people that for sach and such a reason we have to ohange the programme , suppogo 

f we take a lot of trouble over that , can they get over it ? A. I believe it will not be possible to educate the pablio to
that extent . 

At any rate pot in the near future . Q - Then what is your view ? Forget all this . Sapposing the pablic 

will not be demoralised - don't allow yourself to be influenced by this view but answer independently - what is your
view as to whether our Congress organisations , our local and distriot organisations , should take part in the elections
if we allow entry into the Councils , pat ap candidates rapping about to get votes & o . to bring the voters to 

polling booths and 8 ) on , what is your view as to that ? 4. If I can take the analogy of Manicipal boards I think the
raoning 

of oandidates on bebalf of the Congreso will create bad blood among the workers and also among the masses . You
said taking the analogy , you mean to say your experience as to what has been permitted about candidates for the
Manicipal Cogo . 

cils leads you to this conclusion 4. - Yes , that is my experience re Mooicipalities . In the Manicipalities 

some people have failed , others succeeded . There bas been bad blood . In one or two places the Congress
Committee have tried for election of candidates for Municipalities . Io Bhagalpore it has 

ancoeeded and is going op very well . . In Mirzapore it has failed . Q. That is to say it becomes a personal matter . 

on the boodscod 
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4. - Y8B , 

2. - 0 account of personal matters , questions arise and create bad blood . A. - Yor . Q. So your vil w , evon if such a
thing is allowed , in that the ranging 

of candidateş , çanyabbing & o . shoqld be kept out of Congress organi . 

sations ? 
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Q. - I assume for the parpose you would not stand for the Councils ? ? A. I would not d's . $ ._ Yet some other friends might stand if the Congress permits , and it 

4:09 " the Congress “ organisations also are allowed to take part in the Lidt 0 itt elections , what would your attitude be in the Congress Committee ? 1. Would you spend
Congress fands for this parpose ? 

A.- ) would not like to vote money for this expenditure . Q. - Would you like to serve og sucb Committees ? Sappose a sub 

committee is appointed for ruoning condidates you would not like 

to serve ? mo Å - I would keep out of it personally . I woald not like to 

gwo view iş ip this way , many difficulties would arise by work ing such a programme ? 

* HI A. - Many difficulties would arige.s For example in the Case of Municipal 

candidates there are differences among the capdidates themselves , the 

Congress organisation was not strong enough always to get its own 11 : 3 20 

candidates elected , and that led to friction with other people wbich hampered * Congréso work . " I mead the work of the organisation . Io the 

e case of the councils I i bink this will become intensified . Q. - Would the work of eprollipg , members , collections , for the Tilak 

Swaraj Food saffer by tbis ? A. - Tilak Swaraj , Fand collections would certainly soffer . Blood Q. Among the Congress Volunteers and workers will there be intense 

difference of opinion in this matter ? A. - There may 

bạ with regard to particular candidates . Inca - particolar constituency the Congress organisation may like to ray a particolar candidate , whereas the local workers inigbt vot like
the candidate and there would be difference between the workers and the Congress 

Committee . son 

Q : -- On the whole your opinion is against this ? A.Yox . 

wnia 3 : 101 The political salvation of the people lies in different 

channels from those wbich have been Consolidation of national forces . established by 

Govern 

between the non - cooperator and the Government if conducted in the a legislative councils as at present constituted . We feel that 

14 any cbaige of our programme is most inopportune at the 
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present juncture when Government is feeling . acutely its moral defeat . " # : What is required at this moment is
consoli dation of national forces through thë constructive programme and not controversial proposals leading to
disintegration and disunion . 

. ។ វ y : 2 .. 102 In conclusion we wish to draw attention to the 

, Mahatmaji's words . 

; memorablespeech delivered by Mahatma 

Gandhi at the Calcutta Special Congress in September 1920 in his final reply to the criticisms levelled by Pandit
Malaviya , Mr. C. R. Das , Mr. Jinnah and others . 

“ I have come to the final pivot vix : boycott of Councils . I must confess that I have not yet heard a single argument in
favour of going to Councils . All the arguments that have up to now been advanced are : seeing that we bave done
something through these Councils during 35 years , seeing that the reformed Council is really in repouse to our
agitations which I admit , we may be able , by going to the Councile , to paralyse the Government or the
administrations as the case may be . In my humble opinion , as a stadeot of English Hist : ry , I have found , and it is a
practical maxim adopted jo English public life , that every iostitution thrives on obstraction . 

O 

O 

o 

O 

" It is my firm opinion that the services the public inen want to render can be rendered better outeide the Councils
rather than inside . 

o 

“ What is the secret of the great power of the late Lokmanya in the country ? Do you suppose that if be had gone to the
Coancil he would have exercised thać power over the millions of lodia ? 

" What do these Councils mean ? The simple test I will venture to present to you and the leaders is the two wrongs
that we are come to consider the Khilafat and the Punjab . Do you believe that by going to Council and engaging in the
debates there you can produce a direct impression apou the British Ministers and seculo a revision of the Turkish
terms and re pentance on account of the Punjab affairs ? ...... I here are many other points bat I would reiterate two
things . The public will not onderstand our fine distioctions . It will mean that non - co - operation must commence at
the top , vix in a body miscalled a representative body , namely , the Reformed Council , and if the best mivd of the
country refuses to associate with the Goveroment , even as the obstractionist , I promise that the Government's eye
will be opened . The conditiou is that those who refrain will not go to sleep , but move from one end of the coqutry to
the other eud , bring every grievance to the notice , not of the Government , but of the public . And it 

1 
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my programme is carried out , the Congress will be going from year to yoar and give public expression to those grievances , so
that the yolame of wrong ever increasing s8 , it rolls , will inflame the great nation to harbour , to conserve all its anger and its
heat and trademote it into an irresistible energy . " 

M. A. Ansari . 1 

C. Rajagopalachariar . 

S. Kasturi Ranga Iyengar , Allahabad . 17th October 1932 . 
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CHAPTER VI . 

: 

de vir 

PART II . 

5 

1 

1 

1 

Views of Hakim Ajmal Khan , Pandit Motilal Nehru and 

Syt . V.J. Patel . 103 . We join our colleagues Syts . Kasturi Ranga 

i Iyengar , M. A. Ansari and Raja Gopalachari in expressing our deep regret that it has not been possible to reach
Regrettable ahsence of una . ' unanimity among the members on the 1. nimity , 

important subject of running elections and ventry into the Legislative Councils . On account of the unavoidable
absence of Syt . Rajagopalachariar owing to ill - health from the earlier stages of the conference of members and that
of Hakim Ajmal Khan and Dr. Ansari owing to the important Khilafat meetings at Delhi from the later stages , these
latter have not been able to meet the former for a final exchange of opinions . But the question has been thoroughly
discussed first between all the members other than Syt . Rajagopalachariar and then between Syt . Kasturi Ranga
Iyengar and Syt . Rajagopalachariar as repre senting one view , and Syts . V.J. Patel and Motilal Nehru as representing
the other view . 

After a thorough discussion of the whole matter in all it's bearings we regret we find ourselves unable to subscribe to
the opinion of our learned colleagues and have to record our views separately . ' ' :? 

104. It is a sound and well understood rule to treat as Preliminary consideration confidential the discussions held by
the of general lines . 

members of committees of enquiry among themselves with a view to arrive at an agreement as to what their report is
going to be . This is essential for a free discussion of the subject which the members are expected to approach with
open minds , eager to convince and ready 

1 
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1 

! 

to be convinced . Much as we wished to adhere to this wholesome rule and avoid any reference to the various stages
of the consultations among ourselves , we are constrained by the refusal of our dissenting colleagues to expunge the
first paragraph from their note ( para 103 ante ) to say a word of explanation . It is impossible - for us to understand
the object of their insistence on the retention of that paragraph , but if it is meant to show that we are going behind our
settled convictions we refuse to plead guilty to the charge . We did not expect that the rough lines settled at the pre
liminary meeting of the members at Patna for the first draft of the report would be dignified into 6 resolutions " of the
Committee . It is only necessary to refer to the course which our deliberations subsequently took to show that at least
two of our dissenting colleagues took the same view . The idea that our entry into the Councils , while many of our
distinguished patriots and devoted workers were in duress vile , had an important bearing on the larger issue of
national self - respect , did not occur to the Committee till the very last stage of its sitting at Patna , where one of the
members for the first time put a question to Babu Rajendra Prasad about it on the 15th August . The question and its
answer have been quoted and relied upon by our dissenting colleagues ( See page 77 ante ) . The first consultation to
settle the broad lines of the report was held the next day and the same member laid great stress on the point informing
his Colleagues that he had given it much anxious thought but was not at all sure as to the correct attitude to be adopted
. The point was duly noted among others and Dr. Ansari was requested to prepare a draft of the report . The members
then dis 

, persed . 105 . On the 18th August the same member chanced to 

meet Dr. Ansari , while travelling and The first change . 

communicated to him further considera . tions on the subject . It was eventually agreed that no definite
recommendation should for the present be made by the Committee in regard to the whole question of the entry 

... 
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量 

1 

of Non - co - operators into the Councils , provided the Chair man approved of that course . As the first draft was
supposed merely to afford a basis for discussion , the other members were not informed of the new suggestion . Hakim
Ajmal Khan having agreed , Dr. Ansari , to whose unremitting labours throughout the enquiry inspite of indifferent
health the other members of this Committee are deeply indebted , dealt with the point in his draft in the following
words : 

“ Boycott of Councils . Ás stated above , there are four sets of views regarding this question , placed before the
Committee - one , the majority view , js against goiog ioto the Councils , the other three for entry into the Councils or
stapding for elections . The Committee feels qvable to enter into the question so long as those leaders and workers
who have gone to jail in the cadge of the country are not released and the disabilities against them are Dot complete y
removed . It would be against national self - respect and disloyalty to the cause aud ' to those noble and self -
sacrificing leaders and workers to entertaid this question in their absence . " 106. Typed copies of this draft were
given to all the 

members on the 31st August , except Accepted by all but absent members , 

Srijut Rajagopalachariar who was un able to attend the Calcutta meeting owing to ill - health . The Committee met on
the 1st September in Calcutta . Various points were discussed and it was agreed that Pandit Motilal Nehru should
prepare a new draft . No objection was taken by Srijut Kasturi Ranga Iyengar to the paragraph quoted above . This
was the first modification by which the " resolu tion " against entry into Councils was altered into a positive refusal to
go into the question at all in the absence of our friends in the gaol . 107. After this the three members who support the 

policy of total obstruction had the The final change . 

opportunity to meet at Amritsar on the 17th and 18th September . Srijut Patel was from the begin . niąg in favour of the
policy . Hakim Ajmal Khan and Pandit Motilal Nehru had , in the interval independently of each other after a most
earnest consideration of the whole question , come to the conclusion that the only fitting answer to the Government for
its uncontrolled repression and the 

al 
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mutable . 

oply effective means to save the constructive work from coming to a standstill was to smash the Councils and thus it
was that these three members agreed to face the situation created by the Government instead of shirking the question . 

We cannot leave this point without expressing our gra . titude to our dissenting colleagues for having given us the
opportunity to explain the working of our minds from time to time . It will enable the members of the All India Com
mittee to test the mental process which has irresistibly led us to the conclusions set out in this part of our report . We
shall now go into the merits of the question which we are confident will be considered by the All India Committee
quite independently of adventitious circumstances . 

( A ) PRELIMINARY . 108. The very thought of Councils is repugnant to many a Political tactics never im- non - co -
operator and rightly too . Noth 

ing is more dignified , more consistent at this stage than civil disobedience . Had we found the country prepared to
embark upon general mass civil dis obedience or individual civil disobedience on a large scale we would not have
entertained any proposal regarding mo difications in the boycott of Councils in its present form . Whatever our
feelings in the matter , we cannot run away from the grim realities of the situation , the experience of the last year and
a half has brought to light . Facts must be faced . The tactics and policies of the Congress from 

. time to time must necessarily be such as are best calculat ed to ensure success . They must be shaped to meet the
special conditions of each period and must change with the change of conditions . Political tactics are never im .
mutable . 

No one realised the force of this more than Mahatma Principle adopted by Ma . Gandhi did . He was ever watchful
and 

. hatmaji . 

never slow to adjust the national pro gramme to varying circumstances . At times , be quietly changed the entire phase
of the movement when in his judgment circumstances of the moment called for such a change . This he did at the risk
of being called an autocrat , 

. 
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1 

We ' quote below ' an extract from Mahatmaji's article in 4 Young India " of 2nd March 1922 : ! 

* « I have carefully read Mr. Kelkar's article in the “ Mahratta critici sing the Bardoli resolutions . ' I aoknowledge
the gentle aod considerato manner with which be bas handled me . I wish I could persuade him and pady who think
like Mr. Kelkar that what he calls a , somersault was ap inevitable operation . Consistenoy is a desirable quality , but
it becomes a " hobgoblin ” when it refuses to see facts . I have knowo dispositions of armies changed from boor to
hour . Once during the Zola revolt we'were all asleep . We had definite orders for the morrow . " Bat suddenly at
about midoight we were awakened and ordered to retire behind bags of grain which served as protectiog walls
because the enemy was reported to bọ creeping up the hill on which we had encamped . In another hoor it was
goderstood that it was a false alarm and we were permitted to retire to our tepts . All the somersaults were necessary
changes . 

Remedies vary with the variation ' in diagnosis . The same physician detects malaria and gives a large dose of quinine
, detects typboid the next and later detects congump tion and orders change and solid food . Is the physician capricious
or cantious and bonest ? " 109. Examine the progress of the events from time to time 

and compare where we were in 1919 Sweeping changes effected . 

with where we are to - day . In March 1919 Mahatma Gandhi gave to India and the world his poble conception of
Satyagrah . After the disturbances of April he unhesitatingly admitted that he had misjudged the readi ness of the
people to wield such a mighty weapon . At the Amritsar Congress he earnestly pleaded for co - operation with the
Government in the Councils and outside , and warmly thanked Mr. Montagu for the Reforms , such as they were
satyagrab to co - operation , from one pole to the other , all in the brief space of 8 months . After another three months
he be , gan a march back from Co - operation . Six months more of mature consideration and non - co - operation
including the boycott of Councils became the accepted creed of the Congress at Calcutta . It was then a movement to
bring about a general strike , a , national strike , a hands - off move ment . After a year's working it was thought that
the at mospere then created called for a vital change in tactics and in November last year , the non - cooperation
movement was by & resoluțion of the All India Congress Committee 
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extended to include civil disobedience ' - a civil revolt , a peaceful rebellion . The two movements are radically
different in character as was made clear by Mabatmaji in the Khilafat resolution of July 1921 ( Young India dated 21st
July 1920 ) and again in the course of his interview to the " representative of the Madras Mail ( Young India 

( dated 18th August 1920 ) and yet without any autbori sation by the Congress in that behalf . the change was effected .
The Ahmedabad Congress put its seal on this change and laid down that “ civil disobedience is the only civilised and
effective substitute for armed rebellion . " 

' The Country was asked to suspend all other activities and concentrate on civil disobedience . Then at Bar doli by
one stroke of the pen , the country was asked to suspend all aggressive activities and concentrate on the constructive
programme . The resolution of the Ahmedabad Congress was thus suspended by the decision of the Work . ing
Committee which met at Bardoli under the advice of Mahatma Gandhi . Sweeping changes like these Mabatma Gandhi
alone could introduce and if we now decline even to entertain proposals to adjust our programme to the new situation
, we would be doing violence to the elementary principles of political warfare . It is in the light of these observations
and because we feel that the final battle by means of mass civil disobedience or individual civil dis obedience on a
large scale is not yet that we venture to examine the proposed changes on their merits . We must pot be taken to
mention these great changes in a cavilling spirit . On the contrary we look on them as sound tactics suited to the
altered circumstances which faced Mahatmaji from time to time . 110 . Just about the time of the last Council elections
, 

Mahatma Gandhi laid before the coun The original plan , ' 

try the possibility of getting Swarajya in one year . Those who had strenuously fought against the boycott of Councils
and been defeated were soon ' reconciled to it firstly because of their sense of loyalty to the National Assembly , ' and
secondly because it was thought desirable . 
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« 

to take the 

9 

tions , 

and necessary in view of Mahatmaji's declaration of Swa rajya ' within a year , to concentrate all the national forces
on working out the non - co - operation programme . The Nationalists , therefore , immediately withdrew their candid
atures for the Councils and whole - heartedly devoted them selves to the working out of the non - co - operation
programme . With a year's programme the Triple ' Boycott was regarded as justifiable , and all leaders not only
ceased criticising the boycott but vied with one another in making it a success . Al differences were put aside for the
time being and work was carried on in right earnest with a view to secure Swarajya and speedy redress of the
Khilafat and Punjab wrongs . It was repeatedly declared that we were in a state of war and we spent the year with our
knapsacks on our backs . 

111. If the Boycott of Councils had been complete and Mahatmaji's expecta 

Indians had refused to take their seats 

there , there can be little doubt that Government would bave come to its senses . The alternative before the
Government then would have been nothing but despotic rule pure and simple . That might have meant military
dictatorship . But world opinion has advanced so far that Britain dare not contemplate such dictatorship ' with
equanimity . It was such a boycott that Mahatmaji hoped to bring about . Hº relied upon the wholesale abstention of
voters from voting and on the sense of self - respect of the Moderates . In one of his public speeches prior to the
Calcutta Congress he is reported to have observed : 

“ I know there is strong opposition to the Boycott of Cogncils . The opposition when you begiu to analyse it mbans not
that the step is faulty or that it is not likely ' to sacceed , but is due to the belief that the whole country will not respond
to it and that the Moderates will steal into the Cogucils . I ask , citizeos of Mangalore , to dispel that fear from your
hearts . United , the votes of Mangalore can make it impossible for either à Moderate or an Extremist or any other
form of leuder to enter the Coancil as your repregentative . " 

Again writing on the Council Boycott in the “ Young India ” of 14th July 1920 , Mahatmaji said : 

“ We are now face to face with the reality . Will a single Moderate leader care to enter any Council if more than half
bis electorate disapproved of his 
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offering himself as a candidate at all ? I hold that it would be oneonatita . tional for bim to do Boi becadge he will not
represent his constituopoy . Boycott contemplated by me pre - sopposes & most active discipline and
watchfal.propaganda and it is based on the asggmption that the electors themselves will prefer complete to an
incomplete boycott in the form of obstruction . " 1111 ' ! 

We have failed to bring about such complete boycott . The Nationalists being out of the way , it was a walk - over for
the Moderates and they took full advantage of the oppor . tunity to fill the Councils . Mahatmaji did not yet give up .
hope . He thought no self - respecting member could retain his seat if the great bulk of his constituency did not want
him to represent them . He therefore got the Nagpur Congress to adopt a resolution expressing the hope that 

“ Those who had allowed themselves to be elected in spite of the deliberate abstention from the polls of an
overwhelming , majority of their constituento will see their way to resign their seats in the Council . " • All over the
country meetings , conferences and at some places special voters ? conferences were held calling upon , the
Councillors to resign . All in vain . But true to his great ness and goodness , Mabatmaji did not despair of the
Moderates . In the crisis of November December when thou sands of our workers were being sent to jail , including
some of the topmost leaders , hopes were entertained that the Moderates - would then rise to the occasion . It was not
realised that most of them had directly or indirectly given their support to the repressive policy of the Government .
Again when Mahatmaji himself was arrested and convicted the Councillors remained unmoved and indications are not
wanting to show that some of the leading lights of the moderate party håd a hand in his prosecution . Ther very
recently came the plain talk of Mr. Lloyd George revealing the hollowness of the pronouncement of 20th August 1917
and assuring the Civil Service that reforms or no reforms they would remain the true arbiters of India's destiny for all
time to come . There was a storm in a tea - pot in the Moderate camp but it subsided after a feeble resolution in the
Council protesting against that speech . 
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112. It will thus be seen that the position in which we now 

find ourselves is materially different to The lesson of experience . 

that we occupied at the commencement of the campaign and during its earlier stages . Times have now changed . :
Circumstances have altered . The period of the struggle is indefinitely prolonged . The boycott of Courts , Schools aïd
Colleges has been relaxed by Mahatmaji at Bardoli , The question of Councils was not then a live issue . We have
since passed through further vicissitudes and are now in a position to take stock of the situation . We nat therefore
adjust our programme accordingly . We are bound . to recognise that the Legislature have it in their power to render
pleasant or unpleasant , easy or burdensome , the position of a non - eo - operator . The Council may not be an
assembly , we readily grant , which can be used by itself for . the overthrow of the existing system but as long as the
systém remains , it would be unwise not to recognise the possibilities for evil if not for good of a " representative
house . " Assuming that the Council cannot do any good , it cannot be denied that it can and is doing immense harm .
Apart : from the support , direct or indirect , the Moderates have given to the repressive policy of the Government and
the im . position of fresh taxation , their very entry in the Councils for co - operation with government is harmful . It is
obvious that if they had stood by the country during the November December crisis the struggle would have assumed a
different aspect . We know that they are not the representatives of the people , but we also know that they pose and are
repre sented to the outside world by Government as such . It is abundantly clear that the Councils have in the name of
law and order strengthened the hands of the Government in repressing the non - co - operation movement . 

: " F , 00 113. It will be evident from what we have stated above that 

according to our reading of the situae Stages of non - co - operation . 

tion we have now passed through the first and entered a pon the second stage of non - co - operation , The first ended
with the Bardolis decisions , and the arrest 
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and imprisonment of Mahatma Gandhi and the second commenced with the triumph of non - violence during the
succeeding months . In the previous Chapters we have fully dealt with the great achievements of the movement and
may be allowed to add here that we yield to none in our unstint ed admiration of the great originator of the movement
or of the high ideals - he set before the nation . We cannot , however , shut our eyes to what we see around us . That
our success has been remarkable our enemies are forced to admit but that we have also had failures our best friends
cannot deny . We have already shown that in this very matter of the Councils we can claim success only to the extent
that a very large proportion of the voters abstained from the polls , but the keeping of the Council Chambers empty
which was the real object in view was not only not achieved but was virtually defeated by the entry of the very
persons who ought not to have been there . We did indeed non - co - operate but at the same time made the co -
operation of others easy . We rested on our oars after leading half through the course and allowed those behind to
overtake and pass us . Shall we repeat the same experiment ! We submit it will be suicidal to do so . 

V 

은 

( B ) THE PROPOSALS . 

ima 114. Before we proceed further it is necessary to state Declaration by the Con : what our proposals are . It is not
correct gress and Khilafat , 

to say that they amount to a removal of the boycott of Councils as our esteemed colleagues have described them . On
the contrary we maintain as we have already made clear that they constitute the best and the most effective method of
boycotting the Councils . Our pro posals are : 

That the Congress and the Khilafat at their Gaya Sessions should declare that in view of the fact that the working of
the Legislative Councils during their first term has , besides proving a great obstacle to the redress of the Khilafat and
Punjab wrongs and the 
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I. 

speedy attainment of Swarajya , caused great misery and hardship to the people , it is desirable that the following
steps should be taken in strict accordance with the principle of non - violent non - co - operation to avoid the
recurrence of the evil : 

Non - co - operators should contest the elections on the issue of the redress of Punjab and Khilafat wrongs and
immediate Swarajya and make every endeavour to be returned in a majority . 

2. If the non - co - operators are returned in a majority large enough to prevent a quorum they should after taking their
seats leave the Council Chamber in a body and take no part in the proceed ings for the rest of the term . They should
attend the Council occasionally only for the purpose of pre venting vacancies . 

3. If Non - Co - operators are returned in a majority but not large enough to prevent a quorum they should oppose
every measure of the Government including the budget and only move resolutions for the redress of the aforesaid
wrongs and the immediate attainment of Swarajya . 

4. If the Non - Co - operators are returned in a minority they should act as pointed out in No. 2 and thus materially
reduce the strength of the Council . As the new Councils will not assemble till January 

1924 we further propose that the 

Congress Session of 1923 be held during the first instead of the last week of December and the matter be again
brought up for the issue of 

' a final mandate by the Congress in view of the results of the election . 

It will be seen that the above proposals constitute two distinct parts , the first relating to election and the second 

Final Mandate . 

ipis 
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voters . 

to the policy and procedure to be adopted after actually entering into the Councils . We shall take each of these parts
separately and show that it does not militate against the principles of non - co - operation and is in every way
calculated to promote the objects of the movement . 

( C ) THE ELEOTIONS . 115. As we have already shown the Councils cannot possib No objection in going to ly be
kept empty without keeping out the 

Co - operators and these cannot be kept out unless they are defeated at the elections by the non - co operators .
Assuming without admitting that there are difficulties based on the principle and practice of non - co operation in the
way of actually entering into the Councits , we cannot conceive of any in merely contesting the elections and
effectually preventing the co - operators from going in . Some witnesses have gone the length of saying that the mere
act of going to the electors to seek their suffrage amounts to co - operation with the Government . Prominent among
these is Sriyut Vallabhai Patel of Gujarat . He has given no reasons for this opinion apart from the objections he has to
the Councils themselves , which we shall consider presently . We confess we see no act of co - operation with the
Government in going to our own countrymen to obtain their mandate to put an end to an institution they do not want . If
there is any we fail to differentiate it from that involved in going to the Municipal poter for a purpose which is
admittedly inseparable from co - operation with the Government . Sriyut Patel is a strong advocate for capturing the
District and Local Boards and Municipalities . Going to the voters and asking them to express their disapproval of the
Councils by keeping silent and abstaining from the polls is admittedly an act of merit . How it ceases to be so if they
are asked to speak out their minds and authorise their representative to say that they do not want the Councils is not at
all clear to us . We do not think it necessary to labour the point further and will now deal with the practical side of the
question , 
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116. It is necessary in the interest of working the con . 

structive programme itself that non - co Consequences of abstention . 

operators should contest council elec tions . We have to bear in mind that we would be out again for 3 years . It is not
difficult to realise the consequences of allowing a free field to the co - operators and the Govern . ment for their
operations for another 3 years and the effect of their operations on the Congress and the whole national movement .
Measures affecting the daily life of the people are being enacted year after year , fresh taxation and huge liabilities are
being imposed and will continue to be imposed with the help and in the name of the so - called representatives of the
people and nolens volens the people will have to sub mit to them . Under these circumstances it is a question for
consideration how far the hold of the Congress over the masses can remain unaffected . 

On the occasion of the last Council elections , an over whelming majority of voters abstained from voting and we
rightly claimed that the abstention was the outcome of the Congress resolution in favour of the boycott of Councils and
the propaganda in that behalf . The Government on the other hand contended that the abstention on such a large scale
was mainly due to ignorance and apathy on the 

of the voters and to the fact that it was for the first time that elections of that character were introduced in the country .
Suppose the Congress persists in the boycott of Councils in its present form and it is found that a greater percentage of
voters record their votes on this occasion our claim would be discredited . We are inclined to believe that this policy
of abstention has lost its charm and it is not at all unlikely that a greater percentage of voters will poll at the ensuing
elections . In that event the success gained at the last elections will be a thing of the past and the whole movement
might be adversely affected . 117. There is another aspect of the matter which deserves 

careful attention . " The times of active Propaganda . 

electoral campaign are peculiarly pro pitious for the discussion of social , economic , and political 

3 
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theories and hence they offer an excellent opportunity for the propaganda of the Congress among the broad masses , of
the people . That opportunity will be largely enhanced if non - co - operation is made one of the direct issües of the
campaign , And not only are political campaigns important as mediums of effective propaganda , they are also useful
as periodical reviews of the Congress forces . The number of yotes which the non - co - operators poll at a general
election is a sure gauge of the progress made by the movement among the electorate , and nothing stimulates growth so
much as the proof of growth . It is evident that candidates for election to the Councils will have greater facilities for
Congress propaganda by their manifestoes and speeches . : ' 

118 .. There are indications that government will use all 

means both fair and unfair to prevent Alteration of rules likely , 

the non - co - operators from getting into the Councils . Neither the Government nor the Moderates want us there .
They will naturally join hands and try to make it difficult if not impossible for us to have a majority and any further
delay would make our task more difficult . It is also likely , or shall we say more than likely , that once we decide to
run elections , some device by alterations in the regulations or otherwise might be invented to keep us out , or what
appears more probable , they might put off the evil day by extending the life of the present Coun . cils . If they thus
deliberately keep us out even the pretence of the Councils being representative institutions will dis appear and the
stupendous fraud will be thoroughly exposed . 

We are told that the final election rolls shall be ready by the end of this year . It is necessary to see that manipula tions
and manoeuvres to keep the non - co - operators and their sympathisers out of the rolls do not succeed . The question
of running the elections has therefore got to be deci ded at once . Early next year a regular campaign will begin and if
we decide to contest the elections we should not be late in the field . 

:( 

 ܃ ܃
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( d ) ' THE POLICY . 

i 

119 . We have so far dealt with the question of running Broad Outline of Policy : 

the elections apart from the issue on 

wbich they are to be contested . It is obvious that no election campaign can be effectively carried on without a clear
definition of policy and a definite pro gramme being laid before the country . The circumstances under which we are
called upon to make our recommenda tions are however peculiar and it is not possible to settle the lines of action with
any approach to finality at the present stage , Much depends on the attitude of the Government towards the Congress
candidates and the movement gener . ally . The result of the elections will in no small measure affect the course of
future action . The circumstances in which we are now placed may alter considerably for better or worse during the
next 15 months . Our action whe . ther in or out of the Councils will have to be shaped accor ding to developments .
While however the actual pro gramme çanpot at the present moment be fipally laid down , it is essential that the broad
outlines of policy should be sufficiently defined to put the attitude of the Congress , to wards the Councils clearly
before the various constituencies so that both the voters and the candidates who may be advised to contest the
elections may know what is expected of them . This outline of policy can only be determined with reference to
existing circumstances with due regard to such developments as it is possible to anticipate . For these , reasons it is
too early yet , to lay down a detailed programme . All that need be said at present is that if conditions do not alter in
the meantime we shall enter the councils to end them as they cannot be mended 

as we would wish them to be . We shall so conduct ourselves that either the administration must be carried on by veto
and extraordinary power or the Government must concede our demands . In other words we shall non - cooperate .
Hitherto we tried the negative form of non - cooperation in regard to the Councils and it failed to achieve the desired .

$ 
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result in its entirety . We would now try the active form of non - cooperation , that is to say , enter the Councils for
actively obstructing and paralysing the Government . 

120. The proposals set out in Section ( 6 ) of this part Programme only provision will show the broad variations of
policy 

which the circumstances may from time to time require . The next year will be one of strenuous effort and watchful
vigilance which will have the double merit of infusing enthusiasm in our workers and helping forward the
constructive programme throughout the coun try . If we are not allowed to fight the elections on one of the pretexts
pointed out above we shall still have gained the two fold advantage of exposing the “ representative " character of the
Councils and supplying the necessary impetus for individual civil disobedience which the country Jacks at present .
All that the Gaya Congress is called upon to sanc tion is the running of elections on the lines indicated above . The
rest of the programme is merely provisional subject to the confirmation of the Congress session of December 1923 . 

121. At the same time the educative work of the Con . Constructive programme 

gress must be continued with renewed to be worked vigorously . vigour . The constructive programme should not be
neglected . If the Government chooses to dis regard the wishes of the people and time after time passes measures or
imposes taxes by extraordinary power , the work inside and the work outside the Councils will create a situation most
favourable to the starting of the nation - wide movement of non - cooperation including civil disobedience and non -
payment of taxes and will evoke an adequate and spontaneous response in the people . Conservation of energy and the
keeping up of enthusiasm are the essential requisites which we fear cannot be cultivated by help lessly looking on
while our noblest countrymen are being humiliated , persecuted and treated as common felons . It is the measure of the
people's strength and determination to oppose injustice and oppression which determines the attitude of the
Government and not a meek submission to all its vagaries , 
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( e ) " ENTRY INTO THE COUNCILS . 

11 

122 . Under this head we propose to consider the evidence 

of the witnesses and tbe reasons they Written answers modified . 

give for or against the entry of non - co operators into the Councils . There is apparently an over whelming majority
numbering 302 who according to their written answers do not favour entry into the Councils as against 163 who
advocate such entry in some form or other . The latter having made definite proposals have been classifi ed under
suitable heads . Many of the former have in the course of their oral examination considerably modified their written
answers . It being found impossible to classify such modifications under definite heads we have simply given the
number of these witnesses in Appendix VII with the remark that they support the existing boycott " ' according to their
written answers . ' This course was adopted with the approval of Sriyut Kasturi Ranga Iyengar and Sriyut
Rajagopalachariar but we find that the words “ according to their written answers " are omitted from the copy they
have given in their dissenting note . The omission could not be brought to their notice as the note was handed by them
to one of us ( Pandit Motilal Nehru ) as they were leaving Allahabad . It is obviously an oversight . 

Having regard to the great labour involved in the classi fication , as it appears in the Appendix , we do not claim abso
lute accuracy for it ' and have in fact found some errors after the tables were in print . We can only express the hope
that such errors are not numerous . 123. A few examples of how the written answers of the 

great majority of the 302 witnesses Striking instances . 

: 0 . 

were modified in the oral examination are given below . Babu Rajendra Prasad of Patna , the spokesman of the
official witnesses of Behar and a stout champion of the boycott in its present form , gives away the whole principle of
non - co - operation in his oral evidence , and might easily be classed with the 36 witnesses who are for entry into the
Councils for ultilizing them as they are , if 

12 
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he could only be satisfied that the constructive programme could possibly be helped thereby . It is evident that the
greater part , if not the whole of that programme , falls under the transferred subjects and can undoubtedly be helped to
a very considerable extent if the Minister in charge took sonº interest in it . That being so the only objection of Babu
Rajendra Prasad to an unconditional entry into the 

, Councils even as they are at present constituted is not well ſounded . The following is an extract from bis oral state
ment : 

li po 

Babu Rajendra Prasad , General Secretary , sti ! ) . 

Bihar Provincial C.C. Kri 

? " 

f 

Mr. ' V. I. Patel.Q : Are you in favour of capturing the municipalities 

and local boards " ? 1:17 Babu Rajendra Prasad -A - I am in favour of it . IGVi Q.You take it from me that you have to
: 00 - operate with the of Government - 2yw ! : ' :: 972 : A. - Yes . t il od 100. You don't object to that.co - operation ?
OTT - ' 

ALL - The bou - co - operation that we have does not imply non - co - operation 47 : ; in every act , and , in that
matter , I would leave it there . 

Q. --But would it help the programme ? 19a 4. - It may , but I am not - couderood with the powers of the mupicipality
. -00.- If your constructive programme is helped even though you have to E19 co operate with the Goveromopt , you
would not mind it ? But 4. No , who is ? Q. - You would certainly mind non - co - operators working the constructive 

re programme through the Councils , even if it is possible to help the soit 10 a prógramme by going into the Councils
Tur ; 29224_Itbiok it is impossible , " i ! 

say , whether 

you 

would advise the non - co - operators , if it is possible ? A. - If it is poksible to further the programme through the
Councile , then , 

I would advise just as in the case of local bodies . 3. i 0019 ; LQ . Would it not be a surrender on the part of the
Congress ? : 1.97 9. 4. It will not be a surrender , because there is that assumption . At 11,18 present worare working
on the sumption and the Copgressie work ? 

2 

- 

Q. - I 
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ing on that assumption that it is impossible to work the constructive programme in any way in the Couacilagi pod ,
therefore , if it is now admitted or assumed that it is possible to work the constructive programme through the
Councils , there is no objectior of our going 

to the Councils , and there is no surrender . Q. - But is it not a question of hämiliation and surrender ? ) east , A. It is
not a question of humiliation and surreader , it is a question of farthering our ca 18e . 

4 : 6 ; ! ; , 1994 Mr. G. Chowdhry the official spokesman of Utkal goes even further and would recommend an
alteration of the non - co - operation programme to include co - operation in the Councils if that would help the
constructive programme . His sole reason for thinking that this cannot be expected is that the existing councils have
done nothing in that direc tion . Here is an extract from bis oral evidence . 12 : Si 

1977 

٠ مھب   ( یئارڈ روا امن ... ھب

y coroperate with 

I : ܀ ܟ  . 

and work your 

 ** ونیم

Mr. G. Chowdhury , Vice - President , Utkal Provinciali Lien , Congress Committee . I did solo 

: 71 Blon lo Mr.V.J. Patel . Q.- Are you in fayour of capturing magisipalities and local boards by non - co - operators
? 

Post Du Dir e memo Mr. G. C. A. - Yes , I would like them to do so.10 , 90+ 101 nicy Q. - But don't you think that in
the mooicipalities we co the Government ? 

coin ) A. - Bat much can be done to help the programme . 0. - So you are not against entering the municipalities and co
- operating with the Goverument yon 

can do something congtractive programme to a very great exteät ? " 

1. ! 

Get " A. - Yes . Q : Then tell me , if by such.co - operation you can work the constructive 

programme through the Councils , you would not object going to ?? 

the Councils ? 4. - If the Councils would help the constractive programme , t 

then I have no objection . 5. 10. - I believe you have not studied the Goveroment of Indiá Act and the Reform Act , that
you 

u are in a position to work the constructive pro C. tel 

gramme through the Councils . 

A.- As my experience shows , nothing has been done through the Cogneile bofio 389 far . 

shqjes con tio is dit sb . Y. Q.- ) want to know whether it can be done will do vo 
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4. - When for the last two years nothiog has been done , it is not possible 

to do anything in the Uogooil . Q. -But you are gaite clear that if it can be done , you would not objeot 

to saob co - operation ? 

1 

A. - Yes , as regards working of the constractive programme . · 

Q. - Bat don't you think it would be against the spirit of non - co - ope 

ration if you get some advantage by going into the Codocile ? 4. It may be inconsistent , bat I think the programme will
have to be 

changed . Q. -If the people are satisfied with the constractive programme , and 

they think that it can be worked through the Jogucils , you will ask 

the Congress to change the program mo ? A. If the people are satisfied , the Congress will change it . 

The next witness we shall refer to is Mr. S. V. Kowjalgi , President , District Congress Committee , Bijapur , for some
time member of the All India Working Committee . He con cludes his remarks in his written answers on the subject of
Councils by saying : After giving my best considera tion to this subject I have come to the conclusion that permission
to enter the councils will be more a loss than a gain for the National cause . " 

The following extract from his evidence will speak for itself . Questioned by Hakim Ajmal Khan 

Q - If you can get workers to attend to the boycott of courts and of 

schools and other items of the non - co - operation programme , can you not also similarly get a few workers for the
Cogocils . 

aware we cau , 

A. I am 

I have stated in my statement that individuals from the nationalist ca.np who are fit for nothing else might try that way .

Q. - But you agree that it is ouly if we have a majority we can go ? A. - Yes But I am doubtful of a majority with
regard to my Province . 

I have on pripciples oo objection to the other provinces going into the Coqucils . Nationalists are so stroog - minded
now that they may be able to do some good by going into the Councils . 

3 

2. - You don't think the principle of non - co - operation will be affected 

by our going into the Coucoile ? , 
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1. - I thiök it will all depend opon the attitude of the persons who go . 

If they go and only obstract there , then it is not against the principle of N C. O. , and if they go with a determination
never to be tempted 

with any advantages to be gained from the bareaucratic side . Q. -And then I take it that you are not against the
Natiovalists going into 

the Councils if they go there for the purpose of 1. Obstruction pare and simple , and 2. Working the constructive pro 

gramme of the congress through the Councils ? A. - I am not against . 

The following is an extract from the evidence of Pandit Harkaran Nath Misra , General Secretary , U. P. Provincial
Congress Committee , Allahabad , examined by Panditji . Q. - Oo principle you are agaivot going into the Councils ,
and you are 

also against going into the Government schools . From the practical point of view , principle apart , do you thiok that
the only conditions upon which the non - co - operators may enter the Councils are most 

difficult , if not impossible to be performed ? A. - Yes , this is it . Q. - Supposing there is soine assurance that these
conditions will be 

fulfilled , and in some provinces these conditions can be satisfied , have you any other objection to go to the Councils
from the practical 

point of view ? A.-No. 124. It is easy to multiply instances of this nature but 

we feel we shall not be justified in How evidence dealt with . 

dwelling on the point at greater length as it is evident that a question like this cannot be decided by reference only to
the number of witnesses . It involves a principle and gives rise to various considerations in deter mining the practical
utility of adopting it in practice . It is necessary to examine the grounds upon which each opinion is based and see if
they can justify the inference drawn . It is obviously impossible to deal with the huge mass of evidence witness by
witness . We shall therefore take each ground of objection and comment on it briefly . 125. The first raises the all
important question of the 

i fatwa of the Jamait - ul - ulema which is The Fatwa . 

supposed to stand in the way of Moham medans in the matter of entry into the Councils . It goes 

14 
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1 

without saying that any proposal which cannot carry the entire approval of the Mohammedans must be ruled out at
once without reference to the merits . It is of course for the Jamait - ul - Ulema to say how far the Fatwa " will apply ,
if at all , to a line of action such as the one we have suggested . We find that it does not apply at all to the running of
elec tions and as regards entry into the Councils it refers to the normal work as it is at present carried on and prohibits
the Co - operation it involves in emphatic terms . On the question of the oath of allegiance also it proceeds on the
assumption that the allegiance thereby imposed is to the Government which is not the case . We give a translation of
the material portion of the Fatwa in Appendix XII and although the authoritative decision of the question must rest
with the Ulema , we venture to say that a close examination of the language used justifies a further reference to that
learned body of divines to reconsider their verdict witb special re ference to the object with which elections are to be
contested and the use which it is proposed to be made of the Councils . We are encourged to recommend such
reference on the strength of the principle whilo Shosli bojl ( all actions de pend upon intent . ) 126. The next objection
taken bas reference to the oath 

of allegiance . It relates first to the Oath of allegiance . 

taking of the oath itself and secondly to the propriety of entering into the Councils with the avowed object of
paralysing them after giving an undertak ing in the form , “ I will faithfully discharge the duty upon which I am about to
enter ” . As regards the first part all that is needed is to swear allegiance to the Sovereign of England . We find nothing
in the Congress creed to pro hibit it and as long as our objective of complete Swarajya can possibly be gained within
the British Empire we see no harm in declaring on oath or solemn affirmation what is an in controvertible fact . That
under existing conditions we owe allegiance to the Sovereign of England cannot be doubted whether we say so or not
. We should have thought that the non - co - operator who has laid his cards on the table would be 

. 
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1 

a 

1 

the last to hesitate in admitting the truth . It is possible that the bureaucracy may in the near future drive us to join the
school of thought which insists on independence but so long as that event does not happen and the Congress and
Khilafat creeds remain as they are we can find ' no real diffi culty in taking the oath of allegiance . There may of
course be people who have conscientious scruples in this respect but we are dealing here with the general movement
and its principles . The objection based on the ' fatwa has already been dealt with and we believe as we have
suggested that it can be removed by a further reference to the Ulemas . 127. As to the second part of the objection we
have no 

doubt whatever that a non - co - operator , The Duty Imposed . 

who secures his election to the Council with a distinct mandate from his constituency to obstruct the proceedings at
every step ( as would be the case if our suggestion is adopted ) can only “ faithfully discharge the duty upon which he
is about to enter " by acting in strict accordance with that mandate . The whole question turns upon what is the duty of
a representative of the people who is elected to an assembly by the suffrage of his countrymen and has pledged
himself to follow a particular line of policy . We are clearly of opinion that such a representative would not only be
failing in his duty but be guilty of a gross breach of faith if 

De swerves by a hair's breadth from that policy ... But it is said that the undertaking contained in the form of the oath
is in conflict with the policy of obstruction as it involves an obligation to act under the provisions of the Act . We fail
to see any such conflict . It is obvious that all obstruction to be effective must be offered in accordance with the rules
governing the conduct of business and so long as those rules are observed we can discover no dereliction of the duty
undertaken . Obstructive tactics ' in relation 

. to particular measures are a common feature of all legis lative assemblies in the world and have never been
considered to be anything but the exercise of a legitimate right . - If such tactics can properly be resorted to in relation
: 
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to particular measures we cannot conceive of any reason why they should be regarded as reprehensible if applied to a
large number of measures or to all the measures which are brought forward . Reliance is placed on the Preamble of
the Act and it is said that the duty undertaken by the oath implies acquiescence in the policy of Parliament therein set
out . If that be so the oath conflicts with the settled convictions of many if not all the Moderates who have entered the
Council after taking it . We are not aware that there is any school of thought in India which fully endorses the famous
declaration of August 20th , 1917 which is re produced in the Preamble of the Act . In the Calcutta session of the
Congress of that year when both Moderates and Extremists sailed under the same colours the limitations contained in
the declaration of August 20th were unanim ously condemned and by none so vehemently as the present Moderates .
The forcible characterisation of these limita tions by Babu Surendra Nath Banerji as a “ rift in the lute " is fresh in the
memory of Congressmen . But quite apart from the attitude of the Moderates we can only express our surprise at the
calling in aid of the Preamble of the Act to explain the meaning of the oath of allegiance . It is easy to show that such a
use of the Preamble is wholly unwarrant ed but for obvious reasons we refrain from going into the purely legal
aspects of the question which cannot have any reference to moral considerations on which alone the objec tion to have
any weight must be founded . We may however point out that the argument if carried to its logical end means that the
moment a person takes the oath he is debarred for ever from taking exception to any of the pro visions of the
Government of India Act which is absurd . We are therefore quite clear that there is no valid objection . to the oath of
allegiance . It is said by our dissenting col leagues that “ no conscientious person can stand for election with the
avowed object of wrecking the institution and take such an oath , and except by casuistry or mental reserva . tion can
feel justified in adopting such a course . " No reasons are given for this dictum and we fail to see any 
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4 

justification for it . Strong words do not constitute an : argument and we take no further notice of the remarks . We
have given our reasons and leave the matter there . 

It is unnecessary to go into the evidence on the point which is meagre but we give the following extract from the
statement of Pandit Harkaran Nath Misra as a correct appreciation of the principle . 

L 

1 

Q. - What about the oath of allegiance ? Does it offer any obstacle in 

the way of Nop.co - operation ? Will it be necessary for the Congress to change its creed avd give the mandate to the
Non - co - operators to go 

into the Councils ? A. -The party which wants complete independence without the British 

Empire , is very limited , and probably there are very few persous who do not like to go into Council , but there are
many who want to get Swaraj withiò the Empire , and in that case oath of allegiance 

mast pot stand much io your way . : , 128. The next objection raised is that entry into the 

Councils would be inconsistent with the Inconsistency with Non cooperation . 

Non - Cooperation ' resolution of the Con gress . There is no doubt that such entry involves a material change in the
programme of Non - Cooperation as passed at Calcutta and re - affirmed at Nagpur and Ahmeda bad . In the words of
Mahatma Gandhi " Rejection of courts , schools and councils is an integral part of the programme " . All that this
Committee or the All India Committee can do is to make such recommendations as they may be advised for the
consideration of the Congress at its next regular session at Gaya . But when it is said that the suggestion we have made
is inconsistent with the principle of Non - Cooperation we entirely differ . As we have already observed we can think
of no higher form of Non - Cooperation than entering the Councils and non - cooperating with the Government at every
step . 129. It will not be out of place here to give a brief 

history of the clause relating to boycott Brief history of the clause , 

of Councils . As has already been point ed out ( See paras 13 and 14 ) , this item did not find a place 

A 
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in the programme of Non - Cooperation until after the Leaders ' Conference had been held in Allahabad , on the 2nd
June 1920 though the principle had been enunciated some time before . We find that in an article contributed to the
columns of the “ Nava Jivan " and reproduced in the “ Young India ' of 9th June , 1920 , Mahatma Gandhi gives some
very wholesome advice to the voters as to the qualifications they should insist on before voting for a particular
candidate , and points out the desirability of sending the best avail able men into the Councils . Shortly after Lala
Lajpat Rai , in an article in his Urdu paper " The Bande Mataram ” , announced that he had " resolved after much
deliberation that he should not stand for election . " This article was reproduced in the " Young India ” of June the 30th
, 1920 and was followed by a statement to the press issued by Mahatma Gandhi in which he welcomed the suggestion
of Lala Lajpat Rai and expressed the opinion that " it would be a fine education for them if the electors are not to elect
anybody and unanimously to tell whosoever may seek their suffrage that he would not represent them if he sought
election so long as the Panjab and Khilafat questions were not , satisfactorily settled . ” This statement appeared in “
Young India ” of the 7th July , 1920 , which also gave publici ty to the report of the Non - co - operation Committee
appointed at the Leaders ' Conference held in Allahabad . It was in this report that the boycott of the reformed
Councils found a place for the first time and was repeated after a great struggle , in the Subjects Committee in the
resolution passed by the special session of the Congress in Calcutta . It will thus be seen that the idea of the boycott of
Councils in the form adopted at Calcutta was not considered an essential feature of Non.co - operation at the
beginning and was only gradually evolved as better calculated to educate the country in the rights of citizenship . The
principle underlying the Calcutta resolution was that the Government consolidates its power through the Councils and
what it prohibits is cooperation with the Government which will help such consolidation . It is evident that so far from
contributing to strengthen the power : 
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truction . 

of the Government , the Non - co - operator , by carrying out the policy suggested by us , in the Councils , would be
laying 

, the axe at its very root . We see nothing in the Nagpur and Ahmedabad Congress resolutions which can be taken to
conflict with this view . 

130. Reliance is next placed on a dictum of Mahatma Councils thrive on obs 

Gandhi contained in the following pass 

age : - " I submit that in a sense we co - operate by joining even though the object is obstruction Most institutions , and
a British Legislative Council most of all , thrive upon obstruction . The disciplined obstruction of the Irish members
made practically no impression upon the House of Commons . The Irish have not got the Home Rule they wanted . ” (
“ Young India " 14th July , 1920 ) . 

The aphorism that “ Governments thrive on obstruc tion ” has become a copy - book maxim with some Non - co
operators who tear it out of the context and use it as a rule of general application . It is not realized that the argument
has force only when applied to obstruction by a minority such as that of the Irish members or of the Labour party in the
House of Commons or of the non - official members in the pre - Reform Councils in India . As soon as the party of
obstruction commands a majority , its obstruction , instead of giving vitality to the Government , results in its total
paralysis . In countries where there is responsible Govern ment the Ministry when its support in the House dwindles
down into a minority has to go out and make room for a new Ministry representing the majority . In India the position
is different . The Government is not responsible to the House or the country and is not called upon to resign and give
place to a new Government . But it cannot carry on the administration as a Government under the reformed
constitution . Both the Government and the Coun cils established under the constitution must come to an end and the
administration must take the form of des . potic rule . The Reform Act must go and the choice will be between a new
Act according to the wishes of the people 

1 
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and naked despotism . The ' argument that Governments thrive on obstruction has no application when the party of
obstruction is in a majority . Mahatmaji's remarks must be read in the light of the illustration he gives of the Irish mem
bers in the House of Commons who did not exceed 100 in a House of 700. His observations would hold good only if
the obstructionists fail to secure a majority . 131. Another objection which at first sight appears to 

be a serious one is that going into the High moral level , 

Councils for the purpose of obstruction will not be in keeping with the high moral level of the move ment . We do not
know what non - cooperation is unless it be a series of obstructions carried to the extent of wholly paralysing the
Government . Every boycott , be it of schools and colleges or of courts or of shops for the sale of foreign cloth or
alchoholic drinks is nothing but obstruction pure and simple . If it is not descending from the high moral plane we
occupy when we obstruct these institutions we cannot concieve of any reason why it should be so if obstruction is
offered to the working of the Councils , which have helped to plunge the country in the suffering and misery we see
around us . We maintain that going into the Councils with the avowed object of ending them if they would not mend , is
not only not inconsistent with the principles of non - co operation but is a manlier way of grappling with an evil than
running away from it . 132. Again it is said that the Réforms being a gift from 

the Government , it is immoral to use The theory of gift 

them for the purpose of destroying it . We cannot for a moment concede that the Reforms , shadowy as they are , have
come to us as a free gift from the Govern . ment . It may as well be argued that the usurper , in restor ing an
infinitesimal part of the thing usurped to the real owner under compulsion , is making a free gift to the latter . But some
kind of moral turpitude is said to be involved in the act of using a weapon placed in our hands by the Govern ment
against the Government itself . It is like taking a sword 
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from your adversary and using it to wrest the machine gun which he has trained upon you . The weapon wielded by the
Government under the reforms is a far mightier one than that we can forge out of the scraps left to us . What we are
aiming at is tò render that mightier weapon useless against us by following the natural instinct of self - preserva tion .
Obstruction being of the very essence of Parliamen tary Government it is easy to conceive that a situation may arise
quite apart from non - cooperation when ' in order to achieve an object of immediate vital importance it may be come
necessary to set up wholesale opposition to less urgent measures of undoubted utility . We can only repeat that we find
it impossible to draw the line where obstruction ceases to be a virtue and suddenly becomes a vice . The boycott of
the Councils was not advised because it was a pious act in itself . In the article last quoted Mahatmaji says : boycott
an institution because we do not like it or because we do not wish to co - operate with its conductors . In the matter of
the Councils the latter is the deciding reason . ” So that the boycott is really based on solid practical grounds and has
nothing to do with far - fetched religious or moral theories . We keep in . view the real object and suggest an alteration
in form on equally solid and practical grounds of which no honourable man need be ashamed and are met by the
objection of immorality ! No attempt is made to show wherein the immorality lies but it is assumed that if Mahatmaji
advised a course of action it must have been on moral grounds and deviation from it is highly immoral , bow , ever
much the circumstances might have changed since he gave the advice . It is forgotten that Mahatmaji besides being a
great religious and social reformer is also a states . man of a very high order . 
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$ 133 . The next argument that the Non - co - operators are 391Y 

not sufficiently disciplined to carry out Temptations . 

the mandate of the Congress and are liable to temptations furnishes if true a sad commentary on the high moral level
claimed for the followers of the move 

15 
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ment . Happily we have no great misgivings on the subject Mr. Aney has effectively disposed of it by the following
trenchant statement . 

3 

" 

Mr. M. S. Aney President Provincial Congress Committee , 

Berar , questioned by Mr. P.J. Patel . 

i 

 ܬ
2.- I want to know if the non - co - operators go to the Legislative Councils 

are you not afraid of their being corrupted by these influences ? 4. - I think we can certainly find out a sufficient
number of persons who 

can stand this temptati.d . If the nation cannot find sufficient men who can withstand this temptation , then we have
been behiod in the race of political agitation and pb uld not talk of a bold action eithor 

inside or outside the cogucils . Q Have you not known instances in the past of bationaliste falliög vio , bon time to
temptation ? A. - What I say is I have to judge of nationalists who are backed by the 

mandate of the Congress with their resignations io the hands of the Provincial Congress Committee When there is that
fear behind 

them , they will be pledged to carry out a certain congress policy . Bo Aud if they fail to do it , then they will have to
resign . With that 

condition you would like to send the nationalists to the Legislative 

Council ? A. - Yes . 134. , Dr. Pattabi Sitarammiya of Andhra takes a gloom . 

ier view . He thinks that the non - co Weakness of human 

operator is not free from the weaknesses of human nature and is as much liable to succumb to cor rupting influences as
his fellowmen . The learned Dr. is a keen observer of human nature as his statement shows but has , in this instance
we venture to say overlooked its brighter side . We are sure he will readily admit that non co - operation can claim as
many , if not more , men of robust moral stamina as any other nation - having regard to our numbers we are tempted to
say , as many as half a dozen other pations put together . Are we ready for the immediate Swarajya we are fighting for
if we are doubtful of finding a few hundred men in the country who can withstand tempta tion of all kinds ? We decline
to give room to any such 

nature . 
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pessimism . It will be readily admitted that there is a serions lack of discipline in the rank and file but it is impossible
to shut ones eyes to hundreds of recent instances of sturdy independence and selfless devotion which would do honour
to any country in the world . 

135. We next come to the point which above all others 

bas confirmed us in the opinion we hold Self - respect and dignity . 

but strangely enough is used by our colleagues against us . The fact that a large number of distinguished non -
cooperators including the great leader of the movement are disqualified under the rules by the reason of the sentences
passed on them is relied on in support of the argument that it will be inconsistent with our self - res pect and dignity to
enter into the Councils . Babu Rajendra Prasad says that in these circumstances “ it would be cowardice " to go into
the Councils and he uses the word for want of a stronger term , The argument would be unanswer . Able if it were
intended to cooperate with the Government in the Councils but having regard to the purpose for which the Councils
are proposed to be utilised it not only loses its force but furnishes the strongest reason in support of our
recommendation . It is precisely because the Government has dealt with us so badly that it becomes our clear duty to
attack the stronghold it occupies with all the energy we can command and spare no pains to destroy it . The Govern .
ment has not besitated to adopt all possible means to put down the movement and in doing so has , as we have shown ,
greatly misused its powers . We are fully entitled to use all clean weapons available to us both for offence and
defence provided we can do so without violating any of the cardinal priuciples of non - violent pop - cooperation .
We have so far been fighting for our just rights and the Govern ment has replied by a resort to general repression and
the arrest and imprisonment of thousands of our earnest wor -kers and selfless patriots including the great originator
of the movement . We have taken it all in the true spirit of non - violent non - cooperation . An opportunity now offers 

1 
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itself to vindicate our national self - respect by carrying the fight in the same spirit into a new field of action and we
feel that we would be wanting in our duty not only to our colleagues in jail but to our country if we did not recom
mend the fullest use of that opportunity . We say that as long as our men are in jail , as long as there is no change of
heart on the other side , as long as the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs are unredressed and Swaraj remains a dis tant
goal , so long there can be no question of cooperation with the Government in any shape or form , and the only policy
admissible consistently with our national dignity is a policy of total obstruction wherever possible . This is our reply
to the repression and terrorism which has caused such misery and suffering to thousands of our countrymen and laid
desolate thousands of homes . What is the reply that our colleagues who dissent from us and those witnesses who
would cling to the existing order of things have to give ? Their reply is , we shall in this great war of right against
might continue to send our best men to the sacrifice , allow our work to come to a stand still and keep looking on
while uptold atrocities are being committed day after day but shall not touch one of the cleanest and most effective
wes pons which lies ready at hand . Are they doing their duty by our suffering countrymen or we , who would lose no
time to grasp this powerful weapon and use it to the best advant age 1 Is their proposal consistent with the dignity of
our manhood or ours ! We leave these questions to be answered by the All India Committee . 136. The next argument
that it is impossible to offer 

successful obstruction to a Government Government by veto . 

armed with the power of veto ignores the elementary fact that there can be no greater paralysis of the system than
Government by veto . We do not consider it necessary to go further into the point . 137. The real question is whether
or not it is possible 

and probable to secure a majority of non The question of majority , 

cooperators at the ensuing elections . The évidence adduced before us strongly supports the belief that 

. 
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We shall be in a very substantial majority in all the Provincés if the Congress and the Khilafat declare in favour of
enter ing into the Councils . Even witnesses with a strong bias against such entry and unable to view it as anything but
a national disaster bave no hesitation in assuring us of a large majority if the necessary mandate from the two national
assemblies isr forthcoming . When a witness like Paudit Santanam of Lahore who apprehends general demoralisa tion
in the country if the boycott of the Councils in its pre sent form is removed or altered has no doubt of a majority and is
supported by Prof. Ruchi Ram so far as regards the Hindus and Sikhs and by Maulana Abdul Kadir on behalf of the
Mussalmans , we may be quite sure of the Punjab . Here is the relevant extract from his evidence . 

Lirin Punjab . 1 

4 , it ! if IIP 

ht 

Pandit R. Santanam , General Secy , Punjab Provincial 

Congress Committee to Mr. V.J. Patel . ** k Q .-- Sapposing the Congress gives a mandate that we should capture the 

Legislative machinary and thereby obstract the Goverument in all possible ways , do you thiuk that your province will
send a majority of Non - cooperators into the Councils ? 

A. - I am disposed to believe that , in that case , Non - co - operators will be 

in a majority in the councils . If all the men now in jail come out , you will have sufficient capable candidates for the
posts . 

Q. - Then the people have got sufficient ecoofidence in the Congress 

leaders that they would retaro a majority of them into the Councils . A. I can say this on behalf of the Hindus and the
Sikhs . Q .- ( M . Abdul Qadir ) what do yon ' say about the Mohammedad ? 

* 4 .- ( M . Abdul Qadir ) I hope that the Mohammedang will return a 4.3 majority of the Congressmen into thô
Codocile . They will follow . Es the lead of their leaders . 

,, There is a weighty body of evidence from the other Provinces in support of the same view . We give the follow . ing
extracts which will speak for themselves . 

! 1 ! velfus 1 ' ! uligab ) Ben 10's , 11 
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Bihar . 

MR . RAJENDRA PRASAD , 

To Pandit Motilal Nehru . 0. - Having regard to the feeling in yoor province do you think that 

after tbe Congress has made it permissive , 6880ming the Congres makes it perroissive to N. C. Os . to go into the
Coupcila , will the propaganda among the electorates asking them to vote for Congress 

men be sqccessful , having regard to the temperament of the people ? A - It is difficult to answer that question . Q. -
What I 

mean 

is this Is the feeling against the Councils so strong that if the Congregg ' merely makes it permissive to N. 0. 08. to
enter the Councils , cág the electorates be educated to send a large number of Non - co - operatiag candidates to the
conneils ? Do you 

expect a majority in that case of N. C. 0. Councillors ? A. I think if N. C. Os are allowed to go and if they carry on
propaganda 

they might capture a majority of votes . Q. - Then the feeling depends on what the Congress says ? Å , -Yes very mach
: 

s Q. - The common people will not think that now that Mahatma Gandhi in 

sia jail we are going back on the Congress resolution 48 framed by 

bim ? A. The prestige of the Congress now is '80 ' great that it may carry the 

people with it to a considerable extent . Q. What do you expect ? It may or may not ? A. - It may if the Cougress
removes the bau . Q. - The fact that we are going back on the Congress resolution as it was 

started by Mahatma Gandhi will have little effect ? " A. I think so . " It is po : sible to capture a good number of seats
if it is thought desirable . 

United Provinces . brave 

13 

- 

Pandit Harkaran Nath Misra , General Secretary U. P. Provincial Congress Committee , Allahabad to Hakim Sahib . 

Q. What is your opinion about the loopocila . A : Wº advocate the boycott of Cogucils . Q --If you tbiok that the
Constructive Programme is not safficient and 

if the Congress decided that you should go into the Councils and 
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way , do 
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make it impossible for the co - operators to co - operate with the Government , and lay every sort of obstraction in
their 

yoni think you will go into the Cogucils with the cougress mandate . ' A. - It is very difficult to go into the Councils
with the Congress man 

date , because there is the ulmas Fatwa aud quless that Fatwa ischan 

ged , there is no use going into the Councils Q. - Sapposė the Fatwa is changed , then , do you think , you will get a 

majority of pon - co - operators in the Councils . A -Yes . Mr. Sham Lal Nehru , Secretary Town Congress Com 

mittee , Allahabad , to Mr. V. J. Patel . Q. - What harm are the Moderates doing by entering the Councils . 4. - There
are very few Moderates in this country , and they have no 

chance of doing any mischief to our ca 18e except through the Councils and if we do not give them this chance there
would have been do Moderate in the Cogucil and could not have done any 

mischief af áll Q .-- [ o this country as well as abroådº ? " X --Specially io England , so that he would not have had
the chance of 

goiog abroad . Q. - Theu , there are many things which I would ask you aboat the 

work that the doo - 00 - opörators can do : -by going into the Conocilo for instance , they cao veto the Budget and
taxation , they cao thwart and can leave the Council at any time . They would not have voted the address of the Prince
of Wales , if the N. C. Op would have been 

in the Councils ? A. I am not so very keen about benefiting the country , but I am very 

keep to throw out the Moderates by enteriug the Cogucil , and 

BOCORSfully obstracting the Council . Q .-- Do you think that if the N. C. Od get a mandate from the Con 

gress there will be in ajority of 090 - co - operators in the Council from 

the U. P. A. - They would get a thundering majority . 

& 

j 

} 

Assam . 

Syt . Omeo Kumar Das Secretary D. 0. C. Tespur , to Panditji . Q.- Are you iu particolar agaiost going ioto the
Councils , or because you 

think that there will uot be a majority of the Congressmen , therefore we should not go into them ? 
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A.We expect a majority . Q. - If the Congress passes a resolution that you may go into the Councils , 

do you expect a majority of Congressmen will be returned to the 

' Conocils from your district ? A. - We do expect a majority . 6.- And if the Coogress leaves it to the will of the people
to do as they 

please . A. - Then I am afraid , there will be no majority . - B .-- And why , should you say that you sboald not remove
the boycott 

of the councils . A. - Because the present councils have no power to execute the resolutions they pass . 

Maharashtra . 

1 

Mr. N. C. Kelkar , Member of the A. I. C. C. and Work 

ing Committee , to Panditji . Q : -Do you expect a majority of non - co - operators to enter the Councils at 

the next election if the Congress allows N. C. Os , to outer the 

Councils . A. - A large pumber of N. , C . Os can get into the Councils ? Q. - Do you expect your electorate will return
a fairly large majority of N. C. Os . ' to the Councils ? 

in A. - I am quite sure . Q.- for the present if the Congress recedes from that position and says : 

We leave it to you to enter the Councils or not . As things stand at present , do you think the majority of the electorate
will send any 

NOD . co - operators to the Councils ? A. - I think so . 0. - Will there be a majority of N. C. 06. in the Councils ? 6. - I
cannot give any assurance as to a majority , but the men who can 

be relied upon can enter . 

AAA 1 

C. P. Marathi .. 

Dr. B. $ . Munje , to the President . 

Ş Q .-- I sappose when you are thjoking of going into councils you think 

 راو

おおい 

you will have a clear majoritỷ ? A. - Yes , at least in my province I am confident of a nationalist majo 

rity . 
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Berar . 

Mr. M. S. Aney , President Provincial Congress Committee , 

Berar to Dr. Ansari . Q .-- Do you thiuk if the Congress were to give a mandate for going into 

the Councils you will get a majority ? A. -So far as my Province is concerued I have oot the least doubt about 

it . Q. - Do you think that even if the Musalmans decide not to go into the 

cogncils you will have a majority . A. - Even then we can get a majority . In the electoral roll their bomber 

is not very preponderatiog . 

tie 

Karnatak . 

Mr. Angadi ( Non - Brahmin . ) 

1 

+ 

要 

0. - You said that your statements were ouly as regards your province . 

I will ask you to give your recommendation as regards the whole of India . Apart from the question of Quily taking it
all roaud , would 

you advise outry iato the Councils for the whole of - India ? Guió A. - Yos ; 

Q. - Aud would you suggest that the Congress elrould give a mandate to 

tbe , pon.co - operators . A. — They should relax the rale . Q. - Do you expect to have a majority of Dod - co -
operators io the 

Councils ? 

A. - I tbiok so . 

Tbis would be obtained for the whole of India . 

 ورد

4. Andhra . 1 : 

. 

2 

Mr. P. Ram Das , Madras to Mr. C. Rajagopalachariar . Q. - If you cannot get the Nationalists in a majority into the
Councils 

would yod still prefer to go joto the Councils . ai_1f there is no chance of the Nationalists getting into the Councils in 

large numbers so as to form a majority , I would not prefer to go into 

the Councils . Q. - Yog are oply in favour of going into the Councils if we get a good 

majority . Then , are we to ascertain this before band or actually 

atanding and getting the meats and refusing to enter if we do not 67:19 

form a majority . 

16 
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1. - We ball get a majority in the Councile . Q. - What do you say to Mr. Patathri's remark that the communal 

interests that have been based on comp puities is each fhat if we now 

ron candidates into the Councils we can not get a majority ? 4. - 1 do not agree with this view . With regard to Hiodus
, we have no 

trouble at all . With regard to Brab mio and Non - Brahmin question if the Non - Brab min feeling is strong against the
Brabwins , then they should stand aloof . I think we can find sufficiently large pamter of candidates from Nov -
Brahmins to go to the Councils . 

Tamil Nadu . 

. 

1 

Mr. A. Rangaswamy Ayyangar , to Pandit Motilal Nehru . 

1 

2. - You spoke about captating the majority of seats in the Council . How 

is one to be sure of this majority ? We cau only act upon such data as we can get . I daro say we can give them . What
is your experi 

ence of Madras ? Do you think they will retarn a inajority ? A. - If the Congress advises entry into the Coqucil , I
expect the electorate 

to return a majority of Congressmen , Q. - If the Congress does not ? .. 1.- don't except a majority : The Congress must
definitely say that 

Congressmen can enter the Council .. Q. - Sapposing you expect a majority and in the result you happeu to be 

in a minority , will you still go into the Couocil ? A.-No. 

- 

: 

1 

Q. - You will keep the seats empty . 

C 

A. - Yes . 

Mr. S. Satyamurti , to Mr. V. J. Patel . Q. - Do you think that in lieu of the existing non - Brahmio conocillors 

you can prepare the electorate for thię election of pop - Brahmins 

who will sympathise with the principles of the Coogress . 4.- The Congress movement - bas roused the consciousness
of the people 

during the last 18 monthe . It is easier to get a majority for us in ile legislative bodies than it was before . So many
wen have gone to jail . The country has understood what sort of people the Congressmen are as a class . The electors
will give more support to Congress candidates than they would have done at the last election . Men's conscience has
been improved because ' new ideals bave peuetrated them now . They have onderstood that the congrer 

. . 4. 5. 6 137txI 
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1 . 

;; , stands for something spber and patriotio . It was really doabtfal at 19. 5. the last election to have secured the
majority . Chances are much 

better this time than they were last time . Mr. Abdul Qadir Siddiquee , President of Nimar Dist . Con gress Committee
, and Vice - President of Provincial Khilafat Committee , C. P. Hindoostani , to Hakim Ajmal Khan . Q. - If Congress
waðfs that we sboald go to the Council can you get 

a majority in the Council of pon • co - operators in this Province ? A .-- Yes we can get pon - co - operators in
majority for the Council . Q. What is the opioiou of the Massalmans of tbis Province for going 

to the Council ? A.- Ooly on accogot of the Fatwa they will hesitate to go to the 

Council . 

+ 

Mr. V. D. Salpeker President D. C. C. 

Chhindwara , to Mr. V.J. Patel . 0 .-- Sappose you would get a majority in the Council . If the Congress 

gives a mandate that non - co - operators should go into the Councils for the purpose not of co - operating , but for
obstrueting in the very home of the enemy , 

then would your province rétaro à majority of the now.co - operators ? -0.44 , 

-lf there is sufficient propaganda as we had at the time of the boy . cott of Corpcils , then 1400 co - operators would
get a majority in the local Legislative Council , in case there is the Congress mandate to 

this effect . ra 

Mr. G. C. Varma , Jubbulpore , to Dr. M. A. Ansari . Q ; --If the Congress gives you a mandate that you should captore
the 

Councils , do you think you will have a majority , of N. C. O , s . in the Councils ? 

# 

A. - Yes . 

Gujrat . 

1 

: Mr. Yagnik , to Mr. V. J. Patel . 

Q. --Soppose the Congress gives the mandate and the Gujrat Provincial 

Congress Committee not listening to the advice of its President ylli advises its members to go to the Councils . i want
to kvow whether 

from Gujrat constituencies you would get a substantial majority of N. C.Os , í Haig the electorate got thont confidence
in Congress organisations de à Spisode 

. 
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4. - Withio Gajrat proper given all the conditions you mention , I thiok 

it likely that we shoald have a majority but not such a majority of more than 75 % as would be necessary for making
obstraction effective . 

Bengal . 

Mr. J. M. Sen Gupta , to Mr. V. J. Patel . 6. - Take the Council electorate in your province . If a refereudum were 

taken among the Cogucil electorate today , do you think there would be a majority for the boycott of Councils or a
majority in favour of entry into the Councils ? 

1 

A.- If you get the Congress to say that the Councils are desirable the 

majority will come rouod , but until the Congress says 80 I doubt whether you will get a majority amongst the voters
even . It all depends opon the Cougrees resolution . 

9 

Q - If the Congress resolution is changed , .. , the Congress permite 

entry joto the Conucils , thens eren without propaganda in favour of the Councils , you would get a majority of people
in favour of entry into the Cogocila ? 

A. - tbiok eo . 

60 

7 

Shriyut Satyendra Chandra Mitter Secretary , Bengal Pro vincial Committee in giving his points of difference from the
spokesman ( Mr. J. M. Sen Gupta ) stated : 

6 I was one of those who stood as a capdidate and I felt that we shoald enter into the Council . Bat subsequently we
found , as I see it now , that we would bave been wrong to enter into the Council . It was right that we withdrew on
the following grounds : 

Firstly , we had very little chance to have the majority 6. 9. , Mr. C , R. Das was a candidate and he had a rival_a big
zemiodar . Though he had great chance , yet he was not absolutely certaio , Me . Chakravarty had also very little
chance . I cite the example to how you the proof that we wore right not to enter the Council as we had very little
chance to have the majority , now it is quite different . We have now chance to get the majority . 

138. We have given the above extracts to show that there is a general belief in the country that a majority of non - co -
operators can reasonably be expected to be returned to the Councils if the requisite sanction is given by the Congress
and the Khilafat . There is some evidence to the 
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on 

contrary but it is of less weight and volume and the reasons on which it is based are far from convincing . Mr. Ballab
bhai Patel and Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya are the strongest Majority can reasonably 

witnesses the other side . · The be expected . 

opinion of the latter has been quoted in part I of this chapter ( see p . 72 ) . Mr. Vallabbhai Patel gives similar
evidence . Both of these gentlemen would have us believe , even if Mahatama Gandhi were free and threw in the
whole weight of his irresistible influence on the side of the Councils , he would make little impression on the public .
They take extreme views which not only find no support in the rest of the evidence but are in direct conflict with the
one great factor with those who count on & majority have to contend against viz ; the implicit faith of the people in
Mahatmaji's sayings without regard to their applicability to a particular case . This is now taken by friends and foes
alike as too clearly established to admit of any doubt whatever and has in our opinion influenced these witnesses
themgelves to some extent at least in taking up the extreme position they have . 139. The net result of the evidence on
the whole ques 

tion of entry into the Councils given by Net result of evidence . 

this imposing array of 302 witnesses examined in the light of cold reason is that there is a good deal of honest
misapprehension of the true bearings of the question in the country . Many of them have so accustomed themselves to
think of the Councils as a contamination that they are unable to cousider any proposal relating to them on the merits .
Most of those who are prepared to discuss the question are either compelled to modify their original opinions beyond
recognition or find themselves landed in absurdities . Some few have no doubt maintained their ground but it will
almost invariably be found that they have done so on the basis of assumptions , the justification for which it is not
always easy to discover . At the back of it all ' there is a vague uudefiaed fear of some dire catastrophy befalling the
nation the moment non - co - operators enter the Councils even though it be to end them . There is enough 
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material in the evidence to indicate what is the true lead required by the country but the bare opinions of the witnesses
apart from the reasons on which they are based do not carry us far . 140. We next take the witnesses who are in favour
of 

. entering the Councils . 

The total number of these according to the general Witnesses in favour of entry 

classification ( the absolute accuracy of into Councils . 

which , as has already been stated is not vouched for ) is 163 and out of this only 15 are shown in favour of a policy
of total obstruction . This does not mean that the remaining witnesses are against the policy . The great majority of
them who have been questioned on the subject have in their oral evidence made it quite clear that they would stand by
the mandate of the Congress , whatever it is . It may be safely said that among these 163 witnesses very few will be
found to be definitely against the policy of obstruction in principle . The general sense seems to be in favour of
concerted action on the lines laid down by the Congress , and the apparent " grading off ! merely represents the extent
to which each group is prepared to go if left to itself . There is therefore no danger whatever of the different groups
pulling each its own way . They are all actuated by the one common desire to see that the Councils are not exploited
by the Government to suppress the movement . While some will not be satisfied with any thing short of a total
prevention of the evil , others are content to minimise it as far as possible . This does not show that they will not
welcome total prevention if that is possible . To illustrate the above remarks we give below extracts from the
statements of Dr. Moonjee . ( C. P. Marathi ) , Mr. Aney , ( Berars ) and Mr. A. Rangaswami Igengar ( Tamil Nadu )
who do not insist on total obstruction as a condition precedent . 

Dr. B. S. Moonje questioned by Mr. V. J. Patek . Q. - Y € u gaid to Mr. Rajagopalohariar that you would ooperate
where 

co operation was necessary and oppo39 where it was otherwise . If the Congreso directs you to go there to paralyse
the Governinent will 

you do it ? 
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A. - We shall cany out the mandate of the Congrege . 

Mr. M. S. Aney , President Provincial Congress Committee , 

Berar , questioned by Dr. Ansari . Q - What mondato would you like the Congress to give ? A. - If the Nationalists are
in a majority in the Councils and are capable 

of achieving what they want , then they should try to secure reforms on the sabjects mentioned by the Congress ; or
otherwise they should 

wreck the Codocils . They can take any atti ade they choose . Mr. Rangaswami Ayyangar questioned by Mr. V. J. Patel
. Q - There is another view put forward that we shoold go into the Councils 

and carry on responsive co - operation that is to say co - operate where Goveroment is willing to give us something in
the way of cou : structive programme , National Education , and the rest of it and 

obstruct the Goveroment where we feel it is necessary to do 80 . 4.If we have a clear majority I dop't think we need
do that . I would 

go straight away to start obetruction . 2. Then this is really the position which Mr. Das initiated at the 

time of the Calcutta Congress . I quite see that . You have not 

changed the views since the Calcutta Congress ? A. - I have always been of that opinion , I have of course submitted 

to the decision of the Congress , Q. - When you go into the Council and when we are asked to say what 

our attitude is , are you to say that we are out there immediately if 

possible to wreck the Reform Act or not ? A. Certainly , you are there to wreck the Act . 

We do not propose to give extracts from the evidence of the witnesses who favour entry into the Councils as we have
referred in a comprehensive form to the various degrees of obstruction they advocate . 

141. We have also dealt with the arguments of our dis Other objections disposed . senting colleagues so far as they are
of , 

covered by the evidence of witnesses . For the rest we find nothing but generalisations and laying down of moral
precepts which with due deference we think are quite out of place . For instance we find a nice distinction drawn
between wrecking the councils from inside and bringing about the saine result from outside . The latter is
commendable and the former immoral . We have 
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shown that the latter is impossible and the former is the 

only means of doing it . The ' moral plane ' argument has already been sufficiently discussed . Then it is said that
diarchy is self exposed and there is no need of our going into the Councils to wreck the Reforms , reliance being
placed on no less an authority , than Sir Valentine Chirol . But surely we are not suggesting entry into the Councils for
the academical purpose of proving the failure of diarchy or the success of some other " archy . If the wrecking of the
Reforms which has so far been the main plank of the Con gress platform is now unnecessary , why not withdraw the
boycott altogether and leave things to take their own course . This would save much valuable time proposed to be
spent in the futile attempt to induce voters to abstain from the polls and will enable the workers to give their
undivided attention to the constructive programme with its inevitable conse quence of workers being picked out one
by one and safely lodged in gaol . As for the dictum of Sir Valentine Chirol , we cannot be too careful to guard agaiust
exploitation by English publicists at a time when a general election is imminent . Nothing is more likely to take us off
the right course than a ready acceptance at their face value of statements made and opinions expressed to serve
political ends in England . 142. Our esteemed colleagues have put in the forefront 

of their note an extract from a recent “ Come into my parlour . ” utterance of Sir George Lloyd . We 

, confess we fail to see its bearing on the question at issue . It is the usual " come into my parlour " invitation to which
we are fairly well used and does not even possess the merit of originality . More to the point would have been the
opposite sentiment which you get by the simple process of reversing the name of the speaker and shifting the scene to
Westminster . Here is what the British Prime Minister says on the subject : 

The Non - co - operative movement at the present time is in a state of collapse . What pirt it will take in the next
election we cannot tell , what iufigence the non - co - operators and men of that kind will exert upon those elections , I
cannot predict . A good deal will depend upon the kind of 

ta 

OE the 

20 
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ceprosentatives chosen at the next election whether they will be mean of moderate temper , sach as those who
constitute the present legislatore , mon who are honestly and earnestly doiog their best to make this new cong .
titutional expremont a success , or whether they will be there as men who are simply goiug all powers of the machine
in order to attaio some purpose whiob is detrimental to British rute and sabversive of the whole system apou which
lodia has been governed ap to now .. That is why I say that the most serious and most trying time which will constitate
the real test of saccess of this effort is yet to come . I think it is right that we should say that , if there is a change of
that kind in the character of the legislature and in the parpose of those who are chosen in desigu of res . ponsible and
chosen leaders of the Indian people that would constitute a seriods - situation and we should have to take it into
uccoont . One thing we must make clear , that Britain will in no giroqmstances relinquish ber responsibility to India . 

c ........... We will take whatever steps are Decongary to dischange or to enforce them . " 

This is exactly what we have ourselves foreshadowed , the only difference being that while the British Prime Minis
ter has uttered vague and veiled threats , we have laid our cards on the table and disclosed every move we intend to
make . 

- 

sies , 

143. Our colleagues have made a passing reference Inter - Communal Jealou . 

to " inter - communal jealousies " . We 

can quite understand differences aris ing on communal questions in the Councils where the ordinary business is
transacted on normal lines , but when all that has to be done is either to wreck the Councils or to keep away from them
according as the Non - Co - operators are in a majority or a minority we see little reason to apprehend an exhibition
of communal or other jealousies . 144. It will be observed that in attempting to meet our 

proposals reasons are often given wbich No English parallel . 

are applicable only to co - operation with in the Councils and nothing is better calculated to illustrate the force of this
remark than the connection in which the long extract from Mahatmaji's Calcutta speech is quoted by our colleagues at
the end of their note . He is there merely an swering the argument which he has himself crystallized in the opening part
of the quotation and his references to ob 

17 
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a 

struction and paralysis of the Government as a student of English History can mean nothing more than the sort of
obstruction that has been and could possibly be offered from time to time in English political institutions . We have al
ready dealt with the maxim " institutions thrive on ob struction " and will here simply point out that the word " ob
struction ” is a misnomer when applied to majorities in English politics , which do not merely obstruct but carry
everything before them . It is the weapon of minorities only and has as Mahatmaji rightly says proved very ineffective
. A situation like the one in which we are placed cannot possibly arise in a self - governing country . We may without
any breach of confidence refer to the fact that had it not been for the practical impossibility of obtaining a majority in
1920 many of the prominent workers would not have supported the boy cott in the form in which it appeared in the
Calcutta resolu tion . We have little doubt that when Mahatmaji was refer ring to obştuction in his speech at Calcutta
he had this fact present to his mind . 

can 

145. As we read the situation the contest is fast drifting 

to something like a stalemate and a fresh Stalemate imminent . 

opening is necessary to clear the way for the main attack . " We must either go forward or backward . It is impossible
in our opinion to stand where we are for any length of time . There can be no 

doubt that if India make real and substatial 

progress towards non - violence , removal of untouchability , inter communal unity , boycott of foreign cloth and
national education , she can easily wrest Swaraj without Non - coopera tion or civil disobedience . Realising ,
however , that this is not possible for a long time to come , the Ahmedabad Congress advised a resort to civil
disobedience . Mass or individual civil disobedience on a sufficiently large scale to force the issue being out of the
question for the present , we must have something else as nearly approaching civil disobedience as possible . While
there is a general desire for that ' something ' among those who are against entering 
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into the Councils no definite and workable suggestion has been made by any of them . 

146. We are not concerned with the success or failure of 

diarchy or with the opinions of politi Conclusion . 

cal parties in England to serve their own political ends . What we are deeply concerned with is the fact that England
is keeping us down and saving her face before the civilised world under Cover of those sham councils and the
mendacious propaganda about their representative character . This is felt by Indian Nationalists of all shades of
opinion and the demand for counter foreign propaganda is increasing day by day . But it is futile to compete with
powerful England with her enormous resources and world influence , with her expert diplomacy which has enabled
her to thoroughly pervert and use one of our ablest countrymen to go round the world at our expense as a Government
propagandist , speak on our behalf and assure the great liberty - loving nations of the West that Gandhi is a crack -
brained idealist , that his arrest and imprisonment are a triumph of British justice and that We are a happy and
contented people . Before you are able to clothe a millionth part of the vast population of India in hand - spun hand -
woven Khaddar , before you can supply an infinitesimal fraction of the demand for national educational institutions ,
before any appreciable progress can be made in the removal of untouchability , before you can extricate yourself from
the vicious circle , which has effectively frustrated your efforts to restore intercommunal unity we warn you that you
will have completely gone under , unless you open your eyes to the pressing need of the hour . Theories and dogmas
are all very well in their own way but they will not carry you far if you ride them to death . Knock these Councils on
the head , and you will accomplish what millions spent in foreign propaganda ca anot achieve . Wreck the Reforms
and you will smash at one blow the huge super structure of world - wide deception which has cost millions to 

build up 
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In view of the dissent of our learned colleagues , we have felt ourselves compelled to devote more space to this
subject than we had intended . Our only apology lies in the fact that we feel strongly about it and are , convinced that it
will be a political blunder : to throw away the opportunity which is about to offer itself . We have shown what can be
accomp lished if we are returned in a majority . If we are wrong in expecting a majority we lose little by a , trial
strength at the poles but gain much by promoting the constructive work to an extent otherwise impossible . at least in
the provinces where repression reigns supreme . In case we are debarred from entering the contest we lose even less
but de molish all pretence for the representative character of the Councils . If however our colleagues are wrong , and
the opportunity is allowed . to slip by , we must be prepared to submit ; to existing conditions for another three years ;
and he will be a bold prophet who can say what will happen meanwhile . 

We have had our say and leave the decision of this most important question of the hour in the hands of the All India
Congress Committee . 



1 

1 

TO 

. 

To be pasted at p . 132 . 

E 

146 ( a ) -The following further note was received from Hakim Ajmal Khan on the question of entry into Councils : 

“ The constructive programme , being the basis of all our actions , we should have recommended nothing else but the
working of it . As I cannot , however , shut my eyes to the obvious fact that with the exception of a few provices , we
are not only not making any progress in this direction , but are actually going backwards , I , therefore , recommend
entry into the councils with the sole object of proving that the Reform Scheme is useless , and with a view only to
make its work ing impossible . If the whole of our Congress organisa tion , from top to bottom , were to take up the
contructive programme in right earnest and push it through with a firm determination , which I very much doubt it
would , I believe we should not feel the necessity of having to call to our aid any other stimulant , such as entry into
the Councils . 

AJMAL KHAN . " Delhi 27th October , 1922 . 

[ Translated ] 
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CHAPTER VII . 

Other proposals and recommendations . 

. 

( A ) LOCAL BODIES . 147 .. The position of these institutions in relation to 

Non - co - operation is peculiar . The Cour Position to be cleared 

gress , whilst it calls upon the Non - co operators to boycott the Councils , makes no express pro vision regarding
their attitude towards these institutions . The evidence adduced before us shows that the conditions prevailing in the
country vary from province to province . The principles of Non - co - operation have however not been strictly
applied even where Non - co - operators are in a ma jority . Both sets of witnesses whether for or against the entry of
Non - co - operators into the Councils mostly favour the capture of local bodies and do not mind the co - operation
with the Government which it necessarily involves . In actual practice we find that in the great majority of Muni
cipalities and Local Boards , the Non - co - operators are in a minority and that it is only in rare cases that they have
captured them . While we find instances of partial Non - co operation here and there , full Co - operation with the
Govern ment appears to be the general rule . Having regard to the fact that we have not yet embarked upon total Non -
co operation with the Government in all matters and that our programme , being a progressive one is at present
confined to definite items which do not include local bodies , we consider it unwise to extend it in this direction .
What the situation demands is a clear pronouncement by the Congress on the subject , as considerable doubt prevails
in the country as to whether or not it is open to Non - co - operators to seek election to these bodies . It is clear that
these institutions do not stand exactly on the same footing as Legislative Councils . They enter more deeply into the
daily life of the 
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people . We find that experiments to introduce Non - co - opera tion into these institutions in various degrees are being
tried in certain parts of the country . It is difficult to esti mate the measure of success which will be obtained by these
experiments . Whilst therefore we think that it will be unfair to the bodies concerned to check their activities to wards
Non - co - operation , we do not feel that the time is ripe to call upon the country generally to follow their example .
We therefore recommend that in order to clear the position it should be declared that it is desirable for Non - co -
operators to seek election to Municipalities and District or Local Boards with a view to facilitate the working of the
constructive programme , but that no hard and fast rules be at present laid down to regulate or restrict the activities of
Non - co - operating members beyond advising them to act in harmony with local or provincial Congress
organisations . ( B ) BoYooTT OF GOVERNMEN ! EDUCATIONAL 

INSTITUTIONS . 148. We are of opinion that the boycott of Government 

Educational Institutions is sound in 

principle and must be maintained as an ideal to be always kept in view and followed but we recommended a strict
adherence to the Bardoli resolution in regard to these by suspending for the present all active propaganda calling upon
boys to come out of schools and colleges . As required by that resolution reliance should be placed upon the superior
ity of National schools for drawing scholars from Gov ernment Institution and not upon picketing or other aggessive
propaganda . 

The first care of every province should be to put the ex isting National schools on a sound financial basis and improve
their efficiency . The opening of new institutions without adequate provision for their support should not be
encouraged . 

Bardoli resolution to be 

adhered to 
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( C ) BOYOTT OF LAW COURTS BY LITIGANTS AND 

LAWYERS . 149. This boycott is also sound in principle and must Concentration on Pancha- be maintained as an
ideal but litigants 

yats and removal dis 

qualification of lawyers . cannot be expected to avoid the Law Courts without being provided with an effective
substitute therefor . Effort should therefore be concentrated on the establishment of panchayats and the cultivation of a
strong public opinion in their favour . It is also necessary that pro vinces which have gone beyond the Congress
resolutions in imposing disabilities upon practising lawyers as such should withdraw those disabilities and put these
lawyers on the same footing as others who have signed the Congress creed and possess the requisite qualification for
holding office under Congress organizations . The right of electors to elect whom they please should not be restricted
by rule . 

The principle of no defence and no bail should be follow ed by Non - co - operators accused of offences of a political
nature but need not be extended to other cases Civil or Criminal in which parties should be left to their own dis
cretion . 

We therefore recommend that for the present work ers should confine their activities to the establishment of
panchayats and making them more efficient . We also recommend that all existing disqualifications of practising
lawyers as such be removed . 

( D ) RIGHT OF PRIVATE DEFENCE . 150. Apart from the risk of violence involved in the ex 

ercise of the right of private defence Qualifying Conditions , 

there is nothing in the Congress resolu tions to prevent such exercise . It is well known that many Congressmen
pledged to non - co - operation while believing in it as the only feasible course open to them have adopted non -
violence as a policy , and not as a religious faith , with the sole purpose of gaining the triple object of the move ment .
This is true generally of Mohammedans and also of 
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a considerable number of Non - Muslims . The belief in the soundness of the principle being there , it makes no
difference whether it is based on religion or prudence , and so long as the policy is not definitely given up both
schools of thought are bound to adhere to it with full faith and without the least attempt at evasion . We see no
justification however to enforce the rule where the reason on which it has been based by the school of prudence does
not exist and deprive non - co - operators of the legal and natural right of self - protec tion against lawlessness in all
cases . But we would make it clear that in the course of carrying on Congress work or on occasions directly arising
there from we are not at liberty to use force even in private defence of person or property . If physical force were
permitted in self - defence against illegal action in respect of political work , there would be an end of non - co -
operation . Outrages such as insults to religion or modesty of women or indecent assaults on boys and men are by their
very nature excluded from the category of political cases , though advantage might have been taken of an occa sion
arising out of a political case . Against such outrages the right to use force in private defence is not taken away by non
- co - operation . There may be difficulty in drawing the actual line of demarcation , but our immediate and most
important need is to protect the movement from danger . By extending general permission to use force upto a clearly
definable point even in matters arising out of Congress work , we would evdanger the movement . We are advising not
trained lawyers but laymen , and that too in respect of action under provocation . One of us ( Mr. V. J. Patel ) thinks
that baving regard to the humiliating and at times barbarous treatment meted out to non - co - operators while actually
engaged in Congress work and the further fact that it is impossible to draw the line beyond wbich it is not permissible
to go , the full right of private defence as given by law should be reserved to non - co - operators . The remain ing
members would rather thave the individual suffer than risk any violation of the true principle or a general breach of
the peace . The Committee has been deeply impressed 
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from . 

r ݁ܫܽܕ  . ; 

with instances of cruel , unprovoked and disgraceful barbari ties committed upon unoffending and peaceful_non - co
operators but the majority are not prepared to advise & resort to the right , undoubted as it is , without restrictions of
the nature pointed out above . 1. Aufl . , 195.2144p ' } ? : 3 

We therefore recommend that individuals should be given full freedom to exercise the right within the ļimits defined
by law , except when actually engaged in carrying on Congress Work or on occasions directly arising therefrom
subject always to the condition that it is not likely to lead to a general outburst of violence . 

Our colleague Mr. V. J. Pátel would omit the words “ Except when actually engaged in carrying on Congress Work or
on occasions directly arising there 

. 

I ! 1,5 tria z " 

E. ORGANISATION OF LABOUR . ' ;; * 3 * ; 151. The organisation of Labonr with a view to raise the Nagpur
Congress Reso moral and material condition of our 

lution to be carried outs 

15 .... workmen and to give them politieal education is undoubtedly a very pressing need . It cannot be denied that
well organised Labour : Unions are very powerful weapons when properly utilized . One of us ( Mr. V.J. Patelj has
very pronounced views on the subject and we fully agree with him in believing that there can be no real Swaraj unless
it has been won with the conscious support of the labouring classes . Having regard , however , to the general
situation , we are all agreed that for the present , it will be enough to carry out the resolution of the Nagpur Congress
which has unfortunately not yet been acted upon . That resolution runs as follows : - ' . 

RESOLUTION No. 8 . That this Congress is of opinion that Indian Labour should be organized with a view to
improve and promote their well - being and secure to them their just rights and also to prevent the exploitation ( 1 ) of
Indian labour ( 2 ) of Indian resources by foreigo agencies and that the All India Congress Committee should appoint a
committee to take effective steps in that behalf . 

! 

+ 

18 
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which 

is conceived in a spirit of ence 

* 

» 

mase.co 1 : 39 ( F ) BoxoQTT OF BRITISH Goods . - 152. - Three objections have been taken to the Boycott
Objections met and Com of British Goods by Mahatmaji . They 

mittee recommended . " are : -1- ( 1 ) " that it has been conceived as a punishment and can have no place in Non - co -
operation 

conceived in a spirit of self sacrifice and is a matter of sacred duty ” ( 2 ) that even as a measure of punishment it is
not swift , certain , and adequate enough to produce the effect intended and ( 3 ) that it is thoroughly impracticable . ( “
Young India " Augt . 25. 1920 ) . 

With all due deference we confess our inability to follow the first two objections . So far as regards the first it is
impos sible to say of any boycott that there is no element of punish ment in it , if punishment is taken to mean the
causing of loss or harm to the offending party . The boycott of foreign cloth has already inflicted heavy punishment on
Lancashire as will be evident from the extracts we give in Appendix and we hope and trust that the measure of such
punish ment will continue to increase day by day . It has also punished other foreign manufacturers and suppliers who
have done us no harm and whose only offence has been to renter into a fair competition with the British manufacturers
. in the market which has been left open to all outsiders . There is not much suffering or self - sacrifice involved in the
use of hand - spun and hand - woven cloth aad the real ręcom . mendation for it is the betterment of our economic
condition and the removal of the greatest cause of our poverty which cannot be overrated . But the boycott of any other
foreign article wbich it is possible to manufacture in the country has a similar recommendation , though not so strong ,
and if it is confined to British goods it has at least the merit of punishing only the guilty , leaving alone the innocent . It
being then quite clear that the element of punishment can not be separated from any boycott we see no reason why we
should refrain from openly declaring that it is meant as a punishment for the untold hardships and humilations we are
being subjected to by all , manner of means fair and 

. 
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foul . It is our right to use articles of particular manufac ture only and in enforcing the boycott of British goods we are
only fighting repression by the exercise of an undoubted right . 

toki oy % ) 0 4urs I As regards the second objection it would hold good if the boycott of British goods were the only
punishment applied . But it may be safely asserted that all our activi ties if successful are bound directly or indirectly
to result in some kind of punishment . Every one of them taken by itself is not « swift , certain and adequate enough to
produce the effect intende 1. ” It is the cumulative force of all which alone can carry us towards the goal . Viewed in ,
that light there can be no doubt that the boycott of British goods will materially help the general programme . 

1,9 Choina We recognise the force of the third objection , and are 

, , , therefore not prepared to recommend a wholesale boycott of all British goods , but it has been represented to us
that it is possible to select certain British goods which can be safely boycotted without much inconvenience . The
number of wit nesses who favour such boycott is , 99 Against 77 who do not . In these circumstances while accepting
the principle 

We recommend that the whole question be re ferred to a committee of experts for a full report to be submitteed before
the next Congress meets . 

The question of boycott of foreign cloth stands by itself and should not be included in the reference . 

Note . — The above view was agreed upon by all the members on the 13th October except Shriyut Rajagopalachariar
who was not present . The draft was shown to him on the 17th October when he expressed his dissent verbally and
promised to send a note later on as he was leaving Allahabad . The note was re ceived on the 23rd October and is
given below . 
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-IBI TRİ . Boycott of British Goods . 

Frecdom from hatred 

essential . 

. 

Shriyut C. Rajagopalachariar's note of dissent . 153. I have to express my respectful dissent from the 

opinions recorded by my colleagues 

about boycott of British goods . It is needless to point out that so long as we seek to achieve our goal by the means
planned by Mahatma Gandhi it would be the gravest mistake to introduce an addendam to his programme which
according to his clear and repeated ly expressed opinion violates the basic principle of the pro gramme . We are
fightiug a terrible and organised system of force with a new weapon conceived by Mahatmaji ; and so long as we
adhere to his scheme , it is fair neither to him nor to ourselves to tamper with the integrity and purity of his scheme in
a matter considered by him as of essential importance . It would be a fatal mistake to accept Dr. Lister's assurance that
we can safely cut and chop the living human body , if we do not strictly follow his advice and see that our instruments
are clean and absolutely free from poisonous germs . We are undertaking the most serious steps conceivable on Ithe
basis of Mahatmaji's doctrine of freedom from hatred and it would be safe only so long as we keep that essential
condition rintact . But if we add any item to his programme which has to be carried out by in tense and wide - spread
propaganda necessarily based on a clear emphasis of the principle of retaliation , we create an atmosphere fatal to the
preparation of the people for the further steps of non - voilent disobedience or non - payment of taxes and for the
suffering contemplated in our pro 

ces and gramme . It would be much better to give up Mahatmaji's programme altogether than to attempt to carry it out ,

dis regarding his most insistent advice and creating an unsuit able and fatal atmosphere . 

154. The proposal to boycott British goods as such is Noch me in Mahatmaji's not a new oue . Ever since Malatmaji's
Ne 

guidubice Wis accepted by us , this pro 

bence 
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posal was pressed on him again and agaiq bat was con demned and rejected by him . If , his objections could be met
properly , the leaders who now support the proposal had occasion and ample opportunity to convince him , or at least
obtain his permission to add the item though it might not have his active support . But in view of its essential incon
sistency with the basic principles of the main part of our programme , and the atmosphere of hatred which it would
create and thereby render the rest of our programme impos sible he never gave quarter to the proposal . It would be
most unwise to push the proposal through now and obtain the endorsement of the National Congress to it , during the
absence of our great leader and without hearing him , that is if we do not set aside his principles altogether aud
proceed on totally different lines . 

The great movement initiated by Mahatma Gandhi bas appealed forcibly to the genius of the nation and obtained loyal
attachment from the millions of our people by reason of its spiritual appeal ; more than anything else . It has similarly
extorted the admiration of the world including the best ' minds even among those ranged against us , for that same
reason . We cannot afford to tåmper with that spiri tual cleanliness of the programme whatever " seeming advantage
we might imagine that we shall obtain thereby . 

, I ,, 

w based on an ambiguous use of the term ' punishment ' . We may cause great loss to restaurant pro prietors by cooking
our food in our own houses but there would be no punishment or hatred in it , but to resolve to resort to all restaurants
except one is quite a different thing and feeling of hatred of hatred in 

het hout should be obvious . By carrying out one's own duties to oneself or one's family or nation , one may cause
injury , pain or loss to others , but stais feitlier punishmentinêr ill Willz bútto prefer all others fö one ha ugalima
laitathy himba sottofruti i uda tomards thrabr ah of forme de la résilacapporteri zaif takimity 

155. The arguments advanced by my colleagaes , I have 

More about hatred . 

the feeling 
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เน 

other bond of affection or 

of attachment , and without any fulfilment of one's own duties is sheer hatred . To say that to obtain our birthright of
Swaraj , we so prefer others to 

' the nation that holds us in bondage is to beg the question , 

' viz : whether the meanis suggested is consistent with the principle of non - violence adopted by us for thei'attainment
of Swaraj . To make our own goods , to abstain ' , from luxuries , to avoid buying needless British goods and to prefer
Indian- made goods to British goods are always recommended . These are not what is meant by boycott of British
goods . The latter mpans setting up an agitation that the nation should favour buying the goods of non - British nations
in preference to British : This is what has been repeatedly condemned and ruled out by Mahatmaji as con trary to his
principles . 2. 156. My esteemed colleagues make it clear that in ap . 

Limiti proving of a policy of boycott of British Khaddar in Jeopardy - u ; ' is goods , they do noti intend that the
Shuddha Swadeshi character of the cloth programme should be relaxed . They mean that we should adhere to Khaddar
and not buy Japanese or other non - British yarn or cloth . This may be the intention but I am certain that no intense
propaganda can be carried on for boycott of British goods without affecting the mentality of people in respect of the
cloth question also . We cannot in dealing with the millions of our countrymen make such reservations . Effects will be
produced in a generál way and not according to the rule and line we draw . The non - British foreing yarn and cloth
mer chants and the Indian Mill - owners using foreign yarn and the numerous middle - men depending on these
capitalists , will take every advantage of the new policy . The present difficulties of the Khaddar campaign will be
increased ten - fold . 

1 

1 

: 

What has so far achieved the most striking results is the concentrated Kaddar idea . This concentration we lose if we
take up a programme covering all sorts of goods , while yet there is a very great deal remaining to be done 
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even in respect of Khaddar . Nothing can 

Nothing can be achieved , even if it were right , by merely passing a resolution of boycott 

. of all or such and such British goods . It must if seriously intended to be pressed , be followed up by intense pro
paganda ; and this is sure to interfere with the concentra- . tion of effort over the cloth boycott which is admittedly the
most important . 

I concede that we may not succeed in weaning all people from batred and ill - will towards a people that refuse free
dom to us and are the cause of oppression and tyranny , and to delimit men's anger to the system and the tyranny and
hold it back from the people that are responsible for the wrongs . But it is one thing to be unable to prevent a thing ,
quite a different thing to appeal to and encourage that very feeling . 

A close and careful consideration of events will make it clear how Mahatmaji disarmed all open opposition to the
Khaddar campaign by the elimination of boycott of British goods and by strict adherence to pure Swedeshi and yet at
the same time succeded in bringing about the most effec . tive economic boycott . The disarming of opposition and the
securing of moral advantage in the midst of the severest conflict is the peculiar strength and beauty of Mahatmaji's .
plans and are a result of the strict adherence to the principle of avoidance of hatred . It would be a mistake to deviate
from this policy . 

157. There is no objection to the collection and ex No objection to expertamination of facts by experts in any
committee if principle 

matter , but the acceptance of the prin ciple by the All India Congress Committee would mislead the nation and injure
the movement . * Even making people await the report of a committee expecting some great results and new proposals
is mischieyous , in as much as to that extent it encourages slackening of effort in the one thing needed now , the
completing of the cloth - boycott . 

O. RAJAGOPALA CHARIAR . 

. 

not conceded . 

a 

1 
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NOTE BY PANDIT MOTILAL NEHRU . 

vo 158. It is uufortunate that the above note was received A much wider question 

too late to admit of being considered raised . 

by.the other members before the issue 

At 21:13 of the report which has already been long delayed owing to unavoidable causes . 

10 It raises a much wider question than the boycott of British goods , and is calculated to engender serious misgivings in the minds of a very large number of staunch
Congressmen and Non - co - operators . There has never been any doubt that by accepting the programme of non - violent non.co - operation the Indian National Congress 

adopt all the views of Mahatma Gandhi expressed by him in his find Swaraj " and from time to time in the 

Young India and elsewhere . * Congressmen are only bound by the principles accepted and formulated by the Congress and not by every word or sentiment which might bave
found utterance from the lips of Mahatmaji . Many of his theories have yet to find fa vour not only with Congressmen generally but the country at large , and among them lis
the doctrine of Ahimsa and all that flows from it . The one common ground on which ' all non - co - operators meet is that violence in any shape torteform is completely ruled
out by oxisting conditions and is wholly outside the pale of practical politics . It was on this basis and this basis alone that the policy of non violent non - co - operation was
recommended by : Maba , tmaji and accepted by the Congress . He made this per fectly clear in his memorable speech at Calcutta in . 1920 . The following extract from that
speech deserves careful attention : 

Bat I am not here to day to plead for that mediom . I am to plead for tbe acceptange by the country of the programme of non - violent , progregsi vo pon - co - operation . Now
all the words that I have used bere are absolutely necessary and the two adjectives ' progressive ' and non - violent are integral parte 

whole . With me non - violence is part of my religion , a ' matter of creed . But with the great number of Mussalmans non - violence is a policy , with thousands if ' oot millions
of Hindas , it is equally a matter of policy . Bat whether it is a creed or a policy it is utterly impossible for you to finish the programme for the enfranchisement of the millions of
India , without sooogoisiog the necessity and the value of non - violence . Violence may for a 
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a 

certain measure of sgoceB8 bat it could not be theo long ran achieve any appreciable resalt 

. On the other hand all violence would prove destrocrive to the bonoor and self - respect of the nation . The Blge 

Books issued by the Goveroment of India show that inasmuch as we have 1. ! Used violonoe , military expenditure '
hag gode op dot proportionately but in 

geometrical progression . The bonds of our slavery have been forged all the stronger for our having offered violence .
And the whole bistory of British role in India is a demonstration of the fact that we have never been able to offer
successfal violence . Whilst therefore I say that rather than bave 

yoke of a Government that bas só emascalated as I would welcome violence . I would orge with all the emphasis that
I can command that India will never be able to regain her owo by methods of violence . 

" Lord Ronaldshay , who has done ine the honour of reading my booklet og Home Role , has warned my coqutrymen
against engaging themselves in struggle for å Swaraj each as is described in that booklet . Now , thoagh " I 

do not want to withdraw a single word of it , I would say to you on this i occasion that I do not ask India to follow out
to - day the methods prescribed in my booklet . ; , If they could do that they would have Home Role pot jo a year bat
in a day , and lodia by realising that ideal wadog to acqaire ag agcendency over the rest of the world . But it most
romaio a day dream more or less for the time being . " 

159. Again in the " . Young India " of August 25th 1921 Wanted true belief in non . 

Mahatmaji said : violence . 

" Non - violence mav socceed even if it is adopted as a matter of policy rather than creed , if it is combined with
courage and real love for the country ar the case . Hatred of the wrong - doer does not necenstrily mean love of of the
country . Oar difficalty , arisge , from the fact that many people make a prietence of non - violence without believing
in it even as a policy . The 

Ali Brothers believe in it poirely as á policy , but in my opinion there are no JeWo truer believers in non - violence as
a policy than theỹ . They do believe that 

violei de cap dulyt hurt'the canse , and that non - violence , if extensively practis ved can entirely a Bocceed . A man
who honestly practigos trath ' as a policy ai certaioly gajog jis material results , but not the one who feighs trath . " ja
19 Truth , courage and love for the country or the cause are essential for the purity of the movement and cannot be too
strongly insisted upon , but even Mahatmaji with all'his greatness and the inherent beauty of his faith ' has felt that the
time has not yet come to incorporate it in the Con gress creed . It is perfectly true that " hatred of the wrong . doer
does not pecessarily mean love of the country " but it 

 ܝ |
19 
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is equally true that it may co - exist with the love of the coun try . It must be remembered that non - co - operation was
an answer to the Panjab and Khilafat wrongs . The horrors of the one and the bad faith of the other were not likely to
engender love for the perpetrators of those wrongs . The distinction between want of love and hatred is too subtle for
the average intelligence to grasp . It will take many gears of preaching even for Mahatmaji to induce an Indian to love
a Dyer , and so long as Dyerism coutinues in this country it is futile to expect freedom from hatred . The evil is as old
as the British rule in India which furnishes & 

TATO long , uninterrupted story of insults and bumiliations to which Indians , of all classes have been subjected by Eu
ropeans , official and non - official . Scarcely & year has passed from the earliest days of the East Iudia Company
dowo to the present time without leaving bebiad a painful record of the offensive and irritating behaviour of the
dominant to the subjent race . But that is a very large sub ject . I refer to it here merely to show that you cannot re
move the evil without removing the cause and that it fe not in your power to remove the cause . The point is that Ma
hatmaji himself has disclaimed all intention of engrafting his “ day dream " , upon the political programme he has laid
before the country and any attempt in that direction , if made by others is bound to end in disaster . 160. It may be
conceded that freedom from hatred is 

' Pure expediency - the only the basic principle of the programme 

as conceived by Mahatmaji and accept ed by a considerable number of his followers but the only basis upon which
the Congress ' as a whole has adopted it is 

a one of pure expediency . The general feeling on the subject is well reflected in the statement of Syt . S. Srinivas
Iyengar who has considered the subject from the point of view of the practical statesman : -tron Extract from the
examination of Mr. S. Srinivas dyengar by the Chairman . :) ti tuQ . - What iqos have you about the boycott of
Britishigodds pauh ah 

" 

i 

1 

basis . 

?? 

119.1076 ; 
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4. - I am stropgly , in favogs , 9f it . Thongl Mrr C. Rajegopala Chariar differs from me , I am strongly 19 f favoar of boycott of Born 

British goods for political purposes . It is as much an experiment as the boycott of schools and I am for trying the experiment , and there is a consider able section of opinion in
favour of it , I have coo gulted the merchants 

in Calcatta . teni Q. - It will have a material effect upon trade relations , upon trade invest 

ments in England . That will certainly not conduce to orev tion of harmony . There will be greator bitterness of feeling between the two 

1 

Jast 

races ? 

1 

A -They won't make such large imports as before . That compensates 

the greater am out of racial batred and bitterness . For instance , I cannot say that non - co - operation does not pri dace racial hatred on either side . 

tre boi - co'operators there is racial hatred in safe hauds But in the illiterate masses , " there will be hatred Wo cannot eusare there will be no båtred in all people . 

i ' 

If you 

are 

161. In contrast witħ the above is the statement of Babu 

“ Racial hatred safe in bis 

Rajendra Prasad 

Prasad a follower of the hands . " 

principle of love and freedom from hatred . The following are the questions put to him by Syt . V. J. Patel and his answers : 

- 

1 . 

 " اب یو

* 

038 

are couce 

Q - I want to kunw yoar opinion about the boycott of pritish goods . 

So far ag cloth is concerned , there can be do questioy that there 

should be boycott of foreigu cloth , in order that the cuttage iudustry una might thrive and people take to spioning as well as to looms and 

, be self supporting in that respect ; but no faça8 other articles 

cerved , wherever we dov't get articles is Iudia we can go to America , Japadi and other countries . I would Hike to kunw , whetber yog ' would advise , after an examiuatio of the
question by an expert , the boycott of certain specified goods by the cuaytry ? 9 I , 

tie A. --Certaio specified goods ? 

! , V budem Sio Q : Yox , because all articles cannot be boycotted ? 

„ -- A. — No , I think it would be agaivet the basic spirit of the pregeut 

- 

movement . 4.51 .V . YISI 1 Itoys 

i bile 

Mit dojni pinty 0 . Que voót the whole object of the N Co. movement i to bring pressuro 

upon the Goverbnient to come to settlement with ans ? 4. - The object is twofold , to strengthen ourselves , and secondly to put pressure apon the Goveroment : : 

de roft Q. - Take the question of strengthevivg ourselves . Take pevcile . You 

are getting these pencils from Germany , Japan , America etc. I say 

to 

a 

 يف مھدد .
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vie 

don't bring them from England but from any other couotry , how can 

your first position bə affected ? A. - It is a question of mental attitade . 0. - Bat can you kindly explaio ? A. - What I
mean is this that we should use goods toade io our own 

coguiry.n si 0. - Bat where we have to go to other cogotries ? A.There the question of strengthepiug ourselves does not
arise at all . Q .-- Now take the second pojot . Does not the boycott of British goodo 

bring pressure apop the Gover oment ? A. It does . 

** 

है 

Q - Thep I may take it , where the first point does not arise at all , you 

bave do objection to boycott the British gouds io order to briog 

pressore apoo the Goveromeut ? A. - I think it is a question of mental attitade . It is to win par opponents 

by love and if apytbiug goes against this attirade , we should not 

adopt it . Q. You are not able to pat it higher than that ? like i 

do . 

A - If you 

can 

1 

0. - If you feel , you may do . A. - If it is a case of all goods then I am perfectly clear . Q. - No it is not the case of all
goods , it is ouly in those cases where we 

don't get from other countries . If we could get those ibings from America , Japan , and other conutries , then why
should we go to 

England ? d . I would prefer to be indifferent in the matter , Q. But you have already agreed that it would bring
pressure 7 . A. - Yes , it may . 0. - And you are iudifferent what attitade the Congress may take . 

1 A. - It may affect the basic principle , and our opponents whom ' we aro 

winning by love . Q. - So you thiok that this basic priociple has not in any way been + - . . . . . affected by the boycott
of courts of the satauio Government vor 

C 

a 

has it been affected by the boycott of schools and colleges ? A. - That does not affect those . 

f_ } . . ; 0. - 80 there is no idea of briogiog moral pressure to bear upon this 

Government ? 

4. _We want moral pressure , but it is uot a case of moral pressure . 
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ness . 

Q.2Where they would be affected materially , yoä would not do it ? A. - Where they would be affected materially , I
would not do it . 

This statement amply justifies the conclusion arrived at by Syt . S. Srinivas Iyengar . Babu Rajendra Prasad makes à
non - violent effort to love , but true non - co - operator as he is he ' ends in proving that “ racial hatred is safe in his
hands " . 

** ' ' 2 162. We see nothing but hate and vindictiveness on the Government's vindictive : 

part of the Government . Nameless bor 

rors are being openly committed by its underlings not always without the knowled 

of superior officers . There are vindictive arrests , vindictive prosecu tions , vindictive sentences , viudictively
carried out . TRepres sion and terrorism stalk the land in their naked barbarity . Every means , fair and foul , is being
used to oppress the non - co - operator . To deprive the oppressed of a cleau weapon of defence at such a moment by
preaching the sermon of love may be justified by high spiritual ideals but is poor ethics in political warfare . I euter
my strong protest against the introduction into the political programme of the lodian National Congress of religious
and moral theories which are not the common basis of all religions in India . 

163. - The other points made by my esteemed colleague Congress programme one · may be shortly disposed of . It is
evident 

ol Progressive " non.co. operation . 

i that he is not prepared to consider any change in the programme in the absence of Mahatmaji . If that be so it is
useless waste of time , money and energy to hold any more sessions of the Congress until we bave the benefit of
Mahatmaji’s presence and guidancez : The history of the last two Congresses is a history of the changes in . troduced
into the programme which by its very nature calls for periodical revision and alteration to suit the develop ments . It
has been rightly described by Mabatmaji as a programme of " progressive non - 60 operation . " and it would be
paying a poor compliment both to his teachings and his followers to ask the latter not to take one step forward with out
express orders from him . Besides iti must be clearly 

1 
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understood that it is not every non - co - operator who has surrendered his own judgement to Mahatmaji's , great as is
the faith of all in his inspiring leadership , Mahatmaji himself has never been known to approach any subjegt in the
preliminary discussions and consultations except with # perfectly open mind . It is suggested that those who now
support the boycott of British goods have failed to convince Mahatmaji of its propriety . There could be no question
of convincing him when they are themselves not convinced even at the present moment as the very nature of the recom
mendation made clearly shows . It will depend upon the report of the expert committee whether the boycott is at all
practicable . There were a number of boycotts in hand at the beginning and it was obviously unwise to add another the
practicability of which is not quite apparent to this day . The rigour of some of those boycotts is now relaxed and the
whole object of the appointment of this committee is to explore new avenues of work to meet the situation which faces
us today . 

3 

7 

164. - We have taken care to indicate the sense in which we have used the word " punishment ” 

' 66 Boycott , a duty to the country 

as we understand the passage from the Young India quoted at the opening of this section Mahatmaji has also used the
word in the same sense . It is difficult to see where the ambiguity lies . The example of the restaurant proprietor
would be a very apt . ong bat for the important omission that the refreshments be offers are unwholesome . British
trade in a great measure prog pers on the exploitation of India and although other countries might also have availed of
our inexhaustible resources they have not bad a band in crippling us and making us entirely unfit to use them . It is
impossible to understand how it can be said that the boycott of British goods is being proposed for any reason other
than that of fulfilling one's duty to one's country , and how it is any more induced -by sheer hatred ” than the boycott of
foreign clotha is . The motive behind both boycotts is one and the same , the 

and as 

: 

. 
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difference being only in the degree of benefit to be derived from each . 

165. - We have made it quite clear that the question Boycott recommendation 

of foreign cloth stands on a different -a propaganda in itself . 

footing altogether . If the boycott of any specified goods of British manufacture is recommended by the Congress , that
recommendation will carry its own propaganda with it and do ' special effort will be necessary bo carry it out . The
very faét ' of buyer asking for a knife or å pair of scissors of any manufacture other than British will automatically
create a propaganda which will soon begin to be felt in Sheffield and Birmingham . People ate only waiting for a
Congress mandate . The moment it is given it will be come the talk of every home and bazar and not a single worker
will be required to enforce it . There is thus ' no danger of the work in connection with the boycott of foreign eloth
being interfered with . ' rit ? 

I am sorry I have to send the above to the press as my own note , as it is impossible to have the opinions of the
members from Madras , Bombay and Delhi in time for the issue of the Report to members before the 31st October
which I am trying my best to do . ' Copies are however being sent to Delhi by special messenger and to Madras and
Bombay by post and members are being requested to wire their agreement or dissent as the case may be . Their
Teplies will be printed separately and pasted here . 

* 

October 24th , 1922 . 

M. N ... ! 1. ) ? 1 Title 

! 

? 
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71,197 

. 
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! 16 ) ( N. B. ) Mr. Patel has wired his agreement with the above pote , 
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CHAPTER VIII . 

1 

que 

Conclusion , 

C 

1 

** 

166. We give a summary of our recommendations at the Decision rests with the end of this chapter . It will be seen
Gaya Congress . 

that on the main question of Civil Dis obedience and all other points but three we are in full con currence . On the
question of the boycott of specified British goods to be recommended by an expert Committee and the question of the
exercise of the right of private defence there are the majority and minority views , and in each case the majority
consists of 5 members and the 

5 minority of one though not the same member . But the most important point on which the Committee is equally
divided is the propriety and expediency of Congressmen entering into the legislative Councils . The final decision of
this rests with the Gaya Congress but it is meet and proper that a question of this gravity should be fully considered by
the All Iudia Committee and the public at large before it is brought up for discussion at the open session of the
Congress . Those of us who have recommended entry into the Councils with the object of putting an end t 

to the present system which stands condemned on all sides consi der it to be a practical and desirable measure of a
character similar to Civil Disobedience and hold that the time has come to adopt it . Those who entertain the opposite
view are equally emphatic in the opinion that entry into the Councils under any circumstances would be an entirely
false and retrograde step to také and would result in a serious set back of the whole movement . We regret that it was
impossible to reach unanimity on this important point . We are aware that a sharp difference of opinion on the subject
is almost certain to arise among the members of the All India Commit tee . This is unfortunate but the question cannot
be shelved 
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for long and the situation has to be faced . Both views will soon be before the country and the one endorsed by the All
India Committee will undoubtedly carry greater weight though the final battle must necessarily be fought in the open
Congress : Whatever line of action is eventually taken in this and other matters , Non.co - operators must in any case
be prepared to undergo much greater sorrow and suffering tban they have so far endured , terrible as it has been . The
struggle is prolonged , the end is not in sight . But unless the laws of nature are reversed and the lessons of history be .
lied , Freedom's battle has only one ending whenever it comes and that a glorious victory . Differences must , from
time to time , arise about the methods to be adopted and the course to be followed . Such differences are signs of a
healthy and vigorous growth and need cause no alarm . In dividual views on other matters of principle or practice may
vary from time to time but loyalty to the Congress must remain the first and last unalterable article of faith with every
true Congressman . We have stood many trials but greater trials still await us . We need all the strength and courage
that the country can muster up . The only reliable and unfailing source of strength lies in the constructive work planned
out at Bardoli . Our first and foremost duty is to push on with that work and protect it at all cost against attacks both
from within and without . At the same time we must defend our national honour and self - respect at any sacrifice - if
need be , with the best blood of the country . We have steadily kept these two essentials in view and have made no
recommendation , whether unanimous or otherwise , which , in the opinion of those making it , has not stood the test
of satisfying either the one or the other . 

167. There is and can be no difference of opinion among 

the various schools of thought in India Difference of methods not of principles . 

as to the essential character of the cons tructive work or the equally essential need for defending our national honour
and self - respect . A good deal has been said about fundamental differences of principles but those 

20 
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principles themselves relate only to methods and do not affect the essentials we have referred to . Making every 

' allowance for sucb differences and eliminating matters in which any real conflict is likely to arise , we think there
will be left a substantial residuum of good solid work in which all parties can join without any sacrifice of principle .
We are conscious that the irresistible logio of facts has com pelled us to say some hard things about the general
attitude of Councillors and Co - operators throughout the country , but we must not be understood to mean that all
Councillors and Co - operators are alike . Many of them have undoubtedly tried their best to work , if on lines of co -
operation , in the right spirit , and no one is more ready than they to admit that they have failed by reason of the
inherent defects of the system . Again we have direct evidence to show that at least one Council has done all that was
possible under the circumstances . In fairness to the Behar Council we give below an extract from the evidence of
Babu Rajendra Prasad : 

( Mr. Rajendra Prasad to Pandit Motilal Nehru . ) 

Q. - lo regard to the Minister I have only to ask this : Is there any com 

plaint against the in that in the Councils they have behaved in a man . ner id which , if they had been nou - co -
operators they would not have behaved , that is to say , bave they dove all that 009 - co - operators would have
themselves done within the limitativos onder which they work ? 

6. These men lave grown grey in the service of the country " . 

. A , - ! thjuk there is no complaint against them . , 

. 

You say : 

Q. - They are called co - operators and have gone into the Councils , bat if a 

non - co - operator had gone into the Council and had worked Qoder the limitation under which these people work ,
could he have dopo avy . thing better ? 

A. I don't think 80 . Q. -In other Proovinces there is a complaint that the Ministers and 

Councillors have not done all that they could have done . A. -I don't think there is a complaint against ' the Ministers
or agaiost 

the Councillors generally in this Province , I won't say every member bat members of Council generally . 
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The situation in the country demands that there should be only two parties the Government and the people but if that is
not possible we see no reason why all parties should not meet on a common platform on questions of vital importance
to the nation which can admit of no differ ence of opinion . The constructive programme of the Congress opens out a
large and productive field for work by all who have the good of the country at heart . That we have à considerable
number of selfless patriots among the Moderates has never been denied by any responsible Non Co - operator .
Attempts on either side to convert the other to its own view have so far failed and there seems to be no likelihood of
success in that direction in the near future . But we venture to think that whilst agreeing to differ where difference is
unavoidable , it is possible to discover a common basis for joint action if both parties met in the right spirit . A
beginning , however small , once made is bound to lead to very desirable results . In the course of our tour we noticed
strong indications of a genuine desire in several parts of the country to work together on the lines we have suggested .
As it is the highest duty of a Non - co - operator to co - operate with his own countrymen where possible we trust that
those indications will develop into definite proposals at ng distant date .. 

168. About the Government the less said the better . 

Never before were such enormities com Abont Government the less said the betier , mitted in this country in the 

sacred name of law and justice . The irony of it all is that this phase of Imperialism should have been reserved for a
Government presided over by the Ex - Lord Chief Justice of England . Is it possible to conceive that His Lordship is
not aware that greater lawyers and jurists than he have found themselves unable to undertake the task upon which he
has entered . We take the liberty to remind His Lord ship of what Edmund Burke said in reference to the people of the
thirteer colonies which subsequently became the nucleus of the present United States of America . He said : 
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" The thing seems a great deal too big for my ideas of jurispradence . It should seem to my way of couceiving such
matters that there is a wide difference in reason and policy between the mode of proceeding between the irregolar
conduct of scattered individuals or even bauds of men who disturb order within the State , and the civil dissension
which may from time to time on great questions , agitate the several commuoities which compose a great Empire . It
looks to me to be narrow and pedantio , to apply the ordinary ideas of criminal justice to this great public contest . I
do not know the method of drawiog ap ao iodictmeut agaivot a whole people . " 

Relying upon the above passage before the Parnell Commission Lord Russel said : 

“ I want to point out to your Lordships that in trath the attempt is bere being made in which your Lordsbips are asked
to assist to do what Edmond Barke declared had never been done , to draw an indictment against a whole dation , I
say this for the purpose , not merely of stating what Burke saya , bat of pointing out the meaniug of what he 

says . 

What does he mean by saying that you cannot iudict u nation ? He ineans that when a movement becomes the
movement of a whole people that when there is a great national opheaval , the ordinary notivos aud rules of judicature
borrowed from the Old Bailey and from Nisi Prius bave no relation to such questious ; that you are dealing in a bigher
region and with a broader issue than any in which the mere , ordioary rules of judicatore will help you . " 

a 

> 

Lord Reading in the year of grace 1922 is trying to achieve what Edmund Burke refused 

refused to attempt and Lord Russel declared to be outside the “ mere ordinary rules of Judicature " . Edmund Burke
was dealing with a discontended population of not more than three millions at the time , and Lord Russel with a
people who number less than five millions at the present day . Lord Reading is trying to gain the distinction of
indicting a nation of three hundred millions under the Criminal law of India . Let His Lordship try . The three
hunderred millions make no defence and calmly await the result . 

Ajmal Khan . Kasturi Ranga Iyengar . Rajagopalachari . M. A. Ansare . V. J. Patel . Motilal Nehru . 
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Summary of Recommendations : 

ne . 

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE : 

( a ) The country is not prepared at present to embark upon general Mass Civil Disobedience but in view of the fact
that a situation may arise in any part of the country demanding an immedate resort to Mass Civil Disobedience of a
limited character e . g . , the breaking of a particular law.or the non - payment of a particular tax for which the people
are ready , we recommend that provincial Committees be authorised to sanction such limited Mass Civil Disobe .
dience on their own responsibility if the conditions laid down by the all India Congress Committee in that behalf are
fulfilled . 

( Unanimous . p . 65 ante ) 

p ( 6 ) We recommend the restoration of the resolution No. 2 passed by the All India Congress Committee at Delhi on
the 4th - 5th Novem - which gives Provincial Committees all the powers necessary to determine upon a resort to Civil
Disobedience of any kind whatever , by cancelling Resolution 1. cl . 1 , passed on the 24th - 25th February to the
extent it conflicts with that resolution ; provided that general Mass Civil Disobedience is not permissible . 

( Unanimous . p . 66. ) 2. ' ENTRY INTO LEGISLATIVE COUNCILS : ( Ă ) The Congress and the Khilafat at their
Gaya Sessions should declare that in view of the fact that the working of the Legislative Councils during their first
term has , besides proving a great obstacle to the redress of the Khilafat and Punjab wrongs and the speedy attainment
of Swarajya , caused great misery and hardship to the people , it is desirable that the following steps should be taken
in strict accordance with the principles of non - violent non co - operation to avoid the recurrence of the evil : 

1. Non - co - operators should contest the election on the issue of the redress of the Panjab and Khilafat wrongs and 

4 
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immediate Swarajya , and make every endeavour to be re turned in a majority . 

2. If the non - co - operatorg are returned in a majority large enough to prevent a quorum they should after taking their
seats leave the Council Chamber in a body and take go part in the proceedings for the rest of the term . They should
attend the Council occasionally only for the purpose of preventing vacancies . 

3. If non - co - operators are returned in a majority which is not large enough to prevent'a quorum they should oppose
every measure of the Government including the budget and only move resolutions for the redress of the aforesaid
wrongs and the immediate attainment of Swarajya . 

4. If the non - co - operators are returned in a minority they should act as pointed out in No. 2 , and thus materially
reduce the strength of the Council . j . 

As the new Councils will vot ' assemblé till January , 1924 , we further propose that the Congress Session of 1923 be
held during the first instead of the last week of December and the matter be again brought up for the issue of a final
mandate by the Congress in view of the election . - . Recommended by 

Hakim Ajmal Khan , Pandit Motilal Nehru , 

Syt . V. J. Patel , ( p . 95 ante ) . ( B. ) There should be no change of the Congress pro gramme in respect of the boycott
of Councils . Recommended by 

Dr. M. 4. Ansari . Syt . C. Rajagopalachari . 

Syt . S. Kasturiranga Iyenger . . 

3. LOCAL BODIES . We recommend that in order to clear the position it should be declared that it is desirable for
Non - co - operators to seek election to Municipalities and District or Local Boards with a view to facilitate the
working of the con 
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structive programme , but that no hard and fast rules be at present laid down to regulate or restrict the activities of
Non - co - operating members beyond advising them to act in harmony with local or provincial Congress
organisations . 

( Unanimous p . 133 ante . ) 

BOYCOTT OF GOVERNMENT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS , We recommend a strict adherence to the Bardoli
resolu . tion in regard to these by suspending for the present active propaganda calling upon boys to come out of
schools and colleges . As required by that resolution reliance should be placed upon the superiority of National
schools for drawing scholars from Government Institutions and not upon picket ting or other aggressive propaganda . 

Unanimous p . 184 ante . ) 

5. BOYCOTT OF LAW COURTS BY LITIGANTS AND LAWYERS . A · Effort , should be concentrated on the
establishment of panchayats and cultivation of a strong public opinion in their favour . We further recommend that all
existing 

A disqualifications imposed on practisipg lawyers should be removed . 

( Unanimous p . 135 ante . ) 

6. ORGANISATION OF LABOUR . 

Resolution No. 8 passed by the Nagpur Congress should be carried out without further delay . 

( Unanimous p . 137 ante . ) 

7. RIGHT OF PRIVATE DEFENCE . ( A ) We recommend that individuals should be given full freedom to exercise
the right within the limits defined by law except when carrying on Congress work or on occasions directly arising
therefrom subject always to the condition that it is not likely to lead to a general outburst of viol ence . 

Using force in private defence in gross cases , such as insults to religion , outages on modesty of women or inde 
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cent assaults on boys and men , is not prohibited under any circumstances . 

( All members ' except Syt . V. J. Patel p . 135 ante . ) " ( B ) Fall freedom to exercise the right within the limits
defined by law should be reserved to non - co - operators subject only to the condition that it is not likely to lead to a
general qutburst of violence , and to no further con ditions .. , ' . , 

( Syt . V. J. Patel p . 137 ante . ) 

8 

BOYCOTT OF BRITISH GOODS . ( A ) We accept the principle and recommend that the whole question be referred
to a committee of experts for a full report , to be submitted before the next Congress meets . ( All members except Syt
. C. Rajagopalachari p . 138 ante . ) 

( B ) There is no objection to the collection and examin ation of facts by experts , but the acceptance of the principle
by the All India Congress Committee would mislead the nation and injure the movement . 

( Syt . C. Rajagopalachari p . 140 ante . ) 
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APPENDIX - 1 . 

THE QUESTIONAIRE , Framed and circulated by the C. D. Enquiry Committee . 

CONSTRUCTIVE PROGRAMME GENERALLY . 1. Do you agree that at present the Constructive Programme s to be
worked to the extent necessary for strengthening and dis ciplining the Congress organisations so as to make them more
sufficient and non - violent for civil disobedience ? 

2. Do you agree that the completion of the Constructive Pro 

2 . gramme is a question of years and that we shall have to continue to work that programme even after we get Swaraj
? 

3. Do you accept the view that as there is nothing of non co - operation in any of the items of the Constructive
Programme , all parties in the country can unite in working it ? 

4. Do you agree that non - co - operators can work the Con structive Programme somewhat more effectively ,
particularly such items as national education ) , boycott of liquor , Khaddar and the like by entering the Councils and
thus prepare the country earlier for Civil Disobedience and non - payment of taxes ? 

SWADESHI . I , How many Charkhas are working in this Province ? , b . How many are worked under private
enterprise , how 

many under the Congress and how many as cottage 

industry ? 2. How does the Congress supervise private enterprise and cottage industry ? 

3. How much yarn is produced monthly and of what qualities ? 

4. Are there any organisations for selling yarn , if so , are they private or Congress , if both give numbers of each ? 

5. Does the Province export or import yarn ? How much and why ? 

6 . How many Karghas or hand - looms are used in the Pro vince ? 

7. How many weaving organisations are there in the Pro . vince ? How are they controlled ? 

8. What is the monthly output of Khaddar and how is it sold ? Is the Khaddar produced of pure hand - spun yarn or of
mixed yarn ? 

9. Does the Province export Khaddar ? Give approximate monthly yardage and the cost ? 
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10. Is Khaddar popular in the Province ? If not why ? What is the percentage of Khaddar - wearing persons ? 

II . How does the price of Khaddar compare with that of rough mill cloth , Indian or foreign ? If the price of Khaddar
is bigh , what are the causes ? Would you suggest some means of bringing down the prices 

12 , How far has Khaddar progressed as compared with Indian mill - made cloth and foreign cloth ? 

13. Is the use of Khaddar increasing or decreasing ; if latter , why and how can it be remedied ? 

14. Compare this year with the last year with regard to the use of Khaddar ? If it compares unfavourably , why ? 

15. How is your propaganda against foreign cloth going on and with what results ? 

16. Have you got any suggestions to make with regard to popularising Khaddar ? 

17. Have you got anything to say with regard to Khaddar as an item of the Constructive Programme ? 

18. How many institutions are there for teaching spinning and weaving and how are they controlled ? 

N. B. Khaddar includes hand - spun , hand - woven cloth made of cotton , silk , wool or fabric produced in India . 

CONGRESS MEMBERS . What is the number of Congress members in the Pro vinces and what percentage of the
population does this number represent ? 

2 . How does the present year compare with the last , so far as this item is concerned ? If unfavourably what are the
causes ? Suggest remedies . 

3. Is the enrolment made after fully explaining the Congress Creed to the members or not ? 

I. 

VOLUNTEERS . 

I. 

2 . 

a , What is the number of volunteers in the Province ? b . How many are in and how many out of jail ? 6. How many
of them have tendered apology ? 

How does the volunteer movement in this year compare with that in the last ; if unfavourably give causes and suggest
remedies ? 3. Have you got any suggestions to make with regard to 

( a ) Enrolment , ( 6 ) Volunteer pledge . ( c ) Organisation . 
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1 . 

FINANCES . 1 . How much money has the Province collected for the Tilak Swaraja Fund and how much as the
membership fees ? Give figures for 1921 & 1922. If the present year collections are less , why ? 

Give the chief items of expenditure of the last year . 3. Have the accounts been kept according to the forms pre scribed
by the Working Committee and have they been audited ? 

4 . What improvements and alterations would you suggest as regard the collecting , distributing and control of
accounts ? 

EDUCATION . How many national institutions are there in the Province and of what grades ? 

2 . How do they stand financially and what are the sources of income ? 

3 . What is the number of students and teachers in each grade ? 4 . 

How does national education this year compare witb the last ? If unfavourably , why ? Suggest remedies . 

5 . Have you got any suggestions to make with regard to this item ? 

PANCHAYATS . How many lawyers have suspended their practice ? 2 . What is the number of Panchayat Courts in
the Province ? 

3 . Are the Courts propular or not , if not why ? Suggest remedies . 

UNTOUCHABILITY AND ANTI - DRINK CAMPAIGN . 1 . How far have untouchability and drink been eliminated
from the social life of the Province ? Is the rate of progress hopeful ? What measures has the province adopted ? What
further means would you suggest ? 

UNITY . 1 . How does your province stand with regard to inter communal relations generally ? 

If there is any friction : what are the causes and remedies in your opinion ? 

NON - VIOLENCE . I. How far has the spirit of Non - violence progressed in the Province ? 

2 . What is your opinion as regards the right of private defence in relation to this movement , 

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE . I. Is your Province as a whole or in part ready to start Civil Disobedience , if so , whether
individual or mass and defensive or aggressive ? 

I. 

2 . 
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2 . If your province is ready for Civil Disobedience can you say whether it is for disobedience of every un - moral
law or of some ? If the latter , mention the particular laws . 

3. What would be the effect on the general situation in the country if a province undertakes isolated action in regard to
Civil Disobedience ? 

4. Do you think that the majority of the Provinces are ready to start Civil Disobedience simultaneously ? 

REPRESSION . To what extent repression is practised in the Province ? 2 . Is terrorism also resorted to ? If so to
what extent ? 3. How are the political prisoners treated in jail ? 

4. What particular and peculiar forms of repression , if any , bave been adopted in your province ? What effect has
repression produced on : 

( a ) masses , ( 6 ) workers . 

( c ) spirit of Non - violence . 

GENERAL SITUATION . 1. How has the movement of non - co - operation affected the general situation in the
country ? 

How has the repression affected the movement of non . co - operation ? 

3. How have the Bardoli - Delhi resolutions affected the movement ? 

4. Is any change in the programme required ? If so , in what direction ? 

5. Have you got any suggestions to make as regards making the movement more effective ? 
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APPENDIX - 11 . ITINERARY OF THE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE 

ENQUIRY COMMITTEE . 30th June - Preliminary meetings of members at Delhi , ist and 2nd July - Sitting at Delhi ..
2nd July , 21-30 - Departure from Delbi . 3rd July , 8-30 — Arrival af Lahore . 3rd , 4th and 5th July - Sitting at
Lahore . 5th July , 14-5 -- Departure from Lahore . 6th July , 9.17_Arrival at Cawnpore . 6th July - Sitting at
Cawnpore . 6th July , 23-51 - Departure from Cawnpore . 7th July , 5-40 - Arrival at Allahabad . 7th and 8th July --
Sittings at Allahabad . 8th July , 21-35 - Departure from Allahabad . 9th July , 8-0 -- Arrival at Jubbalpur . 9th and
roth July -- Sittings at Jubbalpur , Toth July evening - Departure from Jubbalpur by motor . lith July morning - Arrival
at Nagpur . 11th and 12th July - Sittings at Nagpur . 12th July , 22-10 - Departure from Nagpur , 13th July , 7-12 -
Arrival at Akola . 13th July - Sitting at Akola . 13th July evening - Departure from Akola . 14th July morning - Arrival
at Bombay . 14th July evening - Departure from Bombay . 15th July , 8-15 - Arrival at Ahmadabad . 15th and 16th July
- Sittings at Ahmedabad . 16th July , 21-40 - Departure from Abmedabad , 17th July , 11-5 - Arrival at Bombay . 17th
, 18th and 19th July - Sittings at Bombay . 20th July , 0-15 - Departure from Bombay . 20th July , 6-22 - Arrival at
Poona . 20th and 21st July - Sittings at Poona . zand July , 2-24 - Departure from Poona . 22nd July , 14-10 - Arrival
of Bijapur . 22nd and 23rd July - Sitting at Bijapur . 23rd July night - Departure from Bijapur Via Gadag . 25th July ,
7.50 - Arrival at Madras . 

> 

- 
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4th 4th 

25th , 26th , 27th and 28th -- Sittings at Madras . 28th July , 20-0 -- Departure from Madras . 29th July , 5-57 - Arrival
of Erode , 29th and 30th July - Sittings at Erode , 30th July , 19.10 - Departure from Erode , 31st July , 7-15 – Arrival
at Madras , 31st July , 19-0 – Departure from Madras . Ist August , 8-50 - Arrival at Guntur , Ist and 2nd August -
Sittings at Guntur . 2nd August , 16-4 - Departure from Guntur ( Via Bezwada and 

Waltair ) . 4th August , 1-10 — Arrival at Cuttack . 

-Sittings at Cuttack , 

, 21-36 - Departure from Cuttack , 5th August , 7-25 - Arrival at Calcutta . 5th and 6th August -- Sittings at Calcutta .
6th August , 17-6 - Departure from Calcutta . 7th August , 11 A. M. -Arrival at Gauhati . 7th and 8th - Sittings at
Gauhati . 9th August . Tezpur .. Toth August - Departure for Calcutta . IIth August - Arrival at Calcutta , Lith , 12th ,
13th and 14th August - Sittings at Calcutta . 14th August - Departure from Calcutta , 15th August - Arrival at Patna .
15th and 16th August - Sittings at Patna . At Patna the Committee dispersed . 
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APPENDIX IV 

APPENDIX IV . Tabular statement showing particulars relating to National Education . 

** 

NATIONAL EDUCATION . 

Opinions and Saggestions . 

Number of institutions 

Financial condition 

and sources of income . 

Number of students 

and teachers . 

by 

to 

National education declining . Suggests only 

such education at present as would be immediately useful attainment of Swaraj . Wants av efficient All - lodia National Education Board . 

II- Panjab 

a . 

 ܗ 

C. 

Colleges , 

2 Weak . 

Lahore College : b . High Schools , 15 Sources : - Fees . subs 

teachers , 10 Middle 30 criptions and dona 

pupils , 90 d . Primary 

53 tions a od grants High Schools : from Congress . 

teachers , 157 

popils , 3,090 Middle Schools : – 

teachers , 77 pupils , 1,290 

Suggestions :-( a ) better organisation ( 6 ) 

more funds ( c ) holding of an All - lodia Educational Cooference immediately ( d ) organisation of an All - India Text Book Committee and ( e ) opening of a central training College . 

III - U . P. 

a . 

> 

Universities , 2 b . Inter College , 

1 c . High Schools , 11 d . Middle 

25 Primary 

71 

Weak . 

High Schools : Sources : -Fees , 

teachers , 85 mouthly subscrip 

pupils , 3,884 tions , grants from Middle Schools : Congress Committees 

teachers , 50 aud Tilak Swaraj 

pupils , 2,701 Food earmarked for Primary Schools : education . 

teachers , 100 pupils , 2,505 

Suggestions :-( a ) technical instruction ( 6 ) 

new courses of study ( c ) efficient staff ( d ) sufficient money ) propaganda among sympathisers ( $ ) admission of men from National Justitutions only for higher work in manicipalities and boards . 

e . 

10 

Province . 

and grades . 

1 - Delhi 

6 High Schools . 

Weak . Mostly aided 

Congress . 

IV - C . P. Hindus 

tapi . 

a . Bigb Schools , 4 b . Middle 

3 c . Primary 

Weak . Sources : -Private do 

nations , subscriptions I and volontary taxes . 

High Schools : 

pupils , 400 

There is want of foods . Suggestions : 

( a ) existing schools should be efficiently managed and ( b ) no more schools should be added . 
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NATIONAL EDUCATION . 

Opinions and Suggestions . 

Number of institutions 

and grades . 

Financial condition 

and sources of income . 

Number of students 

and teachers . 

a . 

Very Weak . 

Province . 

V - C . P. Maba 

ratti . 

College , 1 b . Schools , 28 

... 

It is not wholly right to say that Govern 

ment system of education although faulty is the root cause of slave mentality . Suggestions :-( a ) National education should be broad - based on establishment of poly - technical colleges ( 6 ) Service securing agencies should be
formed . ( c ) Finances should be stabilised and ( d ) Indiao National Service should be im mediately organised . 

VI - Berar 

... 

a . 6 . 

14 

: 

Futore prospects , for wants of funds 

vot hopeful . Suggestion : -Provision for traiping boys in some handicrafts . 

C. 

19 

Bigh Schools , 48 are financially weak . Total pumber of A.-V. Sources : -Private 

popils , 1,067 Girls ' 

2 mont b ly contribu- High Schools : tions and donations . 

popils , 435 High Schools : 

teachers , 37 A.-V. Schools : 

teachers , 36 

VII - Gajrat 

... 

a . 

Number of 

students , 33,867 

Suggestion : - More Primary Schools should 

not be added . For furtber suggestions refer to statement submitted to the work ing Committee . 

C. 

Colleges , 3 ) Weaker than last year . b . High Schools , 13 Schools below 

Matric , 25 d . Teachers train 

ing School , 1 Vernacular and 

Primary , 88 f . Labour Schools , 60 

and Municipal Schools . 

e . 

9 
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National Schools , 7 . 

Weak . 

... 

Suggestions :-( a ) organisation ( 6 ) text 

books for national schools and ( c ) suit able sy stem of teaching . 

a . 

Medical College , 1 b . Arts Science 1 

High Schools , 2 d . · Girls ' 

1 

C. 

a & c maintained by  Arts and Science Col- National Education is faring well . the P. C. C. a , lege : 

Suggestion : -Education to be divided through local contri . 

pnpils , 113 into rural and orban , rural to be linked bations and d by  High Schools : 

with kbadi . For higher education one Swaraj  Sabha 

papils , 505 

or two model jostitutions in each pro Girls ' Schools : -- 

vince better than too many  io efficient pupils , 232 

ones . 

X - Maharaghtra . 

a . 

National Education this year com pa res 

anfavourably  . 

Commercial 

Weak . 

Secondary  and High College , 1 Sources : -Fees , dona- Schools - pupils , 1,600 b . Colleges , 

2 tions and grants College pupils , 290 Secondary  and 

from Congress High Schools , 21 Committees . d . Primary  Schools , 6 

C. 

XI - Karnatak 

46 Schools . 

Very  Weak . 

... 

Teachers , 166 . Students , 2,116 . 

Secondary  education declining Primary  

increasing . A sub committee has been appointed to consider the provincial scheme . 

a . High , 

3 Local subscription and b . Lower grade , 31 grant from P. C. C. 

8 

Teachers , 106 . Papils , 2,500 . 

Suggestion : -Existing institutions should 

be placed on a sound basis . 

XIII - Kerala 

a . 

Weak . 

High School , b . Primary  

1 4 

Teachers , 12 . Papils , 390 . 

Education compares nofavourably  owing 

to rebellion . Suggestions :-( a ) Scholar ships ( 6 ) Establishment of employ ment bureaus ( c ) Vocational training ( d ) Nominal fees and ( e ) Free primary  education . 

VIII - Ajmer 

TOUTE IX - City  of Bom 

bay  . 

XII - Tamil Nadu . 

XIV - Andhra 

Colleges , 5 . 

Weak . 

Schools mapy  . 

Average number of Congress must start a central fund to papils in each insti . support national education . tution is 300 . 
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NATIONAL EDUCATION . 

Province 

Opinions and Suggestions . 

Number of institutions 

and grades . 

Financial condition 

and sources of income . 

Number of students 

and teachers . 

XV - Utkal 

a . 

High Schools , 5 

Weak . 

High Schools b . Primary  5 Sources : -- Subscrip 

teachers , 35 tions , donations , 

pupils , 327 muthi weaving and Primary  Schools spinning . 

teachers , 19 pupils , 222 

Education compares unfavourably  owipg 

to represeion , etc. Suggestions :-( a ) Uniform systematic course throughout Iodia ( b ) financing by  central fand and ( c ) more efficient control and supervision by  the A. I. C. C. 

XVI - Argam 

... 

There are high middle Very  Weak . and primary  schools . Sources : -Subscrip 

tions and local aids . 

Suggestions :-( a ) imparting of technical 

education and ( 6 ) providing of sufficient fuods . 

60 | Apart from finances national education Teachers , 

959 compared favourably  , money  , is required . College students , 800 Schools cappot generally  be supported School 

14,000 locally  . 

. " 

XVIII - Bebar 

a . 

... 

University  , 1 b . College , 

1 High Schools , 41 

and many  middle and primary  schools . 

There is a falling off . Suggestions : -Re 

gular and continued financial aid should be assured to better them in every  way  . 

C. 

Weak . 

Pupils . Sources : -Fees , aids College , 67 . by  Congress , doda- High Schools , 3,588 tions , subscriptions ( fig . for 34 schools ) . aod muthi collec- Primary  and middle tions . 

about 12,000 . Number of teachers is 

about 500 . 

Suggest starting of some model national 

institutions . 

Very  Weak . 

XVII - Bengal and a . Medical Colleges , 2 Surma Valley  . | 6. Arts Science 22 

c . High Schools , 144 d . Many  elementary  

schools attached to C. 

Professors , 

XIX - Sindh 

Weak . 

a . Congress Schools , 12 b . Private 

14 and c . 500 religious 

Teachers , 80 . Students , 1,937 . About 5,000 papils in 

religious schools . 

schools 
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Tabular statement showing particulars relating to panchayats . 

PANCIA Y A TS . 

Province . 

Number of lawyers who suspended 

practice . 

Number of Panchayats . 

Opiuiong and Suggestions . 

I - Delhi 

12 . 

1l . 

Not very popular for want of 

efficient management . This item which is very import apt requires special attention of All India and Provincial Congrese Committees . 

Il - Panjab 

50 . 

are 

Several hundred were very popular . Government's 

started ; some repression directed against working very vi 

them . They require protec gorously . 

tion pot only by the P. C. C. but by the A. I. C. C. Efforts of Sikhs in this direction praiseworthy . 

III - U . P 

116 suspended . 

6 resumed . 

137 . Now almost done . 

Not popular . Suggestions : ( a ) Sanction of social boy 

cott . ( 6 ) Organisation on sounder 

lines . 

2 or 3 . 

IV - C . P. Bio 

dastapi . 

45 suspended . 17 resumed . 

No serious work yet done by the Congress Committees . 

V - C . P. Maha . 

ratti . 

43 . 

20 . Batma o y have been closed . 

Not popular , there being no power for enforcement be . hind their decrees . 

VI - Berar 

6 . 

16 suspended . 11 resumed . 

Not popular , there being no power for enforcement be hind their decrees . 

VII - Gajrat 

10 . 

2 . 

Sufficient effort pot made . 
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APPENDIX V. 

Tabular statement showing particulars relating to panchayats . 

PANCHA Y A TS . 

Province . 

Number of lawyers who suspended 

practice . 

Number of Panchayats . 

Opinions and Suggestions . 

VIII - Ajmer 

3 . 

Popular . 

IX - City of 

Bombay . 

3 suspended . 1 resumed . 

... 

... 

X - Maharash tra . 

15 . 

16 . 

Not popular . 

XI -- Karnatak ... 

7 

53 last year 

DOW 28 remaio . 

Not popular . 

They cannot succeed without settlement of Brahmin non - Brabmin dispute . Practising law yers also give no help . 

XII- Tamil Nadu . 

34 . 

10 . 

1 

XH - Kerala 

13 suspended 6 re - 6 last year . Now sumed . 

Done . Rebellion chief cause . 

XIV- Andhra 

108 last year 

130 last year . 

Not so popular as last year , as 

several lawyers resumed practice and as pauchayat decisions are not respected . 

XV - Utkal 

2 . 

600 50 coutrolled by 

They are popular but are dig . 

Congress . 

appearing owing to repres sion and want of constaut supervision by Congress . 
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APPENDIX V. 

Tabular statement showing particulars relating to panchayats . 

PANCH A Y AT S. 

Province 

Number of lawyers who suspended 

practice . 

Namber of Panchayats . 

Opinions and Suggestions . 

XVI - Assam 

51 . 

Very popular in Asaam . Note : - Many searches of the 

office are responsi ble for the absence of statistics . 

XVII - Bengal and | About 300 ; a bout 

Sarma Valley . 110 still remain . 

Many . Sylhet 750 . Noakhali 159 . 

To popolarise panchayats , visits of leaders , lawyers ' help and zomiodars ' influ . ence necessary . Suspending
lawyers should be provided for . 

XVIII -- Behar 

... 

In almost all 

villages . 

Very popular in beginning bat declined owing to ab sence of authority to euforce decrees Suggests supervi sion by
persons of higher social and educational status having a high sense of duty and honesty . 

XIX - Sindh 

6 suspended 2 

( 1 ) Model Court in Establishment of arbitration Sukkur . 

resumed . 

courts should be encouraged . ( 2 ) Moulvis and Za 

miodars carry on arbitration work also . 
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INCLUDING 

ed Names of Province 

Grand Total of 

contributions . 

REMARKS 

P. 

P. All India Congress o 

mittee . 

Rs . A. 10,434 15 

o 

( DIRECT COLLECTIO 

o 

Bengal Madras Audlira Kerala Bombay Gujerat Mabarashtra Karnatak Sindh 

17,02,869 12 9 1,80 , 060 

4 5 3,53.702 9 61 

21,531 15 4 37,72,087 12 9 16,02,000 o 4,94,808 

15 1,82,262 8 51 2,00,542 

I 

United Provinces 

3,55,616 

8 41 Subject to the report of 

Messrs . Jamualalji and Patel . 

Delhi 

1,05,237 

13 6 

42,968 

2 

Ajmere Merwara and o 

putana . Bihar Utkal 

8 10 

7,19.495 

27,011 

4 81 

9,75,674 

2 

8 

Punjab and North 

Frontier Provinci C. P. Marathi C. P. Hindustani Berar 

1,93,694 1,32,214 

54,193 

7 9 8 9 11 o 
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APPENDIX VIII - A . 2. Extract from the Repression report of the United Provinces up 

to the end of June , 1922 . 

> 

: 1 

2 . 

» 

. 

66 

" Cases ' of injustice were numerous during this perina ( August to November 1921 ) but we would like to draw
special attention to three cases . The first is Syt . Shambliu Nuth's who in spite of being a victim of consumption was
proceeded against because he had been guilty of visiting Pandit Motilal Nehru . " 

“ The second case is of Dr. Abdul Karim . He was guilty of settling with consent of all parties concerned a petty
pilfering case , For this he was tried and sentenced to one year's imprisonment although the thief whose case he had
settled was let off subsequent , ly with a warning , " 

" The third case is Syt . Mahabir Tịagi's , who as is well - known was hit in the open court by order of the presiding
Magistrate , Mr. Dobbs . Subsequently Mr. Dobbs , at the instance perhaps of his official superiors , offered an
apology for his misbehaviour . The manner in which this was done was an additional insult , Mr. Dobbs offered to pay
Rs , 50 to some charity , in case Syt Tiagi was proved innocent of the offence of which he was accused in his ( Mr.
Dobb's ) or any other court . " ** 3 . 

3 Action was pot taken under the press act which could be said to be honest repression . The method adopted was to
demand heavy security from the editor and the publisher in their personal capacities under section 107 or 108 of the
Criminal Procedure Code ... Tbe , maximum sum allowed under the Press Act is Rs . 10,000 . Under the new
dispensation a sum of Rs . 30,000 was demanded in the shape of securities from the editor and publisher of the "
Pratap " : of Cawnpore . " 

4. Cases have occurred where the sins of the son have been visited on the father . In Fyzabad a Government servant
was dis . missed from service because his son was a non - co - operator . " 19i021 . ) 

occause his son was a no 9.15 . We would mention here that at Campierganj in Gorakha pur district an over , zealous
manager of an estate collected all the charkhas he could lay hands on and set fire to them . ” 

2 , “ Cases have occurred where attempts were made to frighten weavers and induce them not to use hand - spun yarn .
" 

" , 13 : 1 .. :) ! 

2 j 1370 ? AMAN SABHAS , 11 ? ? 2,977 p !! 1137 , 14. 

. w We give below some of the methods employed by the mem bers of the Aman Sabhas 

1 ) 

17 

16 

8 
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1. Petly officials were enjoined to devote all their energies to making members of Aman Sabhas . They must obtain
their 

quota " of members or else their future tenure of office may be endangered , 

ii ' 71111 !. 2. At some places villagers have been beaten and otberwise forced to join the Sabbas . 

3. All sorts of attractions moral and immoral , were put for . ward to get people to attend those meetings .
Refreshments and 

, 

, music were common . Wrestling matches were arranged for the people . Even drink was provided at some places
and náutch parties arranged 

4. Villagers were deluded and told that the meeting is " Gandbi - ki - Sabha " and were thus , brought into the net , 

5. Villagers were told that if they signed the membership forms they would get taqavi or some other benefit . People
were attracted by the announcement that tagavi would be distributed . 

6. All kinds of concessions were promised to members 6.8 . , cheap cloth and cheap corn , 

1. ) ! 7. Pressure was brought to bear on the zamindars to force their tenants to become members , 

de todos 8. In some courts the presiding magistrates insisted on the parties and witnesses to become members . Indeed
the witnesses sometimes became members over and over again , 

9. Mukhtars were not allowed to appear in court in some districts unless they became members of the Aman Sabha . 

10. Documents were not registered in one district unless the persons applying for registration became members . 53 ,
54 

Gun licenses were easily awarded to members and the licenses of non - members were cancelled . 

12 , At some places the same person was made to put bis thumb impression many times over so as to make it appear
that a large number of persons had joined , children's thumb impressions and sometimes the ( thumb ) impressions of
big toes were taken i 

71.1 ba 13. In one district an ingenious device has been discovered . A certain stamp was so prepared that its mark
resembled ibe thumb impression of a human being . This was put oni Aman Sabba forms , 

14. Fictitious names were entered , iv : - : 1 , 14 , - ; ' $ { magi ) 15. School teachers made their minor school boys
members . 

28. We have given above some of the methods employed by the Aman Sabha . It is easy to imagine that any number of
new devices cap be invented by any ingenious person . By means of 

 2 12 ردو . }  ? } 
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1 , 

1 

these devices large membership rolls were prepared or at any rate imposing announcements were made to the public .
In Gorakh . pur , one of our colleagues , Babu Raghupati Sahai , approached the Secretary of the Aman Sabha and
offered to become a member as he was a great believer in " Aman " . There was great con sternation in the Aman
Sabha camp . Eventually the Secretary confessed that there was no regular membership , and no register . 

As a protest against this high - banded and unjust policy of the Government , the response of the people of the
province to enrol themselves as volunteers was very encouraging and satis . factory . They opened their offices on
public roads and appointed recruiting officers to do the work of enrolling the volunteers . Reports in band go to show
that crowds of persons were seen at these places from early in the morning till late in the evening offering themselves
to be enrolled as volunteers . On the average , I find , that each district had enrolled about 3,000 volunteers at the
lowest . In some districts the number reached over thirty thoua sands . The total strength of volunteers in this province
was about a lac , and a half . A few hundred ladies had also enrolled themselves as volunteers . The work done by the
volunteers was chiefly confined to 

the preaching of the gospel of non , violence . 2. ' openly enrolling volunteers and 3. picketting of liquor and foreign
cloth shops . 

In some cases the picketting of school was taken up but was stopped under orders of the Provincial Congress
Committee . 

The Government apprehending this and smarting under the irreparable damage to its prestige on account of the Hartal
of the Igih November decided on the policy of wholesale and indiscrimi . nate arrest . This began from Lucknow
where on the morning of the 6th December 1921 almost all the prominent workers including Ch , Khaliq.uz - zaman
and 8 others were arrested . The same day Pandit Motilal Nehru , General Secretary , All India Congress Committee
and vice president , U. P. Provincial Congress Com mittee and 10 other prominent workers of Allahabad including Syt
. Prushotam Dass Tandan , Chair nan of the Allahabad Muni . cipal Board and Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru , General
Secretary U P. Provincial Congress Committee were arrested . 

The repression continued but as the jails were almost full , only the organisers were arrested and the volunteers who
practi * cally did the work were left alone , 

The number of persons convicted under the Cr . L. A. Act only was about 1900 , and about 1100 more under various
other political and non - political sections . All these brave soldiers of the non violent army cheerfully walked into the
prison without taking any part in the farcical trials or defending themselves . Like true 
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$$ 

soldiers they thought themselves prisoners , of war and as such they thought it beneath their dignity to appeal for
justice or mercy , 

Various were the methods adopted by the Police to terrify and tease the volunteers such as : 

( 1 ) In some places , volunteers going in batches of 10 , 20 , or 40 were arrested and kept at Kotwali till 9 or 10 in
the night , and then let off with a warning not to turn up again . Next åt places 

at mounted police were requisitioned , and they in order to disperse the volunteers rushed against them and trampled
them down . In some places they were taken on motor lorries to a distance of several miles off the town in the cold
night of December and were felt there to walk to their homes late in the night . 

11 ( 2 ) In some places volunteers were assaulted and beaten with jathis , batons and butt - ends of ftheir rifles . : The
reports qf vari . ous districts given hereafter will throw much light on this . " 

In some districts police and mounted soldiers were made to march through the rural areas to terrify the people . Locks
of the Congress offices were broken and flags and papers all þurot ; 

Cultivators who sympathised with the Congress were troubled in various ways . In Almora district people were
prosecuted in the garb of the forest law Section 78 for refusing to help in ex tinguishing the fire . A boy of 15. was
given a dozen cuts and a boy of 8 was flogged his only offence being that his father was a non - co - operator . In one
district at least as far as we know the peaceful night watch by the Congress volunteers was interfered with , they were
mercilessly beaten and even their lanterns were forcibly taken and in some cases their blankets as well . Meetings and
processions were stopped without any previous notice under Section 30 of the Police Act in various districts and
Section 144 was applied in practically every district sometime or the other and in some places this was done over
and over again and nearly every Congress and Khilafat worker of some repute was gagged under this section , most of
them on various occasions and at different places . 

For the realisation of fines arrangements used to be made be . fore - hand by the police and about the time judgment
was being delivered in the case in the town , the police were busy in attaching the property some twenty miles from
the place . 

In many cases properties belonging to persons other than the men actually concerned have been knowingly attached
and in some cases ornaments have been forcibly removed from the bodies of the women , 

In many cases valuable articles were attached to realise a very small amount of fine and the things so , attached have
been auc . tioned at very low price , 

2 

1 
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64 
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52 
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some 

of 
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È « The report would be incomplete if the case of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru is left up - mentioned . Panditji along with 5 other workers was re - arrested on - the oth May 1922 , før , peacelul pickettiiige of foreign cloth shops . The
charges of criminal intimidation and extortion were brought against them , although the fines , were Inposed and realised by a committee of the cloth ' merchants themselves called " Via par Mandál " Allababad : : 21 : : 21 : 1 : 0 

Turulli : ri The written statement filed by Pandit.Jawaharlalji in the court bas fully shown the legality and the justification of his action 9.13 

In the end we give a typical account of the repression ' in of the districts and this will throw much light and will show how 

. the Government adopted strange methods to produce terror in the hearts of the people and to paralyse and suppress this natiqua and popular movement of N. V : Non - co - operation . 

Simifar cases of brutaland inhuman treatment have occurred in many other distticts , and reports have been received in this office but they have been left out to avoid unnecessary repetition , of similar events over and over again
although they have been occurring in different parts of the province . 

Sy ' * , 03 277 IN KHALILABAD ( DISTRICT BASTI ) 10937 67,71 % . be ~ 12. " One Muliammadan volunteer who was performing his Namas was actually dragged out and had to leave his Namas , " L : s 

13 . volunteers who were present there were arrested , while they were being taken out they were very badly beaten by the police so much so that one became quite senseless . " 

CT : 14 . 

“  Persons other than the volunteers were also badly treat . ed , subjected to very humiliating and insulting treatmenti and even in some cases they were beaten ; their only offence being that they bad a khaddar Shirt or a Gandhi Cap
on . " 

to of 

ed 

Ba 

and the Congress kiaddar Bhandar was raided and seventy 

. 

che 

ed ert 

8 der 24 Hier mly 

On the Railway station all the 64 volunteers were push 

ged 

at 

on the 

be 70g ing 

the 

into two they were made to sit on the floor instead of on the bench . When the train left the station and was moving at a slow speed these volun . teers were forced out of the train and the poor volunteers fell on the railway lines and
received severe injuries . Only 14. reached Gorakhpur , and were put in the jail there . " . 

16. Ornaments were forcibly removed from the bodies of the women , and their honour and modesty , was not respected . " 

་ ཟླ་ IN SHOHRATGANJ ( DISTRICT BASTI ) . 

fogosan 9. The following is the report submitted of the investigations made by Syt Devi Dass Gandni at Shohrat Ganj ... The report is supported by a large number of written statements of evidence : * 

women and me 

省 5 

was not respected . " 

ery 
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A serious case of wanton brutality by police on the Congress workers occurred on the 25th April 1922 at Shohrat
Ganj in the Basti District where terrorism has replaced repression for the past few wet ks . ' } 

While the various occurrences may be left to be cronicled in the ordinary course the present event being of special
interest is here narrated for public information . There have been some differences for the past few days between
Congress workers and the police on the question of the measure of the distance to be maintained by the volunteers ,
while picketting liquor shops . " The workers had refused to comply with an oral ' order of the Sub - Inspector that a
distance of 50 yards should intervene beto ween the picketters and the shops , the idea being impracticable , 

The Sub - Inspector of Chilia thana visited the Congress office on the 26th morning with about 30 constables and
chaukidars . After some talk of immaterial value he ordered the hut to be pulled down , the thatch , was removed by
the Sub Inspector himself , taken to a convenient distance from adjoining houses and set fire to , the sub - inspector
applying the match . 

The contents of the hut.consisting of papers , office records , bags of varieties of grain , clothes and two charklias
were removed and thrown into the flames . The workers , volunteers and the awestruck crowd that had gathered
passively gazed on in dismay . 

This done the constables and the chaukidars were let loose on the volunteers who one and all submitted to the beating
. 

ATTEMPT TO BURN A WORKER ALIVE . 

The responsible head , Pandit Parmeshwar Datt , is thereupon said to have cautioned the volunteers not to apologise
an any account as some others had done on a previous oecasion emphasiz ; ing that despite the provocation the
repetition of Chauri Chaura should be avoided at all costs . At this the sub - inspector felki 

- upon Pandit Pameshwar Dalt and mercilessly belaboured him . The chaukidars and constables joined with their
lathis . The Pandit who has a sturdy physique stood the assault without a murmur . 

He exhorted the people some of whom appeared to bilo to be in a retaliatory mood , not to raise a finger . He was left
senseless after the infliction of most serious injuries on all parts of his body . 

Two others were similarly treated and one who was believed to be dead was ordered to be thrown into here . The
police actually dragged him towards the fire but left him only when some volunteers intervened and offered
themselves for the sacrifice . One of the assaulted succumbed to his injuries the next day . Several others received
injuries of a'less sterious character 1 ( ' if { ' L ; ? 
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PERFECT : NON - VIOLENCE OF NORKERS . ! sigui 3.I have been on the spot myself and have investigated the
whole incident with Pandit Dasrath Prasad Tirvedi who lorried to the spot ' on hearing of the occurrence I am
satisfied that the facts as stated above are true and based on sirong evidence , 27 

The present one is an instance of unprovoked ferocity by the police and willing sacrifice and suffering of the purest
character , unparalleled in the history of recent events of the district . 

We found the town extremely terror stricken , the wounded who were left half dead passed those days and nights under
the shelter of an Asoka tree near the ruins of the Congress office hut and ailing and moaning with nothing to protect
them against the hot wind . No medical treatment was afforded ' and no one from the populace dared to tend them for
lear , it would appear , of the zemindars . 

The wounded have been brought to Gorakhpur where they are receiving medical treatment , 

# 

; , ; ; , . . ; . : ; ' » ; i ܇܃ ܃ ܃ ܃. : ܪ  

TX 

1 

Shivaraj Narain Suxena , " . , 11.1 

M , B. B. S. Secretary , 

ri " 1 " Dis 1 ' ' -2 , 1- U. P. Provincial Congress Committee , ... ? 

is : Publicity Department . 

Q . : '  ܃ ܂ܪ - ܃ ܃ܨ .

1 

i 

The “ Lea der's " comments on Syt . Devdas Gandhi's report . 

1 

3 

We have received from Mr. Devdas Gandhi ia ' report of jud serious case of brutality by the police on Congress
workers at 

19 Shauratgunj in the Basti District . We are informed that there i had been some difference between Congress
workers and the police on the question of the measure of distance to be maintained by the volunteers while picketting
liquor shops . The former had refused : to comply with an oral order of the Sub - Inspector of police that a distance of
50 yards should intervene between the pickets and the shops , which , it is said , was impracticable . The Congress
office which it appears was located in a hut was visited by the police on . 

а the morning of the 25th April and the thatch was removed and set fire to . The contents of the hut were , it is alleged ,
thrown into 

, the flames . Then , the report goes on to state , the constables and the Chowkidars were set on the volunteers who
were beaten . The Sub - inspector of police is charged with having tions . Ove of the assaulted , we learn , succumbed
to his injuries the next day . The wounded were left untended for three days in the open " with nothing to protect them
against hot wiads , " . They .. 

Pthe opera 
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facts 

have been brought ito Gorakhpur wbere theyrare receiving medical treatment . This is a bald summary of the facts as
stated in the 

, , communication of Mr. Devdas Gandhi who states that the as stated by him are true and based on strong evidence .
The rea 

a port we are iuformed was transmitted to us by wire , but we never 

, received the same . It is stated ibat this case “ is an instance of unprovoked ferocitý " y the police in the district . A
prompt and \ hotongh - enquiry into the incident by itse higher authorities is needed . The case is a too serious one to
be overlooked or to be whitewashed . We suggest that the leading local co - operators should inquire into the matter
without delay and give publicity to the whole of the facts . If there is police lawlessness in Gorakhpur and Basti
districts , as we are infoi med there is , it should be exposed by ' those who are well disposed iowaids ihe
Government and whose testimony must carry greater weight with the higher authorities , who , we believe , could not
have sanctioned any lawless proceedings on the part of the police . 

I love this ! ( Sunday , May 7 , 1922. ) 

[ 

The Commissioner of Gorakhpur's letter on the above . The alleged beating of Volunteers at Shohratgunj . 

( TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ LEADER . ” ) 

SIR , 

3 

2 

With reference to an article published in the “ Leader ” of the 7th , instant regarding certain allegations of brutality
towards volunteers by the clice at Shohratgunj in the Basti District , I bave the honour to ask you to publish the
following statement : 

A local enquiry has been made by a Magistrate into the cir . cumstances of the death of Budhaj Chamar and the
Magistrate has found that Budhai Chamardied liom naturalicauses !! 3 " 

, 1 * He has also found that the action of the local police in dispersze 

a ing the picketters was perfectly justifiable . 2.91 : 12 : 39 vaste 

9 He has found that no serious injuries were caused to any one in the necessary dispersal of them . Viisteisin ! 21.1.1 :
y 

j . S. STEVINSON , 520 rib 9. bis : i : 9 20 

s !! Commissioner , sigillye Tolle sa naj Mny , 8 , 1922 

Gorakhpur Division , ***** iging OH vizitoni ri ( The .. Leader Friday , May 12 , 1922 ) , na 0 ! jis , is 

; bis 2.jpg 

- > 148 !! , 19 T 1991 

51 : The “ Leader on the Commissioner of Gorakhpur's letter , në 2 - We publish elsewliere a letter of the
Commissioner of the Gorakhpur District in connection with the attack by the police on volunteers at Sbobaratgunj in
the Basti district , a report of which 

_ '  . : 53  : ܙ : ܕ
. 
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was sent to us by Mr. Devadas Gandhi and a summary of whose communication was published recently . The
Commissioner's letter is very laconic and requires to be supplemented with further details in order to clear doubtful
points . For example , was Budhai Chamar , who is reported to have died from natural causes , among those who were
beaten and did he die the day following that on which he was beaten . Was his body examined before he was cremated
and is any report of such examination in existence ? How was the conclusion arrived at that he died from natural
causes ? Was he suffering from any acute or chronic disease which ended fatally ? Is the allegation of the burning
down of the liut with all the materials inside it true ? The Commissioner's letter is silent on the point , Were the
injured left exposed and untended for three days ? By whom were they removed to the hospital in Gorakhpur ? If no
serious injuries were caused , how was it that they remained lying where they were beaten , suppos . ing that the
allegation about it is true ? Under what law is the dispersal by force of the picketters sanctioned ? Was there an
uulawful assembly and if there was , was any declaration made to that effect by a Magistrate present ou the spot
before force was resorted to ? Who was the Magistrate who made the enquiry and where is the text of the report ? It
should be published so that the public may know what value to attach to it . May we hope that light will be thrown on
the points we have mentioned ? The brief communication of the Commissioner does not carry the conviction that the
action of the police was " perfectly justifiable " , that the use of the force was necessary for the dispersal of the
volunteers , that no serious injuries were caused to them and that the Clamar died from natural causes . 

( Friday , May 12 , 1922. ] Note . -No further notice taken by the Government . 

pri 
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APPENDIX VIII.B. TERRORISM IN SITAPUR DISTRICT . Report of enquiry by Pt . Jawaharlal Nehru and 

Syt . Mohanlal Suxena . 

A large number of reports of terrorism and inhuman treatment were received in the office of the Provincial Congress
Committee from the district of Sitapur in Oudh early in April . These reports were supported by statements of eye -
witnesses . It was stated that villages had been looted , men mercilessly beaten , the honour of women not respected
and generally the people had been terroris ed over and humiliated in a variety of ways . The wearing of khaddar was
considered an offence and in one place at least wearers whoever they might be , were forcibly deprived of their
clothing which was burnt , and were beaten , Volunteers of the Congress and panches were specially singled out for
this treat , ment . 

Pt . Jawaharlal Nehru , General Secretary of the Provincial Con . gress Committee and Syt . Mohanlal Suxena ,
Secretary of the Town Congress Committee , Lucknow , thereupon paid a short visit to the district on behalf of the
Provincial Committee in order to in . vestigate the truth of the allegations made by the people . They visited the
interior of the district and carried out a preliminary enquiry . Their report is given below . 

" We visited the district of Sitapur on behalf of the Provincial Congress Committee on the lith ' April . One of us ,
Jawaharlal Nebru , could only spend one day in the interior of the district ; the other , Mohanlal Suxena , remained
there for two days . During this short time , however , we succeeded in visiting a considerable number of villages and
of satisfying ourselves of the truth of many of the allegations made . We were assisted in our work by the president
and some members of the District Congress Committee of Sitapur . 

" The greater part of the area we visited is under the Court of Wards and most of the allegations of ill - treatment made
were against the employees of the Court of Wards . The police also came in for their share of blame and many
complaints were made to us of wholesale bribery and extortion . A column of Sikh troops also marched through the
district but we received no complaints of their behaviour . Their conduct was generally approved and appreciated by
the villagers and contrasts were made between their attitude and the attitude of the Court of Wards employees and the
police contrast which was very much to the disadvan . tage of the latter two 
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“ In some villages we had considerable difficulty in getting the residents to give their statements . The men and
women were thoroughly frightened and would not tell us much for fear of the Court of Wards officials and employees
and the police . Some men indeed , had left their villages and were lurking about in the neighbourhood not daring to
return . One man whose statement we possess had been badly beaten and had fled in fear from bis village lest worse
should befall him . He had left bis wife and family nearly a month before and had no news of them since . 

" We saw marks of lathi blows on men ; and boxes and trunks , which had been forcibly broken open , were produced
before us . One of us , Mohanlal Suxena , personally saw the remains of houses and huts wbich had been burnt down . 

" The usual complaint was that a large number of persons vary . ing from 200 to 500 and more would come to a
village . These would consist of some Court of Wards employees , a few policemen and probably a number of the
hooligans and bad characters of the district . The special manager of the Court of Wards , Mr , Dunne , would
sometimes accompany this motley assembly . At first sight of this approaching throng , many villagers would take
fright and run away from their huts . Some villages were thus wholly desert . . ed and the dacoits in the crowd had , an
easy time of it in break . ing open boxes and removing such articles as they took a fancy for . Under the circumstances
it is not possible to fix upon the actual persons who indulged in this looting . No identification can take place and we
cannot fix responsibility . 

" In some large villages the villagers stuck to their posts and decided to defend their homes in case of attack . This
attitude impressed the dacoits sufficiently and they turned away without any conflict . 

“ We were told of a number of criminal cases which had been started against volunteers and panches . These cases , it
was alleged , had no foundation in fact and the sole offence of the parties concerned was that they were volunteers or
leading members of their panchayats , 

" We give below a short summary of the occurrences in some of the villages visited by us . The account is by no
means exhaustive . It is merely intended to show by some typical examples what occurred on a larger scale in many
parts of the district of Sitapur . The list of property stolen or looted is very incomplete . Many of the owners had left
their villages and others were far too afraid to give us a detailed statement , 

We are satisfied from even our short survey that most of the allega . tions made by the people of Sitapur were based
on facts and that the terrorism in parts of the district was of a particularly objectionable kind . The proclamation and
application of Martial Law could not have made the conditions prevailing in these villages any worse than they were .
A deliberate war has been 
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waged against the Congress and the Congress and Khilafat movement and 

: special efforts have been made to stamp out the use of khaddar . We cannot say , with the evidence at our disposal ,
as to who was the originator or director of this attack . It is clear , however that the bad characters of the district took
full advantage of the situation and under cover of fighting non - cooperation , indulged in wholesale looting in the
confident belief , justified by after events , that the authorities would not interfere or take any action against them . 

" We have endeavoured to confine ourselves to such fact's as have been ascertained personally by one of us . Our
enquiry has been necessarily incomplete and we would respectfully re commend to the Provincial Congress
Committee to take steps to complete this enquiry . It has come to our knowledge that even our two days ' visit to the
affected area has brought some relief to the much harassed and long suffering villagers . In some cases , it is said that
the bribes which had been previously extorted have been returned . 

“ Kauraiya . A village in Katesar Ilaqa under the management of the Court of Wards . The special manager
accompanied by a large number of persons including policemen , employees of the Court of Wards and others visited
this village on the 8th April , The villagers were brought just outside the village where the special manager and the
police bad stationed themselves . They were told of the many ard various ills that would befall them if they did not
reform themselves and leave the Congress etc. Meanwhile a part of the crowd entered the houses in the village and
breaking open locks and boxes carried on looting on a fairly extensive scale . Any person who protested was beaten
and some were repeatedly ducked in a pond . A few of the articles stolen were : 

( The list of articles has been omitted from this appendix . ] 

" Chuchia . 2 miles from Kauraiya . Also visited by Mr. Dunne and several hundred men , Looting of houses and
general maltreatment of inhabitants . One man who admitted being a volunteer had a salooka of garha torn from his
back and was beaten with a stick . The marks of the beating still visible . People afraid of making statements , 

“ Manoopur . People forcibly collected and told not to form Panchayat and not to become volunteers . The villagers
refused to permit outsiders to enter their huts and by their bold attitude saved themselves . 

" Rossipur . ( kalan ) . Four miles from Laharpur , · Visited by employees of the Court of Wards , policemen and
others on or about the ist April , Most villagers fled from the village . Houses looted . Broken boxes produced before
us . Ornaments removed from the persons of women . A karinda of the Court of Wards 
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was present at the time of our enquiry and was questioned by 

He admitted that there had been looting in the village , Soon after the looting , on the same day , he had been asked by the
Sarbarakar to return a few clothes , which had been looted , to their owner , which he did . 

Some of the articles stolen were : [ The list of articles has been omitted from this appendix . ) 

Bijaispur , We did not visit the village but we took down statements of residents who came to us . The usual motley crowd
consisting of Court of Wards employees , policemen and otbers visited the village . Money was demanded otherwise plunder was
threatened . No money was given on the first day . The next day summons under Section 160 of Act V of 1898 were served on
some persons . Others were told that summons would come for them also unless they gave money . Various threats were used
and eventually money was extorted from many persons . 

" Chiusura . Two of this village had been beaten and deprived of Khaddar salukas and caps because they were volunteers . Tbeir
crops had been cut down and removed by others . They bad been threatened with all kinds of penalties if they continued to
reside in their village . In consequence they had not gone back to their village for over a month , 

“ Birjabasika purva . A small village of 19 houses . Police and others visited the village on or about the 30th March . On learn ing
of the impending visit , most of the inhabitants had left ; the women specially being sent away to another village . General looting
and maltreatment of those who had remained . Ornaments removed from the body of a girl . On her father's complaining , he
was beaten , 

Some of the articles stolen were : -- [ List of the articles has been omitted from the appendix . ] ... 

" Kishanpur . People very terrified . There was no looting as in other villages but volunteers and panches had been compelled to
pay money . Some one severely beaten . One person had his ankle and collar bone fractured . Even at the time of our enquiry be
could not walk and his collar bone was disjointed . 

" A congress volunteer who had been making collections in a box was also severely ' beaten and the box with its contents taken 
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t ' . " Mahadeva , A big village in Hargaon perganna . There was no wholesale looting here but money was extorted and people
subjected to most humiliating treatment . A special effort was made to produce friction between the Hindus and Musalmans of
the village , and some village people were thus utilised to harass others ; of the same village . On or about the 3rd April a zaildar 
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accompanied by employees of the Court of Wards and others went to the village . 

" One person , the son of a bavildar of volunteers was beaten by shoes etc. , and then completely stripped and made to
go naked into the village . Volunteers were forced to beat each other with shoes and to abuse well known Congress
workers and some times their own mothers and sisters , 

" A father and son , both volunteers were beaten and asked to pay Rs . 25 as a penalty for being volunteers . On their
refusal the son was beaten again . . The father could not bear this sight and begged the zaildar to spare his son and
beat him instead . This request annoyed the zaildar who made the father get on his son's back and remain there . The
father and son were let off on paying Rs . 17 . 

" One woman was ravished . She was told that this was done because her husband was a volunteer . Most of the
women had run away from the village and concealed themselves in the wheat fields in order to escape a like fate . 

Jawaharlal Nehru , Mobanlal Saxena . " 

27th April 1922 . 

- : 0 : 

wa 

II Further reports have been received in this office and in quiries personally made by Pt . Harkaran Nath Misra the
General Secretary of Provincial Congress Committee . 

He bas found that similar cases of inhuman treatment in some form or the other by the police and the Court of Wards
authorities have occurred in several other places of the district . 

Large sums of money have been extorted from the poor cultivators by threatening them to burn their houses and the
standing crops and in some cases this has actually been done .. 

That clothes and ornaments have been removed from the body of the women and their honour , modesty and chastity
has not been respected , 

extorted 

. 

123459 GOVERNMENT COMMUNIQUE , A lengthy Press Communique denies the highly sansational accounts
which appeared in the Press of alleged terrorism and inhuman treatment of Non - Co - operation villagers in Sitapur
dis . trict , which are the results of an enquiry by Messrs , Jawahar Lal Nehru and Mohan Lal Saxena . The attention
of the local officials has been drawn to the allegations made and the facts have been reported to Goveroment , 

2 

" 
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It is categorically denied that there has been any terrorism or inhuman treatment by Court of Wards officials or the
police , The neighbourhood in question is round Laharpur town , in which the Rani of Katesar , whose estate is under
the Court of Wards , resides . Laharpur has been made a centre of Non - Co - operationi activity from Kheri and
intimidation bas been practised in the adjacent villages for several months . Matters had become so bad in Laharpur
that it became ' necessary to post punitive police there recently . 

The course of the Non - Co - operation campaign in the vicinity is shown by occurrences on various dates in February
and March . On the ist February several hundred hooligans surrounded the Rani's palace at Katesar . On the 4th and
5th February many hundreds of hooligans from the neighbourhood of Laharpur and from Kheri made a dead set on the
annual Shal : pur Mela and , endeavoured to break it up . Violence was avoided by a narrow margin through the tact
of Mr. Dunne , Court of Wards manager , 

In February and March continuous bands of revolutionaries from Laharpur and Bhadewa visited all the villagers ,
threatening intimidation etc. Laharpur and other Panchayats committed outrageous acts of boycott on those who did not
submit to their tyranny . Laharpur and its neiglibourhood set up a Deputy Commissioner , a Judge and other so called
officials . In March at last the district officials were able to get persons to put in complaints of intimidation , extortion
, confinement etc. Some . 60 or 70 were charged in and successfully dealt with . 

VILLAGERS ' REVOLT AGAINST TYRANNY , This represents the beginning of the villagers ' revolt . On the 5th ,
11th and 17th March large bodies of hooligans came to Shahpur to threaten , and to burn the houses of the beadmen in
Shabpur etc. The villagers driven to extremes turned out and fought them on the 18th . This is in Court as a riot case .
The Non - Co - operators got the worst of it , but no Court of Wards official present or concerned . It was entirely a
natural reprisal by villagers . 

As regards isolated allegations made in the report emanating from the Congress Committee , no complaint has been
made to the Magistracy of the district . There is no ' truth whatever in any of them so far as they inculpate either the
Court of Wards officials or the Manager . The latter has been for many years in charge of the estates and his care of
the villagers and tbe confidence he commands are well kuown , Local people , much harrassed by the Non - Co -
operators have in some cases taken to reprisals and they spontaneously warned Jawaharlal Nehru that they would not
tolerate bis interference when he came to make his enquiry . 

[ From the Pioneer , 

of 25th May 1922. ) 

. 

was 
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NOTE BY PANDIT MOTILAL NEHRU . I visited Labarpur and the adjoining villages accompanied by Pt . Harkaran
Nath Misra , Babu Shambhoo Nath and Thakur Indrashekher Singh on June 26th 1922 , and took the statements of
numerous witnesses , who not only entirely corroborated ihe report of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and Bubu Mohan Lal
Saxena but categorically denied the main allegations made in the Government Communique . What is described as " a
dead set on the annual Shabpur Mela ” at which it is said “ violence was avoided by a narrow margin through the tact
of Mr. Dunne Court of Wards Manager " has been stated before me by respectable witnesses present on the spot ( " the
hooligans from the neighbourhood of Laharpur " , of the Government Communique ] to be a friendly visit to Mr. Dunne
at his special request . It appears that Mr. Dunne was not aware of the number of the guests invited by him , and when
about 50 or 60 of them approached his bungalow carrying a Swaraj Flag , Mr. Dunne rushed out to meet them and
assured them that he was a friend both of the Hinduş and the Moham madens , having built a temple of Mabadev- [
called , after his own name “ Dunne.deswar Mahadev ” ] - for the former and a mosque for the latter , at the expense
of the estate , that he had no evil intentions against them and protested against their coming in such large numbers . On
being told that his general invitation was misunderstood he was satisfied and the meeting broke up in good will on
both sides with a lusty cheer of Mahatma Gandhi ki jai , in which Mr. Dunne heartly joined , 

The volunteers on marching back were led for some distance by Mr. Dunne bimself 

, who kept up the enthusiasm by carrying a Swaraj Flag in his own hands and shouting Mahatma Gandhi ki jai at
intervals . This is how “ Violence was avoided by a narrowe margin through the tact of Mr. Dunne Court of Wards
Manager . " The mela was afterwards held as usual and passed off peacefully the volunteers having rendered valuable
social service to such or the pigrims as required it , 

It was my intention to invite Mr. Dunne to make a statement , but soon after my arrival at Laharpur , he motored away
to Sitapur , probably to see and take orders from Mr. Ireland , the Deputy Commissioner . Late in the evening when
we were re turning to Sitapur , his car crossed ours about half way . 

As regards the warning " spontaneously ” given to Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru by the " local people " , none of the
numerous witnesses including some Court of Wards men , examined by me was aware of it and it has since been
ascertained that Jawahar lal did not receive any . 

I have only to add that the official Communique was issued after Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was clapped into the jail
for the second time , and that the public demand for an open inquiry has not been satisfied by the Government . 

M. N , 
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APPENDIX VIII . - C 

- Extracts from report of Repression in the Kamrup district of 

Assam . 

( 1 ) . " The house which was rented by the District Congress Committee at Gauhati was taken possession of and
occupied by the police for more than three months and when the owner asked the Deputy Commissioner to pay the rent
he was told by him that no rent could be paid as the house had been used for unlawful purposes and in connection with
the commission of an offence . ' Among Congress Offices which were pulled down or burnt by the police may be
mentioned those at Belsar , Piplibari , Topla , Tam . bulpur , Kulhati , Kulag , Seshamukh , Beltola , Boko , Chamata ,
Barknola , North Gauhati , Khagribari , Ranghaia , Bhawanipur and Barpeta , " 

( 2 ) . " Two respectable Marwari merchants of Ganhati , Babus Badridas Agarwalla and Gopiram Agarwalla were
served with notices under Act 3 of 1864 calling upon them to show cause why they should not be deported . On their
showing cause the Deputy Commissioner passed the following order : 

' Baby Badridas Agarwalla took a prominent part in the 

Non - co - operation activities a short while ago . As non - co - operation in itself im lies opposition to the
Government established by law , it is futile to protest that he has not done any bing against Government or he does not
medule in politics . As , however , he has been less acrive lately the present proceedings will be suspended for so
long as he is of good 

behaviour . Much the same arplies to Babu Gopiram Agarwalla and 

the same orcier will serve in his case , 

6 

If however ei'her of these two does any act which 

renders his deportation desirable the fact that he has 

large local interests will not save him . ' January 20 , 

Sd . A. Bentinck 1922 

Deputy Commissioner » ( 3 ) . Syt . Nilkantha Baruah , retired Jailor on pension has been deprived of his pension by
order of the Governor - in Council on the charge of grave misconduct in that he was unable to give an undertaking
about the good behaviour of his son . " 

( 4 ) . " On the visit of P. M. M. Malaviya and Babu Rajendra Prasad to Gaubati two boys Umakanta and Moheswar
Das while 
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announcing a public meeting for forming an anti - opium league were arrested but afterwards released , When Babu
Rajendra Prasad was going to visiti Boko ' the same two boys were sent there in advance to give information to the
people . They were arrested there and their persons searched . They were hand.cuffed and ropes tied round their
waists and they were made to walk from Boko to Gauhati , a distance of 37 miles without any food where they were
released by the Deputy Commissioner . " 

( 5 ) . “ Warrants of distress for realising fines have beevi ex ecuted in a most high - handed manner . Property worth
several times the fine payable has been attached and sold for a nominal price . Even property belonging to other
members of the family ( eg . the ornaments belonging to the sister of one Syt . Santiram Lahkar of Ranghia ) to which
the convicted persons were not or only partly entitled and which were therefore not legally attach . able bave been
attached and sold . " 

6 

( 6 ) . " But worse than attachment , realisation of fine has afford ed most convenient pretext to the police for entering
houses of residence where even the sanctity and purity of Hindu kitchens and the dignity of the Indian Zenana have not
been respected . ” 

( 7 ) . “ Young boys were arrested for selling the “ Congress " ( a local manuscript paper ) and convicted under the Cr
. L. A. Act and sentenced to various terms of imprisonment . The order in the case of one Satish Chandra Baruah aged
fifteen who was summarily tried runs as follows : 

The plea of the accused and his examination if any 

Guilty , refuses to give it up . Says he was selling the paper ' Congress ' to give news of what happens in the villages
on political matters . The above evidence and accused's statement leave no doubt of 

his guilt . Sentenced to 3 months R. I. " Among other persons similarly , punished for selling the " Congress ” may be
mentioned Paresh Chandra Sarmah aged 15 given three months R. I. Kundanlal Das aged 14 given three months R. I. " 

( 8 ) . " Three boys who were distributing some leaflets at Chaigaon ' Hat ' were arrested , kept in lock - up and
produced the next morning before Mr. Bentinck who ordered ten stripes to be given to each of them . Two constables
gave the stripes to iwo of the boys viz . , Moheswar and Sonaram , but the Deputy Com . missioner not being satisfied
with the force with which the cane was applied took it himself and gave ten stripes to the third boy named Promoda
Chandra Patwari . " 

( 9 ) . " Magistrates in their anxiety to convict volunteers have disregarded all rules of evidence . In one case a person
was alleged to be a volunteer because it was shown among other things that 

( 
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5 ) 

» 

he was learning Hindi which the Magistrate thought was required for propaganda work . " 

" ( 10 ) . Umesh Chao , ira Bardoloi , Samarendra Nath Banerjee , Devapal Das and Krishna Kanta Baruah were each
sentenced to R. 1. for 3 months and a fine of Rs . 50 each in default a further two months R. 1 , under Section 17 ( 1 )
of Cr . Li A. Act by Mr. A. Bentinck . The sentence under law in default of payment of fine could not be more than six
weeks . " 

The report further gives details of the tyrannical methods adopted by one Mr. Pawsy , an Assistant Commissioner , for
the realisation of the punitive tax . With the help of the Police and the inevitable Gurkhas , he visited some of the
villages mentioned in the report , caught hold of the chief workers in the villages , entered their houses , attached their
moveables including cattle , wearing apparel and ki'chen utensils , had their hands tied behind their backs , made them
stand facing the sun in the day and stripped them naked at night and exposed them in the open for hours during the
wintry nights . Severe beating of all and sundry was , of course , the order of the day . People were made to march in
handcuffs from the adjoining villages to Mr. Pawsy's Camp , where they were detained without shelter or food and
received kicks and bammerings in the bargain . The mother of one , Motiram was insulted in village Pujupura and the
plantain garden of another man , Gora was caused to be damaged by elephants . In some cases the grains stored by the
villagers were thrown away . To add to the merital agony of the people , the parties of police men and gurkbas
violated the sanctity of the kintan - chars ( rooms used for religious purposes ) by entering them with their shoes on ,
which are neyer allowed inside these rooms , 

One case of ill - treatment of a lady was admitted by Mr. Calvert Asst . Supdt of police who had the person of one
Sreejuta Ganes . wari Mazumdar ' the wife of Nanda Mohan Mazumdar searched by a women , her hair and dress
were loosened and she was made to raise her arms to show her arm pits . All this was done at a place where many
people could see it in the presence of the Sub - Inspector and Mr. Calvert . The reason for this sc - called search was
that he ordered it to be done to complete the search of the husband . This happened at Barpeta ( Dist . Kamrup ) . 
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APPENDIX VIII - D . 

PUNJAB . We were appointed by the Working Committee of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee to make an
enquiry into the allegations which were made about the police having assaulted Khilafat volunteers in Muzang ,
Lahore in the month of February 1922 , 

We recorded the statements of 38 witnesses including a number of persons alleged to be among those who were
injured in the assault . It may be mentioned that every witness examined by us was given an oath and was distinctly
told to make a true state ment without indulging in any exaggeration and to confine himself to what he had personally
seen and heard at the time of the occurrence , 

The main story as given by the witnesses is as follows : -- 

The Khilafat office in Mazang made a requisition from the Khilatat office Kashmiri Bazar in the town of Lahore on the
12th of February 1922 for a batch of volunteers for a procession to be taken out in Mizang . A batch of 100 volunteers
accordingly started from the city in the evening and went to the Mizang office , After waiting there for a short time a
batch of some twenty of them came out under the captaincy of Siraj Din . This ba ch passed through the Mizung B zar
shouting “ Allah - ho Akhar . " In the course of the procession they were met by a force of some 30 policemen beaded
by a Mohammadan Sub - Inspector and were told to disperse . The volunteers refused to disperse and were thereupon
, surrounded and marched off to the Mizang police station , where their names and parentage were taken down . It was
late in the night and the time for Isha prayer having arrived the volunteers asked for water to perform ablutions to say
their prayers . Water was supplied and the volunteers per formed their ablutions and some had actually started saying
the prayers when Mr. Gray came in and without waiting for any explanation whatsoever he began to deal blows with
his hunting crop to the volunteers including those who were actually engaged in prayers . At the same time Mr. Gray
ordered the police ivside the Thana to turn out the volunteers and thereupon the volunteers were assaulted and were
pushed out by the police with their lathis . While the first was marched off to the Thana another batch of about the
same strength had proceeded to the Thana and was assaulted by the police outside the Thana building and was driven
away . The injured volunteers were taken by their comrades to the Khilafat Office Muzang and their injuries were
attended to by two medical men . At the time another batch of volunteers out of the same bundred were going out again
when 
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they were fallen upon by the police headed by Mr. Gray near the Khilafat Office and were badly beaten . This time
some passers - by were also bit and Mr. Gray ordered the shopkeepers to close their shops otherwise they would be
looted by his men . In the meantime Mr. K. Santanam , Barrister - at - Law , had been informed and he arrived on the
spot after the police had left and with the help of Doctor Karim Bakhish made a note of the injuries of 26 persons .
This note was sent by Mr. K. Santanam to the Kuilafat Office the same night with instructions to the injured volunteers
to assemble at the office of the City Congress Committee the next day with the object of having_a proper list compiled
after a thorough medical examination . This list was made over to Doctor Gopi Chand M. B. B. S. , who examined 14
on the 13th Februniy in the Khilafat Office , Kashmiri Bazar . 

It would thus appear that according to the story told by most of the witnesses three assaults were committed by the
police , the first one being on some volunteers inside the Thana , second on the volunteers outside the Thana and the
third on a third batch near the Khilafai Office . 

The evidence as to tbe second assault is not very satisfactory , or in any case does not show that anything very serious
bappened at the time , 

The evidence as to the first assault is overwhelming . In matters of detail there are a number of discrepancies which
cannot all be explained away on the mere ground of lapse of time but are in many instances due to over zeal and an
imperfect regard for the warning against indulgence in exaggeration . How ever making full allowance for occasional
lapses from strict veracity the main facts are fully proved . 

The note made by Mr. Santanam on the spot which he has stated was signed by him then and there though prepared in
haste , is a most valuable document . It gives the names of 26 persons with the injuries sustained by each . When Mr.
Santanam visited them “ many of the volunteers were bleeding and their clothes were blood - stained . Some were in
a bad way , ” though 

” Mr. Santanam had no " doubt that the congestion of the room would have had a lot to do with their bad conditions .
There were some forty persons in the room which was probably 15 ' by 15 ! " . The quotation is from Mr. Santanam's
statement . The number of persons injured was obviously much larger as Mr. Santanam " did not note down the names
and wounds of those who had been only very slightly injured . " 

Apart from this " , Mr. Santanam goes ' on to say , " I was informed that about half a dozen men who were seriously
injured were sent away . " It may be mentioned that Mr. Santanam as he has stated , visited the spot at about midnght
as it was at about 11.30 P. M. that two volunteers went and woke him up . 
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This piece of evidence alone would be sufficient to prove the factum of injuries but there are two other documents
also of un questionable authority which support and supplement this evidence . One is the record of injuries prepared
by Dr. Gopi Chand on the following day when 14 of the injured persons appeared before bim for medical examination
. The other is the statement of a well - known Hindu banker of Muzang who was an eye witness of the 3rd assault and
whose own nephew a boy of 13 years was injured in the confusion . This witness went the next morning to the
Khailafat Office and made a statement giving the facts of the 3rd assault . 

The nature of the injuries appear from the notes of Mr. Santanam and Dr. Gopai Chand . 

The injuries noted by Mr. Santanam are as follows : 

1. Bleeding wound on head - big red weals on back - and left thigh huge swelling . 

2. Right cheek bone 1 " long and it " deep - left shoulder blade big red weal , 

3. Right cheek huge swelling - left eyelid gushed - 3 wounds on head - on stomach also . 

4. Wounded on head . 5. Wounded on head and also back . 6. Leſt rib below - right bip bone , 7. Left knee blow - left
ankle swollen . 

8. Left forehead " long 1 " deep - swelling head - left wrist and fingers -- weals on back of wrist - left hip socket . 

9. Left shoulder , 10. Right shoulder injured – Right leg swollen -- Leſt ear , II . Under left armpit weal . : 12. Waist
and below hip ( over left ) . 13. Head broken -- profuse bleeding and other blows on body . 

14. Three wounds on bead $ " by t on both elbows and legs and on buttocks , 

15. Left elbow - wound next left moustche - Hurt by Gray . 16. Left shoulder . 17. Back 18. Left call - right . 

19. Left calf . 19. 20. Left wrist badly injured and hogers on neck and . waist . 4:21 . Slight wound on head and on
right hip . 

22. On back of head , 23. Qver left eye . 
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24. Right jaw swollen and left shoulder . 25. Leſt Arm . 26. Right forearm , 

Mr. Santanam has explained that where there is no descrip tion of the injury he meant contusion . The note of Doctor
Gopi Chand is much more detailed and gives the injuries as follows : 

1. Corresponding to Mr. Santanam's No. 3 . ( 1 ) Ecchymosed bruise below right eyelid . ( 2 ) A small wound on outer
angle of left eyebrow . ( 3 ) Small bruises on head and ear , ( 4 ) Scratches on back . 

( 5 ) Ecchymosed bruise on left . There was clotted blood on his face and his clothes were also besmeared with blood
. 

2. Corresponding to Mr. Santanam's No. 4 - Bruise on heid . 

3. Not examined by Mr. Santanam . Bruise on back and head . 

4. Corresponding to Mr. Santanam's No. 7- Bruises below left knee outer side and over left ankle ( outer side ) . 

5. Mr. Santanam's No. 8 same as described in note of Mr. San . tanam . Hair torn on edges - edges not turned in kurta
and waist besmeared in blood , Bruise on right arm and over right shoulder . Ecchymoses in several places , 

7. Not in Mr. Santanam's list . Bruises on head left thumb pit of stomach , right fingers and left knee . 

8. ' Not in Mr. Santanam's list . Bruise on shoulders , right leſt loot , left bip . 

9. Not in Mr. Santanam's list - Bruise on right scapula . 

10. No. 2 in Mr. Santanam's list wound r " long ad f " deep on right cheek bone . Bruise on left scapula . 

11. Mr. Santanam's No. 10 - Bruise on right shoulder - Swelling and Ecchymoses on right leg . Bruise on left ear . 

12. Same as No. 12 in Mr. Santanam's list . Bruise on wrist , and over left hip : 13. No. 19 in Mr. Santanam's list .
Bruise on left calf . 

) 14. No. 21 in Mr. Santanam's list . Slight wounds on head and on right bip . 

These lists speak for themselves and no comments are called for , The next question is who inflicted these injuries . In
view 
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of the evidence recorded by us we are not prepared to hold that any of these injuries were self - inflicted and we hold
that they were received by these persons at the bands of the police during the various assaults committed on the
volunteers on the night of the 12th of February 1922. There is evidence which we cannot disregard that Mr. Gray
participated in the assault and used his hunter rather freely during the assault . On that very night when Mr. Santanam
made a note of the injuries , he stated in the said note with respect to one of the injured persons , “ Hit by Gray " . In
the course of his statement before us he has deposed that this remark was made by him in the note on the information
given at the time by the person against whose name this remark is made . There is an express mention of Mr. Gray's
using bis hunting crop also in the statement given by the above mentioned Banker on the day following the night of the
occurrence and almost every wit . ness has stated that Mr. Gray was making a free use of the hunting crop he had in his
hand and we have referred to these two items of evidence in particular because they constitute docu mentary evidence
and were recorded at a time when the incident possessed no special importance . We are accordingly constrained to
hold that Mr. Gray personally joined in the assault and made an effective use of his hunting crop . 

Witnesses were particularly asked whether any resistance was offered by the volunteers or any members of the public
. They all are unanimous on the point that no resistance whatsoever was offered by anyone beyond the refusal to
disperse , when the volun . teers were asked to do so . 

As regards the question whether any volunteers actually engag . ed in prayers were assaulted five volunteers have
stated that they were struck when they were at prayers . One of them however does not mention Mr. Gray as an actual
assaulter . The other four do say that they were hit by Mr. Gray but none of them figures on the list of the injured . It
seems to be likely that on Mr. Gray's ordering the volunteers to be dispersed the prayers of those actually engaged in
Nimaz were disturbed and some of them were roughly handled but on the evidence before us we cannot say that blows
were actually inflicted on those engaged in prayers by Mr. Gray or his subordinates , and it is extremely unlikely that
any of tbem was hit by Mr. Gray himself at that time , 

( Sd . ) Gokal Chand Narang , Bar - at - Law . ( Sd . ) M , Abdul Aziz , Bar - al - Law , V. P. P. P. 

Committee , Lahore . ( Sd . ) S. Man Singh , Vakil , 

Member , Legislative Assembly . 
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GURU - KA - BAGH . By C. F. Andrews . 

I. 

rose f 

In this communication to the Press , I shall confine myself to what I have seen with my own eyes since my arrival at
Amritsar on the morning of September 12 . 

At IP , M. on that day I started for Guru - ka.Bagh and after leaving the main road proceeded along the bank of a canal
, There were three tongas in all . When we had gone some distance along the bank of the canal , we saw two Sikhs in
black turbans on the opposite bank waving their hands to us and pointing to the sky , where a great bird was circling in
its flight towards Amritsar . Immediately all those who were in the tongas got down and eagerly pointed out the bird to
me and told me that every day , as soon as the beating at Guru - ka - Bagh began , the golden hawk 

from the Guru's garden and took its flight to Amritsar to tell those who were serving at the Golden temple what was
taking place . They asked me if I had seen the bird , and I answered that I had seen in the distance the great bird which
they had pointed out , but that I could not say whether it was a Golden hawk or not . They said to me . “ That was the
bird . It was the golden hawk . It has gone to tell at the Durbar Sahib about the sufferings of the people . " There was a
light in their faces as they spoke to me which betokened joy , I was especially struck by the look of devotion in the
face of a Sikh lady of middle age who accompanied us . I can only describe it by saying that she looked , in her quiet
devotion , like a picture of the " Madonna . " The whole scene - the intense faith of my companions , the look of
reverence in their faces , the solemn awe mingled with joy , moved me very deeply . It was the first event which
really gave me the religious atmosphere of all that I was afterwards to experience in the later scenes , It put me in
touch with the Akali reform move . ment in its spiritual aspects as perhaps nothing else could have done 

After leaving the bank of the canal we had to pass across open ground for a long distance which was covered with
water in certain places . Our progress was naturally slow in the tongas . We met on the route a band of hundred Akalis
in black turbans , who had marched that morning from Amritsar after having taken 

о час the vow at the Golden Temple that they would not commit ' one single act of violence , either by word or deed .
I was to see , later on , how faithfully they kep that vow . On subsequent days I 

» 
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had opportunities of witnessing the scene at the Golden Temple itself as they came out with religious joy written on
their faces and a tiny wreath of white flowers placed on their black turbans which dedicated them to the sacrifice . I
was able to see also , in the city , the crowds of spectators , Hindus , Musalmans , and those of every religion ,
welcoming and encouraging them , as they marched solemnly and joyfully forward calling upon the name of God as
their protector and saviour , There , in the city , they were at the very beginning of their pilgrimage . Mile after mile
of mud - stained , water - logged road lay before them . When I saw them , on this first day of my visit , as they drew
near to the end of their march , they were bespattered with mud and dirt and perspiration was streaming from them ,
but their garlands of white flowers were still encircling their black turbans , they were still uttering with triumphant
voices their prayer to God for protec tion , and the light of religion was still bright upon their faces , There were some
who were young lads amoug them , and a very few old men with grey beards who had insisted on being taken and
would not be denied , but the great majority were of military age and it was easy to guess that out of these stalwart
bearded men there bad been many who had served in the army . I had an opportunity later of getting accurate statistics
and it would appear that at least one in three of the Sikhs in these Akali Jathas ( as they are called ) had been a soldier
and had served during the Great War , 

We got down from the tongas and went along with them for some distance . I was dressed in my English dress , with a
sun helmet on my head , but ever before they knew my name they returned my greeting without the slightest trace of
bitterness in their faces . There was a halt to drink water and they got to know who I was and came forward , Then
one who was serving water with a brass vassel came to me and offered the water to me also to drink . I put my band
forward to receive it , but he said to me , ' Please take the vessel itself ' and I took it in my hands and drank from it .
The act bad a strongly religious aspect to me . It was as if I was sharing in a sacrament of consecration before the
suffering was to begin . 

At any place where water could be received along the road there were villagers , both men and women , who waited
eagerly each day to fulfil this small act of service by giving water to the Akali Jathas . Again , I noticed the
extraordinary devotion of the women . Their faces were full of motherly tenderness towards those who were going
forward , in the name of their religion , to receive suffering without retaliation , 

After very great difficulty and many balts at impossible places we reached Guru - ka - Bagh at last . The first sight that
met our gaze was that of eight motor lorries , such as usually carry passen . gers for hire which were now being used
as a substitute for ambulance wagons , When I looked at them . I could picture 

I 
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vividly the acute suffering to those who would be carried in them , for more than fourteen miles to the base hospital in
the city . Here and there the motors would almost certainly get stuck in the deep mud . The jolting in other places
would be difficult to bear even for a man who was quite well . What must it have been to men who were suffering
from many contusions and wounds 

There was one act of humanity which might atonce have been thought of on the part of the officials , but no one among
them seemed to have noticed it or suggested it . The public road along the canal was almost worse , from the point of
view of jolting , than the open track beyond . But on the other side of the canal 

. was a private road , kept for officials , along which the motor lorries with tbe wounded persons might have passed
smoothly and quickly . It would have been an inexpressible relief to them on that terrible journey back from Guru - ka
- Bagh , if the lorries had been allowed to use it , But the subordinate Government officials who were approached
time after time by the doctors and attendants refused altogether to allow them . I am quite certain that if the higher
officials had been approached they would not have refused . But one of the greatest hardships in India at the present
time is the tension which exists on both sides , the open gulf which grows day by day wider and wider , the almost
complete distrust with which Indians have learnt , by bitter experience , to regard the official world . 

My next article will describe the scene which I witnessed at Guru - ka - Bagh itself , 

II . 

When I reached the Gurdwara itself , I was struck at once by the absence of excitement such as I had expected to find
among so great a crowd of people . Close to the entrance there was a reader of the Scriptures , who was holding a
very large congrega . tion of worshippers silent as they were seated on the ground before him . In another quarter there
were attendants who were preparing the simple evening meal for the Gurdwara guests by grinding the flour between
two large stones . There was no sign that the actual beating had just begun and that the sufferers had already endured
the shower of blows . But when I asked one of the passers - by , he told me that the beating was now taking place , On
hearing this news I at once went forward . There were some hundreds present seated on an open piece of ground
watching what was going on in front , their faces strained with agony . Ï . watched their faces first of all , before I
turned the corner of a building and reached a spot where I could see the beating itself , There was not a cry raised
from the spectators but the lips of very many of them were moving in prayer . It was clear that they had been taught to
repeat the name of God and to call on God for deliverance . I can only describe the silence and the worship and the
pain upon the faces of these people , who were 

> 
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seated in prayer , as reminding me of the shadow of the Cross , What was happening to them was truly , in some dim
way , a cruci . fixion , The Akalis were undergoing their baptism of fire , and they cried to God for help out of the
depth of their agony of spirit . 

Up till now I had not seen the suffering itself except as it was reflected in the faces of the spectators . But when I
passed beyond a projecting wall and stood face to face with the ultimate moral contest I could understand the strained
looks and the lips that silently prayed . It was a sight which I never wish to see again , a sight incredible to an
Englishman . There were four Akali Sikhs with their black turbans facing a band of about a dozen police , including
two English officers . They had walked slowly up to the line of the police just before I had arrived and they were
standing silently in front of them at about a yard's distance . They were perfectly still and did not move further
forward . Their hands were placed together in prayer and it was clear that they were praying . Then , without the
slightest provoca tion on their part , an Englishman lunged forward the head of his lathi which was bound with brass .
He lunged it forward in such a way that his fist which held the staff struck the Akali Sikh , who was praying , just at
the collar bone with great force . It looked the most cowardly blow as I saw it struck and I bad the greatest difficulty
in keeping myself under control . But before hand I bad determined that I must , on no account , interfere by word or
deed , but simply watch ; for the vow , which had been takein by the sufferers , must be sacred to me also . Therefore
passrve silence on my part was imperative , but it is difficult to descibe to those who have not seen the sight with their
own eyes how difficult such a passive attitude was . 

The blow which I saw was sufficient to fell the Akali Sikh and send him to the ground . He rolled over , and slowly
got up once more , and faced the same punishment over again . Time after time one of the four who had gone forward
was laid prostrate by repeated blows , now from the English officer and now from the police who were under bis
control . The others were knocked out more quickly . On this and on subsequent occasions the police committed
certain acts which were brutal in the extreme , I saw with my own eyes one of these police kick in the stomach a Sikh
who stood helplessly before him . It was a blow so foul that I could hardly restrain myself from crying out loud and
rushing forward . But later on I was to see another act which was , if anything , even fouler still . For when one of the
Akali Sikhs had been hurled to the ground and was lying prostrate , a police sepoy stamped with his foot upon him ,
using his full weight ; the foot struck the prostrate man between the neck and the shoulder . A third blow , almost
equally foul , was struck at an Akali when he was standing at the side of his fallen companion . This blow hurled him
across the body of the fallen man who was unconscious at the very time when he was being taken up by 
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two ambulance workers . The intention of such a blow was so brutally insolent , that I watched for the Englishman in
command , in this case as also in other cases , to rebuke the police sepoy who did the deed , but as far as I could see
he did nothing to check or to rebuke his men . I told all these things that I had seen to the Governor and every officer
whom I met the next day . 

The brutality and inbumanity of the whole scene was in . describably increased by the fact that the men who were bit
were praying to God and had already taken a vow that they would remain silent and peaceful in word and deed . The
Akali Sikhs who had taken this vow , both at the Golden Temple before starting and also at the shrine of Guru - ka -
Bagh , were , as I have already stated , largely from the army . They had served in many campaigns in Flanders , in
France , in Mesopotamia and in East Africa . Some of them at the risk of their own safety may have saved the lives of
Englishmen who had been wounded . Now they were felled to the ground at the hands of English officials serving in
the same Government which they themselves had served . They were obliged to bear the brunt of blows , each one of
which was an insult and humiliation , but each blow was turned into a triumph by the spirit with which it was endured
. 

It was a strangely new experience to these men , to receive blows dealt against them with such force as to fell them to
the ground , and yet never to utter a word or strike a blow in return . The vow they had made to God was kept to the
letter . I saw no act , no look , of defiance . It was 

It was a true martyrdom for them as they went forward , a true act of faith , a true deed of devotion to God . They
remembered their Gurus how they bad suffered , and they rejoiced to add their own sufferings to the treasury of their
wonderful faith . The onlookers too , who where Sikhs , were praying with them and praying for them , and the
inspiration of their noble religion , with its joy in suffering innocently borne , could alone keep them from rushing
forward to retaliate for the wrong which they felt was being done . 

There has been something far greater in this event than a mere dispute about land and property . It has gone far beyond
the technical questions of legal possession or distraint , heroism , learnt through suffering , bas arisen in the lard . A
new lesson in moral warfare has been taught to the world . This fact , in the ultimate issue , is independent of the mere
legal question of trespass decided for or against the Akali Sikhs . They believe intensely that their right to cut wood in
the garden of the Guru was an immemorial religious right , and this faith of theirs is surely to be counted for
righteousness , whatever a defective and obsolete law may determine or fail to determine concerning legality , 

One thing I have not mentioned which was significant of all that I have written concerning the spirit of the suffering
endured , It was very rarely that I witnessed any Akali Sikh , who went 

A new 
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forward to suffer , fiuch from a blow when it was struck . Apart from the instinctive and involuntary reaction of the
muscles that bas the appearance of a slight shrinking back , there was nothing , so far as I can remember , that could be
called a deliberate avoid . ance of the blows struck . The blows were received one by one without resistance and
without a sign of fear . 

: 
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APPENDIX VIII - F . OUDH JUDL . COMMR'S . COURT , A NON - CO - OPERATOR'S SENTENCE SET ASIDE .

Section 144 Criminal P. C. Discussed , 

LUCKNOW , JUNE 29 . Mr. S. R. Daniels , Judicial Commissioner delivered judgment on 28th June in a Criminal
Reference made by the Sessions Judge of Rae Bareli . The facts of the case will appear from the follow . ing judgment
: 

The question in this revision is as to the legality of an order issued by the District Magistrate of Rae Bareli under
Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code . The order is to the effect that no public meetings are to be held in the
district without the Magistrate's permission until further orders . The accused Kalka Prasad was convicted under
Section 173 I. P. C. for impeding promulgation of this order and was also convicted under Section 188 , I. P. C. for
disobeying it . The learned Sessions Judge set aside the conviction under Section 188 on appeal and bad relerred the
conviction under Section 173 to this Court in revision as the senteuce passed was one from which no appeal lay . 

The question is whether the order is one which the District Magistrate was competent to issue . If it was the
conviction was good ; if not , it is bad . The question is as to the effect of sub . section ( 3 ) of Section 144 , Criminal
Procedure Code which runs as follows : 

“ An order under this section may be directed to a particular individual , or to the public generally when frequenting
or visiting a particular place . " 

The contention of the learned Government pleader is that this sub - section does not limit the right of the Magistrate to
issue such an order to the public generally without reference to any particular place . The question has been
considered in a reported cases by The Allababad High Court in Queen Empress versus Jokbu , 8 All . , page 99 and
by the Bombay High Court in Queen Empress versus Lakhmidas Makandas , 14 Bom . , 165. In both these cases the
view was taken that an order addressed to the public generally without reference to a particular place does not come
within the terms of the Section , I have been referred to one case of this Court Abdu Ghani versus King Emperor 18
Oudh Cases , 70. In this judgment there are some observations which support the overn 
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the he 

ment Pleader's contention . The particular observation relied on is that Section 144 ( 3 ) has nothing to do with the
nature of the order but is one of 4 sub - sections which refer to the manner of promul . gation and to the duration of the
order . These observations must be read in connection with the particular facts of that case , The order in that case
was restricted to a particular place , namely the city of Ajodhya , 

The question at issue was whether it was competent to the Magistrate to forbid the sacrifice of cows in private houses
within that area on certain particular dates . The Court held that the applicants were wrong in seeking to read the
concluding words of sub - section ( 3 ) as they ran , or to the public generally when frequenting or visiting a particular
public , place , ” . · The case therefore has no bearing on the question now before me . It appears to me that the
construction placed on the Section by the High Courts of Allahabad and Bombay is correct . There could be no
objection in inserting the words " when frequenting or visiting a particular place " if it was intended that an order
addressed to the public generally without any limitation of this kind shoull be equally valid , : Nor can the words be
considered applicable to an order extending to the entire district . The power which the District Magistrate sought to
exercise in this instance can be taken , and has subsequently been taken by the application to the District of the
Prevention of Seditious Meetings Act , but I 

. agree with the learned Sessions Judge that the order was not one which he was competent to issue under Section 144
of the Code of Criminal Procedure , I accept the reference and setting aside the 

I conviction direct the release of the accused . 
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APPENDIX VIII - G . 

( BENGAL . ) Extracts from the Repression report of Sylhat District . 

KANAIGHAT TRAGEDY . 

" On the 13th February , 1922 , there was a Khilafat meeting at Nebalpur near Kanaighat in the Jainta Parganas , 

" As the conveners found it impossible to give an undertaking of the nature demanded , they thought it advisable to
stop the meeting and wanted at least half an hour's time to disperse the gathering which by that time numbered from 3
to 4 thousand , but they were allowed only 5 to 7 minutes to clear off , Volunteers went out in batches to move the
crowd away and it took some time to explain the situation to the large gathering . 

• In the meantime , the Commissioner , the Sub - Inspector , the Jamadar and the E. A. C. with the armed police went
near the gathering and as the crowd had not dispersed it was pushed back by Mr. Webster riding on a horse . Some
among the crowd were knocked down . The crowd lingered on shouting Allah - o - Akbar and Bande Mataram which
was thought to be an attitude of defi . ance and unwillingness to obey the order to disperse . A scuffle then ensued
which was followed by a general order for firing with the result that 5 men from among the crowd were killed on the
spot and 27 were severely wounded from among whom 2 more , subsequently died . A constable named Banka Bihari
Deb was found lying on the spot with a severe gun - shot wound from the effects of which he died shortly after his
removal to the Thana , 

“ The Moulavi and the leaders tried to pacify the people and to stop them from using any violence by way of
retaliation and the meeting was finished in spite of the tragic happenings . 

“ The younger brother of the deceased Banka , Upendra Ch . Deb filed a complaint to the Additional Deputy
Magistrate alleg . ing that his brother was shot by a saheb and prayed for an enquiry into the matter . " 

GURKHA OUTRAGE . “ On the 9th day of March , 1922 , a band of Special Sepoys be .. longing to Assam Rifles
under the command of two European Captains arrived in Sylhet . On the following morning it was noticed that they
pitched their camps on the other side of the river . They crossed the river in the morning . They began to crack the
umbrellas of the passersby , order people to stop cycling 

) 
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in the street , deal severe blows with the butt - ends of their rifles . The people were panic stricken , 

" Sj . Krishna Sundar Das of Local Congress Committee wrote a letter to the Deputy Commissioner informing him 

in details , the various atrocities perpetrated by the Gurkhas but to no effect . 

" The following were among the persons who suffered at the hands of the Gurkhas . 

( 1 ) One S. I. and two clerks of the Police office were insult . ed by the Gurkhas . ' 

( II ) The Sepoys compelled one Deputy Magistrate and one Sub . Deputy Magistrate to get down from their respective
cycles , 

( III ) They confined two judicial officers who were subsequent . ly , let off . 

( IV ) Sj . Sudhansu Mohon Dutta , son of Srijut Ananda Mohon Dutta , Deputy Inspector of Schools , was seriously
assaulted . " 

FARIDPUR DISTRICT , 

1 

" On 5th September 1921 , a notice under Section 108 Criminal Procedure Code was served on Dr. Suresh Chandra
Banerjee , who was an I. M. S. and resigned service at the call of Motherland , to show cause on 215 € September ,
1921 why he should not execute bond of Rs . 3,000 with two sureties of Rs . 1,500 cach to be of good behaviour for
one year . The reason for the issue of the notice was , as alleged by the Magistrate , due to some speeches delivered
by him in many places in the District tending to bring hatred or contempt towards the Government established by law
in British India . He did not offer sureties and went to jail for one year . 

" The arrest of Badshah Meah , a Pir of 60 lacs of Mahomedans , under Section 108 Criminal Procedure Çode created
a great sensa tion in the town . He offered no defence and in a heroic and dig . nified way preferred jail for a year to
signing recognizance bond or tendering sureties . " 

RUNGPUR DISTRICT . Evidence of Srijut Manmotha Nath Şen , Assistant Secretary , Nilphamari Congress
Committee : 

" I began work here from 26th November , 1921. I was present at Nilphamari on the day of occurrence , I saw a band
of Gurkhas proceeding towards the Hat on 28th December , 1921. I followed them . : They stopped near the Hati · I
went to the Hat and tried to pacify the people . Suddenly I heard some Gurkhas - were beat ing the people . I
immediately hastened to the place and saw the beating . People in the Hat were then very much excited but I pacified
them with great difficulty . 

1 
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" The Gurkhảs were threatening the people with bayonet and Kukries . People were flying away in all directions out
of fear . S. I. Niren Babu was present there . One among the crowd cried out Hallo , Niren Babu , you are my
countryman , still you are inciting the Gurkbas to molest us . ' Then the Habildar whispered something to the Gurkhas
who were then parading the hat with fixed bayonets . One oil seller was ' severely wounded with Kukries . Another
man was wounded ou the head . When the crowd was proceeding towards their respective quarters , the Gurkhas then
were firing shots right and left . One shot struck a Bhutia in bis chest and another struck me in my foot , ( wound was
shown ) . One pregnant woman who was selling pulse was wounded on her forehead . None died . 

None died . Afterwards the Gurkhas went towards the Thana . The District Magistrate and S. D. O. came to the Hat
for enquiry . The enquiry was held in a Zemin . dar's Katchery . 

( Sd . ) MANMOTH NATH SEN , 

Assistant Secretary , 10th July , 1922 . 

Nilphamari Congress Committee " 

HARIPUR TRAGEDY . " Haripur is a small village within two miles from Gaibandha . Almost all the villagers are
poor cultivators . Dispute aroše regard . ing payment of Chowkidari taxes . The villagers paid their taxes when
demanded but some of them could not owing to poverty . The circle officer in collusion with some Presidents who
were regarded as enemies to the N. C. O. movement reported to the S. D. O. that the villagers refused to pay taxes .
Accordingly one day in the latter part of night , a Police Inspector with 15 armed Gurkhas surrounded the village . The
Inspector and the Sub Inspectors were a little off from the village . In the morning 

, Police surrounded the house of one Asmat Sheikh who is a very influential and well - to - do man in the village . The
inmates of the house were forbidden to leave the house . A brother of Asmat was assaulted for no fault of his own .
There was some disorder then and people began to gather in Asmat's house . The armed Gurkhas next came to the
place . Asmat told the people who collected in his house , not to make golmal . The Habildar of the Gurkhas under
pretext of mob disorder fired two shots at Asmat who fell down and died instantaneously . Other Gurkhas also fired
several shots . Many people came to see Asmat . Two other men were also wounded by gunshot . In the midst of
turmoil and disorder two policemen were also severely wounded . Just at this ( sic ) , the Inspector and the Sub -
Inspector appeared and ordered the police . men to guard the houses effectively so that none could go out The masses
were very much excited at this horrible outrage . The president of the Local Congress Committee and other local
gentle . men requested the people to disperse which they did peacefully 
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Sometime after the S. D. O. came to the place of occurrence and sent the dead body to the Sadar Station . Next day
Magistrate and S. P. came and arrested many persons under pretext of non payment of taxes . It will not be out of place
to mention here that the dead and the wounded persons paid their taxes long ago . " 

CHITTAGONG DISTRICT . " On 9th July 1921 , a procession of about 3000 people ... start ed .... At that time Mr.
Strong , District Magistrate accompanied by European and Indian Police officers , 24 Gurkhas and constables met the
procession at the Girls ' School and asked Mr. Sengupta to direct the procession to disperse . A brief parley followed
and Mr. Sengupta was placed under arrest . Swami Dinananda , Kri . pandas Udashi , Mabim Ch . Das and others
were also arrested under Section 23 of the Police Act . 

" On 26th July 1921 , Mr. Sengupta was served with a notice under section · 144 Criminal Procedure Code
probibiting him from attending public meetings and delivering lectures . 

“ Several persons including some respectable and influential gentlemen in Chittagong were ordered by the District
Magistrate to serve as special constables which they refused to do and gladly embraced jail . 

“ Next Mr. Sengupta was arrested while he was in the midst of a Sunkirtan party in his own house . He was offered
bail which • he refused and went to hajat gladly . His worthy wife Mrs. Nellie Sengupta , a European lady of
respectable family , began to lead the volunteers in picketting . It was so successful that dealers in foreign cloth
suffered heavy and serious losses , ' . She was served with a notice under section 144 Criminal Procedure Code to
which she made a strong and heroic protest . 

“ Mr. Sengupta , Swami Dinananda , Kripandas Udashi , Sj . Mahini Chandra Das and 13 others were again
summoned in the old case mentioned aforesaid under section 151 Indian Penal Code and 82 Police Act , After several
hearings they were all sentenced to 3 months rigorous imprisonment on the 20th day of October , 1921 , which was a
read letter day for Chittagong both in spirit and act . 

" Shortly after 8 o'clock an unarmed and peaceful crowd was , in an orderly manner , following the carriage of Mr.
Sengupta and others proceeding to Railway Station , report goes that the portico where ist class passengers generally
stop was withont any light and a boy named Khagendra Nath Sen was assisting the people with gas light . 

" Shortly before the arrival of the carriage this light , as he says , was put out by one European getleman . Gurkhas
whose presence was hitherto concealed , suddenly made their appearence from an ambush and began to assault .
People were taken by surprise and were at their wit's end . Gurkhas rushed up and drove the 
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people who were reeling back and looking for places of safety with all possible haste . The casualties were about 50.
Amongst the wounded were Benode Lal Ray , Honorary Magistrate , Aparna Charan Kananga a contractor and other
respectable and influen . tial gentlemen . 

“ A little boy named Saidul Huda aged only 5 years sustained serious jujuries on the head . The Gurkhas rushed up
with all the roughness they could command and ceased while whistle blew inside . " 

BARISAL DISTRICT . “ Since the inauguration of the present movement , repressive policy was adopted here first in
the mouth of June 1921 when the District Congress Committee sent out volunteers in every part of the District for
propaganda work . The branch committees were be . ing formed throughout the district and volunteers managed them
efficiently . The District Magistrate , Mr. Wadel , was very much disturbed in his mind for the movement and tried bis
best to stamp it out at the outset . 

" In the month of September 1921 , Babu : Benode Kumar Ray Chowdhury Zemindar of Kirtipasa was seriously taken
to task by the District Magistrate for lending the ' service of his gharry to Mahatma Gandhi when he visited the town
and asked him to give up all honorary offices which he gladly did but owing to inadvert ence or some other reason be
did not resign his post of Non - official visitor to jail for which the District Magistrate wrote to the Com . missioner
for cancelling his honorary post . 

" In the month of October , the whole of Pirojpur Sub - division was served with a notice under section 144 Criminal
Procedure Code prohibiting public meetings and picketting of foreign cloth . 

" Proceedings were also drawn up against 50 pleaders of the district court for observing bartal during the Chandpur
Cooly Exodus , On Bhola sub - division a notice under section 144 Cri . minal Procedure Code was served by beat of
drum to the effect that none shall be able to lead or arrange a procession with Khadi and Charka for a period of two
months . Practically speaking the whole of the District was gagged under section 144 Criminal Procedure Code . Not
a single prominent Congress or Khilafat . worker and volunteer was saved from the operation of section 144 Criminal
Procedure Code . 

. : " Immediately after the Government Notification of November 1921 , which declared all national volunteer corps
unlawful as . semblies , was issued , the authorities were up and doing in arresting the movement totally . The District
Congress and Khilafat offices were searched by Police several times and all documents and papers of the offices
were taken away . " , Almost all the sub - divi sional and village committees were raided by Police and all papers 
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seized . The Congress and Khilafat officers were roughly handled everywhere . 

" By the middle of December , 1921 , the District Jail was filled to its utmost capacity with political prisoners . 

“ The Mahommedan prisioners were hampered in every way whilst saying their prayers . Srijut Nogendranath Das
Gupta was chained in solitary cell grinding dal . 

" In the month of July , 1921 , four political prisoners viz . , ( 1 ) Makbul , ( 2 ) Ali Ahamad , ( 3 ) Rajendra Sen and
64 ) Girija were given 15 stripes in jail . This news spread like wild fire in the town . 

" Sj . Satindra Nath Sen went on hunger strike owing to bad treatment and various other reasons . 

" The authorities tried their best to give bim food by artifical means but failed . Sj . Satyendra Ch , Mitra , Secretary ,
B. P. C. C. wired to the jail superintendent for an interview with Satindra Babu but the Superintendent refused it . His
object was to induce Satindra Babu to take fond as Satindra Babu is his intimate friend . At last Satiödra Babu was
prevailed upon by Sj . Motilal Nehru and Dr. P. C. Ray and began to take his food . He had been transferred to
Presidency Jail . His old father of 75 applied for an interview with bis son at Barisal and at Calcutta but was refused .
The old man died by the last week of August 1922. " 2 

TIPPERA DISTRICT . 

History of Repression , " The history of repression in Tiperra is an interesting one . It began with the Cooly exodus
movement of Assam tea garden which had no connection whatsoever with the present movement , 

" The tragic happenings at Malkoori can not be adequately des . cribed . For some trifling matter the police seriously
dealt with the people there whereupon the masses were very much excited and there was a friction between them .
The armed police accompani . ed by the district magistrate , S. P. , and other officers went to effect arrest there . A
crowd gathered round them on that occasion , and the officers getting nervous ordered to open fire , the result was that
3 men were shot dead and several others were seriously wounded . 

lis " Srijut Basanta Kumar Majumdar , Moulvi Ashrafuddin Ahmed Chodhury , President and Secretary , Congress ,
hastened to the place after gettiog a report that serious disturbances are apprehended . They arrived at Mahioi on 23rd
June , 1922 , and took shelter in a house close to the police station there . They made enquiries and came to know that
two constables were roughly handled by the people . This incident took place outside the area marked on by the
Punitive police , From enquries , they found out that the neighbouring houses were looted , inmates molested , paddy
and rice : 
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destroyed and pilfered , pages of Holy Koran torn and trampled by the Gurkhas , fowls , pigeons , ducks . goats , and
other domestic arti . cles were taken away in broad day light . Inmates of the neigh bouring houses deserted their
homes for fear of being molested , Whenever they entered a house , inmates were beaten including females in some
cases . 

" Congress and Khilafat volunteers deputed there were arrested and very roughly handled . At No. 9 Union of police
station Laksham , an old man of 80 years was arrested and beaten . It was alleged by the old Hazi that Rs . 200 / were
forcibly taken away by the police after breaking the wooden chest . The earthen pot where money was kept was
shown to the Congress Authorities , wbich was broken . Members of the Hazi family were arrested and assaulted . ·
The Congress Secretary was robbed of Rs . 49-4 by the police , the money was locked up in a box . A servant of the
Con . gress Secretary who was guarding his master's goods was turned out of the house by a Gurkha in the presence of
a Sub - Inspector who tried to prevent a Gurkha - from spoiling the goods of his master . Besides money other
domestic articles were also taken away . 

" A young wife of a Mahammadan in village Parikut was in sulted . Skirt of her Saree was caught hold of by a Gurkba
, she cried and the Gurkha ran away leaving her . Congress and Khilafat workers and volunteers were singled out for
arrest , assaults and insalt . The Congress and Khilafat Assistant Secre . taries were severely beaten by a Gurkha alter
atrest . Charkbas of the poor people were being destroyed whenever and wheresoever fouod . In short the very
existence of the people in the locality was at the mercy of the Gurkhas . ” 

MIDNAPORE DISTRICT . 

A Short History of Repression . " Repression first made its , appearance in Contai Sub - Division regarding
imposition of new taxes onder Bengal Village Self 

. . Government Act . People refused to pay additional taxes under the Act as they fully became aware of the fact that no
benefit could practically be derived from the Act . 

“ The Government of Bengal issued a proclamation in the fol lowing manner : 

“ The Governor - in - Couocil is pleased to declare that the conduct of the inhabitants of the village in the District of
Midnapore specially in Contai Sab - Division and sitaated within the jurisdiction of the Police Station Sabang , has
rendered it expedient , to increase the number of police by the appointment of ( ? ) to be qaartered in the villages at
the cost of the inhabitants thereof . " 

" The people took this into their hearts and began to agitate against this unlawful and illegal order . They
wholeheartedly 
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accepted the Congress creed and began work vigorously . At last the Government finding their position awkward and
difficult within the operation of village Self - Government Act , from the district , the additional Police force were
also withdrawo , " 

NOAKHALI DISTRICT , 

Cruel treatment of political prisoners , “ ( 1 ) Volunteers Abdul Salam and Suraj Miab while in hajat in the month of
November , 1921 , were very roughly treated by the Civil Surgeon as they wore Gandhi Caps which he called Gandha
Cap equivalent to " Ass Cap " . Next day they all refused · Sarkar Salam whereupon they were put in solitary cell . 

" ( 2 ) Moulavis Siddik and Islam Baksha in January last were forbidden to cry ' Ajhan ' as enjoined by their religion
which they refused to do , for that they were put to solitary cell . 

“ ( 3 ) Munshi Anwaral Haque , in June , 1921 , was ordered to carry loads weighing more than 2 maunds but he
expressed his inability to do so on account of his weak health , for this he was so violently given a push that he fell
down senseless . Shortly after he was put to solitary cell . He also complained of bad diet . " 

FENI . 

Raids on Congress , Office . Shortly after the Government Notification in November , 1921 , almost all the congress
offices in the district were raided by the police . During the search , the inmates of the house were very roughly
treated by the police . The Feni Sub - Divisional Congress Office was also searched and papers taken away . Pressure
was brought to bear upon the proprietors of the houses wot to lend them for congress work . 

Gurkha and Police Cruelties , In March and April , 1921 , a band of armed police and Gurkhas were brought from
Darjeeling and were made to patrol the whole of the district with the obvious object of intimidating the public and
creating an impression upon them . They did much damage to the property of the poor inhabitants and used
unnecessary violence upon the shopkeepers and passersby according to their own free sweet will . lo March last
when they were : pass . ing by Sonalia , a village under Rajgunj Thana , two peasants , while ploughing their fields
were severely wounded as they cried Allah - ho - Akbar , They were struck with the butt - end of the rifles . A relative
of the aforesaid peasants , Mahamad Ismail by name , cried for help whereupon he also received severe wounds The
wound was I inch long and } inch deep which bled profusely . He was under medical treatment for a long time . A
volunteer , Lalit by name , was seriously dealt with by a policeman while passing by the police Barrack with Khaddar
for sale . 
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DACCA DISTRICT . " A notice was served on 86 leading pleaders and 12 muktars of Munshigunj to work as special
constables for a period of 3 weeks , but they seriously protested against this illegal order which was subsequently
withdrawn . A pladard of Hartal attached to Gandhi cap nfa volunteer was forcibly snatched away by the S. D. O , of
Munshigunj . " 

NOTICE OF S. D. O. MUNSHIGANJ . “ In the month of November , 1921 , Deputy Magistrates and Sub - Depury
Collectors were asked to start a campaign against N. C. o . and to lecture on international free trade and cosmo
politani solidarity of nations and the supreme blessing of being dominated by a foreign power specially the English , ,
' 

On 23rd January , 1922 , a public meeting was advertised by beat of drums to be held iú Dacca town at the
Coronation Park at 4 P.M. Three drummers were arrested in succession but subsequently re leased . Inside the Park
about a thousand people were assembled and a large crowd was standing outside . A Sub - Inspector and four
sergeants were seen loitering with a dozen constables armed with regulation lathies on the Buckland Road outside the
Paik . The Police did not obstruct people entering the Park , The District Magistrače , the S. P. and other officers
accompanied by about 50 constables armed with regulation lathies marched in before the election of the President , Sj
. Monoranjan Bhattacharyya .. As the president rose to speak , the M + gistrate told him to disperse the meeting . On
his refusal lie was arrested by the Magistrate lim self , then Munshi Kitab Ali stepped forward and was arrested , then
Sreeman Haripada Chatterjee stood up to address the meet . ing , he was pushed and kicked down . Rajendra Roy
attempted to speak , and was forth with arrested : One sergeani kicked Dr. Upendra Chandra Bhattacharyya on his face
and he was dragged outside with his nose bleeding . Many boys beiween 8 to 14 years were very roughly handled and
thrown over the enclosure . Then all the European officials and the constables began to deal at the people severe
blows with lathies and kicks with their boots , 

“ Then all the constables under orders formed into a line and began to march over the audience who were till then
sitting and some of whom were lying on the ground quietly . Under this trampling also the auctience maintained a non -
violent attitude . Serious bleeding wounds and fractures were caused on many per sons , some of tbem were lying
unconscious . People who were standing outside the enclosure were pelted with , brick bars by the Pulice to scare
them away . At last when with all their efforts the meeting could not be dispersed , the Magistrate with bis retinue
reticed at 5-30 P. M ... The wounded and the unconscious were picked up and removed by their relatives and
volunteers . The number of the wounded was about 50 and their ages , varied from 8 to 60 , 
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" One volunteer named D. C. Bhattacharyya was met by a Sergeant on the Bapagram Road who slapped him on his
cheek and spatched away his khaddar and badge . Three other volunteers were also similarly treated while they were
peacefully picketting liquor and foreign cloth shaps , Political prisoners in Dacca Jail were very much roughly dealt
with , complaint of bad diet heavy , work imposed upon prisoners of tender age . 

North The political prisoners were being treated like ordinary crimi . 

1 
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CALCUTTA . * Repressive measure was first taken against Rengal's Priest , Srijut C. R. Das on the 2nd day of March
, 1921. Asy soon as he landed at Mymensingh , the Sadar S. D. Ó . served him with a noiice under Section 144
Criminal Procedure Code directing him to abstain from entering the town . Grounds of the order mentioned as ( 1 )
Public tranquility was likely to be disturbed by unauthorised procession ( 2 ) likelihood of the breach of peace by
asking students to withdraw from appearing in Matriculation Examination which was being held there . Srijut Das was
so very mortally wounded that he exclaimed with a sigh : - " We are so many helots in the country . Life is unbearable
without Swaraj " ; 

5 } } " One or two days previous to Hartal a crowded meeting was held in the Maidan at the gate of the Octerlony
Monument to discuss the present duties of the Police at this present juncture , 5,000 people attended , 500 being
Police men . The Police men unanimously decided not to serve Government . Many resignations were tendered but not
accepted . On 17th November , 1921 , a volunteer was assaulted hy a European Surgeanet No : 74 while he was
driving in a car of Mr. G. N. Roy , District Judge of Rajshahi for conveying him to his house in Hazra street , - The car
in ques . tion was commandeéred , “ On H. M. S. ” He was subsequently arrested , 

" Other volunteers belonging to the South Calcutta Congress Committee were also assaulted . Their names are Ramesh
Ch . Dey and Matilal , 

" On Ist December , 1921 Srijut Das enlisted himself as a volun . teer and requested his countrymen to enlist with a
message to , his co - workers to continue the Congress work peacefully . " On 6ih December , 1921 Srijut Chiraranjau
Das was arrested 

with 25 volunieers in his batch . He was put up in the lock . up and severely assaulted by a Sergeant . The above fact
was ! corroborated by av eye - witness who was his co - prisoner . He states as follows : I was arrested on 6th
December , 1921 with Chirarranjan Das and was tut up in the same lock - up and I was an eye witness of the severe
beating to which he was subjected , Sergeants gave him severe blows on the cheek and head and 
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kicked with boots . He sat motionless and bore them with a calm and patient attitude . Volunteers who opposed sucn .
severe mal treatment were also served some blows . I have been released to - day unconditionally . ” 

( Su . ) HEMANTA KUMAR SEN . 

) 27th December , 1921 

Central Congress Volunteer . ' " On 8th Docember , 1921 three Sikh ladies ( 1 ) Sreejakta Sarala Debi ( 2 ) Guru Debi
( 3 ) Chitragar D bi were arrested while asking people to wear Khaddar and observe Hurtal on 24th December , 1921
but subsequentiy let off unconditionally .. 

gadi : " On 7th Dicember , 1921 Srejuktas Basanti Debi , wife of Deshanandhu Das , Urinila Debi , sister of
Desnabandu and Suniti Debi of Naci Karma Mandio were arrested wnile hawking Khaddar in Barrabazar . They were
taken in Alipur Jail but were subse quently released uncouditionally . 

“ Ong'h December , 1921 there was a parade of Machine Guns in the streets in order to create an impression in the
people , Congress office was surrounde ! by European soldiers and a search was made . Strong detachment of Police
was posted be fore B. P. C. C. office . One hundred and sixty volunteers were arrested on that day . Most of them
were mercilessly beaten by European Sergeants Çivil guards under pretext of dispersing crowd made free use of their
batons . Sime volunteers of tender age varying froin 8 to 12 were arrested in Alipore Court for shouting “ Bande
Mataram ” . At Lal Bazar somé Sikh ' volun . teers were deprived of their Kirpan , the wearing of which is a part of
religious duty . Serious unrest among police continued . 

Srijut Sudhir Kumar Chowdhury and ' Hemanta Chatterjee , Assistant Editors of Modern Review " : were arrested
because they had put on Kladi Dnuties and Shirts , They were subsequently released unconditionally , I senderisi ! 

On 101h December , 1921 Deshabandhu . Das , B. N. Sasmal , Bar.at - law , Secretary B. P. C. C. and other prominent
leaders were arrested . Srijut Das was taken to Lalbazar . , He enquired about the warrant at the time of his arrest but
the Police officer said that there was a warrant but it was at the Lalbazaro Police office , No warrabit was shown to
him at Lalbazar . From there he was taken to the Presidency Jail . He was arrested under no warrant from a Magistrate
, but on suspicion under Section 54 Criminal Procedure Code of having committed an offence under Section 17 ( 2 )
of the Criminal Law Amendment Act . He was put in a cell during the whole period of his trial . His case was put off
from date to date without any reasonable ground . On 14th Febrary , 1922 he was convicted and sentenced to 6 months
S. I. 

6 

* 10 seit “ On 14th December 1921 Teo thousand Dock Coolies went on 

Ou strike consequent upon the removal of Gandhi Cap , from a Coplie . , 
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They sent an intimation to the Governor that they would resume their work on three conditions . 

" Not a single day passed without any assault by Sergeants and European Civil Guards . Gandhi Caps and Pagrees
whenever and wherever found were being taken away . A student volunteer , Arad Bodha by name , was arrested by
twò Sergeants and was assaulted severely with batons . Oria volunteers were also assaulted by Sergeants . Rup
Chand Kotbari , volunteer and a businessman was robbed of his Pagree by a Sergeant On 22nd December , 1921.
Volunteers were sent to picket foreign cloth shop and hawk Knaddar , 270 were arrested . 

" About 340 political prisoners including some Khilafat leaders had been lodged in a go - down at the Kidderpore
Docks . The place was unfit for human habitation and the prisoners were not at all well treated . The food supplied to
them was not only insufficient but some of it was more or less stale . There were many among the prisoners who had
not taken any thing during 36 or 40 hours . 

" The prisoners were asked to make arrangements to cook their own food but practically there was no arrangement for
cooking . They suffered all sorts of hardships there . 

“ Rai Bina Charan Paul Bahadur M. L. C. and non - official visitor of Jails in Calcutta wrote to Mr. Abdur Rahim ,
Minister to Banga ! Gvernment in charge of Jails , embodying his personal observations which among others
contained the following : -- 

( a ) The Hospital arrangercent ini Kidder pore Dock Jail is 

very unsatisfactory . Patients are laid on the floor in ill - ventilated rooms . 

.. ! ( 6 ) There were serious complaints by the prisoners that they 

had been practically without any food for 3 or 4 days . 

Their famished looks confirmed the statement , ( c ) Drinking water was insufficient . If they wanted to drink 

water at night , they could not do so as they were 

forbidden to leave their room . ( d ) About 1500 persons were lodged in a big godown which 

was in a most insanitary condition . The floor emitted 

bad smell . ( + ) The latrine arrangement is far from satisfactory . If any 15 one was to answer the call of nature , he
was not allowed : to do so s 

at dito ( ) Conservancy - arrangement was very defective . 

TIVI ( 8 ) Prisoners were supplied with one blanket each . On " 241h December , 1921 , Dhirendra Nath Karmakar , a
gold . smith was severely ' wounded by a Civil Guard . Abeggar was 
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also similarly treated . On 25th December , 1921 , two civil guards fcllowed by a number of soldiers fired on a
number of pedestrians , One was done to death . Several persons were also assaulted wios 

" On 9th January , 1922 , a procession was formed composed of several volunteers including the following ladies : 

( 1 ) Sreemati Sumatibala Mitra wife of Dr. Anukul Ch . Mitra , 104 , Upper Circular Road , 

( 2 ) Sremati Hemaprobha Majumdar wife of Srijut Basanta Kumar Majumdar of Comila , 

( 3 ) Sreemati Bagala Som wife of Srijut Kamunikumar Som of Mymensingh , 

( 4 ) Uma Devi and Sati Devi of Nari Karma Mandir and others left Wellington Square ( the Office of B. P. C. C. ) in
a procession singing national songs . When they came of College St. and Mechua bazır Street , they were asked to
return to their homes by a European Sergeant . Later on other Indian Police Officers did the same but the volunteers
refused to abandon their work . Meanwhile the Police Sergeant perhaps after receiv ing orders from his superiors ,
arrested the lady volunteers who were taken to Barotolla Thana . At the Thana a European Deputy Commissioner was
in charge . A number of Gurkhas with guns poiuied were posted in a motor lorry immediately in front of the Thana .
The Congress workers immediately hastened to the place after receiving the news of the arrest of the ladies . About an
hour after the arrival of the Congress leaders the authorities signified their intention of releasiug the ladies only , but
as soon as the ladies came to know of this they refused to come out unless the bry volunteers who had accompanied
them were also released . Tme Deputy Commissioner agreed to this and the whole party returned to the B. P. C. C.
Office . 

the junction 

1 

" This infuriated the Civil Guard so much that he whipped out a revolver and began to point it at the men who were by
his side , Assistant Commissioner of Police , searched the person of the Civil Guard and a loaded revolver with some
cartridges was found . He was not arrested but the matter was simply referred to the Commissioner of Police . The
above fact was proved by several constables and pleaders of Police Court , ? " A middle aged Bengalee ' lady ' was
assaulted with lathi hy a high Police officer in such a brutally violent fashion that she drop ped down unconscious on
the spot and was conveyed immediately after by the volunteers in a Motor car to the Sambhů . Nath Pandit Hospital . 

« The wound was shaved clean by the attending Sirgeon and the wound itself was convered with a lint piece from
which blood was oozing out , 
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.... Her name was Hem Nalini Ghose of Gabha ( District Barisal ) and lived in Kalighat . She complained of great
pain in her head and was unable to speak further . The lady looked to be about 45 

years old . 

1 
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A passerhy was severely struck on the head by a European Sergeant in front of Y. M. C. A. building , he received a
gaping wound which bled profusely . 

Babu Nagendra Nath Paul of 11 / 5 / - Ram Krishna Das's ' Lane was injured in his leg and when he fell down , was
kicked on the chest by a Sergeant . For a time his condition was serious . While trying to protect a young boy from the
assault of a Sergeant , Mrs. Majumdar received a blow from a lathi on her left wrist . For some time she suffered
great pain in her left wrist and passed several sleepless nights . 

" In trying to disperse the meeting , Mr. Kidd used his lathies right arid left ; he even ftung it at some and was seen to
pick it up . He was rushing at assembled people in different directions and using his fists and stick freely . 

" Oo the 7th February at about 4 P. M. several ladies accompanied by male volunteers led a procession , On the way
they came across 

Inspector Hem Labiri followed by another police officer . 205 The ladies continued their processions i surrounded by
the police forming à ring round them . At first there was no molestation . When they had under same progress Mr. Kidd
with several European Sergeants arrived at the scene , i At an order from him the police now stopped the ladies from
proceeding any further . A large crowd assembled on this spot . The police began to use their lathies indiscriminately
and the most innocent passers by were victimised . The ladies asked whether they were under arrest ? The Inspector
said they were not . Then suddenly Mr. Kidd came near them and began to pusli the Indian constables , some of whom
stumbled against the ladies who consequently fell upon the ground , and were wounded . Mr. Kidd himsell came up to
Mrs. Majumdar and got hold of her woupded arm . Thereafter the ladies were put into the motor cars and were told
that they were being taken to Lalbazar . The drivers on a secret understanding took them to the Race Course where
they waited for the officers to arrive and do the needful . But no officer turned up . Then 4 went to Lalbazar and 2 to
the Outram Road , to look for the officers who however had disappeared from the scene . Shortly after several
distinguished ladies arrived on the spot . Messrs . N. Č . Sen and Bose , also arrived at the scene . On an interview 

with Mr. Bird they learnt that there was no definite order against the ladies and that they were not under arrest . The
ladies were then sent home . 96 ay 

T The following persons are only a few of the victims of the police lathies : 
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( 1 ) Babu Nagendra Nath Ghosh , teacher Kalighat H. E. School , got lathi wound on his head , bleeding profusely .
He was taken to Dr. S. N. Chowdhary who attended him . 

( 2 ) A cooly was struck so severely on the bead that he had to be removed to Ghosh and Dutt's Pharmacy , for some
time his condition was precarious . 

( 3 ) Sj . Lalit Mohan Das son of Dr. N. N. Das was struck on the head , the injury was serious . 

( 4 ) Ram Charan , 122 Monoharpur Road , swelling on left arm . 

( 5 ) . Dwarka Halui of Chetla Hat , baton on the right parital . They were examined by Dr. J. M , Das Gupta . 

" But when Mr. Kidd and a Sergeant arrived , the Inspector : arrested 11 speakers one after another . When a lady rose
to speak the papers were snatched off from her hand . She proceeded where . upon the Inspector blew his whistle and
the police rushed on the people and tried to disperse the meeting forcibly . In all 17 arrests were made , six being
sikhs from one of whom the Kirpan was taken away . Among the assaulted are the following : 

1. Sk . Mazhar- ( 4011 Kasaripara Road ) , severely hit on the neck . 

5,5 2. ' Prankrishna Banerjee ( 134A , Telipara Road ) rendered un conscious and returned to the Hospital 

3. Nur Mohammad- ( swelling of the Knee joint by lathi blow ) . 

4. Rama Pada Chatterjee lacerated cranial wound at the junction of parietal bones . It is pointed 1 " towards the tail
and rest lacerated severely . It is 3 " in length by ' 1/3 " in breadth by 1/4 " in deptb . 

5. Mohammad Ajgar -- ( 50 years ) lathi blow in the left wrist . 

6. Phaniudra Bhusan Dasgupta ( 17 years ) lathi blow on the waist and the back . 

7. Salamat ( 45 years ) contused wound in the left . Frontal measure , r " by 1/8 " by 1/4 " deep . Swelling of the knee
joint by 

1 the lathi blow . 

. 8. Haripadha Rakhit ( 17 years ) lacerated wound on the right eye brow ; by stone throwing eye congested measure ,
1 " by 1/3 " by 1/4 " deep . 9. Nishi Kanta Das . Swelling on 

Das . Swelling on the right deltoid and left cheek by lathi blow " . 

10. Qadir , Lathi blow on the left wrist , 
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" The first period of repression ended about the time H. R. H , the Prince of Wales left the shores of India . Soon after , however
, a most intensive form of repression was started by Government all over the Province and specially , in 17 or 18 selected
Districts , by methods , measures and activities which ' have made people recall the bitter memories of the Martial Law days ; " "
TU 

" One report says that on the 2nd April 1922 , the village Harkliowal ( in the Hoshiarpur district ) was raided at about 2 a . m .
The villagers , not knowing who the men were , raised the alarm « tiet . ” 

“ The police could not be expected to relish this and the " throat along the ...... was tied with an iron chain . He was dragged
along the ground , His long hair and beard were torn and his 

. nose bugan to bleed . ” Another report says : - " On the 2nd April 1922 , the police made a raid on the Kanoui village . The
Police gave a severe beating to Bhai ............. Akuli , and pulled his long hair and beard . His friends too were severely beaten . "
The raid on the house of Sodi Moti Singh ........ of Ananpur on the 16th , 

' April 1922 , has been largely commented upon in the press . It 

. is stated that the police entered his house while he was away from bome . His wife and children were forced to vacate the
house The lady was , then in the family way and gave birth to a son only six days later . It is but fair to mention that this report
has been contradicted by Government . The Shromani Committee , however , insist upon , an impartial enquiry , saying that they
possess very good evidence , including documentary supporting their original statement . " 

“ Not content with arresting members , of 

" : wholesale and convicting most of them on frivolous evidence on charges of dacoiries , thefts , extortion and other serious
offerices , the Government has , on the basis of these very charges , ordered the imposition of Positive Police on more than 75
villages in the Punjab . It is believed that this is a much larger number than : the number of villages on which Punitive Police was
imposed in 1919. " 

.e 

- Of late , a novel method of preventing meetings from being held without the application of Section 144 Criminal Procedure
Code or any other law , has been adopted in certain parts of the Province . This is the method of " segregation , " 
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" An illustration of segregation may be taken from a more advanced or civilized part of the Punjab . Isrhoo is a small
village in the ludhiana district . Early in June , it was arranged to hold a Diwan ( religious congregation ) there . But
two days before the date of meeting , all those who were collecting provisions or otherwise taking part in making the
necessary arrangements were arrested without warrants or any other inconvenient formali . ties , and more than 150
policemen were all round the village to keep off people from the surrounding villages . " 

" The following instance , which is quoted from a Jullundur Report is equally clear and explicit . " 

" On the second day of the sale the Deputy Commissioner bim self led the assaults , the range whereof extended over
hundreds - of yards from the court compound . Respectable persons were roughly handled and even thrown into the
sewage drain . The Deputy Commissioner himself threw Sirdar Hari Singh , the Secretary of the local Congress
Committee , into the drain and pushed his bead into the sewage . 

" On the 25th April , 1922 , the Danda Police made gratuitous assults on the public in the court compound at
Gujranwala . The local Bar Association passed a resolution " placing on record the indignant protest against the
indiscriminate and vindictive use of Lathis by the Danda Police under the orders of the Police officers against
peaceful citizens present in the court compound . " 

“ The Hoshiarpore Bar Association also had to submit a strong representation to the High Court , Lahore , about a
similar incident which occured in the court compound there when also high Euro pean officers took the lead in
assaulting the peaceful public who had come for their ordinary business . They said : 

" The 25th April last witnessed an assault on the public in the court compound by the police officials and constables
when they were there to attend to their court business and the result was that 22 men received injuries and were
certified and treated by doctors for the same . " 

“ An almost exactly similar assault took place in the compound of the Lyallpur Court . The European officers leading
the attack plied their canes so mercilessly , that at least one of them was broken to pieces and several persons were
badly injured . " 

" The assault on a peaceful meeting at Rawalpindi has one or two features which are absent from the cases which
have been quoted above . Here the novelty of mounted police riding through the crowded meeting was added for the
first time though similar things have happened elsewhere also . The report says : 

" Maulvi Abdul Aziz was making a ' speech in a big public meeting atlended by nearly ten or fifteen , thousand
persons , There was no Seditious Meetings Act . The people were calmly 
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į . 

and quietly sitting and listening to the lecture . At this moment , some officials appeared on the scene with an extra -
ordinarily large police force , armed with lathis , some of whom without any warning 

or order to disperse , proceeded straight - way to beat the people : and ride through the crowd while an inspector
walked up straight 

to the dais , and caught hold of Maulvi Abdul Aziz by the gar lands round his neck . All this was entirely uncalled for
and could only result in provoking the people to some foolish act , which would give the officials an opportunity for
taking strong and severe action . Be it said to the credit of the people , that , in spite of the provocations every body
was quite calm and self retrained , " -233 ' " In another case at Amritsar , the volunteers were being so brutally beaten
by a European Police officer and his men that a Sikh lady could not bear the sight . She rushed forward and took under
the protection of her own body two young men who were lying helplessly on the ground and received the beating on
her own back . " 

" At Lahore , on one occasion , outside the District courts , the whole scene was watched for about two hours by the
Deputy Commissioner And Superintendent of Police , while four other Euro , pean Police officers , assisted by about
a dozen Indian policemen with their peţty officers , did the beating in the manner described above . " 

“ In a great many places searches with insult of women took place . For example , the President of the Congress
Committee supported by the Secretary speaking about village Roorke ( District Hoshiarpur ) stątes : - “ The armed
Police loitered about in the 

( ) streets using filthy language , teasing the Purdah ladies and frigh tening the young boys and girls . " 

" Sardar Ganda Singh and two others of village Ambali ( Hoshiarpur District ) state : 

" On the 30th March , 1922 about 50 armed police suddenly visited the village and began to roam about in the streets
and began to frighten the women and children . 

3. " They especially turned the womepfolk of the Akali Sikhs for . cibly out of their houses and searched the houses .
They called those ladies by foul names such as kuties ( bitches ) luchies ( bad characters ) and asked them to warn
their husbands and other relatives against taking part in the movement ; otherwise their property would be confiscated
and they would be put to a lot of trouble . To be brief they insulted the purdah ladies by uncover ing their faces and
using filthy language . " 

“ Giani Ram Singh of Hoshiarpur states- É iis 14. " The police roamed about in the lanes and entered the houses
without permission ............. Sikh women were made to remain 
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sitting outside their door . Foul - words were said to respectable women who gave them this dignified reply : - “ We
are ordered by the community to stick to peace , therefore , hear ! you cruel men , you might say anything you like , we
will bear all these disgraces . " 

The Lambardar of the village reports :: 

" At Dhakowal ( Hoshiarpur ) on the 2nd April , 1922 , some 20 constables were deputed to bring in all the
womenfolk and child . ren . The women and children were brought to the camp by the free use of cane sticks . " 

" Fakir Arain and two other Mussalmans of Ghura District Hoshiarpur deposed ; 

11 : 0 ) Many times the little boys have been beaten , and if any Sikh lady is found in the way , she is forcibly detained
, her face is unveiled and she is insulted and abused in foul language . " 

" In a Panchayat case , which came up before a magistrate at Kusur on the 28th March , 1922 , the Superintendent of
Police int he course of his evidence stated : 

" I do not remember having pulled ............ Sarbarah Lambat . dar's beard . I pulled one man's beard who refused to
move in order to get him move . I do not know that to touch a Sikh's beard is a sacrilege . I struck one or two who
refused to move with a cane . " 

" At Narwana ( Sialkot ) all the Akalis in charge of the Gurdu wara were arrested except a boy named Shamsher Singh
. The constables with shoes on entered the room where the Granth Saheb was kept . A constable sent " Hukka " Smoke
into the " Resh " ( long hair ) of the boy Shamsher Singh , " 

“ The Nishad Saheb ( Sikh religious flag ) at Nawnar Gurdwara was taken down under the orders of the police and
shoe beaten , Water was then made over it and in this urine - soaked condition it was placed inside the Gurdwara . " 

to ) " Some two or three thousand visitors from the neighbouring villages had assembled in a grove about half a mile
from the village to attend the Diwap which was announced for the rith , 12th , and 13th ; but the police having
intervened , as stated before us , cut them off entirely from the village and they had to starve for the whole day as the
Police did not allow them to go to the village to take their meal nor the villagers to take any food to the visitors . " 1. "
The villagers , it was further statéd , were not allowed to give water or fodder to their cattle and were not even
allowed to t water from the wells for their own use . A party from a neighbour . ing village bad come to Ghawind in
connection with the ceremony of the daughter of a resident of this village , but they had all to go witbout food for the
whole day and were coufined in the 
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village along with the villagers themselves ; and although the bride was to depart on that day , the departure had to be
postponed on account of the police siege , and they could only leave at about dark when the siege was removed , " 

" A Sikh prisoner in Ludhiana Jail was reciting from Punj Granthi . The Jailor snatched away the book from him and
tore it up . The Sikh protested . " If you had broken my head I would not have minded it so much , but this insult to my
sacred Gurbani is worse than death to me . " The Jailor looked angry and calling the Lambardars and Policemen he
got them on to beat him . At this time the jailor uttered foul and sacriligeous words about Gurbani . Seeing this other '
prisoners felt indignant at the prisoners being beaten and happened to cry out “ stop him " . The jailor with the
Lambardars and Policemen ran towards the gate and rang the fire alarm . Soon after he began to fire and several 

, prisoners were wounded . The Government , has pubļished its own version . But the public is not satisfied with it
and a public independent enquiry is demanded . , 

« Similarly , one Abdul Karim of Ludhiana who was in the Ambala Jail was once reading Koran in his room No. 5.
He'was made to stand up by Majha by pulling up of his moustaches ( from the statement of Kasa Singh Ludbiana . ) " 

“ Syed Atta - Ullah Shah , Non - co - operating Bar - at - Law , Jul . lundur in his Report on the police excesses at
Raikot ( Ludhiana ) says : 

** It pains ' me very much to record here that an old woman of ninety received blows for salaming Maulvi Fazal . I
found her right hand swollen , A boy of five received similar treatment His forehead bears marks of injuries . A deaf
and dumb man was also beaten severely . " 

9 

" On the 3rd day a meeting called by the co - operting citizens of Jullundur was prohibited and forcibly dispersed and
there was å great display of the Military and the Police in the bazars . The Rate - Payers Association on behalf of the
citizens of Jullundur telegraphed a brief account of these occurrences to the Punjab Government . Sir John Maynard
came down and so gross were the atrocities committed by the District Officials that , Sir John Maynard found it hard
to swallow them and had to recommend General Buck's transfer . The local Indian Christians , the Mun . icipality and
the Bar Association passed resolutions condemning these excesses . " The name : of a particular individual of great
responsibility has been mentioned , who was caught hold of by the hair of his head by the Deputy Commissiover
bimself . He was thrown into the drain and his hair thrust into the dirty water , The gentleman was a Sikh and
occupied an important position in the local Congress Committee . " 

13 
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" Protests by Bar - Associations : So great was the feeling of anxiety and unrest created by the extremely repressive
policy of the Government and so loud and wide - spread were the complaints which reached the public from all
quarters that about the 20th April last , 51 leading members of the Labore High Court Bar considered it necessary to
send a “ Note of warning " to Government by issuing following manifesto : 

" A great many of the Bar - Associations in the Moffasil also passed resolutions condemning the official excesses in
their res . pective Districts . 
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Calcutta Special Congress Resolution . 

September , 20 , 1920 . In view of the fact that on the Khilafat question both the Indian and Imperial Governments
have signally failed in their duty towards the ' Mussalmans of India , and the Prime Minister has deliberately broken
bis plodged word given to them and that it is the duty of every non - Moslem Iudian in every legiiimate manner to
assist bis Mussalman brother in his attempt to remove the religious calamity that has over . taken him , 

And in view of the fact that in the matter of the events of April 1919 , both the said Governments have grossly
neglected or failed to protect the innocent people of the Punjab and punish officers guilty of unsoldierly and barbarous
behaviour towards them and have exonerated 

Sir Michael O'Dwyer who proved himself directly or indirectly respon • sible for most of the official crimes and
callous to the sufferings of the people placed under his administration and that the Debate in the House of Commons '
and specially in the House of Lords betrayed a . woeful lack of sympathy ' with the people of India and showed virtual
support of the systematic terrorism and frightfulness adopted in the Punjab and that the latest Viceregal pronouncement
is proof of an entire absence of repentence in the matters of the Khilafat and the Punjab , 

This Congress is of opinion that there can be no contentment in India without the redress of the two afore - mentioned
wrorgs and 

that the only effectual means to vindicate national honour and to prevent & repetition of similar wrongs in future is the
establishment of Swarajya . Ibis Congress is further of opinion that there is no course left open for the people of India
bat to approve of and adopt the policy of progressive non - violent Non - Co - operation inaugurated by Mr. Gandhi
until the said wrongs are righted and Swarajya is established . 

And inasmuch as a beginning should be made by the classes who have hitherto moulded and represented public
opinion and inasmuch as Government consolidates its power through titles and honours bestowed on the people ,
through schools controlled by it , its law courts and its Legislative Councils and inasmuch as it is desirable in the
prosecution of the movement to take the minimum risk and to call for the least sacrifice compatible with the attainment
of tho desired object , this Congress earnestly advises : --- 

( a ) surrender of titles and honorary offices and resignation 

from nominated seats in local bodies ; ( b ) refusal to attend Government levees , durbars and other 

official and semi - oficial functions held by Government 

officials or in their honour ; ( 4 ) gradual withdrawal of children from schools and Colleges 

owned , aided or controlled by Government and in place of sucb Schools and Colleges establish : nont of Nationel 

Schools and Colleges in the various Provinces ; ( d ) gradual boycoit of British courts by lawyers and litigants 

and establishment of private arbitration courts by their aid for the settlement of private disputes ; 
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( c ) refusal on the part of the military , clerical and labouring 

classes to offer themselves as recruits for servico in 

Mesopotamia ; ( f ) withdrawal by candidates of their candidature for election 

to tbe Reformed Councils and refusal on the part of the voters to vote for any candidate who may , despite 

the Congress advice , offer himself for election ; ( g ) boycott of foreign goods ; And inasmuch as Non - Co -
operation has been conceived as a measur . of discipline and self - sacrifice without which no nation can make real
progress , and inasmuch as an opportunity should be given in the vory first stage of Non - Co - operation to every man
, woman and child , for such discipline and self - sacrifice , this Congress advises adoption of Swadeshi in piece -
goods on a vast scale , and inasmuch as the existing mills of India with indigenous capital and control do not
wanufacture sufficient yarn and sufficient cloth for the requirements of the nation , and are not likely to do so for long
time to come , this Congress advises immediate stimulation of further manufacture on a large scale by means of
reviving band - spinning in every home and band - weaving on the part of the millions of weavers who have
abandoned their ancient and honourable calling for want of encouragement . 
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Nagpur Congress Resolution No. 2 . 

NON - CO - OPERATION . 

? 

Whereas in the opinion of the Congress the existing Govorament of India has forfeited the confidenon of the country ;
and 

Whereas the people of India are now determined to establish Swaraj ; and 

Whereas all methods adopted by the people of lydis prior to the last Special Session of the Indian National Congress
have failed to secure due rocognition of their rights and liberties and the redress of their many and grievous wrongs ,
more specially in reference to the Khilafat and the Punjab , ' . Now this Congress wbile reafirming the resolution on
Non - violont Non.co.operation passed at the Special Session of the Congress at Calcutta declares that the entire or
any part or parts of the scheme of Non - violent Non.co - operation , with the renunciation of voluntary association
with ibo present Government at one end and the refusal to pay taxes at the otbor , should be put in force at a time to be
determined by either the Indian National Congress or the All - India Congress Committee and that in the moanwhile ,
to prepare the country for it , effective steps should continue to be vaken in that behalf : 

( a ) by calling upou the parents and guardians of school childron 

( and not the children themselves ) under the age of 16 years to make greater efforts for the purpose of with drawing
them from such schools as are owned , aided or in any way controlled by Government and concurrently to provide for
their training in national schools or by such other means as may be within their power in the absene . 

of such schools : ( b ) by calling upon students of the age of 18 and over to with . 

draw without delay , irrespective of consequences , from institutions owned , aided or in any way controlled by
Government , if they feel that it is against their conscience to continue in institutions wbich are dominated by a system
of government whiob the nation has solemnly resolved to bring to an end , and advising such students either to dovote
themselves to some special service in connection with the non - co - operation movement or to continue thair 

education in national institutions ; ( a ) by calling upon trustees , managers and teachers of Govern 

mont , afiliated or sided schools and Municipalities and 

Local Boards to belp to nationalise them ; ( d ) by oalling upon la wyors to make greater efforts to suspend 

their practice and to devote their ttention to national service including boycott of law courts by litigants and fellow
lawyers and the settlement of disputes by private arbitration ; 
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( e ) in order to make India economically independent and self 

contained by ealling upon merchants and traders to carry out & gradual boycott of foreign trade relations , to encour
age hand - spinning and band - weaving and in that behalf by : having a scheme of economic boycott planned and for . 

nulated by a committee of experts to be nominated by the 

All - India Congress Conmittee ; ( f ) and generally , inasmuch as self - sacrifice is essential to the 

success of non - co - operation , by calling upon every section and every man and woman in the country to make the ut
. most possible contribution of self - sacrifice to the national 

movement ; ( ! ) by organising Committees in each village or group of villages 

with a provincial central organisation in the principal cities of each Province for the purpose of accelerating the prou 

gress of non - co - operation ;. ( b ) by organising a band of national workers for & service to be 

called the Indian Natioual Service ; and by taking effective steps to raise a national fund to be called the ALL - INDIA
TILAK MEMORIAL SWARAJYA FUND for the purpose of financing the foregoing National Service and 

the Non - eo - operation movement in general . ** This Congress congratulates the nation upon the progress made so
far in working the programme of non - co - operation , specially with regard to the boycott of Councils by the voters ,
and claims , in the circums . tances in which they have been brought into oils do not represent the conntry and trusto
monistence , that the new Coun . 

those , who have allowed themselves to be elected in spite of the deliberate abstention from the polls of an
overwhelming majority of their constituents , will see their way to resign their seats in the Counoil , and that if they
retain their seats in spite of the declared wish of their respective corstituencies in direct negation of the principal of
democracy , the electors will studiously refrain from asking for any political service from such Council ors , 

This Congress recognises tho growing friendliness between the Police and the Soldiery and the people , and hopes
that the former will refuse to subordinate their creed and country to the fulfilment of orders of their officers , and , hy
courteous and considerate behaviour towards the people , will remove the reproach hitherto levelled against them that
they are de void of any regård for the feelings and sentiments of their own people . 

And the Congress appeals to all people in Government employment , pending the call of the nation for resignation of
their service , to belp the national cause by importing greater kindress and stricter bonesty in their dealings with their
people and fearlessly and openly to attend all popular gatherings whilst refraining from taking any active part therein
and , more specially , by openly rendering financial assistance to the national movement , 

This Congress desires to lay special emphasis on NON - NIOLENCE being the integral part of the non - co -
operation resolution and invites the attention of the people to the fact that NON VIOLENCE in word and deed is as
essential between people then selves , as in the respect 

of the Government , and this Congress is of Opinion that the spirit of ** violence is not only contrary to the growth of
a true spirit of democracy 

but actually retards the enforcement ( if necessary ) of the other stages of non - co - operation . 

Finally , in order that the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs may be redressed and Swarajya established within one year
, this Congress 
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urges upon all public bodies , whether affiliated to the Congress or otherwise , to devote their exclusive attention to
the promotion of non violence and non - co - operation with the Government and , inasmucb as the movement of non -
co - operation can only succeed by complete co operation amongst the people themselves , this Congress calls upon
public associations to advance Hindu - Muslim unity and the Hindu dele gates of this Congress call upon the leading
Hindus to settle all disputes between Brahmins and Non - Brahmins , wherever they may be existing , and to make &
special effort to rid Hinduism of the reproach of un touobability , and respectfully urges the religious heads to help the
growing desire to reform Hinduism in the matter of - its treatment of the suppressed classes . 

1 
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Ahmadabad Session , 1921 . 

RESOLUTION I. Whereas since the holding of the last National Congress the pooplo of India bave found from actual
experience that by reason of the adoption of non - violent Non - Co - peration the country has made great advance in
fearlessness , self - sacrifice and self - respect , and whereas the move mont has greatly damaged the prestige of the
Government and whereas on the whole the country is rapidly progressing towards Swaraj , this Congress confirms the
resolution adopted at the special session of the Congrobs at Caloutta and re - affirmed at Nagpur and places on record
the ixed determination of the Congress to continue the programme of Don - violent Non - Co - operation with greater
vigour than hitherto in suob manner as each province may determine till the Punjab and the Kbilafat wrongs are
redressed and Swaraj is established and the control of the Government of India passes into the hands of the people
from that of an irresponsible corporation . 

And whereas by reason of the threat uttered by His Excellenoy the Viceroy in his recent speeches and the consequent
repression started by the Government of India in the various provinces by way of disband ment of Volunteer Corps
and forcible probibition of public and even committee meetings in an illegal and high - handed manner and by the
arrest of many Congress workors in several provinces , and whereas this repression is manifestly intended to stifle all
Congress and Khilafat activities and deprive the public of their assistance , this Congress resolves that all activities
of the Congress be suspended as far a s necessary and appeals to all , quietly and without any demonstration , to offer
themselves for arrest by belonging to the Volunteer Organisations to be formed throughout the country in terms of the
Resolution of the Working Committee arrived at in Bombay on the 23rd day of November last , provided that no one
shall be accepted as volunteer who does not sign the following pledge : 

With God as witness I solemnly declare that , ( 1 ) I wish to be a member of the National Volunteer Corps . 

( 2 ) so long as I remain a member of the Corps I shall remain pop violent in word and deed and shall earnestly
endeavour to be non - violent in intent since I believe that as lndia is circumstanced non - violence alone can help the
Khilafat and the Punjab and result in the attainment of Swaraj and consolidation of unity among all the races and
communities of India whether Hindu , Musalman Sikh , Parsi , Christian or Jew . 

( 3 ) I believe in and sball endeavour always to promote such unity . 

( 4 ) I believe in Swadesbi as essential for India's economic , political and moral salvation , and shall use hand - spun
and hand - woven Kbaddar to the exclusion of every other clotb . 

15 ) As a Hindu I believe in the justice and necessity of removing the evil of untouchability and sball on all possible
occasions seek personal contact with and endeavour to render service to the gubmerged classes . 
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( 6 ) I shall carry out the instructions of my superior officers , and all the regulations pot inconsistent with the spirit of
this pledge proscrib ed by the Volunteer Board or the Working Committee or any other ågonoy established by the
Congress . 

( 7 ) I am prepared to suffer imprisonment , assault , or even deatb for the sake of my religion and my country without
resentment . 

( 8 ) In the event of my imprisonment I shall not claim from the · Congress any support for my family or dependents . 

This Congress trusts that every person of the age of 18 and over will immediately join the Volunteer Organisations . 

Notwithstanding the proclamations prohibiting public meetings , and inasmuch as oven Committee meetings bave been
attempted to be construed as public meetings , this Congress advises the holding of Committee meetings , and of
public meetings , the latter in enclosed places and by tickets and by previous announcements at which as far as
possible only speakers previously announced shall deliver written speecbes , care being taken in every case to avoid
risk of provocation and possible violence by the public in consequence . 

This Congress is further of opinion that civil disobedience is the only civilized and effective substitute for an armed
rebellion whenever every other remedy for preventing arbitrary , tyrannical and emasculating use of authority by
individuals or corporations has been tried and there fore advises all Congress workers and others who believe in
peaceful methods and are convinced that there is no remody save some kind of saorifice to dislodge the existing
government from its position of perfect irresponsibility to the people of India to organise individual civil disobe
dience and mass civil disobedience when the mass of people have been sufficiently trained in the methods of non -
violence and otherwise in terms of the resolution thereon of the last meeting of the All - India Congress Committee
held at Delhi . 

This Congress is of opinion that in order to concentrate attention upon civil disobedience , whether mass or individual
, whether of an offensive or defensive character , under proper safeguards and under instructions to be issued from
time to time by the Working Committee or the Provincial Congress Committee concerned , all other Congress activi
ties should be suspended whenever and wherever and to the extent to whioh it may be found necessary . 

This Congress calls upon all students of the age of 18 and over particularly those studying in the national institutio us
and the staff thereof immediately to sign the foregoing pledge and become members of National Volunteer Corps . 

In view of the impending arrest of a large number of Congress workers , this Congress whilst requiring the ordinary
machinery to remain intact and to be utilised in the ordinary manner whenever feasible , hereby appoints until further
instructions Mahatma Gandhi as the sole oxecutive authority of the Congress and invests him with the full powers of
the All - India Congress Committee including the power to convene a special Session of the Congress or of the All
India Congress Committee or the Working Committee , such powers to be exercised between any two sessions of the
All - India Congress Committee , and also with the power to appoint a successor in emergency . 

This Congress hereby confers upon the said successor and all sub sequent successors appointed in turn by their
predecessors all his afore said powers , 
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Povided that nothing in this resolution shall be deemed to authorise Mahatma Gandhi or any of the aforesaid {
uccessors to conclude any terms of peace with the Government of India or the British Government without the
previous sanction of the All - India Congress Committee to be finally ratided by the Congress specially convened for
the purpose , and provided also that the present creed of the Congress shall in no case be altered by Mahatma Gandhi ,
or his successors except with the leave of the Congress first obtained . 

The Congress congratulates all those patriots who are now under going imprisonment for the sake of their conscience
or country and realise that their sacrifice has considerably bastened the advent of Swaraj . 

RESOLUTION II . , This Congress appeals to all those who do not believe in full Non - Co . operation or in the
principle of Non - Co - operation , but who consider it essential for the sake of national self - respect to demand and
insist upon the redress of the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs , and for the sake of . full national self - expression , to
insist upon the immediato establishment . of Swaraj , to render full assistance to the nation in the promotion of unity .
between different religious communities , to popularise . carding , hand .: spinning and hand - weaving from its
economical aspect and as a cottage industry necessary in order to supplement the resources of millions of agri
cultúrists : who are living on the brink of starvation , and to that end ' preach and practise the use of band - spun and
hand - woven garments , to help the cause of total prohibition and if Hindus , to bring about removal of un touchability
and to help the improvement of the condition of the sub merged classes , 

RESOLUTION III . The Congress expresses its firm conviction that the Moplab . distur bance was not due to the Non
- co - operation or the Khilafat movement , especially as the Non - Co - operators and the Khilafat preachers were
denied opportunity of carrying on effective propaganda of non - violence in the affected parts by the District
authorities for six months before the distur bance , but is due to causes wholly unconnected with the two movements
and that the outbreak would not have occurred had the message of non violence been allowed to reach them .
Nevertheless this Congress deplores the acts done by certain Moplabs by way of forcible conversions and des :
truction of life and property and is of opinion that the prolongation of the disturbance in Malabar could have been
prevented by the Government of Madras accepting the proferred assistance of Maulana Yakub Hassan and other Non -
Co - operators and allowing Mahatma Gandhi to proceed to Malabar and is further of opinion that the treatment of
Moplab prisoners as evidenced by the asphyxiation incident was an act of inhumanity unheard of in modern times and
unworthy oi à Government that calls itself civilised . 

RESOLUTION IV . This Congress congratulates Ghazi Musta fa Kemal Pasha and the Turks upon their successes and
assures the Turkish nation of India's sympathy and support in its struggle to retain its status and indepen * dence . 

RESOLUTION V. This Congress deplores the oocurrences that took place in Bombay on the 17th November last and
after and assures all parties and communities that it has been and is the desire and determination of the Congress to
guard their rights to fullest extent . 

2 
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- Resolutions passed at the All - India Congress Committee i held at Bezwada on the 31st March and ist April , 

1921 . 

1. In the opinion of the All India Congress Committee , all Congress organizations and workers should concentrate
their attention chiefly upon ( 1 ) bringing the All - India Tilak Memorial Swaraj Fund to one crore of rupees and
before the 30th June next , each Congress Province to collect in the ratio of its population ; ( II ) putting on the
Congress Register one crore of members and bofore the 30th June next , each province to oontribute the number of
members in the ratio of its popu lation ; and ( III ) introducing timely into the villages and houses 20 lakhs of Charkbas
( Spinning Wheels ) in good working order and before the 30th June next , each province to introduce the number of
Charkbas in the ratio of its population . 

2. The All - India Congress Committee , congratulates the country on the rapid progress made in the organization of
Panchayats and trusts that the people will make still greater efforts to boycott the Government Law Courts , 

3. This Congress Committee congratulates the country on its Apontaneous response to the principle of self -
purfication underlying the movement of non - violent non - co - operation by taking up the campaign against the drink
evil and trust that the habit of taking intoxicating drinks and drugs will totally disappear from the land by the persistent
and continuous efforts of self - sacrificing workers . 

4. Whilst the All - India Congress Committee is of opinion that the orders of officials in the various provinces against
non co - operators in pursuit of the policy of repression inaugurated by the Government are totally unwarranted by the
situation in the country and are in most cases pronounced by highest legal opiniop ' to be illegal and whilst the All
India Congress Committee believes the country has responded in a wonderful manner and in the face of grave
provocation by the authorities to the principle of non - violence enjoined by the Congress in the country's pnrsuit after
Swaraj and redress of the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs this Committee is of opinion that , apart from the fact that
Civil Dis . obedience is not expressly comprised in the Congress resolution in relation to non - co - operation , the
country is not yet sufficiently disciplined , organized and ripe for the immediate taking up of Civil Disobedience and
this Committee by way of preparation therefore advises all those upon whom orders may be served voluntarily to
conform to them and trusts that new workers will take the place of those who may be disabled Þý the Government and
that the people at large instead of being disheart uned or frightened by such orders will continue their work of quiet
orga nisation and construction sketched by the Congress resolution , 
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Resolutions Passed by the All - India Congress Com 

mittee which met at Bombay on the 28th , 29th and 30th July 1921 . 

RESOLUTION No. 1 . In the event of the British Government persisting in bringing to India His Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales in spite of the growing unrest and discontent by reason of the failure of Government to respond to
popular will , the All - India Congress Committee is of opinion that it is the duty of every one , in terms and in virtue
of the Non - Co - operation resolution passed at the Special Session of the Congress in September 1920 at Calcutta
and re - affirmed at the ordinary session in December 1920 at Nagpur , to refrain from participating in or assisting in
any welcome to His Royal Highness or any functions organised officiala añy .welcome to 

or otherwise in connection with his visit . 

While the All - India Congress Committee considers it its painful duty to tender the above advice to the people it
desires to place on record its opinion that India bears no sort of feeling against the person of His Royal Highness and
that this advice is tendered because the Committee regards the proposed visit as a political move and calculated to
give strength and support to a system of Government that has resulted in a breach of faith with the Mussulmans of
India and atrocious injustice to the people of India as during the Martial Law days in 1919 in the Punjab and a system
that is designed to keep India as long as possible from her birthright of Swaraj . 

RESOLUTION No. 2 . ( a ) The All - India , Congress Committee desires to tender its congra tulations to the nation
upon the fulfilment of the resolution arrived at Bezwada to collect one crore of rupees for the All - India Tilak
Memorial Swaraj Fund , and in this connection especially tenders its warm congratulations to the generous citizens of
Bombay without whose response the Resolution seemed to be impossible of fulfilment . niri ¢ i . ( b ) In order to be
able to attain Swaraj and to secure the redress of the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs during the current year the All -
India Congress Committee desires that all Congress organisations and those who sympathise with the national
aspirations should concentrate their attention upon attaining complete boycott of foreign cloth by the 30th of
September next and manufacture of Khaddar by stimulating hand - spinning and hand - weaving and to this end the All
- India . Congress Committee advises that all persons belonging to the Congress shall discard the use of foreign cloth
as from the 1st day of August next and advises all Congress organisations : 

( 1 ) to use all national educational institutions as far as possible for hand - spinning and hand - weaving ; 

( 2 ) to introduce spinning - wheels into the homes " which do not yet possess them ; 

( 3 ) in every district to take a census of weavers and to induce them by offering facilities to discard the use of foreign
yarn and to use as far is possible hand - spun yarı , and otherwise to use Indian mill - spuu yaru ; 
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( 4 ) to induce by special encouragement weavers who have given up their calling to return to it ; 

( 5 ) to take a census of cotton carders and to induce them to prepare cards for spinning ; 

( 6 ) to open depots for the supply of Khaddar , ' spinning wheels , hand - looms and all accessories required for
spinning and weaving ; 

( 7 ) to collect foreign cloth from consumers for destruction or use outside India , at their option . 

( c ) The All - India Congress Committee invites the mill agents and shareholders of the great spinning and weaving
companies in Bombay , Ahmedabad and elsewhere to support the national effort by regulating the price of their
manufactures so as to bear proportion to the wages of mill hands and other expenditure , and so as to be within the
reach of . : the poorest and trusts that in no caso will they raise the price beyond the prevailing rates , 

( d ) The All - India Congress Committee invites the importers of foreign cloth and yarn to co - operate with the nation
by immediately stopping all foreign orders and by endeavouring to dispose of their stock as far as possible outside
India , 

RESOLUTION No. 3 . The All - India Congress Committee notes with deep satisfaction the growth of public opinion
and the campaign against the use and sale of intoxicating liquors or drugs by means of peacefully picketting shops
licensed for the purpose of selling such liquors or drugs , and notes with concern the undue and improper interference
' commenced by the Govern mont in various parts of the country with the recognised right of the public to wean weak
members from temptations , to visit such shops and desires it to be understood that in the event of such interference
with the peaceful exercise of the said right being persisted in , the Committee will bo prepared to recommend the
continuance of picketing in disregard of such interference and advises the Working Committee to investigate , cases of
interference and authorise disregard thereof whenever and wher ever it may be considered desirable and in the
interests of the movement . 

The All - India Congress Committee congratulates the Thana District , Board for its resolution on picketing and the
determination to continue : it and calls upon other Local Boards and Municipalities in India imme diately to follow
the splendid lead of.that Board . 

The All - India Congress Committee appeals to the keepers of shops for the sale of intoxicating liquors or drugs to
recognise the growing force of acuto public opinion against the continuance of such trade and to respond to the wish
of the nation by immediately discontinuing it . 

RESOLUTION NO . 4 . 

The All - India Congress Committee deplores the excesses committed by crowds at Malegaon and recently by some
people in parts of the City of Aligarb even though under grave provocation and advises Congress organisations to
inculcate among the people the importance of observing the spirit of complete non - violence as an indispensable part
of Non Co - operation and whilst condemning these isolated instances of popular violence the Committee desires to
congratulate the people of India upon their having exercised complete self - restraint notwithstanding grave pro
vocation given by the local authorities as in Dharwar , Matiari , Guntur , Chirala , Perala , Kerala , Northwest
Frontier Province , Keojhar and 

" elsewhere . 
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The All - India Congress Committee tenders its sympathy and com gratulations to the families of those who have lost
their lives by the unprovoked fire opened apon them by the local authorities at several places and congratulates all
those brave and innocent citizens who have been wounded or are suffering imprisonment and records its deep
appreciation of the fact that in the majority of cases the patriots went to jail without offering any defence whatsoever . 

The All - India Congress Committee is of opinion that the way to freedom lies only through voluntary suffering and
therefore through imprisonment of innocent men and womon without defence or bail . 

The All India Congress Committee regards repression going on ini govoral parts of the country and the serions and
widespread repression going on in the United Provinces as a sign of the near approach of freedom and therefore hopes
that the people in the provinces concerned will not be frightened or demoralized and that willing workers will come
forward to take the place of those who without any moral breach on their part might lose their lives or might be
imprisoned . 

The All - India Congress Committee has taken note of tbe reasonable desire of workers in the United Provinces and
other parts to take up oivil disobedience in answer to the repressive measures of Local Govern ments and has also
taken note of the fact that the administration in the North - West Frontier Province bas even probibited the entry into
that Province of the members of the Frontier Inquiry Committee appointed by the Central Khilafat Committee to
enquire into the outrages alleged to have been committed by the local officials in Banoo bạt with 

view to ensure greater stability of non - violent atmosphere throughout India and in order to test the measure of
influence attained by the Congress over the people and further in order to retain on the part of the nation an
atmosphere free from ferment necessary for the proper and swift prosecution of Swadeshi , the All - India Congress
Con mittee is of opinion that civil disobedience should be postponed till after the completion of the programme
referred to in the resolution on Swadeshi , after which the Committee will uot hesitate , if necessary , to recommend a
course of civil disobedience even though it might have to be adopted by & Special Session of the Congress , provided
however that it is open to any Province or place to adopt civil disobedience subject to the previous approval of the
Working Committee obtained within the constitution through the Provincial Congress Committee concerned . 

5 
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Resolution of the All - India Congress Committee held { at Delhi on 4th and 5th November , ' 1921 . 

2. Whereas there is not much over one month for the fulfilment of 

the National determination to establish Swaraj before the end of the year , and whereas the Nation has demonstrated
its capacity for exemplary self - restraint by observing perfect non - violence over the arrest and imprisonment of the
Ali Brothers and the other leaders , and whereas it is desirable for the Nation to demonstrate its capacity for further
suffering and discipline sufficient for the attainment of Swaraj , 

The All India Congress Committee authorises every Provin its own responsibility , to undertake Civil Disobedience
including non . Payment of taxes , in the manner that may be considered the suitable by the respective Provincial
Congress Committees subject to the following conditions : 

( 1 ) In the individual Civil Disobedience the individual must know band - spinning and must have completely fulfiled
that part of the programme which is applioable to him or her , e . g . , he or she must have entirely discarded the use
of foreign cloth and adopted :: only band - spün and hand - woven garments , must be & believer in Hindu - Muslim '
unity and in the unity amongst all the communities .: 1 prófessing different religions in India as an article of faith ,
müst believe in Non Violence as absolutely essential for the redress of the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs and the
attainment of Swaraj , and if a Hindu , must by his personal conduct show that he regards untouchability as a blot upon
Nationalism ; 

( 2 ) In the event of mass Civil Disobedience a District or Tahsil should be treated as a unit , and therein a vast
majority of the population must have adopted full Swadeshi and must be clothod out of cloth hand - spun and hand -
woven in that District or Tahsil , and must believe in and practice all the other items of Non - Co - operation . 

Provided that no civil resister should expect to be supported out of public funds , and members of the families of civil
resisters undergoing sentence will be expected to support themselves by carding , hand - spinning and hand - weaving
or any other means , Provided further that upon application 

by any 

Provincial Congress Committee it is open to the Working Committee to relax the conditions of Civil Disobedience , if
it is satisfied that 

any condition should be waived . 3 . The All - India ' Congress Committee 

while 

regarding the progress far mad in Swadeshi as encouraging is of opinion that enough progress has not been made all
round , and calls upon workers throughout India to devote their exclusive attention to the completion of boycott of
foreign yarn and 

cloth and manufacture of band - spun yarn and hand - woven cloth so as to enable the country to offer universal Civil
Disobedience if necessa ry . 

4. The All - India Congress Committee endorses the Resolution passed by the Working Committee regarding the duty
of all Gov. ernment employees , whether civilians soldiers , and is of opinion that it is the inherent right of a citizen to
pronounce his opinion upon the advisibility or otherwise of Government servants leaving 

1 

so 

or 
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civil or military service and that it is the inherent right of every citizon to appeal in an open manner to the soldier or
the civilian to sover his connection with a Government which bas forfeited the confidence and support of the vast
majority of the population of India 

5. The ' All India Congress Committee congratulates . the Nope ! Co.operators who have been arrested or imprisoned
in the country and is of opinion that their sufferings will hasten the attainment of the country's purpose . 

6 .. The ' All India Congress Committee approyes and adopts the Resolution on Foreign Policy proposed by the
Working Committee , that the Congress should let it be known to the neighbouring and other non - Indian States : 

( 1 ) that the present Government of India in no way represent Indian opinion and that their policy has been
traditionally guided by considerations more of holding India in subjection than of protecting her borders ; 

( 2 ) that India as a self - governing country can have nothing to fear from the neighbouring States or any State as her ,
people have no designs upon any of them and hence no intention of establishing any trade relations hostile to or not
desired by the people of such States ; and 

( 3 ) , that the people of India , regard most treaties entered into with the Imperial Government by neighbouring States
as mainly designed by the latter to perpetuate the exploitation of India by the Imperial power and would therefore urge
the States having no ill - will against the people of India having no desire to injure her interest to refrain from *
ontering into any treaty with Imperial power . 

ini The Committee wishes also to assure the Foreign States that when India has attained self - government , her foreign
poliey will naturally be always guided so as to respect their religious obligations . 
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Resolution passed at the All - India Congress Committee 

meeting held at Delhi on 24th and 25th February , 1922 . 

1. The All - India Congress Committee having carefully considered the resolutions passed by the Working Committee
at its meeting held at Bardoli on the 11th and 12th instant , confirms the said resolutions with the modifications
mentioned therein and further resolves that individual Civil Disobedience whether of a defensive or aggressive
character may be com menced in respect of particular places or particular laws at the instanco of and upon permission
being granted therefor by the respective Provincial Committees ; provided that such Civil Disobedience shall not be
permitted unless all the conditions laid down by the Congress or the All - India Con gress Committee or the Working
Committee are strictly fulfilled . 

Reports having been received from various quarters that picketting regarding foreign cloth is as necessary as liquor -
picketting , the All - India Congress Committee authorises such picketting of a bonafide character on the same terms as
liquor picketing mentioned in the Bardoli resolutions . 

The All - India Congress Committee wishes it to be understood that the resolution of the Working Committee do not
mean any abandonment of the original Congress programme of Non - Co - operation or permanent abandon ment of
Mass Civil Disobedience but considers that an atmosphere of necessary mass - non - violenee can be established by
the workers concentrat ing upon the constructive programme framed by the Working Committee at Bardoli . 

The All - India Congress Committee holds Civil Disobedience to be the right and duty of the people to be exercised
and performed whenever the State opposes the declared will of the people . 

Note .-- Individual Civil Disobedience is disobedience of orders or laws by a single individual or an ascertained
number or group of individuals . Therefore a prohibited public meeting where admission is regulated by tickets and to
which no unauthorised admission is allowed is an instance of Individual Civil Disobedience , whereas a prohibited
meeting to which the general public is admitted without any restriction is an instance of Mass Civil Disobedience .
Such Civil Disobedience is defensive when a prohibited public meeting is held for conducting a normal activity
although it may result in arrest . It would be aggressive if it is held not for any normal activity but merely for the
purpose of courting arrest and imprisonment . 
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Resolutions passed by the Working Committee which 

met at Calcutta on 31st January and ist - 4th Febru ary , 1921 , with Mahatma Ghandhi in the Chair . 

( 15 ) This Committea , baving carefully considered the Student Movement in all its bearings , is of opinion that the
organizers and professors and tuachers of Colleges and High Schools nationalized or opened or to be nationalized or
opened in accordance with the Congress resolution on Non - Violent Non - Co - operation should draw up and publish
o now curriculum to be in keeping with the national requirements and to be enforced in full at the end of the current
year and advises them during the transition and preparation period to confine their attention : 

( 1 ) to teaching band - spinning and manufacture of yarn 

in order forthwith to supplement the shortage of yarn spun in Indian Mills and to encourage the revival of 

the art of spinning , ( 2 ) to teaching Hindustani- through the Devanagari and Urdu 

Soripts . ( 3 ) to enable the students to assimilate through their mother 

tongues the instruction already acquired , ( 4 ) and , for those students who dosire to devote themselves 

to immediate National Service in the way of village organization etc. , to give them a short course of train 

ing to it them for the purpose . ( 16 ) This Committee advises Provincial Congress Committees to organise , for their
respective provinces , the Indian National Service contemplated in the Non - Violent Non - Co - operation resolution
and , in so doing , to ensure the fulfilment of the following minimum requirements : 

( 1 ) Candidates should possess a competent knowledge of the 

vernacular of their province and hand - spinning and an elementary kuowledge of the economic , social and poli tical
condition of this country to the satisfaction of the Board to be appointed by the Provincial Congress Committee and
approved by the All - India Congress Committee and consisting of at least one Doctor , one 

Educationist and one Businessman , ( 2 ) Candidates should be free from any incurable disease or 

habit that would interfere with the due discharge of 

their duties , ( 3 ) Candidates sbould produce to the satisfaction of the said 

Board a certificate of character signed by at least two 

rospectable men of their districts . ( 4 ) Candidates should promise to devote their whole time and 

attention to the service entrusted to them from time to 

time . ( 5 ) A candidate sbould be liable te instant dismissal for nog 

lect of duty ; breach of discipline , dishonesty or non compliance with the requirements of the Son - Co - opera 

tion applicable to him or her . ( 6 ) Contracts should be for the current year . 
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( 7 ) Candidates should receive no more than what is requirod 

for the maintenance of their dependents and themselves 

and , in no caso , more than Rs . 50 per month . ( 8 ) No candidate should be approved who is found to be 

beavily in debt or who has a family that cannot be * reasonably supported by a monthly honorarium of 

Rs . 50 . ( 9 ) No candidate shall be appointed who does not comply or 

has not complied with the requirements of the Non - Co 

operation resolution especially applicable to him or her . ( 10 ) Candidates should not be under the age of 18 . ( 11 )
All candidates approved by the said Board shall sign the 

contracts in triplicato , one copy to be filed at the ofico of the Provincial , Congress Committee , one to be filed with
the All - India Congress Committee not later than , oight days after the signing of the contract and one to 

bo retaired by the approved Candidate . ( 12 ) Eaob candidate shall receive a letter of appointment and 

instructions to be signed by the Chairman of the Pro vincial Congress Committee , which shall include specific
directions for the strictest observance of non - violence in word and deed and the details of service to be performed
by the candidates selected . 

: 
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Resolutions of the Working Committee held at Calcutta 

on 6th , 7th , 8th and 11th September , 1921 . 

18. That in the opinion of the Working Committee Non - Co - operators should refuse to pay fine or serve as special
constsbles and should prefer imprisonment . 

25. The Working Committee places on record its sense of deep regret over the deeds of violence done by Moplabs in
certain areas of Malabar , these deeds being evidence of the fact that there are still people in India who liave not
understood the message of the Congress and the Central Khilafat Committee and calls upon every Congress and
Khilafat worker to spread the said message of non - violence oven under the gravest provocation throughout the length
and breadth of India , 

Whilst , however , condemning violence on the part of the Moplahs the Working Committee desires it to be known that
the evidenon in its possession shows that provocation beyond endurance was given to the Moplabs and that the
reports published by and on behalf of the Govern ment have given onosided and bigbly exaggerated Account of the
wrone's done by the Moplahs and an under - statement of the needlegs destruction of life rosorted to by be
Government in the name of peace and order . 

The Working Committee regrets to find that there have been instances of 80.called foroible conversion by some
fanatics among the Moplabs , but warns the public against believing in the Government and inspired versions . The
report before the Committee says : -- " The families which have been reported to have been forcibly converted into
Mohamedanism lived in the neighbourhood of Manjeri . It is clear that conversions were foroed upon Hindus by à
fanatic gang which was always opposed to the Khilafat and non - co - operation movement and there were only three
eases so far as our information goos . " 

It bas been reported to the Working Committee that the disturbances took place only in areas in which Congress and
Khilafat activities were prohibited and that the Congress and the Khilafat workers tried their best at considerable risk
to themselves to check the mob - fury and prevent violence . 

il 
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Resolutions of the Working Committee held at Bombay 

on 5th October , 1921 . 

1. The Working Committee congratulates the All Brothers and their comrades upon their prosecution and having
considered the Karachi Khilafat Conference Resolutions , regarding military service ander Government , the Working
Committee is of opinion that the resolution virtnally reaffirms the principle laid down by the Congress at its special
soggion in Calcutta and its ordinary session in Nagpur last year , that it is contrary to the national dignity and national
interest for any Indian to engage or remain in the service of a Government in any capacity what ever , a Government
that has used the soldiers and the police for repress . ing the just aspirations of the people as during the Rowlatt Aot
agitation and that has utilised the soldiers for the purpose of orusbing the national spirit of the Egyptians , the Turks ,
the Arabs and other nations . The Working Committee is further of opinion that the reasons given for the prosecutions
with reference to the said Karachi Resolution constituto an undue interference with religious liberty . 

The Working Committee has been only deterred from calling out the soldiers and the civilians in the name of the
Congress because the Congress is not yet ready to support those Government servants who may leava Government
service and who may not be able themselves to find means of livelihood . The Working Committee is , however , of
opiniou that in pursuance of the spirit of the Congress resolution on Non - Co . operation , it is the clear duty of every
Government employee , whether soldier or civilian , who can support himself without Congress assistance , to leave
such service . The Working Committee draws the attention of all Indian soldiers and police to the fact that carding ,
band - spinning and Land - weaving afford them by undergoing training for a brief period an bonourable moans for
independent livelihood . 

2. The Working Committee regrets to note that , the boycott of foreign cloth , while it has made considerable progress
during the last two months allowed by the All - India Congress Committee to complete it , ' has not been so completed
and appeals to Congress organisations to put torth special efforts to bring about a complete boycott of foreign cloth in
thier respective districts before the end of the current month and to that end organise manufacture of cloth by band -
spinning and hand - weaving . 

3. The Working Committee considers that it is not possible to authorise any plan of general civil disobedience in any
Congress District or Province where effective boycott of foreign cloth has not been brought about and hand - spinning
and hand - weaving have not been developed , so as to produce outficient Khaddar for the pants of the District or the
Province . The Working Committee , however , authorises vivil disobedi enne by individuals who may be prevented
in the prosecution of the Swadeshi propaganda provided it is done under the authority of the Provincial Congress
Committee and the Provincial Congress Committee is assured of a non - violent atmosphere being retained . 

1. The Working Committee is of opinion that on the day of the landing of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales there
should be a general voluatry bartal throughout India and , as to the effective boycott of any public welcome to His
Royal Highness during his visit to the different cities of India , the Working Committee leaves the arrange ments in the
hands of the respective Proriacial Congress Committees , 

& With reference to the Resolution on Foreign Policy referred speptally , by the All India Congress Committee held at
Bombay in July , to the Working Committee , the latter is of opinion that the Congress should let it be known to the
neighbouring and other States , 
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Resolutions of the Working Committee held at Bombay on 22nd and 23rd November , 1921 , 

1. Tbis Committee deplores the tragic occurrences during the past few days in Bombay resulting in racial strife and
ending in loss of life and property . In the opinion of this Committee occurrences such As these cannot but retard the
progress of the country towards its triple “ goal and the Committee wishes in this connection to emphasise the fact that
& non - violent atmosphere is essential for the attainment of the country's goal . 

Whilst reason of these tragic occurrenccs this Committee recog nises the necessity of caution it sees no cause for
discouragement but is of opinion that the after - events give the greatest cause for satisfaction and congratulation in
that Co - operators , Non - Co - operators , Hindus , Musalmans , Parsis and Christians without being demoralised by
them set about regaining control over the turbulent elements and were success . ful in bringing about peace without
resort to any Government assis . tance whatsoever . 

This Committee notes in the quick and voluntary restoration of peace of great advance the nation has made in the
practice of non violence and responding to its natural leaders . This Committee invites Congress workers to use the
occurrences as an indication of the weak spot in the national organisation and urges upon all Congress and Khilafat
organisations the nessessity of obtaining control over all tur bulent elements in society , 

This ( ' ommittee congratulates the citizens of Bombay upon their having regained the confidence and control of the
population and also congratulates the nation upon the bravery of the volunteers and other Non - Co - operators who
lost their lives or were injured whilst trying to prevent collision between rival factions . 

This l'ommittee tender's its sympathy to the bereaved and the injured and ventures to ask them to regard their sorrows
as the common lot vf nations striving for self - realisation . 

This Committee is further of opinion that all volunteer organisatio's should be so far formed as to become responsible
for the retention of peaceful atmosphere withiu their respootive jurisdictions and that only sucb volunteers shonld be
enlisted and retained as are known to be pledged to tbe striotest observadoe of non - violence . 

This Committee desires to warn all Provincial Congress Committees against embarking upon mass civil disobedience
without first making certain of a peaceful atmosphere being retained throughout the Pro vince concerned , it being in
the opinion of the Committee essential for the successful norking of civil disobedience that whilst it is in action in one
part of India the rest responds by remaining non - violent . ( Sjt . Patel voted against . ) 

Thereafter there was some discussion on the polioy of the Congress towards the Native States and it was the sense of
the meeting that it was pot desirable at this stage to enunoiate any such policy . 

5. This Committee considers it of national importance that all Non - Co - operation volunteer corps , Bhilafat
volunteer corps and other non official volunteer bodies should be brought under central control and 
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named National Volunteer Corps and therefore advises the Provincial Congress Committees to appoint contral boards
in their rospective Pro vinces for controlling and bringing under uniform discipline all the exist ing Volunteer Corps
and commends to their attontion tho following draft general instructions and further requests the Central Khilafat Com
mittee , the Khalsa Committee and other bodies , if they approve oť the recommendations of this Committoe , to pass
the necessary resolutions to give effect to them . 

DRAFT GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR VOLUNTEER ORGANISATIONS . 

Every volunteer should sign the following pledge in triplicate . One copy shall be given to the volunteer , one sent to
the central office in every Province and one kept in the district in which the volunteer is enlisted . 

The pledge shall be written in the language of the Province in whioh the volunteer is resident , as also in Hindustani ,
in Urdu and Devnagri scripts . So far as possible for the uniform of volunteers imitation of Military uniform shall be
avoided . Volunteers shall not carry any sword with them but may carry any ordinary walking stick not longer than four
foot . 

The lowest unit sball consist of twenty people , of whom one shall be a leader elected by the members of a particular
unit . Twenty such leaders shall elect from among themselves an officer . All other officers shall be appointed by the
Central Provincial office which shall consist of a Board of five who will elect their own chairman . All subordinate
officers shall implicitly obey instructions issued from time to time by the Board . The duties of volunteers shall be to
preserve order , to regu late meetings , Hartals , and processions , and to render social service in emergencies in
accordance with instructions given to them . No volan teer shall be enlisted who is known to be a bad character . The
Central Board sball be under the control of and appointed by the Provincial Congress Committees . Khilafat
volunteers should also form part of the notional volunteers and be subject to the control of the Central Provincial
Board . No one under eighteen shall be enlisted as volunteer . 

THE PLEDGE . So long as I remain in any volunteer organisation I shall faithfully and diligently carry out all the
instructions received from my superiors . I sball observe the pledge of non - violence in word and in deed , and shall
inoulcate the spirit of non - violence amongst others . I shall regard the pledge as binding upon me so long as the
policy of non - violence is continued by the nation . I shall run all risks attendant upon the perfor mance of my duty . 
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Resolutions of the Working Committee held at Ahmad 

abad on 23rd , 26th and 30th December , 1921 . 

8. The Working Committee calls upon all the Provincial Congres Committees to substitute the volunteers ' pledge
adopted at the last session of the Congress , for the pledge adopted at the last meeting of the Working Committee beld
in Bombay on the 23rd day of November last , and proceed without delay with the further enrolment of all available
mon and women within their respective provinces of the required age and qualifications ; each suob pledge to be in
triplicate , one copy to be given to the volunteer , one to be filed in the records of the office of enlistment , ( such
offices to be established by the respective Provincial Committees ) and one to be sent to the Provincial Congress
Committee . 

The Working Committee advises that the pledge be translated into tho language of the province in which the enlistment
takes place and that care be taken to explain its full purport to the intending volunteers Inasmuch as the object of the
Congress in passing the resolution regarding the volun . toers was to assert the right of forming such associations in
spite of notifications of disbandment of volunteer organisations issued by several Local Governments , and therefore ,
as the object was also to get consis tently with the requirements of the pledge the largest number of volunteers who
would be prepared to suffer imprisonment , the Working Committee advises that there should be two lists , one
containing the names of those who are prepared actively to serve the Congress and the other of those who are
otherwise employed but are ready to suffer imprisonment , assault , or death , and that the volunteers registered on the
reserve list may not bo called for any purpose savo that of seeking imprisonment , etc. 

The Working Committee advises that great care should be taken to confine enlistment , only to men and women of
proved character , it being . the opinion of the Committee that the success of the cause deponds more upon_the quality
than upon the number listed . 

- The Working Committee advises that pending enlistment of volunteers throughout the different provinces , offensive
civil disobedience should not be taken up and in no case before the 15th day of January next . Offensive civil
disobedience means deliberate and wilful breaob of the state made non - moral laws , that is laws the breach of which
does not , involve moral turpitudo , not for the purpose of securing the repeal of or relief from hardships arising from
obedience to such laws but for the purpose of diminishing the authority of or overthrowing the State . For .. example ,
picketting of liquor shops or shops for the sale of intoxicating drugs , although prohibited , has not for its object the
overthrow of the State and , therefore , does not fall within this definition . 

The Working Committee advises the Provincial Congress Committees to send from time to time and at least once a
week , a report of progress made in enlistment to the Working Secretary of the All - India Congress Committee . 

The Working Committee advises that the names of the volunteers enlisted be sent for publication to the press from time
to time , 
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Resolutions of the Working Committee held at Bombay 

on the 17th January , 1922 . 

4. The Working Committee places on record its thanks to Pandit Malaviyaji and jis fellow convepers for convening
the conference of persons belonging to the various political parties in the country , for the purpose of considering the
existing tension and having considered the resolutions of the conference the Committee resolves that tbe offer . sive
civil disobedience contemplated by the Abmedabad Congress be not started till the 31st day of January 1922 or
pending result of the negotiations undertaken by the Committee of the Malaviya Conforence for a Round Table
Conference whichever may be the first date . 

The Working Committee considers it necessary for the purpose of creating an atmosphere favourable for successful
Round Table Conference that , 

( a ) · All notifications and notices declaring illegal and probibiting the formation of Volunteer corps , public meetings
, picketting and normal activities of the Congress or the Khilafat Committees be witb . drawn and the prisoners
undergoing prosecution or conviction in respect of such notices be discharged or released as the case may be . 

( b ) All Fatwa prisoners inoluding the Ali Brothers and their com panions be released . 

( o ) All other prisoners already convicted or under - trial for non violent or other innocent activities be dealt with
and discharged in the manner appointed therefor in the resolution of the Conferenco and , 

( d ) That simultaneously with the performance of the foregoing acts by the Governments conoerned and in the event
of a Round Table Conference being called and pending such conference , all Hartals , picketting and civil
disobedieuce should cease . 

In order to avoid any misunderstanding about the Congress demands the Working Committoo desires to draw the
attention of the Committee appointed by the Malaviya Conference to the Kbilafat , the Punjab and the Swaraj claims
as stated publicly from time to time from Congress platforms and to state that therefore the Congress and the Khilafat
representatives will be bound to demand full settlement of the three claims . 

5 . Resolved that a sum not exceeding Rs . 81,000 be sanctioned as a grant for the relief of the refugees from the area
of distress in Malabar , the money to be paid to the Kerala Provincial Congress Com mittee in such instalments as may
be determined by Mahatma Gandhi from time to time , 

Resolved further that the Kerala Committee be instructed that no able - bodied person should be supported out of the
relief fund without some sort of work being taken from him and that hand - spinning and hand - weaving should be the
chief occupation to be spread among the rofugees . 

Besolved also that the Kerala Relief Committes formed by Sjt . C. Rajagopala cbariar be recommended add Sjt .
Matburadas Purusbottam as member of the Committee and that the Committee be instructed to forward monthly reports
of its work , 
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Resolution of the Working Committee held at Surat on the 31st January 1922 . 

11. The Working Committee having considered the resolution of the Bardoli Taluka Conference regardiug mass Civil
Disobedience desires to congratulate the people of that Taluka upon their self - sacrifioing rosolve to offer mass oivil
disobedience and wishes tbem every success in their patriotic effort . The Working Committee advises _all other parts
of India to co - operate with the people of Bardoli Talaqa ' by refraining from mass or individual civil disobedience
of an aggressivo character except upon the express consent of Mahatma Gandbi previous ly obtained . Provided that in
no case shall there be any relaxation in the conditions laid down therefor either by the All - India Congress Committee
at Delhi or by the Congress at Abmedabad . Provided further that this resolution shall in no way be interpreted so as
to interfere with the present defensive Civil Disobedience going on in the country whether in respect of notifications
under the Criminal Law Anondment Act or the Seditious Meetings Act , or orders under the ordinary law of the
Country restricting the liberty of the citizens . 

The Working Committee advises the people throughout the pro vinces to pay up the tax due by them to the Government
whether directly or indirectly through Zemindars or Taluqdars except in such cases of direct payment to the
Government where previous consent bas been obtained from Mahatma Gandhi for suspension of payment preparatory
to mass Civil Disobedience . 
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Proceedings of the Meeting of the Working Committee 

held at Mahatma Gandhi's Residence at Bardoli on the 11th and 12th February 1922 . 

I. The Working Committee deplores the inbuman conduct of the mob at Chauri Chaur & in having brutally murdered
constables and wantonly burned the Police Thana and tenders its sympathy to the families of the breaved . 

In view of Nature's repeated warnings every time Mass Civil Dis obedience has been imminent some popular violent
outburst bas taken place indicating that the atmosphere in the country is not non - violent enough for Mass Civil
Disobedience , the latest instance being the tragic and terrible events at Chauri Chaurę near Gorakhpur , the Working
Committee of the Congress resolves that Mass Civil Disobedience con templated at Bardoli and elsewhere be
suspended and instruots the local Congress Committees forthwith to advise the cultivators to pay the land revenue and
other taxes , due to the Government and whose payment might have been suspended in anticipation of Mass Civil Dis
obedience , and instructs them to suspend every other preparatory activity of an offensive nature . 

The suspension of Mass Civil Disobedience shall be continued till the atmosphere is so non - violent as to ensure the
non - repetition of popular atrocities such as at Gorakhpur or hooliganism such as at Bombay and Madras respectively
on the 17th November 1921 and 13th January last . I 

In order to promote a peaceful atmosphere the Working Committee advises , till further instructions , all Congress
organisations to stop activities specially designed to court arrest and imprisonment save normal Congress activities
including voluntary Hartals wherever an absolutely peaceful atmosphere can be assured and for that end all picketing
shall be stopped save for the bona - fide and peaceful purpose of warning the visitors to liquor - shops against the
evils of drinking , such picketing to be controlled by persons of known good character and specially selected by the
Congress Committees concerned . 

The Working Committee advises tilf further instructions the stoppage of all volunteer processions and public meetings
merely for the purpose of defiance of the notification regarding such meetings ; this , however , shall not interfere with
the private meetings of Congress and other Committees or public meetings which are required for the conduct of the
normal activities of the Congress . 

Complaints having been brought to the notice of the Working Com . mittee that ryots are not paying repts to the
Zomindars , the Working Committee advises Congress workers and organisations to inform the ryots that such
witholding of rents is contrary to the resolutions of the Congress and that it is injurious to the best interests of the
country . 

The Working Committee assures the Zamindars that the Congress movement is in no way intended to attack their legal
rights and that even where the ryots have grievances the Committee's desire is that redress should be sought by mutual
consultations and by the usual recourse to arbitrations . 

Complaints having been brought to the notice of the Working Com mittee that in the formation of Volunteer Corps great
laxity prevails in 
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the selection and that insistence is not had on the full use of hand - spun and hand - woven Khaddar and on the full
observance by Hindus of the rule as to the removal of untouchability nor is care being taken to ascertain that the
caudidates believe fully in the observance of non violence in intent , word and dood in terms of the Congress
resolution , the Working Committee calls upon all Congress organisations to revise their lists and remove from them
the names of all such volunteers as do not strictly conform to the requirements of the pledge . 

The Working Committee is of opinion that unless Congressmen carry out to the full the Congress constitution and the
resolutions from time to time issued by the Working Committee , it is not possible to achieve its objects expeditiously
or at all . 

The foregoing resolution will have effect only ponding the meeting to be specially convened of the All - India
Congress Committee and thereafter subject to confirmation by it , the secretary to call such meeting as early as
possible after consultation with Hakim Ajmal Khan . 

12th February On the 12th February the following further resolutions were passed . 

III . Whereas the Gorakhpur tragedy is a powerful proof of the fact that the mass mind has not yet fully realised the
necessity of non - violence as an integral , active and chief part of Mass Civil Disobedience , and whereas the
reported indiscriminate acceptance of persons as volunteers in contravention of the Congress instructions betrays
want of appreciation of the vital part of Satyagraha and whereas in the opinion of the Working Committee the delay in
the attainment of the national aim is solely due to the weak and incomplete execution in practice of the constitution of
the Congress and with a view of perfecting the internal organisation , 

The Working Committee advises all Congress organisations to be engaged in the following activities : ( 1 ) To enlist
at least one crore of members of the Congress . 

NOTE ( i ) : -- Since peace ( non - violence ) and legitimateness ( truth ) are the essence of the Congress creed , no
person should be enlisted who does not believe in non - violence and truth as indis pensable for the attainment of
Swaraj . The creed of the Congress must therefore be carefully explained to each 

person who is appealed to , to join the Congress . 

Note ( ii ) : -- The workers should note that no one who does not pay the annual subscription can be regarded as a
qualified Congress man ; all the old members are therefore to be advised to re - register 

their names . 

( 2 ) To popularise the Spinning Wheel and to organise the manu facture of hand - spun and hand - woven Khaddar . 

NOTE ( i ) : -- To this end all workers and office - bearers should be dressed in Khaddar and it is recommended that
with a view to 

encourage others , they should themselves lagrn bandspinning . ( 3 ) To organise national schools . 

NOTE .-- No picketing of Government Schools should be resort ed to , but reliance should be placed upon the
superiority of national 

schools in all vital maitors to command attendance . 

( 4 ) To organise the Depressed Classes for a better life , to improve their social , mental and moral condition , to
induce them to send their children to national schools and to provide for the ordinary facilities which the other
citizens enjoy . 

. 
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NOTE . --Whilst therefore where the prejudice against the up. touchables is still strong in places , separate schools
and separate wells must be maintained out of Congress funds every effort should be made to draw such children to
national schools and to persuade 

the people to allow the untouchables to use the common wells . 

( 5 ) To organiso the temperance campaign amongst the people addicted to the drink babit by house to houso visits and
to rely more upon appeal to the drinker in his home than upon picketing . 

( 6 ) To organise village and town Panchayats for the private settle mout of all disputes , reliance being placed solely
upon force of public opinion and the truthfulness of Panchayat decisions to ensure obedienos to them . 

NOTE : -- In order to avoid even the appearance of coorcion no social boycott shonld be resorted to against those
who will not 

obey the Panchayats ' decisions . 

( 7 ) In order to promote and emphasize unity among all classes and races and mutual goodwill , the establishment of
which is the aim of the movement of non - co - operation , to organise a social service department tbat will render
help to all irrespective of differences in times of illness or accident . 

NOTE : -- A Non - Co - operator whilst firmly adhering to his creed , will deem it a privilege to render personal
service in case 

of illness or accident to every person whether English or Indian . 

( 8 ) To continue the Tilak Memorial Swaraj Fund and to call upon every Congress man or Congress sympathiser to
pay at least one - hundredth part of his annual income for 1921. Every Province to send every month twenty five per
cent . of its income from the Tilak Memorial Swaraj Fund to the All - India Congress Committee . 

The above resolution shall be brought before the forthcoming session of the All - India Congress Committee for
revision if necessary . 
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Resolutions passed by the Working Committee at 

Ahmadabad on the 17th and 18th March 1922 . 

2. The Working Committee congratulates the country upon the exemplary self - restraint and peace observed
throughout the length and breadth of the land on and since the arrest of Mabatma Gandhi , and trusts that the same
dignified restraint will be continued during the trying times to which the people must look forward . 

The Working Committee is of opinion that observance of perfoot poace in the country at this moment of supreme trial
is a striking proof of the progress of non - violence and is further of opinion that Mahatma Gandhi's arrest and the
restraint observed by the country have con . siderably advanced the cause of the Khilafat , the Punjab and Swaraj . 

The Working Committee desires to make it clear that Mabatma Gandhi's arrest makes no change in the programme
recently laid down in the Bardoli - Delhi resolutions and calls upon all Congress organisations to devote tbemselves
to the prosecution of the constructive programme laid down therein . The Working Committee warns the Provincial
Committees against any basty use of the powers conferred upon them in respect of individual civil disobedience
whether defensive or aggressive . 

The Working Committee regards the universal adoption of the spinning wheel and of the consequent use of hand - spun
and hand woven Kbaddar as essential for the attainment of the country's goal and therefore urges all Congress and
Khilafat iorganisations to prosecute the Khaddar programme much more vigorously than hitherto . 

Inasmuch as the use of Khaddar apart from its great and undoubted political value is bound to give to millions of
India's homes a steady cottage industry needed for the nation's spare hours and is calculated to supplement the slender
resources of millions of half - starved poor people and is thus bound to establish a link between classes and masses
the Working Committee hopes that men and women of all parties and racos , inhabiting India irrespective of political
colour will lend their hearty support and coperation to the movement and to that end authorities Mian Mabomed Haji
Jan Mabomed Chotani and Sjt . Jamnalal Bajaj to inter view capitalists and others in order to put the growing national
" cottage industry on a sound economic basis . 

Hiti 
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Resolution of the Working Committee held at Bombay 

on 12th to 15th May 1922 . 20. That the following Khaddar Scheme bé adopted by the Com 

mittee : The Working Committee resolves that in pursuance of the 

constructivo programme now before the country , special efforts should be made by every province to stimulate the
production and consumption of hand - spun and hand 

woven Khaddar on a sound organized basis . With a view to help the provinces by way of loans , and tech 

nical advice and to make available to each province the experience of other parts and to collect and disseminate
useful information , the Working Committee resolves to ontrust Seth Jamnalal Bajaj with the organization of & special
department for which the Committee sanctions 

Rs . 17 lakhs . The department shall consist of three divisions : 

1. Technical instruction . 2. Production . 

3. Sale . Technical instruction will be provided for at the Sabarmati Ashram under the direction of Mr. Maganlal
Gandhi . Evory Province will be invited to send two or three students each to this institute for a six months ' course ,
to be trained in all the processes of khadi production . Students trained in this institute will be engaged for the
organization of Khadi Centres or similar training institutes in their respective Provinces . 

The Department of Production will aim at the co - ordination of inter - provincial work and the standardization of yarn
or cloth . The Department will not ordinarily interfere with the administration of local organizations . Mr. Lakbmidas
Purshottam will direct the department with the help of a staff of travelling inspectors . 

The Sales department will open Khadi Stores in some select place , where Provincial Congress Committees are
unable to provide adequate facilities for consumers . Mr. Vithalads Jerajani will be in charge of this department . 

Seth Jamnalal Bajaj will be responsible for the co - ordination of the department and general propaganda work . He
will be solely responsible for the administration of finances . 

All applications for loans shall be forwarded by the Provinces to Seth Jamnalal who will submit them to the Working
Committee for dis posal with his own recommendations , provided that in case of emergency Seth Jamnalal may grant
loans not exceeding Rs . 5,000 in anticipation of the Working Committee's sanction . 

In deciding applications for loans the Working Committee shall keep in viow both the requirements of Provinces and
the extent of their invest ments in khadi in order to stimulate local effort and help deserving casos . 

BUDGET . 

Rs . Technical Instruction . 

25,000 Sales Department 

2,00,000 Production Department Office 

20,000 Propaganda , Information Bureau 

1,00,000 Loans to Provinces 

13,55,000 

... 
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The Fatwa of the Ulema . 

Translation of Extracts from the Muttafiga ( Joint ) 

Fatwa of the Ulema of India pronounced in a grand meeting of the Jamiat - ul - Ulema held at Delhi . 

QUERY : - What are the injunctions of the Muslim divines and the lawyers of the Sacred Law regarding the following
points : 

. 

: 

: 

2 . Is it within the scope of Co - operation : -- ( a ) to be a member of the different Councils of the Govern . 

ment of India ; ( b ) to carry on the profession of a Vakil ( lawyer ) or a Mukhtar 

etc. ( in British Courts ) ; ( c ) to receive education through the Government or Govern 

ment - aided Colleges or Schools ; or to get children educated therein ; or to receive Governmont aid or grant 

for Education ; and ( d ) to hold the posts of Honorary Magistrates , and to receive 

titles from the Government ? ANSWER to question No. 2 : -- 

All those things fall within the scope of Co - operation , because , they directly engender love for the Gevernment and
indirectly render help to it . Therefore , according to the injunctions of Tarke Mawalat ( Non - Co - operation ) it is
incumbeni on every Muslim to keep himself aloof from all these things . Even for reasons other than those of Non - Co
- operation it is necessary for Mussalmans to give up , all the aforesaid things . 

Following are the grounds , briefly mentioned , for the above injunction : BOYCOTT OF COUNCILS . ( a ) The
object of these Councils -- whether Legislative 

Executive -- is to strengthen the hands of the Government and to aid in its stability ; and this is obviously rendering 

support to it . ( b ) V'ery often such acts are enacted in these Councils as are 

in conflict with the laws of Islam , and it is not lawful for a Mussalman to move for , or support such laws , or to
observe silence with regard thereto , in spite of having a right to oppose such laws . The Prophet of God ( Peace 

be on him ! ) says : “ If any one of you sees anything against the Sbariat ( the Code of Islam ) it is binding on him to
stop it by hand , and if he has not this power ( of the hand ) then by his tongue and if he cannot do this even then he
should do so -- ( dislike it ) -- in his heart . " 

Or 
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But Muslim mombers do all these things ( viz . propose , or support such laws or keep silent ) as is borne out by past
events and the exis is laws . 

It is pro 

( c ) Councils include members of the British nation also , 

which is tyrannical and an enemy of Islam . hibited , according to the laws of Shariat , to occupy seats of honour by
the side of such members . Allah says : 

“ Sit not with the tyrants after 

You come to know them . " ( a ) It is essential for the members of the Council to take an 

( ath of allegiance and fidelity to the Government . In ike present circumstance it is unlawful for a Mussalman to
voluntarily and willingly declare himself faithful , Obedient and a well - wisher to the Government . There . fore the
oath of allegiance is Haram ( forbidden ) and is a great sin . 
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Mahatma Gandhi's Statement before the Court . 

Before reading his written statement , Mr. Gandbi spoke a few words as introductory remarks to the whole statement .
He said : 

" Before I read this statement I would like to state that I entirely endorse the learned Advocate General's remarks in
connection with my humble self . I think that he was entirely fair to me in all the statements that he has made , because
it is very true and I have no desire whatsoever to conceal from this court the fact tbat to preach disaffection towards
the existing system of Government has become almost a passion with me , and the learned Advocate General is also
entirely in the right when he says that my preaching of disaffection did not commence with my connection with " Young
India , " but that it commenced much earlier and in the state ment that I am about to read , it will be my painful duty to
admit before this court that it commenced much earlier than the period stated by the Advocate General . It is the most
painful duty with me but I have to discharge that duty knowing the responsibility that rests iipon my shoul ders , and I
wish to endorse all the blame that the learned Advocate General has thrown on my shoulders in connection with the
Bombay occurences , Madras occurences and the Chauri Chaura occurences . Thinking over these deeply and sleeping
over them night after night , it is impossible for me to dissociate myself from the diabolical crimes of Chauri Chaura
or the mad outrages of Bombay . He is quite right when he says , that as a man of responsibility , a man having
received a fair share of education , having had a fair share of experience of this world , I should have known the
consequences of every one of my acts . I knew that I was playing with fire . I ran the risk and if I was set free I would
still do the 

I have felt it this morning that I would have failed in my duty , if I did not say what I said here just now . 

I wanted to avoid violence . I want to avoid violence . Non - violence is the first article of my faith , It is also the last
article of my creed . But I bad to make my choice . I had either to submit to a system which I considerea had done an
irreparable harm to my country , or incur the risk of the mad fury of my people bursting forth , when they understood
the truth from my lips . I know tbat my people have sometimes gone mad . I am deeply sorry for it and I am therefore
here to submit not to a light penalty but to the highest penalty . I do not ask for mercy . I do not plead any extenuating
act . I am here , therefore , to invite and cheerfully submit to the highest penalty that can be inflicted upon me , what in
law is a deli berate crime and what appears to me to be the highest duty of a citizen . The only course open to you , the
Judge , is as I am just going to say in my statement either to resign your post , or inflict on me the severest penalty , if
you believe that the system and law you are assisting to administer are gcod for the people . I do not expect that kind
of conver sion , but by the time I have finished with my statement you will per baps have a glimpse of what is raging
within my breast to run this maddest risk which a sane man can run . " 

same . 

The statement was then read out . 

STATEMENT . " I owe it perhaps to the Indian public and to the public in England , to placate which this prosecution
is mainly taken up , that I should explain 
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why from a staunch loyalist and co - operator I have become an uncom promising disaffectionist and non - cooperator
. To the court too I should say why I plead guilty to the charge of promoting disaffection towards the Government
established by law in India . 

My public life began in 1893 in South Africa in troubled weather . My first contact with British authority in that
country was not of a happy character . I discovered that as a man and an Indian I had no rights . More correctly I
discovered that I had no rights as a man because I was an Indian . 

But I was not bafiled . I thought that this treatment of Indians was 

excrescence upon a system that was intrinsically and mainly good . gave 

the Government my voluntary and hearty co - operation , criticising it freely where I felt it was faulty but never
wishing its destruction . 

Consequently when the existence of the Empire was threatened in 1899 by the Boer challenge , I offered my services
to it , raised à volunteer ambulance corps and served at several actions tbat took place for the relief of Ladysmith .
Similarly in 1906 at the time of the Zulu revolt I raised a stretcher - bearer party and served till the end of the '
rebellion ' . On both these ocoasions I received medals and was even mentioned in despatches . For my work in South
Africa I was given by Lord Hardinge a Kaiser - i - Hind Gold Medal . When the war broke out in 1914 between
England and Germany I raised a volun teer ambulance corps in London consisting of the then resident Indians in
London , chiefly students . Its work was acknowledged by the authorities to be valuable . Lastly in India when a
special appeal was made at the War Conference in Delhi in 1918 by Lord Chelmsford for recruits , I struggled at the
cost my health to raise a corps in Kheda and the response was being made when the hostilities ceased and orders
were received that no more recruits were wanted . In all these efforts at service I was actuated by the belief that it
was possible by such services to gain a status of full equality in the Empire for my countrymen . 

The first shock came in the shape of the Rowlatt Act , a law disigned to rob the people of all real freedom . I felt
called upon to lead an intensive agitation against it . Then followed the Punjab horrors beg inning with the massacre at
Jallianwala Bagh and culminating in craw ling orders , public floggings and other indescribable humiliations . I
discovered too that the plighted word of the Prime Minister to the Mussulmans of India regarding the integrity of
Turkey and the holy places of Islam not likely to be fulfilled . But inspite of the fore - bodings and the grave warnings
of friends , at the Amritsar Congress in 1919 I fought for co - operation and working the Montagu - Chelmsford
reforms , hoping that the Prime Minister would redeem his promise to the Indian Mussulmans , that the Punjab wound
would be healed and that the reforms inadequate and unsatisfactory though they were , marked a new era of hope in
the life of India . 

But all that hope was shattered . The Khilafat promise was not to be redeemed . The Punjab crime was white -
washed and most culprits went not only unpunished but remained in servioe and some continued to draw pensions
from the Indian revenue , and in some cases were even rewarded . I saw too that not only did the reforms not mark a
change of heart , but they were only a method of further draining India of her wealth and of prolonging her servitude . 

I came reluctantly to the conclusion that the British connection had made India . more helpless then she ever was
before , politically 

was 
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and economically . A disarmed India bas no power of resistance against any aggressor if she wanted to engage in an
armed conflict with him . So much is this the case that some of our best men consider that India must take generations
before she can achieve the Dominion status . She has become so poor that she has little power of resisting famines .
Before the British advent India spun and wove in her millions of cottages just the supplement she needed for adding to
her meagre agricultural rosources . This cottage industry , so vital for India's existence , has been ruined by incredibly
heartless and inhuman processes as described by English witnesses . Little do town - dwellers know how the semi
starved masses of India are slowly sinking to lifelessness . Little do they know that their miserable comfort represents
the brokerage tbey got for the work they do for the foreign exploiter , that the profits and the brokerage are sucked
from the masses . no thoy realise that the Government established by law in British India is carried on for this
exploitation of the masses . No sophistry , no jugglery in figures can explain away the evidence that the skeletons in
many villages present to the naked eye . I have no doubt whatsoever that both England and the town dwellers of India
will have to answer , if there is a God above , for this orime against humanity which is perhaps unequalled in history .
The law itself in this country has been used to serve the foreign exploiter . My unbiassed examination of the Punjab
Martial Law cases has led me to believe that at least ninety - five per cent . of convictions were wbolly bad . My
experience of political cases in India leads me to the conclusion that in nine out of every ten the condemned men were
totally innocent . Their crime consisted in the love of their country . In ninety - nine cases out of hundred justice has
been denied to Indians as against Europeans in the Courts of India . This is not an exaggerated pioture . It is the
experience of almost every Indian who has had anything to do with such cases . In my opinion the administration of the
law is tbus prostituted consciously or unconsciously for the benefit of the exploiter . 

The greatest misfortune is that Englishmen and their Indian asso ciates in the administration of the country do not know
that they are engaged in the crime I have attempted to describe . I am satisfied that many Englishmen and Indian
officials honestly believe that they are administering one of the best systems devised in the world and that India is
making steady though slow progress . They do not know that a subtle but effective system of terrorism and an
organised display of force on the one hand , and the deprivation of all powers of retaliation or self . defence on the
other , have emasculated the people and induced in them the habit of sinulation . This awful babit has added to the
ignorance and the self - deception of the administrators . Section 124 A under which I am happily charged is perhaps
the prince among the political sections of the Indian Penal Code designed to suppress the liberty of the citizen . Affec
tion cannot be manufactured or regulated by law . If one has no affection for a person or system one should be free to
give the fullest expression to his disaffection , so long as he does not contemplate , promote or incite to violence . But
the section under which Mr. Banker and I are cbarged is one under wbich mere promotion of disaffection is crime . I
have studied some of the cases tried under it , and I know that some of the most loved of India's patriots have been
convicted under it . I consider it & privilege , therefore , to be charged under that section . I have endea voured to give
in their briefest outline the reasons for my disaffection . I have no personal ill - will against any single administrator ,
much less can I have any disaffection towards the King's person . But I hold it to be a virtue to be disaffected wards a
Government which in it totality has 
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done more harm to India than any previous system . India is less manly under the British rule than she ever was before
. Holding such a belief , I consider it to be a sin to have affection for the system . And it has been a precious privilege
for me to be able to writo what I have in the various articles tendered in evidence against me . 

In fact , I believe that I have rendered a service to India and Eng land by showing in Non - Co - operation the way out
of the unnatural state in which both are living . In my humble opinion , Non - Co - operation with evil is as much a
duty as is co - operation with good . But in the past , Non Co - operation has been deliberately expressed in violence
to the evil - doer I am endeavouring to show to my countrymen that violent Non - Co - opera tion only multiplies evil
and that as evil can only be sustained by violence , withdrawal of support of evil requires complete abstention from
violence . Non - violence implies voluntary submission to the penalty for Non - Co - operation with eyil . I am here ,
therefore , to invite and submit cheerfully to the highest penalty that can be inflicted upon me for what in law is a
deliberate crime and what appears to me to be the highest duty of a citizen . The only course open to you , the Judge ,
is either to resign your post and thus dissociate yourself from evil , if you feel that the law you are called upon to
administer is an evil and that in reality I am innocent , or to inflict on me the severest penalty if you believe that the
system and the law you are assistining to administer are good for the people of this country and that my activity is
therefore injurious to the public weal , " 

JUDGMENT . The following is the full text of the judgment : -- 

" Mr. Gandhi , you have made my task easy in one way by pleading guilty to the charge . Nevertheless what remains ,
namely the determina tion of a just sentence , is perhaps as difficult a proposition as a judge in this country could have
to face . The law is no respector of persons . Nevertheless it will be impossible to ignore the fact that you are in a
different category form any person I have ever tried or am likely to have to try . It would be impossible to ignore tbe
fact that in the eyes of millions of your countrynien , you are a great patriot and a great leader . Even those who differ
from you in politics look upon you as a man of high ideals and of noble and of even saintly life . I have to deal with
you in one charactor only . It is not my duty and I do not presume to judge or criticise you in any other character . It is
my duty to judge you as subject to the law , who by his own admission has broken the law and committed what to an
ordinary man must appear to be grave offence against the State . I do not forget that you have consistently preached
against violence and that you have on many occasions , as I am willing to believe , done much to prevent violence .
But having regard to the nature of your political teaching and the nature of many of those to whom it was addressed ,
how you could have continued to belive that violence would not be the inevitable consequence , it passed my capacity
to understand . 

There are probably few people in India , who do not sincerely regret that you should have made it impossible for any
govern ment to leave you at liberty . But it is 

I trying to balance what is due to you against what appears to me to be necessry in the interest of the public , and I
propose in passing sentence to follow the precedent of a case in many respects similar to this case that was decided
some twelve years ago , I mean the case against Bal Gangadhar Tilak under the same section . The sentence that was
passed upon him as it 

a man 

So. 

am 
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finally stood was a sentence of simple inprisonment for six years . You will not consider it unreasonable , I think , that
you should be classed with Mr. Tilak , i . e . a sentence of two years simple imprisonment on each count of the charge
six years in all , which I feel it my duty to pass upon you and I should like to say in doing so that if the course of
events in India should make it possible for the Government to reduce the period and release you , no one will be
better pleased than 1. ” 

Mr. Gandhi said : “ I would say one word . Since you have done me the honour of rocalling the trial of the late
Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak , I just want to say that I consider it to be the proudest privilege and honour to be
associated with his name . So far as the sentence itself is concerned , I certainly consider that it is as light as any judge
would inflict on me , and so far as the whole proceedings are concerned I must say that I could not have expected
greater courtesy . 

Then the friends of Mr. Gandhi crowded round him as the Judge left the court and fell at his feet . There was much
sobbing on the part of both men and women but all the while Mr. Gandhi was smiling and cool and giving
encouragement to everybody who came to him . Mr. Banker Also was smiling and taking this in a light - hearted way .
After all his friends had taken leaye of him , Mr. Gandhi was taken out of the court to the Sabarmati Jail . And thus the
great trial finished . 

Deshbandhu Dass ' Statement to his Countrymen . 

The following Statement regarding his case was authorised by Desh bandhu to be published after judgment had been
delivered . It was not made in Court but is meant for his countrymen : --- 

ARREST . I was arrested on the 10th of December . One of the two police officers , who came to my house , came
upstairs . When I was ready to accompany him , I asked him whether there was a warrant ? He said there was , but it
was at the Police Office at Lal Bazar . I asked him what was the charge ? He said Sec . 17 ( 2 ) or something like it . I
was then taken to Lal Bazar . No warrant was shown to me there . From there I was bronght to the Presidency Jail . On
Monday , the 12th , at about 11 a , m . a police officer came to my cell . I believe his name is Mr. Kidd . He told me
that I was at that time in police custody and that my case had been remanded by the police till the next day . On making
enquiries he further said that I had been arrested under no warrant of any Magistrate but on suspicion under Sec . 54
of the Code of Criminal Prc cedure , of having committed an offence under Sec . 17 ( 2 ) of the Criminal Law
Amendment Act . I asked whether there had been any amendment of the law since I left the Bar ? He said , “ No , ' Sec
54 of the Cr . P. Code empowers a police officer to arrest on suspicion of any cognizable offence . The offence under
Sec , 17 ( 2 ) of the Criminal Law Amendment Act is non - cognizable . My arrest was , therefore , without any legal
authority . Further I was produced before a Magistrate or rather a Magistrate was produced before me in front of my
cell at about 5 pm . on Monday , the 12th of Dec. , i . e . , at least 48 hours after my illegal arrest and detention . 

CHARGE . On the 20th of January , a charge was framed against me . My trial took place in the Civil Jail at Alipore .
On this date witness Mr. S. N. Banerjee was further examined and another new witness , Mr. Brewster , 
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was examined . At the previous hearing , the Magistrate did not frame any charge as he said further evidence was
necessary . On this occasion as soon as the evidence was recorded the Magistrate said he would frame a charge
against me under Sec . 17 of the Criminal Law Amendment Act ; and a copy of the charge was handed over to me . To
my surprise I found that it had been typed from before . How could the Magistrato frame the charge without this
additional evidenco which was adduced on this date in the Civil Jail ? Was the Magistrate privately apprised of the
nature of the evidence which was coming or had the Magistrate made up his mind from the very beginning that hò
would convict ? 

The charge itself is representative of the farcical nature of the trial . It is merely a repetion of the wording of the
Section . It indicates clearly that neither the Public Prosecutor nor the Magistrate had any idea as to how the evidence
before the Court could amount to a criminal offence . It was , therefore , found safer to insert in the charge all the
words of the Section . 

once , 

The evidence adduced against me was purely documentary . It con . sisted of some of the messages which appeared in
the newspapers and the letter sending one of these messages to the Press . The proof of my case thus depended upon
the proof of the signatures which the prosecution alleged were mine . To prove these signatures , the prosecution at
first 

. called Mr. S. N. Banerjee , who is a Deputy Superintendent of Police , Special Branch . He for a very short time
came to instruct me in the Munitions Board Case . I donbt if he ever noticed my writing . He is certainly not
acquainted with my hand - writing or signature . The model , which he has put in being the receipt of my fees from the
Munitious Board - Ex . 15 ( 1 ) , was not signed in his presence , although the signature is undoubtedly mine . He said
that he had seen my signature more than 

He did not say when , ļow , how many times or under what circums tances The Magistrate did not think it necessary to
ask him these questions , although my case was not being defended , Tbis witness . belived ' the following signatures
were mine : --- Ex . 4. ( 1 ) , Ex . 10 ( 1 ) , Ex . 11 ( 1 ) , 11 , ( 2 ) and ( Ex . ) 1 ( 1 ) . Of these signatures , Mr.
Brewster says Exs . 11 ( 1 ) and 12 ( 1 ) are not in my hand - writing . 

The next witness is Mr. Brewster . He said that he had seen me write . When , how or under what circumstances , he
did not say , nor did the Magistrate think it necessary to put any questions to him to test his capacity to depose as to my
hand - writing . He says he saw me write once at Alipore and once at Arrah . On both these occasions , he appeared as
an expert witness and I cross - examined him . How could he , when he was under cross - examination , snatch an
opportunity to be acquainted with my hand - writing and specially my signatures has been a puzzle to me . I assert he
is not acquainted with either my handwriting or my signature . In his capacity of a witness who is personally
acquainted with my hand writing and signature , he proves Ex , 4 ( 1 ) , 10 ( 1 ) and Ex . 11 ( 2 ) ( both the signature as
well as the three lines written above ) . Then , in his capacity as an expert , he says that these signatures , that is , Exs .
4 ( 1 ) , 10 ( 1 ) and 11 ( 2 ) , including the three lines written above , are in the same hand writing as the model Ex .
15 ( 1 ) . With regard to his evidence as an expert , all that is necessary to point out is that he made no photographs of
the disputed hand - writings and the signatures . It is , therefore , not giving expert testimony . 

I assert that not one of the signatures deposed to by these witnesses , is mine , nor are the three lines written above the
signature , Ex , 11- ( 2 ) , Ex . 4 ( 1 ) and Ex . 10 ( 1 ) aro signatures made by Sj . Anil Kumar Ray 
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Ex . 11 ( 1 ) is signatures made by Sj . B. N. Sasmal and both Ex . 11 ( 2 ) , the signature and the three lines of writing
above it , are in the hand writing of Sj . Hemendra Nath Das Gupta . Ex . 12 ( 1 ) is signed by 

) somebody in the office --- it is certainly not my signature , 

But although the signatures and writings are not mine I accept the full responsibility regarding the messages . The
bureaucracy had me arrested illegally . The Magistrate draws up a charge of the descrip tion and proceeds on
evidence of hand - writing which is extremely a musing . Further , this must be borne in mind that it is necessary for
the pro secution to establish that I was a member of an organisation which was an existing organisation on the date the
communique bears ( i , e , the 18th of November 1912 ) and which had been proclaimed by the com munique . The
record against me is destitute of any such evidence . I assert that no such associations as are mentioned in the charge
ever existed in the Presidency of Bengal and I say further that the Volun . teer organisation which I called into being in
pursuance of the resolution of the Working Committee of the Congress , shortly after the publication of the
communique , was a perfectly peaceful and non - violent organisa tion and this organisation has not up till now been
proclaimed as an illegal association . - 

for ever , 

Statement of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru . I am making this statement not in order to defend myself against the various
charges brought against me but to define my position and to state the motives which have induced me to act in the
manner I have done . I have refused to plead guilty or not guilty and I have declined to participate in this trial by cross
- examination of witnesses or otherwise . I have done so because I do not recognise this court as a Court where justice
is administered , I mean no disrespect to the presiding officer when I say that so far as political offences are
concerned the courts in India merely register the decrees of the execu tive , They are being used today even 

more than ever before to prop up the fabric of a government which has mis - governed India long enough and wbich
has to resort to these tactics now in an attempt to restore a prestige which is gon 

I stand here charged with criminal intimidation and abetment of an attempt to extort . The warrant of my arrest bears
also the familiar Section 124A , although I am not being tried for it to - day . I propose however to make a
comprehensive statement . I cannot divide myself up into various compartments , one for picketting , another for
sedition and yet another perhaps for volunteering . All my activities have but one end in view and that end I have
striven to attain with all the strength and energy that is in me , 

Less than ten years ago I returned from England after a lengthy stay there . I had passed through the usual course of
public school and univer sity , I had imbibed most of the prejudices of Harrow and Cambridge and in my likes and
dislikes I was perhaps more an Englishman than an Indian . I looked upon the world almost from an Englishman's
standpoint , And so I returned to India as much prejudiced in favour of England and the English as it was possible for
an Indian to be . 

To - day , ten years later , I stand here in the dock charged with two offences and with a third hovering in the back
ground --- an ex - convict who has been to jail once already for a political offence , and a rebel 
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against the present system of government in India . That is the change which the years have wrought in me . It is not
necessary for me to recite the reasons for this change . Every Indian knows them ; every Indian has felt them and has
hung his head in shame for them . And if he has retained a spark of the old fire in him , he bas taken a solemn pledge to
strive unceasingly for India's freedom , so that his countrymen may never again be subjected to the miseries and
humiliations that are the lot of a subject people . To - day sedition against the present govern ment in India has become
the creed of the Indian people , to preach and practise disaffection against the evil which it represents has become
their chief occupation . 

I am charged with criminal intimidation and attempted extortion , I have wondered if these charges were seriously
meant . The sections of the Code which have been applied bear no relation to the facts even as disclosed by the
prosecution evidence . I presume that the signal success that has attended our efforts in Allahabad bas induced the
authorities to take some action against the picketters . If peaceful picketting for a lawful object is a crime then indeed I
am guilty of having advised it and helped in it . But I have yet to learn that peaceful picketting has become an offence
even under the laws of British India . Our object in picketting was to make the cloth dealers adhere to the pledges they
had jointly taken . Does anyone believe that we could achieve success in this by criminal intimidation and extortion ?
All the world knows that our strength lies in the support of our people and the good - will of our countrymen . Our
weapons are not the old time ones of force and coer cion . The weapons which our great leader has put in our hands
are those of love and self - sacrifice . We suffer ourselves and by our suffering seek to convert our adversary . 

Criminal intimidation involves a threat of injury to a person or his property , and injury denotes harm “ illegally ”
caused . So also extortion must include the putting of any person in fear of “ injury ” and thereby 

. 

17 

dishonestly ” inducing him to part with property , I have listened to the prosecution evidence with interest in order to
find out on what ground these novel charges were based . 

What was the injury to any person or property , that was threatened ? What was the harm “ illegally ' ' caused ? Where
in lay the dishonesty of any of us ? I have not heard a single allegation yet made , much less proved , which suggests
that we have caused injury to any person or property , caused any harm illegally or acted dishonestly . Not a single
prosecution witness , including the police and the C. 1. D. has made such an allegation . In the whole of Allahabad
there was found no person , of the thousands who must have witnessed the picketting , who could bring the charge of
any intimi dation against us , or even a harsh word uttered by one of our picketters . No greater proof of our triumph
can be given than this unsought testi .. , mony of the police and the C. I. D. Our picketting has been , I make · bold to
say , a model of its kind , perfectly peaceful , perfectly courteous relying on entreaties and exhortations and not even
hinting at any force or intimidation . The cloth - dealers , who are alleged to have been intimidated by us are
presumably the aggrieved party . But not one of them has complained . 

Ten months ago , the cloth - dealers of Allahabad took a solemn pledge to refrain from purchasing foreign cloth till the
end of 1922. All the signatories to the pledge , and they included almost every cloth - merchant in the city ' constituted
themselves into an association styled the " Viyapari mandal ” and elected office bearers and a committee . The first
business of the mandal was to lay down that every member who broke his 
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pledge and purchased foreign cloth would have to pay i certain penalty and in case he refused to do this , picketting
would be resorted to . The committee of the “ mandal ” was to determine in each individual case how much foreign
cloth had been brought and what the penalty was to be . On several occasions during the past year the " mandal ”
committee considered such breaches of the pledge and imposed and recovered fines in accord ance with their rules .
Occasionally at their request picketting was also resorted to . Two months ago a large quantity of foreign cloth was
pur chased by some of the cloth - dealers in Allahabad . This was in contraven tion of the pledge and the shops of
some of these cloth - dealers were : picketted . Later the committee of the Viya pari mandai , " newly reconstituted ,
assessed the fines on the merchants who had brokou their pledges and themselves collected this money , which lies at
the disposal of the ' mandal . To the best of my knowledge two of the gentlemen who have given evidence for the
prosecution in this case are members of the committee of the mandal , and as such they must have themselves helped in
the assessment and collection of the fines . 

These are the facts relating to picketting in Allahabad . It is clear beyond doubt that there was neither any intimidation
nor any attempt at extortion . The present prosecution is really an attempt to suppress lawful and peaceful picketting
under cover of charges of intimidation and extortion . Picketting has been going on all over India for many months , It
has taken place in many cities and bazars in the province . Here in this very city of Allahabad we have repeatedly
resorted to it . And yet Government took no action against it as such : They know well that in India as in England
peaceful picketting is no crime . Of course , it is open to them by a stroke of the pen to make even peaceful picketting
illegal . But whether they do so or not we shall not give it up . To entreat and exhort and advise others to follow is
certain line of action or to abstain fron doing something is a right which we will not abandon , whatever the
Governinent may do . We have fow rights and privileges left in this country and even these are sought to be taken
away . We have shown to the world how we value the right of free association , and wo have continued our volunteers
in spite of thousands of arrests and all Government notifications to the contrary . We will not and we cannot sub mit to
any restriction of our right of free speech . A quarter of a contury ago , a great English Judge stated in the House of
Lords with reference to this right of tree speech : “ A man has a right to say what be pleases , to induce , to exhort , to
command , provided he does not slander or deceive or commit any other of the wrongs known to the law of which
speech may be the medium . Unless he is thus shown to have abused bis right , why is he to be called upon to excuse
or justify himself because lijs words may interfere with some one else in his calling . ” This right of free spooch we
shall cling to , whatever the cost . 

I am glad for many reasons that I am being tried for picketting . My trial will bring the question of the boycott of
foreign cloth ovon more to thie front and I am confident that when the people of Allahabad and the province realise the
full significance of this boycott , they will discard all foreign cloth , treat it as unholy and the touch of it almost as a
pollution . If they pondered over the evils and the misery and the poverty that foreign cloth has brought to this long -
suffering country , perhaps they would fool some of the horror I feel at the thought of wearing it . They will not bring
forth arguments that old clothes have to be worn out or that festivities require fine clothing . They would know that the
salvation of India and her hungry millions demanded the use of the charkha and the wearing of khaddar , and they
would cast out all foreign cloths and consign thein to the flames or to the dustbin . I pray that the cloth - merchants of
Allahabad 

a 
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will adhere to their sacred pledges twice taken , and do their utmost to bring about a complete boycott of foreign cloth
in this ancient and holy city . Some of these cloth - dealers have giveu evidence for the prosecution in this case . I
have no grievance against them . I shall suffer most glad ly any imprisonment that may be awarded me if I know that
there by I have touched their hearts and won them over to the great causó . And I would appeal to the public of this
city and province and earnestly request them to do this much for their country --- wear khaddar and ply the charkha . 

My co - accused and I are charged with intimidation and extortion . I should like the police and Government officials
to examine their own consciences , to search deep down into their hearts and say wbat many of them have done during
the past year and a half . Intimidation and terrorism , bribery and extortion , have been going on over the length and
breadth of the Province , And the persons guilty of them have not been Congressmen or our volunteers but the
underlings of Government who have indulged in them frequently with the knowledge and approval of their superiors .
Yet they are not tried or punished . They are patted on the back and praised and promoted . 

My colleagues and I have seen and personally investigated acts of terrorism and inhumanity . We have seen how men
and women have been subjected to the uttermost humiliation . We have seen how terror reigns in Sitapur . We have
investigated the brutalities of Shoratganj and we know how hundreds of Ballia's gallant workers have been sent to jail
for the sole offence of being Congress office - bearers or other principal workers of the Congress . And the poor
down - trodden kisans with the haunted hopeless look in their eyes , working away like the beast of the field from
morning to night - fall , so that others may enjoy the fruits of their labour . We have seen them harassed and made
utterly miserable till life became almost too heavy to be borne . I need not refer to indivi dual districts . Almost every
one of them has the same sad and splendid tale to tell . 

Intimidation and terrorism have become the chief instruments of Government . By these methods they seek to keep
down a people and to suppress their disaffection . 

Do they imagine that they will thus instil affection for themselves in the people or make them loyal instru ments of
their imperialism ? Affection and loyalty are of the beart . They cannot be purchased in the market place , much less
can they be extorted at the point of the bayonet . Loyalty is a fine thing . But in India some words have lost their
meaning and loyalty has come to be almost a synonym for treason to the motherland , and a loyalist is ho who is not
loyal to his God or his country but merely hangs on to the coat tails of his alien master , To - day however we have
rescued the word from the depths and in almost every jail in India will be found true loyalists who have put their
cause and their faith and their country above every thing else and have been true to them despite all consequences . To
them has come the great call ; they have . 

the vision of freedom and they will not rest or turn away till they have achieved their hearts ' desire . England is a
mighty country with her armies and her navies but to - day she is confronted with something that is mightier . Her
armies and her navies have to face the suffering and the selfsacrifice of a nation determined to be free and no man can
doubt what the issue of such a struggle must be . We are fighting for our freedom , for the free dom of our country and
faith . We desire to injure no nation or people . We wish to have no dominion over others . But we must be perfectly
free in our own country . England has cruelly wronged us during the past 150 

seen 
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years or more . And even yet she has not repented , and mended her ways . India gave her a chance a year and a half
ago but in the pride and arrogance of her plıysical might she has not taken it . The people of India have tried her and
they have passed judgment and from that decree there is no turning back . India will be free , of that there is no doubt
but if England seeks the friendship of a free india sho must repent and purge herself of her many sins , so that she way
be worthy of a place in the coming order of things . 

I shall go to jail again most willingly and joyfully . Jail has indeed become a beavon for us , a holy place of
pilgrimage , since our saintly and beloved louder was sontenced . Big bodied , great - hearted Shaukat Ali , bravest of
the brave and his gallant brother are there and so are thousands of our co - workers . One feels almost lonely outside
the jail , and selfish ness prompts a quick return . Perhaps I shall be awarded a long term of imprisonment this time .
Whether this is so , or not , I shall go with tho conviction that I shall come out to groet Swaraj in India . 

I have said many hard things about the British Government . For one thing however I must offor it my grateful thanks .
It has given us a chance of fighting in this most glorious of struggles . Surely few peoples have had such an opportunity
given thom . And the greater our suffering , the more difficult the tests we have to pass , the more splendid will be the
future of India . India has not survived through thousands of years to go down now . India has not sent her noblest and
best , twenty - five thousand of her sons , to the jails to .give up the struggle . India's future is assured . Some of us ,
men and women of little faith doubt and hesitate occasionally , but those who have vision can almost see the glory that
will be India's . I marvel at my good fortune . To serve 

India in the battle of freedomi is ' honour enough . To serve her under a leader like Mahatma Gandhi is doubly
fortunate . But to suffer for the dear country ! What greater good fortune could 

befall an 

Indian , unless it be death for the cause or the full realisation of our glorious dream . 

JAWAHARLAL NEHRU . May 17 , 1922 

Extracts from the English translation of Moulana Abul 

Kalam Azad's Statement ( in Urdu ) before the Court . Mahatmaji called it “ A Great Statement . " 

I had no intention of snbmitting here any statement oral or written . This is a place in which there is for is no hope , no
demand , and no grievá vce of any sort . This is a turn , without passing through which , we cannot reach our goal ......
Non - Co - operation is essentially the result of absolute desperation at existing circumstances ..... I want to make it
quite distinct that the term Non - Co - operation applies only to the Govern ment , its administrative system and its
executive and political principles and not to any persons or individuals . 

“ Like most occurrences of the present era this moyement also is nothing novel . History bears ample testimony to the
fact that whenever å ruling authority has taken up arms against liberty and truth , courts of justice have lent themselves
admirably to purposes of a most facile and unfailing weapon for the practice of such iniquity . The authority of the law
courts is a power which can be used equally to do justice and to per . 
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petrate injustice . In the hands of an equitable Government they are the best instruments of justice and truth ; but in the
hands of tyrannical and autocratic Governments no weapon is deadlier than these for purposes of revenge and iniquity
. No pure - minded and truth - loving section of humanity can be found , including even the inventors an ! savants of
science , which has not some time or other stood in the dock before a court of law . 

" The iniquities of courts of law constitute an endless list and history has not yet finished singing the elegy of such
miscarriages of justice . In that list we observe a holy personage like Jesus who bad to stand in bis time before a
foreign court convicted even as the worst of criminals . We see also in the samo list Socrates wło was sentenced to be
poisoned for no other crime than that of being the most truthful person of his age . We moet also the name of that great
Florentine martyr to truth , the inventor Gallileo , who refused to belie bis observations and researches merely
because their ayowal was a crime in the eyes of constituted anthority ....... When I ponder on the great and significant
history of the couviots ' dock and find that the honour of standing in that place belongs to nie to - day , my soul
bocomes steopod in thankfulness and praise of God ......... 

" The bureaucracy in India is nothing more nor less than the domination which powerful individuals will always
normally attain over a nation decaying by its own neglect and internal weaknesses . In the natural course of things such
dominant authority cannot possibly counte nance any nationalistic awakening or agitations for progress , reform or
justice . And as such agitation would spell the inevitable downfall of its dominant power , it seeks to kill all agitation
by declaring it a crime against constituted authority . No power would tamely submit to move ments likely to bring
about its own decline , however much such decline might be in the ultimate interests of justice . This posture of affairs
is merely a struggle for oxistence in which both sides fight desperately for their principles , An awakened nation
aspires to attain what it considers its birth - right and the dominant authority would fain not budge an inch from its
position of unquestioned sway . The contention might almost be advanced that the latter party even like its opponents
is not open to any blame in as much as it is merely putting up a fight for its own survival and it is quite an incidental
matter that its existence happens to be inimical to perpetuation of justice . We cannot deny facts of human 

nature and its inseparable characteristics . Like good , ovil also desires to live in this world and struggle for its oven
existence . : In India also such struggle for the survival of the fittest has already commenced . Most certainly ,
therefore , nothing can be is higher crime against the domination of Government , as at present established , than the
agitation wbich seeks to terminate its unlimited authority in the name of liberty and justice . I fully admit that I am not
only guilty of such agitation but that I belong to that band of pioneers who originally sowed the seed of such agitation
in the heart of our nation and dedicated their whole lives to the cherishing and breeding of this holy discontent ... 

“ The history of politics teaches us that foolishness and recklesness of consequences are always the companions of a
decadent power . The Gov ernment thought that by sheer repression it would annihilate the Khilafat and the Swaraj
movements and stop the hartal of the 24th . Accordingly it declared the Volunteer Corps to be unlawful and many
workers were indiscriminately arrested . It fancied that the Khilafat and the Congress Committees would become
inane and inactive by the mere arrest of the executive and the prohibition of the Volunteer Corps . Thus 
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would the hartal be automatically stopped . But very soon the Govern ment came to learn that repression when
practised against national awakening is no fatal thing for a nation but instead breathes new life into it . Neither was the
hartal stopped , nor did the Khilafat and the Con gress Committees become moribund , nor was the work of the
volunteer stopped even for a single day ..... 

According to my belief it is my duty to speak out at the present moment and I cannot fall short of the full performance
of my duty , just because it might be construed into a crime .... Most certainly I have stated that the present
Government is oppressive . If I do not say this , what else am I to say ? 1 fail to understand why it should be expected
of me that I should call things by any but their right aames , I refuse absolutely to call black white .... I have certainly
been asserting that only two paths are open to us in this matter of our duty . The Government has to refrain from all
this iniquity and deprivation of liberty ; or if it cannot bring itself to do so , it has to be wiped off .... I beliove in the
evils of the present Government most assuredly . I could not at tho same time pray that it may not mond its ways and
yet be long lived ........ 

" Now what is the reason that such is the firm belief of myself and of millions of my countrymen ? The reasons for this
have now become so patent to common knowledge that in the words of Milton , ' Next to the Sun itself they are ' about
the clearest and most manifost facts in existence . ' About such universal facts all that I can say is , don't deny them . 1
will only add that this ' faith of mino exists because I am an Indian , because I am a Muslim and first and last because I
am a man . 

“ It is my belief that liberty is the natural and God - given right of 

No man and no bureaucracy consisting of men has got the right to make the servants of God its own slaves . However
attractive be the euphemism invented for ' subjugation ' and ' slavery ' , still slavery is slavery and it is opposed to the
will and to the canons of God . I therefore do not consider the bureaucracy of India to be a legitimate ' sovereign and I
consider it a bounden duty to liberate my country from its yoke . The notorious fallacies of ' Reform ' and ' gradual
transference of powers ' can produce no illusions and pitfalls in my unequivocal and definite faith . Liberty being the
primary right of man , it is nobody's personal privilege to prescribe limits or apportion shares in the distribution of it .
To say that a nation should get its liberty in graduated stages is the same as saying that an owner should by right
receive his property only in bits and a creditor his dues by instalmente ...... Whatever philanthrophic acts might be
performed by a man who has usurped our property , his usurpa tion would still continue to be utterly illegal . 

“ Evil cannot be classified into good and bad . All that is in fairness possible is to fix its gradations with respect to
quality . For instance we can say very heinous robbery and less heinous robbery , but who can speak of good robbery
and bad robbery ? I cannot , therefore , at all conceive of any justification for such domination because by its very
nature it is an act of iniquity ... . . . . . . . ... 

" Sucb is my duty as a man and as an Indian and religious injunctions have also taught me the same lesson , In fact in
my view the greatest proof of the trnth of my religion is that it is another name for the teaching of the rights of man . I
am a Mahomedan and by virtue of being a Mahomedan this has 

become 

my religious duty , Islam never accepts as valid a sovereignty wbich is personal or is constituted of a bureaucracy of
a handful of paid executive . Islam constitutes a perfected system of freedom and democracy . It has been sent 

man . 
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down to get back for the human race the liberty which has been snatched away from it .. Monarchs , foreign
dominations , selfish religious pontiffs and powerful sections had alike misappropriated this liberty of man . They had
been fondly nursing the belief that power and possession spell the highest right . The moment Islam appeared , it
proclaimed that the bighest right is not might but right itself . No one except God has got the right to mako sorfs and
slaves of God's creatures . All men are equal and their fundamental rights are on a par . He only is greater than others ,
Whose deeds are the most righteous of all .. " The sovo 

voreignty of the Prophet of Islam and of the Khalif was di perfectod conception of democratic equality and it only
could take shape with the whole nations ' free will , unity , suffrage and election . This is the reason why the sovereign
or president of a republic is like a designated Khalif ; Kbilafat literally means nothing more 

nor less than a representation ; so that all the authority a Khalif possesses consists in his representative character and ,
he possosses 10. domination beyond this representative authority . 

“ If then Islam defines it as a duty of Mahomedans to refuse to acknowledge the moral justification oven of an Islamic
Government , if full play is not granted in it to the will and franohise of the nation , it is perfectly superfluous to add
what under Islam would be the ruling given about a foreign bureaucracy . If to - day ' therd was to be established in
India an Islamic Government but if the system of that Government was based upon personal monarchy or upon
bureaucratic oligarchy , then to protest against the existence of such a Goyernment would still be my primary duty as a
Mahomedan . I would still call the Government oppressive and demand its replacement . ne ? 

" I frankly confess that this original conception of Islamic sove reignty could not be uniformly maintained in its primal
purity on account of the selfishness and personal domineering of the later Mahomedan sovereigns . The mighty
magnificence of the Emperors of ancient Rome and of the Shahs of Persia had attracted ' the Mahome dan sovereigns
powerfully to the dubious glory of great monarchical empires . They began to prefer the majestic figures of a Kaiser
or a Khosroe to the simple dignity of the original Khalifs clad often times in old tattered cloaks . No period of the
dynastic sovereignties of Islam has however failed to produce some true Muslim martyrs who have made public
declarations of the tyrannies and transgressions of such monar chies and had joyfully and triumphantly suffered all
miseries and hardships which inevitably confronted them in the thorny paths of duty . 

" The holy prophet of Islam has preached the following doctrine to the Muslims : That man is blessed with the best of
deaths who proclaims the truth in the face of a tyrannical administration and is slaughtered in punishment of this deed .
' The Scripture of Islam , the holy Quran , defines the greatest attribute of the true Muslims to be • that they fear not any
being except God and whatever they con sider to be the truth , they reck not any anthority in the public proclamation
of such truth . The Quran further defines the national characteristics of the Muslims as follows : They are the witnes
ses to truth 

God's earth . ' As long therefore as they con tinue to be Muslims they cannot desist from giving this public evidence .
In fact it has designated Muslims ' as witnesses i ; e . givers of the evidence of truth . When the prophet of Islam
extracted a promise of righteousness from any person , one of the clauses of such à bond used to be , I will always
proclaim the truth in whatever condition and whereever I may happen to bei ' . ...... 

1 

on 
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" An outstanding object lesson in speaking the truth wbich their national history presents to the Muslims is to be found
in the order of an autocractio monarch by which each organ of a victim's body was cut off . The charge against the
victim was that he had pro claimed the ineguity of the tyrant . Firm as a rock he stood and took his punishment in all its
heinous stages , but his tongue right on to the moment wben it was severed went on proclaiming that that autocrat was
a tyrant . This is an incident of the reign of the Emperor Abdul Malik whose domain extended froin Syria to Sind . Can
any one then attach any weight to a sentence under Section 124 , as compared to this terrible penalty ? I concede that it
is the moral decadence of Muslims and their renouncing the real Islamic life that is responsible for the bringing about
of this fallen state , 

* . Wbile I am penning these lines I know there is still living in India many a Muslim who through his weakness pays
homage to this very tyranny . But the failure of man to act up to the spirit of certain tenets cannot belie the intrinsic
truth of those principles . 

“ The tenets of Islam are prese rved in its scriptures . These under no circumstances , make it permissible for Muslims
to enjoy life at the expense of liberty . A true Muslim has either to immolate himself or to retain his liberty , no other
course is open for bim under his religion . To - day the Muslims have come to a firm decision that , in freeing their
country from its sla very tbey will take their fullest share along with Their Hindu , Sikh , Parsi and Christian brethren
...... It is now their belief that to expect any justice from the British Government would be nothing but pure self -
deception so that if they really aspire to obtain justice there is only one single avenue leading to it which is the
attainment of Swaraj --- meaning the Government of India for India and by the Indians theinselves . In short on these
points my admissions have ever been absolutely clear and unequivocal . 

" The present Government is a , most illegitimate form of bureau cracy . It is openly spurning the wishes and
aspirations of millions of humanity . It has always given the preference over justice to prestige ...... Does tyranny
acquire a right to be given a different name simply because it happens to be powerful and to possess -- jails ? 

" In the words of the good and truthful national hero of Italy , Joseph Mazzini , I repeat ' we cannot possibly deny your
evil doings just because temporal power happens to be in your possession for a time ' .... 

" Continuously in the last twelve years I have been training my com munity and my country in demanding their rights
and the liberty , I was only 18 years old when I first started speaking and writing on this theme . I have consecrated
my whole being to it and sacrificed the best part of my life , meaning the whole of my youth in my infatuation for this
ideal . For four years I have suffered internment but during my intern ment even , I have never desisted from pushing
on my work and inviting people to this national goal . This is the perennial mission of my life and if I live at a !! I
elect to live only for this single purpose . Even as the Quran says , 

My prayers and my observances and my life and my death are all for my Lord , the God of the Universe . I am the first
pioneer in this latest phase of that Islamic movement in India which has created a tremendous revolution in the
political world of the Indian Muslims and has gradually elevated them to that pinnacle of national consciousness on
which they are seen to - day . In 1912 I started an Urdu journal , the Al - Hilal , which was the organ of this movement
and the object of the 

i 
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publication of which was mainly what I have declared above . It is an actual fact that within the three years it had created i new
atmosphere in the religious and the political life of Mohammedans of India ' . 

“ In this war of liberty and justice , I have adopted the path of , non - violent non - co - operation . Opposed to 

to us stands an authority armed with the complete equipment for oppression , 

excess and bloodshed . But we place our reliance and trust , next to God , only on our own limitless power of sacrifice and
unshakeable fortitude . 

“ Unlike Mahatma Gandhi my belief is not that armed force should never be opposed by armed force . 

It is my belief that such opposing of violence with violence is fully in harmony 

with the natural laws of God in those circumstances under which Islam per mits the use of such violence . But at the same time
for purpose of liberation of India and the present agitation , I entirely agree with all the arguments of Mahatma Gandhi and I have
complete con fidence in his honesty . It is my definite conviction that India : cannot attain success by means of arms nor is it
advisable for it to adopt that course , 

India can only triumph through non - violent agitation and India's triumph will be a memorable example of the victory of moral
force . 

“ This is the reason why I have always preached to the masses peaceful agitation and bave invariably prescribed it as the first
postu late of success . This would appear distinctly from these speeches . also . I am one of the handful of Muslim leaders who
can honestly claim that if it was not for the determined and effective control that they bave exercised in keeping the Muslim
public within the bounds of non - co operation , there is no knowing where the excitement of the mobs , under the recent trying
provocations , may not have led them and what grave situations may not have taken shape with respect to the Khilafat problem : 

“ What I have stated in the beginning I will repeat in conclusion , that what the Government is doing with us to - day is no
extraordinary pro cedure for which it can be particularly blameable . It is second nature to every usurping authority to put up a
determined opposition and re pression , to suppress national awakening and we know that human nature 

not be altered to suit our own end . This natural failing finds expression equally in individuals and communities , How many
people are there in this world who would give back any article which they had already got in their possession for the ' mere
reason that they are not legitimately entitled to it ? How . then can we nurse a fond hope of such voluntary surrender with respeet
to a whole continent ? Power also is not normally prone to admit facts just be cause they are logical and proved . As a matter of
fact it waits for the emergence of a counter - strength and when this does present itself , it bows its head down before the most
improper demand . Patience therefore and a tug of war of strength are unavoidable . ; 

" This position is one which should be accepted as a normal and everyday occurence without surprise and without demur . I will
even go the length of admitting that the present repression is certainly not too drastic as compared to the worst instances of
inhuman oppressions and terrible which history presents to 

I am not quite certain whether this is due to immaturity of the national of sacrifice 

to 

imperfect development the present system of repression . The future alone ' will decide this . Just as the beginning of such
political tug of war has uniformly been on more or less similar lines , even so its end has been 
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the same in the history of all nation . I know that if our spirit of liberty , and justice proves by actual demonstration to
be real and unconquerable , this very Government which is to - day putting us 

, into the dock , will be obliged to give us a right royal reception as triumphant patriots , ... 

Before I conclude my statement , I want to say a few words about those countrymen of mine who working against me
in this prosecution . Previously I have stated somewhere that the work of the C. I. D. is a combination of ignorance
and trickery . This I have said from the personal , experience that I have gained from countless prosecutions . All the
same , however , I admit that all the C. I , D . people who have given evidence against me have not deliberately made
any lying statements , barring perhaps the confidence which they have expressed in their owņ work .... I believe that
the confidence which they have expressed on the results of their own work and the motives which have dictated their
actions are certainly sinful . But at the same time I also know their weakness . They are only doing this for the sake of
the appointments which u bring them , & few rupees and their only crime is that they do not possess the moral ...
courage to give preference to truth over , everything else . In my heart , therefore , lingers no rancour or accusa tion , i 

1 

1 
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Statement of Lala Lajpat Rai . It will be remembered that Lala Lajpat Rai made no statement , written or oral , in the
second case against him in which he was convicted . He has , however , issued a statement to his countrymen with the
object , as he states , not of proving his innocence nor of asking for , mercy or even sympathy , but of proving how
ignorant of law certain law officers of the Crown apd Magistrates are in the Punjab , and how forms of law are
sometimes used for political purposes . Lalaji . by referring to the possible contention that the non - co - operators
having refused to recogn nise the authority of this Government and its courte are outlaws and are not entitled to any
rights and privileges under the law and from the courts This contention , he says , would be very weighty if the
Govern ment were to say so . In the latter case he would have no complaint . His complaint is that officers of
Government pretend to proceed in accordance with law and yet disregard it and proceed bigb handedly , After
pointing out the grave danger to the liberty of the subject involved in this procedure Lalaji continues : 

" In illustration of these remarks , I propose to give in detail the facts relating to my arrest , trials , convictions and
treatment in jail , as I find that some of these have not been reported or have not received that åtten tion which they
deserve . At one time I contemplated filing this in court as ' a'written statement but seeing the demea nour of the
Magistrate , I have derided not to do so and let him and the Law officers of the Crown have their own way . 

150 Within the last 3 months I have been twice arrested and according to my view of the law both the arrests were
illegal . The first time I was arrested on the 3rd of December 1921 along with three other members of the Provincial
Congress Committee , because I had attended and taken part in a meeting which the Deputy Commissioner of Lahore
had probis . bited under the Act for the Prevention of Seditious Meetings , and because we had refused to disperse
when ordered to do so . In connection with this arrest , the following facts may be noted : 
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411 That after we bad been arrested and removed , the meeting was continuod and the Superintendent of Police ,
Laboré , used " force in dispersing it . 

( 2 ) That the persons arrested were ( 1 ) . myself , President of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee ( 2 )
Pandit K. Santanam , General Secretary of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee ( 3 ) Doctor Gopi Chand ,
Seeretary of the City Congress Committee and ( 4 ) Malik Lal Khan , one of the Secretaries of the Central Kbilafat
Committee , Punjab . Now , while the arrest of myself , and that of Pandit K , Santanam were perfectly inteligible as
of persons responsible for baving convered the meeting , ít bas zot been explained why of all persons present at the
meeting , only Nos . 3 and 4 were seleeted for the honour of arrest . In the moeting were present other Secretaries of
the Punjab Provincial Congress Pommittee , the Members of the Courcil , the members of its Working Com mittee and
several people wbo were knowu to the Government as those wibo " babitually made inflammatory speeches " and
were " agitators and " disturbers of public peace and who certainly occupied much more prominent position in the
political life of the Province than poor Dr. Gopi Coand . Dr. Gopi Chand is neither a speaker nor writer . He has
never been out of Labore on any political errand . Ho made no speech in the presence of the District Magistrate nor
took ang prominent part in the meeting , except being present there , and recording his vote in favour of the resolution
passed . Was he selected because he had made himself obnoxious to the District Magistrate by opposing him in the
Municipal Committee ? In his evidence in the case , the District Magistrate stated that * Doctor Gopi Chand , knew
him to be the District Magistrate , because he was a member of the Municipal Committee . " Does that fact explain
why he was picked out for arrest ? Was it to cut short his activities in connection with the municipality ? 

( 3 ) That the arrests were made at about 2-10 p . m . We were taken to the Government Telegraph Office where the
military and armed Police were in attendance . A Magistrate had also been called in . Sitting in the verandah of the
Telegraph Office . admission to which had been denied to our relatives and to the reporters , we could see that some
consultations were going on , which lasted 2 hours . " The Magistrate , who afterwards tried us , was all the time
present in the premises , and for aught we know , might have taken part in the consultation . At about 5 o'clock we
were presented before the Magistrate who informed us that we were charged ander Section ' 145 , Indian Penal Code ,
and could go out on bail . The charge under Section 145 , Indian Penal Code , came to us as a surprise . So far as the
District Magistrate had been acting under the Seditious Meetings Act , and now , all of sudden , be cbanged front and
instead of proceeding under the latter Act charged us with an offence under Indian Penal Code . The Magistrate
granted a remand up to the 7th . This was preeminently a case in which no remand was necessary or proper . The
District Magistrate had proceeded under the Seditious Meetings Act . He had arrested us personally , and if the Act
applied , we were guilty . The case could be disposed of in about an hour's time . But on the 7th of December , we are
taken to Court and on this day again another remand was sanctioned . Evidently , the authorities were not yet quite
sure of their law , and time was needed to hunt up the low in connection with the case . The District Magistrate and
vhe trying Magistrate and the Police , were not sure if they had got hold of a right section of the Criminal Law to
charge us with . So we were locked up in jail and the business of bunting up the law proceeded . On the 18th Decem ;
ber , as soon as we entered the Court room , we were told that a complaine ander Section 6 of Act 10 of 1911 had
been put up in by the District 
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Magistrate as complainanti The Magistrate intimated that he would first proceed with that complaint although this was
a Summons case and the other a Warrant case . To my mind it is clear that all this had been done after consultation
between the law officer of the Crown , the Distriot Magistrate and possibly the trying Magistrate . The prosecution
thuis took 9 days to make up their mind as to the law applicable to the case , and as they were not prepared to take ar'y
chances they decided to have two strings to their bow , so that the Magistrate could give heavy , sentences . 

? ( 4 ) That on the 16th the venue was shifted to the jail and we were practically tried in camera . In the meantime ,
Pandit Santanam's brother who had come all the way from Madras and had been refused admission Besides being
treated most rudely by the Magistrate presented the matter to the High Court Bar Association , and latter to the Chief
Justice who interceded and pointed out to the Magistrate that it was irregular to hold trials in jails and refuse
admission to the friends and relatives of the accused . The District Magistrate again interfered and probably at his
insistanee the Chief Justice eventually agreed to the triab being continued in Jail provided about 40 to 50 persons
were allowed to attend the trial So in this matter the Distriet Magistrate and the trying Magistrato had to eat the
humble pie . 

( 5 ) That the prosecution closed their case on the 19th of December . I filed my written statement on the 21st ,
arguments were heard on the 22nd and judgment reserved for the 4th of January . It was , however , not delivered until
the 7th , We were convicted on both counts and I was awarded one years ' regorous imprisonmeut under Section 145 ,
and six months ' simple imprisonment and Rs . 500 fine under the other . The Local Government lost no time in
remitting the sentence passed under Section 145 of the Indian Penal Code . The sentence under the other count was
also remitted under Section 104 of the Criminal Procedure Code on the 30th January . It was also announced by a
communique that the meeting of the kind for which we had been punished did 

the Seditious Meetings Act . We were all released , T only formally . We were ati released , I only formally used 

ir : 01 Thus four subjects of His Majesty were arrested , prosecuted , convict ed and kept in jail for full 59 days
before the Punjab Government found that all this was illegal and ultra vires . 

The questions that arise here are : 

( a ) Was the Punjab Government a party to those arrests and pro secutions ? Did they authorise or approve of them 

( b ) It so , did they consult their law officers before they sanctioned these prosecutions ? 

( o ) If they did , and the latter approved of these , prosecutions , whip did they so hastily remit the sentence under
Section 145 Indian Penal Code ? Was this remission an act of clemency or because they found that the conviction was
illegal ? If the latter , why did they not instruct the Government Advocate to withdraw the case before it reached the
stage of judgment of If it was only an act of clemency , why was it not stated in the communique : } } 

( d ) If they did not consult their law officers , who was reponsible for this omission ! The Government or the District
Magistrate ? 

( e ) IL the District Magistrate , what steps have the Government taken to express their displeasure at this colossal
ignorance of law on the part of the District Magistrate , and the trying Magistrate 
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$ 2 " ( f ) What have they done to compensate the accused for all this illegal detention with its attendant trouble ,
worry and expense ! , 

( g ) What steps have the Government taken to apologise and com pensate those against w.bom force was used on the
3rd of December while dispersing the meeting of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee ? 

Under ( d ) we find that the Magistrate who convicted us has been promoted and the District Magistrate is still in
charge of the Lahore District . 

Under ( e ) , I was re - arrested within only five minutes of my release on charges based on the same document wbich
was the basis of my pre vious conviction under Section 145 Indian Penal Code . It should be understood that
technically both these convictions stand and can be used against the accused whenever the Government chooses to do
so . 

Now as to the re - arrest . It was after midnigbt on the 30th of Janu . ary that , I was awakened , taken to the
Superintendent's Office and released . As soon as I stepped outside , I was arrested under the follow ing warrant : 

Wbereas , Lala Lajpat Rai sta ods charged with offence under Section 7 Act & nf 1911 and Section 17 Act XIV of
1908 , you are hereby directed to arrest him and to produce him before me at the Central Jail : on the 81st January 

bit ; = oz ) ( sd . ) M. L. FERRAR , District Magistrate , 

1. Lábore . 30th January 1922 , 

. 

fr 

The endorsement on it by the officer who arrested me is as follows : 

Orders complied with and Lala Lajpat Rai landed over to Superin . tendent , Central Jail , with order of District
Magistrate . 

( Sd . ) , W. G. CLARKE , 

D. Additional Supt . Police . 31st January 1922 . 

 ܃
D. M , will require prisoner at 3-30 in the gateway of the Central Jail . 

( Sd . ) E. G. GREGSON , 31st January 1922. - ** a ! 

786 Court Inspector , Please comply . 

911 * in 

ist ( Sd . ) W. G. CLARKE , Pri 

For Senior Superintendent , Police . Complied with , 

ri 

1 , ( Sd . ) DEVI DASS , 

' 

Court Inspector Sis ? 11 . 30th January 1922 
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hetri Out of these two offences , one was a Summons case and ' bailable . The other would also be a Summons case
and bailable if the offence was under clause ( 1 ) , Section 17 , Act 14 of 1908 , " but the warrant conve . niently
omitted to mention the clause . On the 31st I was produced before the District Magistrate and he sanctioned a remand
under Section 167 , Criminal Procedure Code , wbich again is obviously not applicable to the case . He did not ask
me if I wanted to be let out on bail . On the 31st when I asked the District Magistrate what were the charges against
me , he only mentioned the sections stated in the warrant . In reply to my enquiry as to the cta use of Section 17 of Act
14 of 1908 , the District Magistrato said he could not say , but the Court Inspectors mentioned clause ( 2 ) , 

... 9 a 1998 Section 167 , : Criminal 1 Procedure : Code " had noliy application because the 

bad been started the instance of , and by the District Magistrate himself . After the remand bad been sanctioned , the
Police recorded the first report under Section 154 of the Criminal Procedure Code ( See column 1 of the first report
and the concluding remarks ) in order to legalise the proceedings under Section 167. No remand was needed as the
prosecution relied on my manifesto . 

case 

at 

3 

a 

for " The case for the prosecution was helosed on the path 

, ainda 13th was to end 

A 

The Court charged me unidenti olid not want to file 

follows : 

4 

my written statement 

said & written statement . Penal Code , Section 17 ( 1 ) of Act 14 of 1908 . The charge reads are 

: “ That you , on or about the 3rd day of December 1921 , at Labore , did issue a manifesto as President of the Punjab
Provincial Congress Committee , which manifesto was published in the " Tribrne of the 6th December 1921 , in which
manifesto you exhorted every Congress member , who was not afraid of the consequences , to enrol himself in the
National Volunteer Association which had been declared to be unlawful by Govern : ment , and thereby committed an
effence punishable under Section 17 ( 1 ) of the Criminal Law Amendment Act XIV of 1908 read with Section 117 , 

ead with section Indian Penal Code , and within my cognizance . And I heredy direct that you be tried by me , on the 

said charge . ” The case was postponed to the 15th for judgment . The Government Advocate wanted to argue but the
Magistrate told him it was not necessary . The case was very simple . 

What happened between the 10th and 17th ; is a mystery . On the 15th as soon as I entered the Court room , the G 

Government Advocate stood up and said that he bad notbing to say ahout the case under the Seditious Meetings Act
except that it would be better to decide this also with 

; wanted to put in a petition for which he wanted a postponment up to the 20th , agai The Courts order was us 

follow $ : ; Judgment in this case is not ready . " Mr. Herbert Government Advocate , asks for an adjournment : with a
view to putting in a petition . He says a mistake has crept into the case which mistake . was of course on the part of the
prosecution which did not correctly represent the case to the Court at the beginning . He asks for tbe case to be
postponed to Monday the 20th February 1922 . 

ri Case adjourned to 20th February 1922,626 veselo 

, 

( Sd . ) G. H. HARRIS , 16th February 1929,3 ; 
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All this was done in quel m way as to raise & rennenable suspicion that some kind of consultation bad takes place
between the Magistrate and the prosecution between the 13th and the 15th . What want the nature of the consultation
can only be known to them . 

As to the case under the Seditious Meetings Act , it was all the time treated as a Summons case as it was under
Section 109 read with Section 7 of Act 10 of 1911. On the 13th the Magistrate recorded the following order ; -- 

13th Februrary 1922 . Present ; 

Accused in custody . Iso Mo , Herbert . Government Advocate for the Crown .. ! 

( Sd . ) G. H. HARRIS . is . The accused has no right to put in a written statemont in & Summons tease nor does this
accused want to put in & written staternent . AO . pused wants to produce to evidence for the defence . 

( sd . ) G. H. HARRIS . 

Magistrate , 1st Clase . " Orders for 15th February 1922 . 

( 88. ) G. H. HARRIS 

Magistrate , 1st Class . 2390 " " 13th February 1922 EsOn the 15th again be recorded the following order : 

" 15th February 1922 . Present --- Acoused in custody . 

i 15 Mr. Herbert , Government Advocate appears for the Cron . 

( Sd ) Chi H. HARRIS . 15th February 1922 . 

3 
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taken up . 

In the case under Section 17 ( 1 ) of Aot 14 of 1908 read with Section 117 , Indian Penal Code , the Government
Advocate t'as asked for an adjournment in order to put in a petition on Monday . He also asks that this case be
adjourned to Monday and that orders in both i cases be passed on the same day . Adjourneď to 20th February 1922 , 

( 80. ) G. H. HARRIS . 15th February 1922 

üir ? On the 20th when the case was 

the Magistratei esked the Government Adocate that they might first take up the the Seditious Meetings Act , which
showed that there had 

o caso under 

been consultation between the Magistrate and the prosecution betwoen the . 15th , and the 20th . : The order recorded
by the Magistrato on the 20th was as follows : 

20th February 1992 , Os n prosentiment 

Accused in custody . Mr , Herbert , Gevernment Advocate for Crown , 21.D ( ) 

( Sd . ) G. HARRIS , 

1 
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ORDER . 

 ٠٠٩  ھپ ھن

, 

* Mr. Herbert , Government Advocate has to - day put in a petition . It is to the effect that this case bas been treated as
a Summons ' case but that baving regard to the questions put to the accused on 7th February 1922 and the evidence
adduced by the prosecution , the case would appear to be reaildy & Warrant ease viz . , Ong , under Section 7 , of Act
X of 1911 read with Section 117 , Indian Penal Code . The Government Advocate therefore prays that a charge may be
framed under the above Sections and the accused called upon to enter on his defence after recall ing , if he so desires ,
any of the prosecution witnesses , 

" The accused has asked this Court to note that he wants time to reply to the petition put in by the Government
Advocate . It appears to me to be unnecessary to give an adjournment at this stage . I agree with the Government
Advocate that this case should have been tried as a Warrant case . 

From the question put by the Court to the aceused on 7th February 1922 , the accused , who is a lawyer , knew that the
case against him was under Section 7 of Act of 1911-117 , Indian Penal Code . 

" The accused has throng bout said that as a non - oo - operator be means to take no part in these proceedings . I agree
with tbe Govornment Advocate that the accused will not be prejudiced , if he is charged to - day and then allowed
time to put in any application he likes . 

( 80. ) G. H. HARRIB , 

Section 30 Magistráto . 20th February 1922 . 

The new charge framed in this case runs thus : 12. " That you , on or about the Brd day of December 1991 , ut Labore
at President of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee did issue & mami . festo which was published in the
Tribune of 6th December 1921 , in which manifesto you instigated the public generally to hold public meetings in all
places were the Seditious Meetings Act has been applied , in express disobedience of the provisions of that Aet and to
court arrost and preseh . ed the doctrine of civil disobedience , all of which were calculated to cause pabhie
excitement and disturbance , and thereby aummitted an offenee punishable under Section 7. of Act X of 1911 read with
Seotion 117 , Indian Penal coda , and within my cognizance . And I hereby direct that you be tried by me on the said
obange . " 

( $ d . ) G. H. HARRIS , 

Special Magistrate , 

Wita Section 80 Powers , Magistrates Court , Lahore District . The 20th February 1922 . The amended charge in the
other cases runs as follows : 

That you on or about the 3rd day of December 1921 , at Lahore , 28 President of the Punjab Provincial Congress
Committee did issue a manifesto which was published in the Tribune of the 6th December , 1921 , in which manifesto
you exhorted every Congress member , who was not afraid of the conseqnonces , to enrol bimself 

in the tional Volunteers ' Association , which association is an unlawful assou ciation within the meaning of the
Criminal Law Amendment Act , 

1 
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Section 17 and essentially the same body as the Congress and Khila fat Volunteers which have been declared to be unlawful by
Govern ment and thus a betted , the commission of offence by a number or glass of persons exceeding ten , punishable , uuder
Section 17 ( 1 ) Act 14 of 1908 read with Section 117 , Indian Penal Code , and within my cog nizance . 

“ And I hereby direct you be tried by me on the said charge . ? ! 

* ) 

f1  ہن ےس یناپ  - و

O2 

 زنو ،

( 2 ) 

i 

6 0:19:36 12733 38598d .: G. H , HARRIS , 

18-26,56 XT 2,9 30 ! ma , a 1978,23 713 ? " Magistrate , 1st Class , 

With Section 30 Powers . The 20th Tebrúary 1922 :: 1.5 

cors , 9 The Magistrate's Court , Lahore District , 

It seems that between the 13th and the 15th the Magistrate or the prosecution discovered : 

mene ( 1 ) That on the 3rd and the 6th December the National Volun teers Corps had not come into existence . 

. That it was notideclared unlawful until the 16th December on which date an order dated the 12th December - was published in
the Punjab Government Gazettes ? . ' ! " !!! 

( 3 ) That having been in jail from the 3rd December on wards I could not be held responsible for the bringing into existence of
that body or for its activities as a 

, asins Having discovered this , the prosecution and the Magistrate entered into consultation and resolved upon behind the back
of the accused and I the defects . have reason to believe that the District Magistrate , the law officers and the tryipg Magistrate
were all parties to it . 

The real facts : 

That the original- notifications of the 14th November declaring the association now known as " the Khilafat Volunteers , ” as
unlawful was also defective . Firstly , there was no such association as the Congress Volun .. tgers . 1 The young men called
volunteers were known by different names in different localities . There was no provincial organization s as such Those who
worked under the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee , constituted " the Indian National Service ' ' : Those who worked
under the 

Swaraj ) . The matter was discussed at the meeting of the 

Committee of the All - India Congress Committee held at Bom bay on the 20th November and it was decided to organise the
volunteers under an entirely new constitution . ( 8 ) They were to be called “ National Volunteers Corps . ” ( b ) There was to be
one unit for the whole province , and ( c ) under the control of one Central Provincial Board . ( a ) Every one had to apply in
writing siguing three separate pledges 

) about non - violence and other matters . ( E ) All these applications were to be accepted by the Punjab Provincial Board . It will
thus , be seen that 

t neither the original notification was in proper legal form nor : could the second notification have retrespective effect . An
independent Magistrate would have declined to allow the prosecution any farther time to - fill up these gaps : They have been
prosecuting me for the last : ten weeks and had had ample time to find out both faots and law .; The Magistrate , however , was
dead to all considerations of justice 

" 
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and fairness . He wanted to please the District Magistrate and the Crown . So he readily consented to all that latter
desired and did not give me even one day for reply or objections . Exasperated by this and in a moment of anger , I
said I would apply to the High Court for transfer which I never really intended to do . I wanted a postponement in
order to know the decision of the All - India Congress Committee which I knew was called for the 25th February ,
before I was finally buried in a jail cell , I am really sorry for this slip and I hope my , countrymen will pardon me for
it . 

A perusal of Section 117 ( I. P. C. ) will show that it is not applicable to the facts of this case . 

Firstly , + Assuming that I instigated the people to become volunteers and to hold public meetings it is obvious that
Section 117 implies an action by public as such “ collectively and conjointly ” ( vide 3 Weekly Reporter , Criminal
41 ) quoted in Rattan Lal's Penal Code . The act of enlistment of volunteers is an individual act of each volunteer . It
can not be performed by the public in their collective and conjoint capacity . Similarly , there can be no conjoint and
collective lecture or speeches by the public under Section 7 of Act X of 1911 , 

Secondly .--- The National Volunteers Association did not come into existence till after the manifesto , 

Thirdly .--- The manifesto expressly stated that no Civil Disobedience was to be committed by any body except with
the previous sanction of the Working Committee . 

Fourthly .--- This very manifesto and the very facts which form the basis of these charges were the basis of conviction
under Section 145 of the Indian Penal Code which still stands . 

Fifthly .--- The language of both these enactments is such as to suggest that abetment is a part of the substantive
offence . I wonder how many more charges are still hanging over my head for this mani . festo . . I am , however , a
willing scape - goat . So far about my case . 

I know of other cases also in which the pro ceedings were outrageously illegal , I know of many cases but I will
mention only a few . The first important case was that of Lala Amir Chand in which the same Magistrate who
originally convicted us , found that “ Bradlaugh Hall ” was a public place and a Police Officer could enter it at will .
The second was that in which the Court premises " ' were held to be a private place and some Muhammadan
volunteers were convicted of criminal trespass etc. In another case 25 persons had been arrested under the Seditious
Meetings Act and locked up in jail . The Challan mentioned only 20. On the day of judgment , after these 20 had been
sentenced , the remaining five asked about their fate . 

The Magistrate was taken aback , but after a few minutes he proceeded to sentence them also . In another the speech
was delivered by a person other than the one punished and the former has come forward to admit the fact . This is the
case of Lala Ram Parshad , Joint Editor , " Bande Matram , " the judgment was fixed for the 18th . On that day the
Magis trate came te know what bad happened in my case . Wbo advised him to postpone the case ? Was it the District
Magistrate ? This very Ma- ; gistrate when he came from another District began to give comparatively light
sentences-- light from the point of view of the prosecution . After a few days he suddenly chaged and began to give
heavy sentences , The question is of : who interfered ' ? Does it prove the purity and indepen , dence of judicial
proceeding ! 

Buy 17 
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I was re - arrested on the morning of the 31st January , 1922. For 3 or 4 days all applications for interviews whether '
by friends , relatives , or lawyers , were refused . 

After that the prohibition was relaxed in favour of lawyers . During all these days from the 31st up to the date of
judgment I have not been allowed even one interview with my relatives or friends which means that even the Jail
Manual was suspended in my case . This has been done , I am told , under the orders of the Government . I have
several times asked the . Jailor to tell me if I had been guilty of any breach of Jail regulations to deserve that
punishment . But he has failed to give any satisfactory reply . In face of all this , to pretend that they are administering
justice in accordance with law is simply pre posterous . As I said it would be more in keeping with truth and would
enhance the dignty and prestige of the Government if the latter were to say that by reason of non - co - operation we
had forfeited all claims to be treated in accordance with law , and so far aš we were concerned , all laws , rules and
regulations had been suspended . That ' will save much unnecessary trouble on both sides . 

LAJPAT RAI . 

1 

Statement of Lala Lajpat Rai , Magistrate .--- Mr . Lajpat Rai you will put in a written statement ? 

Lalaji .-- Well , I have a written statement and I decline , to show it to anybody before I read it . 

Mr. Herbert .-- If Lala Lajpat Rai will give a guarantee as to what is given in the statement is relevant and there is no
irrelevant matter and also it does not preach sedition among the people here , I would allow him to read his statement
. 

Lalaji .-- My statement does not contain any sedition . I do not know the definition of " irrelevant , ' ' when all the
speeches are recorded , why should not this one ? Magistrate .-- First let me 

see the statement and then you may read it . ( After consulting a book ) The accused must tshow his state . ment before
he reads it out . 

Mr. Herbert .-- Then take down his verbal , statement if he wants to give any . 

Magistrate .-- I do not know what object will be served by that . If the accused does not show his statement , then he
will give verbal statement from the material he has got down in his statement . 

Mr. Herbert .-- He must not go beyond limits , if he has to give a verbal statement . He has also answered to the
questions put by the court . I object to Mr. Sleem's . having a controversy with the accused . 

Lalaji .--- I protest against this procedure of the court . I do not mean any disrespect to the court nor Mr. Sleem , but I
like to say that there have been many political cases in the Province where such controversies have happened , why
do you take exception to this 

T 

1 

case 2 

Pandit Santanam .--- I would like to join in this protest because I do not want to 

ake advantage of any ort of help given on my behalf whether at my instence or anybody else's . 
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were 

Magistrate . Mr. Santanam , I am seeking help not for you but for the court . Magistrate .--- Mr . Lajpatrai , 

you 

the President of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee held in Saleem buildings on the 3rd December , 1921 . 

Lalaji .-- I am sorry I cannot answer any question put by the court . * This means no discourtsey to the court , but is in
accordance with the prátice followed by the non - co - operators throughout India , The statement whick 1 am going to
make or put in contains all the facts bearing on the case . 

Magistrate --- Well I shall let you read that statement out , but unless it is handed over to me first , I am sorry I cannot
allow you to read that . 

Lalaji .--- Alright . I hand you over the statement . 

Magistrate .--- ( After perusing the statement ) I am not going to - allow 

you to read out this statement . This is not the platform to indulge in political speeches . 

Lalaji .--- This is a political case . 

Magistrate --- Quite so , I am not concerned with the doings of people other than those who are concerned with the
case . I am not going to allow you to read this part of the statement . 

Lalaji .-- I am not going to read anything at all . I leave the docu ment to you . 

I 

> 

Supplementary Statement , The following is the full text of the writen statement filed by Lala Lajpat Rai in Court : --- 

I should like to mention some facts in addition to those mentioned in my statement of the 12th instant : --- 

On the 4th ultimo , a meeting of the All - India Congress Committee was held and by a Resolution of that meeting ,
Provincial Congress Committees were authorised to permit Civil Disobedience to individuals and in such areas , as
fulfilled certain conditions . It was understood that Civil Disobedience meant disobedience of laws and orders
involving no moral turpitude in such a manner as to exclude all possibility of violence or breach of the peace . On the
17th November 1921 riots ..occurred in Bombay and the whole question was reconsidered at a meet ting of the
Working Committee of the Indian National Congress held in that city . The Committee after discussion decided that no
province should embark on mass Civil Disobedience without first making sure of a non - violent à tmosphere . This
practically - meant that the idea of mass Civil Disobedience was temporarily abandoned . Civil Dis 

obedience by individuals was left in the hands of the Provincial Congress Committees but the general impression was
that it would be difficult 

to start Civil Disobedience even in individual cases unless the Govern oment foolishly passed repressive orders and
thus give an opportunity " for Civil Disobedience . Before the Committee dispersed , news game that the Bengal
Government had declared the Congress and Khilafat Volunteer Organisations unlawful Assemblies under the Criminal
Law Amendment Act of 1908. There , and then leaders recognised that this 

Kristi ili Was a splendid opportunity . 

1 
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2 p.m. 

On my arrival at Lahore , I found the Punjab Government had gone one better for , besides declaring the Volunteer
organisation unlawful , they had proclaimed the Districts of Lahore , Amritsar and Shaikhupura under the Seditious
Meetings Act . Believing as we do that this was the beginning of an attempt to break the only political organisation in
the country , viz . , the Congress , we decided to start Civil Disobedience by disobeying the orders of the Government
under these Acts , and a meeting of the Executive Council of the Provincial Congress Committee held on the 27th
November 1921 passed a resolution to that effect . It was also resolved to reorganise our Congress and Khilafat
Volunteers on the basis of instructions given by the Working Committee of the All - India Congress Committee at its
sitting on the 23rd November 1921. We further decided that in order to eliminate all chances of violence and breach
of the peace , only very small meetings should be held and the attendance as a general rule should be so arranged as
not to let in any one who was not ready and willing to be arrested and was not pledged to non - violence . After this
meeting was over it occurred to me that it would be better to explain all these precautions in a more representative
meeting of the Provincial Congress Committee in order to still further reduce any chance of violence , so as to afford
no opportunity to our opponents . I also wished to call a meeting to make arrangements for filling all vacancies
occuring owing to arrest of office - bearers and members of the Committee . I therefore , directed the secretaries to
issue a notice for an emergency meeting of the Provincial Congress Committee to be held on the 3rd December 1921
at 

On the 2nd December one of the secretaries received the first letter of the Deputy Commissioner of Lahore in this
connection . On the same day a reply was sent . 

A meeting of the Working Committee of the Provincial Congress Committee was held to consider the situation created
by this correspon dence . Those present unanimously resolved that if the Deputy Commis sioner took the threatened
action of prohibiting the meeting , his order should be disobeyed . Drafts of resolutions were approved and Agba
Muhammad Safdar was nominated to act as President , in case I was ivarrested . On the morning of the 3rd at about 11
a.m. , a second letter 

from the Deputy Commissioner was received . This was immediately replied to . 

I should like to point out that there was no occasion for the Deputy Commissioner to apprehend either a disturbance or
what he chose to style “ public excitement " in connection with a meeting of the Provincial Con gress Committee . No
such disturbance has ever taken place to the best of my knowledge in the whole history of the Congress Committee
whether in the Punjab or in other Provinces , in particular , at present when the Congress has adopted the creed of non
- violence , of which fact the Deputy Commissioner must have been aware , there was still less reason for any
reasonable person to apprehend any disturbance or excitement . 

I proceeded along with others to the place of the meeting and received the final notice prohibiting the meeting at
1-40.p.m . In the meantime , 

we had discussed the whole situation and were only waiting for . 2 p.m. , to listrike to formally adopt the resolution
and the manifesto . At 2 p . m . punctually the resolution and the manifesto were formally passed and we sat there in
silence awaiting the advent of the Deputy Commissioner who personally arrived with a strong force of European and
Indian Police . 

In this connection , I must state that the laws of the bureaucracy are not binding on the Indian people either morally or
by the law of Nations 
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No laws are binding upon any people which are not passed either by themselves or by their representatives in a body
properly constituted by their will . At the same time we had no intention of starting this campaign of civil
disobedience had the bureaucracy left us any choice in the matter . The bureaucracy can break its own laws and act
lawlessly with impunity . They can murder our men and women , they can flog our children without rhyme or reason .
They can insult our women and spit on their faces , they can humiliate us by passing crawling orders . They can treat
us as cattle in their Jails , even the vilest of them can act the tyrant and then go scot - free without any punishment .
Their most heinous crimes are mere errors of judgment , and the worse that can happen to any of them is retirement on
handsome pensions to be paid by us out of our hard - earned incomes . But if an Indian was to cross the will of a
bureaucrat , however slight his offence may be , he is liable to be insulted , kicked , handcuffed in chains and finally
lodged in a Jail , where he is made to lead the life of a beast of burden , while the lowest of the Europeans lives in the
near vicinty in comfort and compara tive luxury . One has only to compare the food , the dress , the bedding , the
accommodation and the other facilities allowed to a European prisoner with those of an Indian in Indian Jails . All
talk of racial equality in this country is hypocritical nonsense . The Viceroy talks of being in the habit of placing
himself in the position of others . Let him , if he can , place himself in the position of an Indian prisoner in the Lahore
Central Jail and he will find out whether there is justification for Civil disobedience for us or not . Yet we were
determined not to start Civil Disobedience , if the Government had only allowed us to proceed with the work of
political organisation as laid down by the Indian National Cong 

The recent orders passed under the Criminal Law Amendment Act and the prevention of the Seditious Meetings Act
leave us only two alternatives , either to stop the work of the Congress altogether or to go to Jail . As honourable men
determined to win our freedom we have chosen the latter course and we are glad we did so . We feel we have already
won more than half of the battle . The prestige of the bureau cracy is in the dust to - day and they can only rule us in
defiance of the laws of Justice by the use of force . Public meetings are being held in Lahore and Amritsar almost
every day , and volunteers are parading in streets day and night in defiance of the orders promulgated by the Punjab
Government , receiving blows and wounds and insults from the police and the military but not retaliating with
violence . The Govern . ment has not got the courage to arrest all of them and have started the brutal policy of beating
them , which however has not succeeded in its objects . I am not sorry for what I did . I crave no indulgence either
from the Government or the Court , and do not want to be let out of Jail as long as the present policy of the
Government continues . truly partriotic Indian , India has already become a vast prison house . I feel I can serve my
country better inside the Jail than outside it . 

I have deliberately omitted to make any mention of the many illega lities and irregularities committed by the
Prosecution and the Court in the course of the trial . " 

ress . 

To every 
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APPENDIX XIV . 

EFFECT OF BOYCOTT IN LANCASHIRE . 

Some Gleanings from the Press . It is not without reason that Lancashire is taking extra interest in Indian politics . The
boycott is already telling , 

The following firms at Manchester have gone into liquidation : -- Messrs . Alexander Graham and Co. , Ltd. , for . £
-770,0002 , Messrs . Ros Howeth and Co. , for £ 83,77 and Messrs . Thomas Dinnin and Co. , Ltd. for £ 186,666 .
These were all cotton manufacturing . firms .--- " Rangoon Mail . " 

11 HOW BOYCOTT IS TELLING . 

Vot Mr. J. A. Ormerod , a well known spinner and manufacturer at Black burn told an Evening Chronicle
representative that instead of the boycott in India being at an end it was worse than ever , 

At the present time , he said , we had got cheap cotton which taking into consideration the exchange was practically at
pre - war price , and the grey cloth was cheap . 

" Traders in India are not buying " he added , " because the boycott is : on Indian who is our chief customer , and
Lancashire never makes money unless India is in the market . 

" At the present moment , more than half the looms of Blackburn are idle , and that position will not be remedied untill
the Government get to the root of the cause of the unrest in India . 

Unless that trouble is speedily settled half the La noashire manufac turers will go into Bankruptoy Court , " L -
Manchester , Evening News . 

F 

i 

LANCASHIRE DEPENDENT ON INDIAN ORDÉRS . 

" MILLS CANNOT RUN FULL TIME . " The Manchester correspondent of the ' Monitor , ' of Bostom , writes : “
Everything seems to depend on India . When will India make a bid for more cloth ? India makes no demand for goods
. There are British cotton fabrics in Indian ports valued at £ 20,000,000 and untill these are removed there will not be
much chance of fresh demand being made ...... As long as India keeps out of market , Lancashire cotton mills cannot
run full time . " 

LANCASHIRE TEXTILE WORKERS ' DECLARATION . 

LONDON , AUG . 22 . A Manchester report states that the Textile Workers ' Association recommends , in a public
declaration , on behalf of the Textile Workers of Lancashire that they favour not only the encouragement and develop
ment of self - Government for India but also peace with Turkey , Turkish self - control in her own territories ,
provided that she guarantees that the rights of minorities shall be safeguarded . By such means they believe 
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friendly 

India could be pacified and the Indian people made friendly to Britain At present , not only India but the whole of Middle East is
unfriendly , and the consequences of our policy , tif persued on the present lines , must inevitably be a catastrophe for Lancashire
textile workers . 

! 

, “ 

, Walter Gee President , said that the Kers a trade pool , to - day , Mr. 

would not recover until the constant fluctuations of foreign exchanges were ended . Cotton operatives Council reported that the
political and religious agitation in India had 

position en 

than in pre - war times . The raised a feeling that was most inimical to Lancashire trade , The President stated that textile -
workers were in favour of development of Indian self - government ? s min S. A Manchester report sta 

states that the Textile Workers ' Association recommends in a public declaration , on behalf of the Textile Workers of Lancashire
, that they favour not only the encouragement and dovelopment of self - Government - for - India but also peace with Turkey , 

own . Suartees the rights of minorities 

. By 

Britain . At present not only India but the whole of Middle East is unfriendly , and the consequences of our polioy , if pursued on
the present lines , must inevitably be a catastrophe for Lancashire textile workers.Witse 

“ The Executive of the United Textile Factory Workers Association ini their annual report draw attention to the conclusions
reached by four Labour members of Parliament who investigated i ( the : cotton relations between Lancashire and India . 19. Asis
and 

5 ; " The Labour M. Psor have recommended to public . declaration on behalf of the Lancashire textile workers affirming that
they favour the i encouragement and development of self - government in India and peace with Turkey giving her control over
her own territories provided the rights of the minorities are safeguarded . 

01. " Lucy It is pointed out that the Labour . M. Ps . who investigated the problem consider that India could thus be pacified as a
whole and the Middle East made friendly towards England . The M. Ps . aver that the consequences of the English policy if
pursued on the present lines will inevitably result in a catastrophe for Lancashire textile workers .- " Times of India Special
Cables set petroleroy- ; 141039 ) Bl . il 109 kr Blix , TT + 1 ow ! They's as herrini , Lisin 673 " ' 
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